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Dissertation Abstract 

Traffic in Books: Ethnographic Fictions of Zora Neaie Hiirston, Salman Rushdie, 

Bruce Chatwin, & Ruth Underbill 

By Karen Louise Smith Wyndham, CCLS, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 

This dissertation studies the works of four writers who attempt cross-

cultural advocacy through writing fiction based upon their fieldwork or other 

travels. In order to explain cultural differences, however, all four writers 

inadvertently rely upon the very Orientalist stereotypes, the ''ethnographic 

fictions," which they seek to undermine. Three underlying causes for this 

dynamic are identified and traced through works by the authors as well as 

contemporary post-colonial, queer, feminist, and ethnographic interdisciplinary 

scholarship. 

First, in order to explain the significance of native cultures in the language 

of the mainstream or dominant one, cross-cultural advocates must balance novelty 

with intelligibility. A critique of an epistemology of empire, then, better taps 

''ethnographic fictions" through mimicry, mockery, and minstrelsy, rather than 

appealing to abstract, ahistorical universals. Second, Odysseun myths remain a 

powerful set of presumptions about the relationship between travel, individuality, 

and empowerment. Yet the idea that freedom and free thought are both the goals 

and consequences of travel fails to account for the history of pilgrims, refugees, 

and community-based activists. Third, Orientalism and Anthropology are 

organized around the idea that sex/gender roles reveal the essence of indigenous 

cultures. The result is a disproportionate focus upon women's living quarters 

(harems, xezanas, huts), and indigenous sexuality (berdaches, hijras, shamen). 

For the four authors, the relationship between advocacy and self-identification is 

a crucial element. 

Close reading of the writers' texts reveals how they each seek validation of 

their sex/gender identities through investigations abroad. As queer, feminist, 

s»nH/or hi-ciiltiiml vvfitf>r*c v <t» ^r>nt.-^ntir>nG nf 
— — J , ... — - I — - — — 

belonging and exclusion. This study reveals how advocacy and alienation interact 

in 20th-century literature and scholarship of the Other. 
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Introduction; Creative Writing and Cross-Cultural Advocacy 

"[I]f you look etymologically at the meaning of the word 'metaphor' and 

the word 'translation' it turns out they mean the same thing...'to carry 

across'" 

~ Salman Rushdie ("Fictions are 

Lies That Tell the Truth" 77) 

Translation is a project of frustrated correspondence, of matching terms as closely as 

possible across two languages. The best translators realize two concurrent aspects of their work. 

The first is the absolute necessity of translation for peace and understanding on our small planet: 

immediate needs as well as potential futures depend upon bridging the gaps which divide 

humanity. But the second aspect may seem to contradict the first, for it requires the translator's 

honesty, even humility, and thus the confession that perfect translations are impossible. Given 

both its necessity and impossibility, the translator attempts to harbor meanings, to carry them 

across language barriers. Rather than call it an inexact science, then, I prefer to label translation 

an asymptotic art, as its virtues lie in achieving the shortest distance between two distinct points. 

The words of the translator must offer, particularly for utterances involving abstract ideas, 

passions, and values, working metaphors which best capture a meaning otherwise lost in literal 

word-for-word pairings. 

My study herein examines not linguistic translation, but a related yet more elusive, art of 

cultural translation. For if translators at United Nations meetings must rely upon working 

metaphors to translate discussions of newsworthy events, how much more difficult explanations 

may be of one's culture's abstract ideas, passions, and values, into those of another. Herein, I 
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examine the difficulties of cultural translation, and how cultural differences are portrayed and 

explained by writers with little taste for literalism, writers of fiction who seek to use their actual 

experiences with indigenous peoples as the basis for creative writing. And, as with translators of 

language and speech, these "cultural translators" find the constant necessity and virtual 

impossibility of such work burdens them, yet also drives them to confront key values of their 

selves and homelands. 

The question I seek to examine could be put this way; What do novels cterived from their 

authors' actual cross-cultural experiences tell us about how cultural difference is represented, 

translated, and thus carried across not only boundaries of community identity and membership, 

but across genres of literature as well? In order to a{^)roach an answer, I will examine how 

cross-cultural research — be it under the rubric of anthropology, post-colonial critique, travel 

writing, or gemfer and sexuality studies— rely upon the literary devices of fiction to establish 

truth claims. I will begin by looking at novels writtoi in to foster cross-cultural understanding, 

often in order to prevent further violence and disrespect by the powers that be. For the first part 

of my study, I will rely largely upon novels and other writings by Bruce Chatwin, Zora Neale 

Hurston, Ruth Uhdeihill, and Salman Rushdie. I will tten use the conclusions drawn by close 

reading to develop some arguments about failures in recent interdisciplinary academic work to 

confront and resolve many of the issues with which the novelists wrestle. 

Cultural translation, because it is far more encompassing in its goals, may tend to reveal 

more about deeply-held values, as well as personal idiosyncrasies, about those who attempt it 

than CNN-friendly translations. This tendency is only exacerbated by the choice of the novel as 

the vehicle of cross-cultural advocacy. What interests me, however, is how all this leeway is 

often forsaken, how reliance upon twice-told tales and prejudiced portraits of peoples and 

cultures occurs in the very works written to confront and denature such myths. In the following 
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chapters, I demonstrate how the four authors uncritically adopt cultural stereotypes as often as 

they question them. I follow this phenomena in order to bring a critique to bear on scholarship of 

recent vintage, in which many of the same mistakes are made. 

The "mistranslation" of cultural difference remains a problem in the very critiques which 

seek to highlight them. Just as the four authors travel and write in order to "carry across" the 

inherent worth of peoples and places different than those of their homes, so too do academics 

laboring to bring out the uniqueness of queer, post-colonial, feminist, and indigenous perspectives 

fail as often as they succeed. And while partial success is not in and of itself very interesting, the 

fact that it is exactly on the issues of indigenous sexuality and women's social spaces that both 

authors and academics fail should give us pause. 

What I find, in genoBl, is that attonpts to theorize gendered space and native sexual 

identity are considered key to any attempt to portray another culture. The inherited myths of 

languid harem-dweliets and hermaphrodite shamen are ccHifronted. Certainly, as Said's 

Orientalism exemplifies, a m3fth confr<Hited is a myth ^^ch has lost its power to portray itself 

as truth. However, I have found that the issues of gender and sexuality are only partially undone, 

and in the following pages I examine why this is so. 

What I found, in the overlai^ing works of authors-turoed-cultural-critics and 

anthn^Iogists-tumed-authors, is that myths of travel go largely uiKhallenged. Colonialism and 

imperialism are often criticized, yet these political arguments rarely touch t^jon the sanguine 

connotations of travel, as freedom, as self-expression, as escape. It is this constellation of 

metai^ors, the conceit of travel as valuable in and of itself for human growth and historical 

progress, which impedes upon the critical interventions of gendered spaces and native sex. 

Why would this be? The following discussions will be fx clearer than a brief explanation 

here, but nevertheless, here I outline my argument. The major problem arises from a definition of 
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travel which sets it up as the polar opposite of home. Conventions of belonging and exclusion 

apply in both arenas, but the comforts of one are considered a remedy for the burdens of the 

other. 

Travel is largely associated with spectacle, the grand or sublime. Home carries the 

connotations of comfortable, daily, and simple. And as a result, in a way, travel is always about 

the inhabitable. The "inhospitable'' lands of the Sahara, or Death Valley, are such destinations, 

but so are many tourist sites equally impossible to live in. No one sleeps in the Eiffel Tower, or 

on the Statue of Liberty's nose. Niagra Falls is for honeymoons, not cul-de-sacs. 

Of course, the real world does not line up in neat little categories of home and abroad. 

People actually do live in the Sahara, and while the native peoples of Death Valley have 

disappeared as a distinct culture, the people of the Sonoran desert continue on as a tribe. And 

although the Eiffel tower and the Statue of Liberty are purely for gawking at and gating from, 

Niagra Falls does indeed have its suburbs and its school children. Yet the denigration of such 

aspects goes unchallenged. Living and sleq)ing quarters are consicfeied uninteresting. Many a 

frustrated tourist has said to their family members, "I didn't come halfway across the (state, 

coimtry, globe) to sit in the hotel room and watch television." Anyone who has ever wanted to a 

quick retort to such refrains of insistent sight-seers knows how difficult it is to justify reclining. 

Despite this, myths of travel persist, and one of the ramifications involves the pervasive 

fascination and anxiety about the homes of others travelers. Since home and abroad are treated 

as mutually-exclusive arenas, those homes which are abroad pose a problem. The traveler seeks 

all that is not-home (and therefore not homely), while having to rely on the locals for hospitality. 

Travel seems, on the surface, to be a largely individual and enlightened activity, 

encouraging a wider perspective and a celebration of cultural diversity. I will demonstrate, 

however, that travel is actually as regimented as housework: the minor choices of what to clean 
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and when are controlled by the overarching social structures of gender, culture, and class. And so 

it is with travel, for we enter into this activity with only the patina of choice. 

Briefly, the crux of the matter lies in how to contend with the imagery of exoticism, and 

whether the exotic can ever also be domestic, daily, at home. The myths of travel which have not 

died fall precisely into the neither-nor land of, as in di Lauretis' book title, exotics at home. The 

failure to confront the regimented conventions of travel and how co-exists with the regiments and 

conventions of home results in a retrenchment of Orientalist imagery. Novelists, ethnographers, 

and post-colonial critics repeat the very stereotypes earlier travelers, missionaries, 

anthropologists, and explorers presented as fact. 

When Edward Said wrote Orientalism in the early 1970s, he interrogated how European 

scholars for centuries read and repeated each other maintaining an ahistorical and monolithic 

definition of the East. They even ignored those aspects of the East which did not fit their 

Arabian Nights-inflected image of the Orient Said argued that such reliance upon European 

textual sources had so permeated the practices of cross-cultural research that even those who 

think they are explaining the East or the Orient in plain, simple terms, are actually creating that 

East, that Orient, as an imaginary whole. The Oriental woman, as an image of sexually 

availability could be unveiled in white men's books. And the provocative implications of the 

Orient as a bastion of "queemess," the bizarre as well as the homosexual, was a then-only-

whispered tattle-tale. 

Said assumed that a myth confronted is a myth undone, proven false. I have come, 

through my reading of the four writers and my analysis of interdisciplinary scholarship, to 

believe that exposure of stereotypes is not in and of itself cross-cultural advocacy. Moreover, 

stereotypical imagery is needed to in the work of cultural translation in order to make certain 

ideas intelligible. Cross-cultural advocacy operates across the narrow bridge of "it's almost like 
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that, but not quite," working through our contorted images of each other's cultures. As a starting 

place, a common ground, the very prejudices distained on a moral level are utilized on a practical 

one. 

Social Location; Mapping the Journey to Never-Never Land 

Because of my woric with women fleeing domestic violence and refugees fleeing the w^r in 

Central America, I know the practical benefits of being able to leave home. The havoc wreaked 

on the lives of abused women and Central American refugees both arise from what could only be 

called, by stretching the connotations a little, domestic policy. 

What surprises me has been the numerous times, by otherwise reasonable people, that I 

should turn my experience of witness and assistance of abused women and torture victims into a 

memoir about my thirtysomething life. Often when people learn where I work, I have been told I 

"must" write about my experiences on a Native American reservation, initially as a Presbyterian 

minister and later as a community organizer for cultural revitalization. There seems to be an 

expectation, at least in memoir-obsessed America, that experience ought to be turned into text. It 

was the presumption that one's daily political work ought to be distilled into print. The 

enthusiasm for a book seemed to put the politics of the work in the background, in order to 

highlight an individual of privilege who spends her time with the blighted and the spiritual. 

Northern Exposure comes to mind. Such a recasting of activism as an excuse to collect anecdotes 

and offer them to literate consumers, perhaps even to movie-goers, seemed to miss the point. 

I found this line of thinking came out of the belief I had somehow entered a different 

world or culture which those in my upper-middle class social circles considered either 

inaccessible or unpleasant, places they would never go. They saw me as a liminal figure, able to 
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"blend in" or "go native" and emerge with a story or the knowledge that could thrill or educate 

them. And I neither liked, nor really understood, why I was being read this way. It seemed to 

me that 1 was not an anthropologist doing field work, or a travel writer going abroad, but just a 

"vanilla-liberal" making employment and volunteering choices based on my values and beliefs. 

Anyone could do it. My work did not seem nearly as exotic to me as it did to them. It was just 

a life few I knew would choose to live. However, a whole bunch of people I knew wanted to 

read about it They saw me as crossing borders and cultural boundaries, even when much of my 

work took place in the United States. I wanted to understand what all the fuss was about, and 

why reading about impoverished Native Americans, South-Asian immigrants, and abused women 

was enthusiastically discussed, while the prospect of actually helping someone in need was met 

with trepidation and excuses. Clearly, it was fine for me to leave the comforts of class, and come 

back to their homes with stories: "But don't ask me to join you." 

Clearly, at the intersection between personal interactions and professional choices, I had 

inherited a whole host of myths about travel and cultural difference, advocacy and political 

action, writing and reading. I wanted to explore them in depth. So my initial question about 

advocacy became a series of ethnographic questions about politics and writing: Is cross-cultural 

advocacy possible through writing? Call it the question of authorship-as-advocacy. What would 

such authorship require: a critical distance, a deep sympathy, a drive toward explaining, a goal of 

making poetic the messiness of daily politics? Can authors even be advocates? Is field work 

necessary for advocacy? How do writers who travel (or cross borders of class, race, and 

conununity) share approaches and how do they differ? I wanted to look at the phenomenon of 

authorship-as-advocacy, to see if its texts played into the delusions of adventure my friends 

articulated, or if it could conceivably be seen as a useful tool for social change. I found both, and 

more. 
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There are a number of reasons my thinking lead in this direction. For one, so much of 

the day-to-day help! have been able to give people has involved simple fact of my literacy, 

paired often with my knowledge of formal or bureaucratic procedures. I have often been in the 

situation of explaining the exact same problems to bureaucrats which have been discussed literally 

seconds earlier by the person in need; translating, if you will, the phrases of the underdog into the 

terms the guard dog might understand 

My experiences helping have been anchored mostly in the elementary writing and reading 

skills I had which 1 take for granted Yet using them for people and in places of crisis was no 

simple act of reading. Rather, my ability to not only read and write, but also to manipulate and 

deploy the formal vocabulary, body language and overall bearing of someone bureaucrats had to 

take seriously, was the means of advocacy for people who could not. Whether I was writing a 

formal letter or negotiating a legal procedure, raw reading and writing abilities were necessary but 

not enough. One had to translate, if not from one language to another, then from one class or 

culture to another, in order to be effective. And often a lot got lost, accidentally but more often 

strategically, in translation. Therein lies the crux of the matter which makes authorship-as-

advocacy interesting; \\1iat is not said, in contrast to what is, forms a specific portrait of a person 

or a people. However advocacy is enacted, it involves the commitment of one person, or one 

people, as worthy of being understood by outsiders. The cultural translator seeks to explain 

difference as identity. 

For this reason, advocacy shares elements of what Kaplan has called the politics of 

location. The ideal of such an approach is to treat identity politics as embodied by, yet not fully 

realizable through recourse to, "attachments to a specific site— national, cultural, gender, racial, 

ethnic, class, sexual, and so on- so that the site must be seen to be partial and not a standard or 

norm" {Questions 25). The politics of location are supposed to rescue the helpful elements of 
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identity politics without constraining people to their biological or cultural origins: "Location can 

be seen to be a place in relation to histor>', used not to reily gender [or other identity markers] 

through nostalgia or authenticity but to unpack the notion of shared or common experience." 

Likewise, the whole point of advocacy is not to treat all people the same, but to respond 

appropriately to the problem in the context in which it occurs. The problems in advocacy, and, 

as I will show, authorship-as-advocacy, often involve the exact kinds of reification against which 

Kaplan warns. 

So advocacy begins socially and moves into the realm of language, be it as basic or social 

literacy. As such, it becomes an act of representation. And it is legal representation which 

makes lawyers advocates, while it is symbolic representation which makes writers writers. My 

goal is to demonstrate how both forms of representation operate as advocacy, succeeding often as 

explanation but failing, at times, to do more than replay stereotypes steeped in identity politics 

and colonial iconography. lAy major project documents how advocacy fails itself through a]:^)eal 

to cross-cultural icons — be they the sexually-ambiguous native or the Oriental woman— in its 

attempt to take the story of human need "on the road." Authors who advocate enter the global 

information ecommiy with the goal of explaining one place or one people to "the mainstream," an 

inherently awkward stance. And in shifting from location to circulation, the process of fiction is 

employed in order to make the specific, global, and the culturally unique, predictable. 

Unlike translation, then, in which ideas are lost and concepts are untranslatable, advocacy 

involves the streamlining of a particular situation often in order to be effective politically. And 

therein lies my interest. For effective advocacy seems to carry its own failures within itself I 

am not talking only about patronizing attitudes, which are rampant in many organizations 

nominally geared tow^d community empowerment. Certainly there are effects to contemporary 

versions of the '"white man's" burdens, the psychological needs which influence a person who 
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forsakes some privileges of his or her society to enter new territory and attempt to "save" its 

people. Advocacy is a very ego-preening posture. I have seen incredibly well-meaning people 

insult and disempower the people the claimed they wanted to help. 

What interests me more, in the context of vmting, is how advocacy as a goal does (and 

perhaps must) involve denial of the very uniqueness it explicitly claims to foster. The specific 

person, or culture, being helped is not inadvertently lost in the move to empower him, her, or it. 

To a certain extent it must be. For advocacy exhibits a form of ambivalence similar to that which 

Homi Bhabha found in colonial texts; advocacy is "forked, not false" {Location 85). In his essay, 

"Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse," Bhabha explains how colonial 

authorities operated effective control under the mantra of "human and not wholly human." This 

treatment of colonized peoples as subjects "of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite" 

(86) proved very effective. It allowed a kind of doublespeak to operate in which the very lack of 

logical coimectiorjs between colonial ideology and imperial power reverberated down to the level 

of personal identity. It seems to me that advocacy works in much the same way, despite its 

completely opposite goal of empowerment. 

Let me use the example of domestic violence, since I have worked with three different 

battered women's shelters. Leaving asicfe numerous debates concerning how domestic violence 

and patriarchal culture (co-)operate, let me just draw on the process of advocacy as I have 

experienced it: An abused woman would get two messages from the women's shelter. First, that 

she was a self-legislating being who could choose how to live her life. This included the right to 

decide to leave or stay with the person abusing her. An advocate would enact a gesture of trust 

by allowing a woman to choose her course of action. But in the courthouse, women were 

expected to forsake self-reliance for the protection of the state. Before a judge, she played the 

role of one in need of rescue by the legal system. And certainly, she was. As a result of these 
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two divergent approaches, advocates treated women as more powerful and level-headed than 

they were —and than anyone would be fleeing danger— and in so doing often let them choose the 

familiar (abuse) over the unfamiliar (leaving). At the same time, we also treated them, with 

respect to the legal system, as more than needy, as unable to be safe without legal procedures. 

One might call these necessary fictions, but I think now that treating people in crisis as if 

they could be either completely free or completely oppressed does more than confuse them with 

contradictory messages. It also undermines the basic mantra of feminism, that each woman's 

story is worthy in its own right, in its own complexity. Sure, help is help. We got some women 

out of danger. But there were many who found this approach confusing, demoralizing, and 

unfamiliar. The women's shelter approach managed to be very helpful and very insulting 

simultaneously. 

The goal of efficacy at the court house often lead to a process of translation-as-

fictionalization. The advocate achieves her purpose through representing, not the particular 

battered woman in ail her individuality, but rathor a fictional figure of victimhood, "human and 

not wholly human" (read: not self-legislating or capable of self-protection), for the sole purpose 

of winning the legal case. This would be simply strategy if it did not disavow the coimseling 

sessions about authentic, true selves wlio actually are self-legislating and capable of self-

protection. In Bhabha's essay, he discusses this doubling hopefully, stating that "[t]he 

ambivalence of mimiciy...suggests that the fetishized colonial culture is potentially and 

strategically an insurgent counter-appeal" (91). Less optimistic and coming fi-om an 

empowerment model, I worry, rather, that the ambivalence of shelter advocacy in this case 

potentially undermines and, in the long run, unravels its oppositional status. By choreographing 

aflfirmations alongside legal cases, T think we too often produced disorientation. 

The baitered woman who becomes quagmired in the legal system, forced to use language 
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of victimology in order to present a "strong case" to the judge, cannot always be expected to rise 

to the occasion and give moving. Academy-award-winning speeches from the bench which decry 

her batterer. It is too scary a situation, and rings false to the the woman who does not feel 

helpless or innocent but rather than she managed— often for quite a time— until domestic life 

became unmanageable. The legal case may feel like a lie to her, for she remembere the times when 

she fought back as victories that can never, in this context, be acknowledged. Told to imitate the 

stereotypical innocent victim under oath, she is taught that exercising any authority is possible 

only her through disavowal of having had any power within the battering relaticmship. For many 

women emerging from that dynamic, that posture rings false or unacceptable. 

Given how simplistic victim/heroine binaries operate in shelter work, it seems that the 

woman in crisis is allowed to be heard only to the extent she confirms these confusing 

expectations. Moreover, the advocate is told she is only able to be effective in the shelter or the 

courthouse if these scripts are followed. Often it was the gap between these scripts which lead 

to bum-out among advocates; expected to be all-accepting at the shelter and all-advocating at the 

courthouse, many workers simply lost respect for both institutions. Particularly in situations in 

which drugs, alcolml, or mental illness were involved, advocates felt that the shelter ideology 

overlooked serious blocks to empowerment by scripting battered women as fully capable, self-

legislating individuals. Frustration with the gaps in shelter ideology were too often directed at 

abused women, coming out sideways in the forms of advocates' after-hours complaints about 

women who called their abusers from the shelter or otherwise treated the shelter as a place of 

only temporary respite from their domestic lives. Nor did the language of low self-esteem 

automatically applicable when so many women returned to their batterers for largely economic 

reasons or in order to maintain ties with their particular community. This scenario reared its head 

most dramatically in the overt racism of some women coming to the shelter who refused to stay 
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because of the presence of people of different races, sexual orientations, or class backgrounds. 

I am not blaming the women for the abuse they endured. The heat behind advocates' 

complaints originated in policy; workers were instructed to always affirm, and never negatively 

judge, any action a woman said she wanted to take, even if it involved returning home. So I am 

suggesting that the problem of domestic violence was only partially solved through recourse to 

women's shelter ideology and courthouse representation. In order for women to get help in 

either arena, basic elements of their personal experience had to be shorn, and basic labels had to 

be adopted. Help is help. I only wish to indicate the costs of help alongside its benefits. In 

order to help abused women, then, two polarized images had to be projected, that of the the 

mighty and that of the victim. Perhaps both could be unified, eventually, under the term 

survivor^ but too often the competing scripts undermined the possibility of women, both 

workers and clients, to take seriously the mission of shelter woiic. This particular case 

demonstrates how advocacy can, then, be "forked, not false," resulting in battered women being 

treated as the same as other women, "but not quite." 

The repercussions of the ambivalence, or twiimed polarity, of advocacy had many 

negative efifects alongside its positive results. So it almost seems that advocacy becomes 

impossible within the very situations in which it has any possibility. It is representative 

misrepresentation, and as such shares many of the same conundrums pursued in post-colonial 

scholarship about the status of voice and identity in contexts of domination. This is the topic for 

the first chapter, but let me briefly state here that the advocate represents the oppressed and in 

so doing, removes ftom possibility the conditions for one's advocating for oneself. Advocacy in 

such situations requires a certain level of misrepresentation of the facts as those involved in such 

relations might put them. Advocacy is ambivalent, to put it differently, because it must hide the 

ambivalence of particular contexts and events under the mask of defense. In shelter work, I was 
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expected to misrepresent women everyday, in the name of procuring for them legal standing and 

safety. 

Forked, but not false, advocacy works only at the cost of working against itself In terms 

of authorship-as-advocacy, I wonder about the usefulness of advocacy through creative non-

fiction, travel writing, and ethnographic novels, through literary descriptions of indigenous 

cultures which are supposed to evoke sympathy for and political action on behalf of the culture 

as a whole. How does such work succeed as well as fail to count as help? Clearly I have front-

loaded my inquiry with begged questions about advocacy and ambivalence. When authors 

attempt to advocate through their writing, sympathy and stereotype do not necessarily remain 

separate. And then there it is, in print; the stereotypes and the sympathies all rolled into one. 

So I wonder if cross-cultural advocacy is indeed possible in literary form, as the four authors I 

study attempt. Or whether, as I also show, to enter the realm of print and creative reportage is 

to open the door on a whole host of stereotypes unexplored and intensively circulated. 

One could justifiably ask why I limit myself to largely novelistic accounts of cross-

cultural encounters if even everyday forms of advocacy seem to exhibit similar problems of 

ambivalence and patronizing [wejudice. Why not focus on daily social activism rather than 

refracting it through texts of travel writing, folklore, and magic realism? I suppose the answer 

comes from a gut-check of what seems productive and insightful about textual analysis and 

literary imagery. I come to the interdisciplinary fields of cultural and literary studies with 

questions provoked by sheer experience as an advocate. And over the course of time spent in 

both academic and activist camps, I have concluded that no amount of field work can 

satisfactorily answer the questions I have about the colors and hues of advocacy. Even with the 

deep flaws in texts such as Ondaatje's The English Patient, they still manage to make lucid, 

through fiction, truths about on-site experiences. So I come to this project to ask why certain 
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literary moments satisfy when certain actual ones do not, and also what is at work when the 

reverse is true. 

For these reasons, I do not consider an extended reading of cross-cultural texts any kind of 

attempt to remove oneself from field work or the work of advocacy. Rather, the reading and the 

action inform each other. Whether one wants to follow Marx and call this praxis, or theory-

informed action, or whether one wants to read this move as shoring up fissures in ivory-tower 

academia through recourse to "the people," those salt-of-the-earth inhabitants who may be 

fictionalized but cannot be dismissed, is part and parcel of the examination. Post-colonial 

studies, with its close ties to English literature departments, has been accused of taking the 

energy of anti-colonial political movements and twisting it toward rather bourgeois ends: making 

safe, and aesthetically pleasing, the revolution. That is always a risk, that of getting too 

comfortable. However, having seen activists retreat into their own kinds of "comfort zone," 

justifying familiar, if no longer transformative, forms of protest and assistance, I am uncertain 

eitiier group is guiltless. This work is a political act attempting to exist outside of daily struggles, 

and for that reason it analyzes texts which attempt cross-cultural advocacy outside of the context 

of daily struggles. Another agenda would produce a different result 

Strategy 

In the following chapter, I lay the groundwork for a close reading of my four twentieth-

century authors. The first chapter, "Voice, Travel, Text," introduces the major theoretical issues 

about travel, colonialism, and liberal feminism. The subsequent chapters discuss the writers' 

works, how they approach the project of cross-cultural advocacy through creative writing. I then 

bring these insights to bear on work in conternpofary post-colonial, ethnographic, queer, and 
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feminist scholarship. 

I have chosen authors whose advocacy in writing is nothing short of insistent, but whose 

non-written advocacy varies in intensity and definition. I have also strategically chose writers 

whose work exceeds traditional definitions of travel writing. While they all travel, Bruce Chatwin 

is the only one widely known as a travel writer, and his role as an author-advocate is somewhat 

oblique. His approach makes a helpful counterpoint to that of Salman Rushdie, whose political 

alliances and literary output are closely correlated. Chatwin and Rushdie can be classified as 

baby-boomer writers oriented around (and often against) Britain. The meaning of global travel 

after the age of the British Empire is their shared topic, although their approaches could not be 

more diametrically opposed. They also share a fascination with women's forms of power yet 

also, like many males who were full-grown by the 1970s, the inability to completely shed certain 

assumptions of their nuclear-family upbringings. 

Zora Neale Hurston was a celebrated younger member of the Harlem Renaissance before 

formally collecting folklore and traveling widely. Her forms of advocacy involved celebrating 

African-American cultural difference through creative popularization. Ruth Underbill is perhaps 

the least well-known, not a genre-defining author like the others. However, like the other three, 

Undertiill's field work experiences and creative writing were deeply intertwined. Both Underbill 

and Hurston began ethnography throi^h work in Boasian anthropology in the 1930s, training 

which they wove into their preexisting literary careers. 

I discussed above how my friends and family treated me as a liminal figure, able to cross 

cultural boundaries in a single bound. Well, it never felt like that And in reading works of 

Hurston and Underbill, Chatwin and Rushdie, what I often find myself appreciating are the 

tensions in the texts where they, awkwardly but bravely, attempted and failed to make similar 

cross-cultural leaps. V/e are more like turtles than chameleons in our journeys. We do not change 
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colors and blend in. We bring home and its truths on our backs. However, we also point 

ourselves in the direction of places and peoples who we recognize as meeting some need unmet at 

home. And home is thus transformed by travel, even impoverished in the process. When 

Rushdie's character Aadam Aziz returns to India from medical school abroad, seeing his village 

through "travelled eyes" is dispiriting; Aziz "noticed the narrowness, the proximity of the 

horizon; and he felt sad, to be at home and feel so utterly enclosed" {Midnight's Children 5). 

Sometimes it does seem the writers are looking for people who are much the same, but 

not quite, because they feel themselves to be not quite the same, and not quite all right. 

Returning home in order to write can bring that alienating sense of cuituiai homeiessness into 

sharp relief. The fact that each of these writers found suspicion as often as welcome upon their 

return trips only clarifies the problems of attempting to be both cross-cultural authors and 

advocates. 

It is on the topic of interaction with mainstream culture that these authors face some of 

the kinds of issues I found in my advocacy woric. Namely, when what popularly circulates as 

common sense is inflected with racist, sexist, or other parochial perspectives, he or she who 

seeks to advocate must also contend with it. And so certain themes arise again and again, as if 

they hold the key to cultural difference. Basically, all four of the writers were interested in 

reaching the broadest audience possible, and it should be said that they seemed to share a 

definition of the mainstream, with a largely middle-class white American/British readership in 

mind. Or perhaps it is better to put it as less than a choice; each of the writers I study equated 

the mainstream with these identifying markers and thus felt they had to have such readers in 

mind. In order to work as a writer, one must sell books. The attempt to also, simultaneously, 

produce a work "even a native would love," or to speak to a particular sexual or racial subculture 

was another, and as such very difricult to achieve, goal, given the divergence from mainstream 
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perspective that such writing required. Often between the lines the encoded advocacy is intended 

to be meaningful only for those "in the know." 

1 have chosen two specific instances of common sense —prejudices of the mainstream— to 

trace through various texts. In the following pages, I investigate the question of authorship as 

cross-cultural advocacy on two issues; defining indigenous sexuality and portraying women's 

only space. Both the sexual status and the (for lack of a better term) gendered architecture of 

native cultures recur as important issues for these writers. Mainstream common sense seems to 

dictate that these two aspects are necessary markers for identifying any culture's uniqueness. 

How odd, then, that sexuality and women's only spaces are discussed often in the same terms, 

invoking the same imagery, by very different authors portraying very different cultural lives. A 

translation-as-fictionalization, using symbolic violence as a means to stop actual violence, can be 

found in these portraits of cultural difference as iconic sameness. The authors' books serve up 

information about indigenous peoples as raw material, currency, and leisure-time consumer 

product. Exoticism is too often the means of authorship-as-advocacy. 

And this is the question below the question of cross-cultural advocacy and its 

ambivalence: how is it that peoples so different from one another end up being portrayed in 

similar ways, using similar terms, by authors who are not home inventing this stuff out of whole 

cloth, but are actually taking the time and energy and risk to do field work, to travel, and to 

interact? What is brought to or brought out of the sites of field work, what is brought to the fore 

or lost in the act of writing about those experiences, which homogenize when they should 

balkanize? I completely refuse the simplicity of an answer along the lines of Jungian archetypes, 

claiming universalism through the transposition of definitions of the indigenous with the generic. 

That response is merely a restatement of the problem of tracing difference as sameness. As 

Fanon has written in Black Skins, White Masks, "Jung has confused instinct with habit," for the 
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so-called collective unconscious "is purely and simply the sum of prejudices, myths, [and] 

collective attitudes of a given group" (188). Cultural questions are pocked with iconography that 

is itself deeply culturally informed. 

I have entitled the study "Traffic in Books," because not only the writing but the writers 

themselves become reduced to icons in the workings of authorship-as-advocacy. There is a 

selling of authors in the mass-media which courts the paparazzi and the gossip columnists as 

much as the book critics and reveiwers. This fact has the consequence of denying authors 

creative uniqueness, by categorizing them as housed within particular canons or as obsessed with 

only certain topics. So Bruce Chatwin's riffs on nomadism are treated as bourgeois escapism, 

rather than the rather Emersonian explorations of the human condition often at play. Salman 

Rushdie is today widely labelled in newsp^rs as "the most famous author nobody reads," and 

his trophy af^ with an Iranian model certainly signals an increasing embrace of this role. 

Given that their key publications date from the 1930s and 40s, one might suspect that 

Ruth UndeHiill and Zora Neale Hurston escaped such mass-mediated talk by being bora to early. 

Yet such is not the case. Hurston, in particular, suffered wave after wave of attack on her writing 

and her personality. Underiiill, those less well-known, also was labeled, categorized, and 

dismissed as irrelevant Both women anthropologists had to deal with the fact that, in attempting 

to reveal the dignity and creativity of indigenous folk-traditions, they themselves were treated as 

if tiieir points-of-view were "primitive." In the same era when Picasso, Tamayo, and Klee were 

embraced for tapping into the aesthetic of past Afnca and Meso-America traditions, the women 

who presented the living storytellers from the Afncan Diaspora and the Southwest were treated 

as out-of-step with the times. The era of the New Negro and the Assimilated Indian, as 

promulgated by Richard Wright and BIA head John Collier, respectively, denigrated rural, 

indigenous tales and song, in the name of progress. 
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My point is that culpability loses its force when author-as-advocates, however they fail 

to completely resist stereotyping in their texts, also find themselves misrepresented and their 

ideas circulated. Attempts to culturally translate fail at many different junctures, and while I 

focus upon the texts themselves and their blindspots, these gaffs are not nearly as problematic as 

the results both for author and subject when such texts become media and reviewer commodities. 

It seems that crossing cultures is suspect, and taps anxieties about belonging and 

exclusion, abandonement and adoption, black sheep and lemmings. As a response to fears about 

the other, the writer's head is put on the block. The writer as cross-cultural advocate is 

particularly vulnerable to distortions and misreadings, since the published text is set, unable to 

defend itself without the cypher of its writer. Yet this scenario reduces whatever complexities of 

cultural difference which did survive the writing process to be lost in a debate of talking heads. 

Since the cross-cultural advocate is committed to the round-trip, the travel away from "home" in 

order to return with explanations and defense of those who live "abroad," the re-entry initiates a 

recoding of the writer as prodigal. Their worics must be categorized as, say, travel writing or 

ethnography, but not both. 

My point is that however heated debates of canoncity become in universities, such 

nuances are dispensed with at bookstores, where commodification means never having to use the 

Dewey decimal system. In these airplane hanger-size stores, the cultural work of stereotyping 

works against both writer and writing. The message and the messenger become conflated in an 

economy of the same: Chatwin becomes a nomad, not an investigator of nomads. Rushdie 

becomes the wier-migrant, representative, for Bhabha and others, of the post-modem migrant's 

view. Both writers are treated as exemplars of post-1960s genres, Chatwin of the intellectual 

travel narrative and Rushdie of post-colonial literature. Yet the cultural work which shapes 

iconoclastic authors into icons of literary genres threatens to torn cfiiicisms of their works into 
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ad hominem attacks ~ and it has. Rushdie's life has been endangered by Khomeini's fatwa, 

setting up a threat with no clear end. Chatwin's posthumous reputation has been undermined 

through revelations of his refusal to come out of the closet. Though far less serious, the way in 

which Chatwin's identity has been presumed to matter vis-a-vis the importance of his written 

works indicates a presumption of authorial voice as authentic, and a deep anger when transparent 

correspondence between text and writer is dispyoven. Likewise, Rushdie's largely playful 

writing has been treated as heresy by fundamentalist Islamic groups, so that he must, then, be 

defined as a heretic. This is a troubling, reductionist, and steady trend in the mass-media age. 

Canonicity is somewhat different for Underbill and Hurston, for any number of reasons. 

Hurston has been too been cast as the embodiment of a recently emerged genre, that of Afncan-

American literature. Canonized as the mother of Afirican-American culture, this designation 

limits both interpretations of her work and definitions of the African-American community. 

Underiiill has received less attention nationally and internationally, but her work has been treated 

very differently by tourists coming to the Sonoran desert than by Tohono O'odham people 

working for cultural survival. In both cases, Hurston and Underhill are treated as translators of 

authentic, indigenous voices. They "carry across" stories of subalterns through writing. The 

messenger is celebrated for being a mere cipl^r of the message. Their writing strategies are 

treated as the resulting from documenting homogeneous oral traditions, free of literary 

intervention. For two women who were both writers of fiction before they took up 

ethnography, this is too literal a reading. The approach sets up the conditions for imjustified 

criticism, since ventriloquism is apt to be found to fail. Indeed, where metaphor is considered 

suspect, cultural translation cannot really occur. For, as Rushdie's etymological investigation 

makes clear, metaphor is inevitable in cross-cultural writing, even as it evinces dissimilarity 

through not-quiie-right comparisons. 
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The fluid and fractured, shored up and simplified, texts of the writer who metaphorically 

carries stories across oral-wTitten, rural-urban, as well as indigenous-cosmopolitan divides, can 

give rise to both selective adulation, as in Hurston's case, or condemnation, as in the case of 

Rushdie. In such situations, both text and author become polarized along advocacy's same 

ambivalence; forked, not false. And yet feeling false, too simple. Both authorial identity and 

textual interpretation are effects of social forces, and divergent subcultural adoptions and 

rejections, outside of the writer's control. As I will demonstrate, one way of theorizing this 

myriad of text-effects and author-effects is to call cross-cultural writings, be they non-fictional 

reports or fictional novels, ethnographicfictions. Both the writer's creative strategies and the 

historically-inherited, often irresistible forces of common sense (be it racist, sexist, homophobic, 

or otherwise parochial) may then be identified as equally present Etimographic fictions expose 

both writing and reading as deeply socialized, and hardly individualistic, pursuits. 

Writers as iccms. Oriental women as icons, and sexually-ambiguous natives as icons can be 

conceived of as fwlced, but not false, insofar as they reveal deejdy held obsessions which fwrn 

the basis of what Foucault calls discourses. Foucault sees discourses and neither true nor false, 

but rather as arenas in which die potential to both consolidate [nejudice and create the means of 

resistance are equally possible. It is within discourses, not outside of them, that what could be 

called social change, with its attendant forms of advocacy, occur. For this reason, I believe, he 

characterizes his work as generatively forked, and as productively false: 

I am well aware that I have never written anything but fictions. I do not 

mean to say, however, that truth is therefore absent. It seems to me that 

the possibility exists for fiction to function in truth, for a fictional 

discourse to induce effects of truth, and for bringing it about that a true 

discourse engenders or 'manufactures' something that does not yet exist. 
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that is, 'fictions' it. One 'fictions' history on the basis of a poHtical reahty 

that makes it true, one 'fictions' a pohtics not yet in existence on the basis 

of a historical truth. ("History of St\\ia\\\y"Power/Knowledge 193) 

In the following pages, I examine how cultural difference is rendered as iconic sameness, 

by writers attempting to advocate for the integrity and importance of cultural difference. Serious 

pitfalls are exposed, ones which awareness of stereotyping can only partially resolve. But if 

'fictioning' has the power to discursively produce a new politics, a new truth, perhaps it is 

partially the result of the presence of residual prejudices and not their absence, as Foucault 

implies. And perhaps my line of inquiry will thus allow later advocates and writers to 

distinguish between their histories, their needs, and those of the persons and peoples they seek 

to learn about, represent, and help. That is, vsiien all is said and done, the modest, yet perhaps 

unreachable, goal of this study. 
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Chapter One: Voice, Travel, Text: Orientalist Itineraries 

"Is it lack of imagination that makes us come 

to imagined places, not just stay home?" 

" Elizabeth Bishop ("Questions 

of Travel" 94) 

My study follows from one particular line of inquiry v^hich has all but dominated recent 

interdisciplinary woric in post-colonial feminist scholarship. The founding question is that asked 

by Gayatri Spivak, in her essay of the same title: "Can the subaltern speak?" Spivak uses the 

term subaltern to refer specifically to what is commonly but problematically deemed the third 

world woman. The issue which primarily concerns me involves how representations of 

indigenous peoples function within agendas of cross-cultural advocacy. I use Spivak^s woik on 

the impossibility of subaltern speech as a starting point for an analysis of what I call "voice-

travel-text," a constellation of key assumptions which form the basic grounds of contemporary 

debates about cultural difference and empowerment. In the following discussion, I investigate the 

significance of "voice-travel-text" in contemporary post-colonial and ethnographic analysis. 

Post-colonial critics trace the misrepresentations of non-Western peoples by Western 

officers, missionaries, anthropologists, artists, and writers. My work follows on theirs by 

extending the inquiry to how classifications of native gender and sexuality play disproportionate 

roles in determining how cross-cultural advocacy operates. Into post-colonial work 

problematizing the status of subaltern and Orientalist representations, then, I infuse a discussion 

of how the metaphors of travel permeate ideas about political engagement and individual growth. 
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Such assumptions operate at the level of our language use. To be worldly is to be oriented away 

from mere home, so that both domestic spaces and homelands are tacitly undermined as locales of 

civilization, but marked as places of nature. Under this rubric, women's traditional domains and 

land-based indigenous traditions both lose some cultural legitimacy. And travel metaphors shape, 

as well, argumentation; We follow a particular line of thought, or we divert from the topic at 

hand. Yet the seeming clarity of our analytic terminology hardly leaves it ungendered or non* 

Western. Through repetition in a centuries-old history of Western imperialism and its military, 

economic, and cultural forms, travel terminology gains the status of "common sense." As such, 

often it goes unchallenged, even v^thin criticisms of colonialism, sexism, and ethnocentrism. The 

phrase "voice-travel-text" names this tangled web of everyday thinking in order to confront tiie 

cultural woric it does so covertly. 

As I indicated in the preface, representation and empowerment connect in difficult and 

discrete ways. Neither political representation, in the technical voting sense, nor literary 

refH^sentation, in the sense of fair portrayals, can be i^resumed to allow the disempowered to 

represent themselves. For this reason, Edward Said introduced his landmark work. Orientalism, 

with a line from Marx; "They carmot represent themselves; they must be represented" (xii). And 

Spivak, in "Can the Subaltern Speak?" analyzed Marx's two forms of representation, vertreten 

and darstellen, as advocacy (speaking for) and as depiction (speaking as) (276). Liberal 

discourses articulate the goal of empowerment in terms of gaining one's voice, and mainstream 

feminism has largely adopted this practice. Advocacy is supposed to help the oppressed be 

heard. As such, advocacy purports to be an accurate and helpful form of representation. Yet, as 

discussed above, often distortion is an inextricable part of the work. Presumptions about power, 

freedom, and choice are played out against, yet often on behalf of, the silenced or erased 

subaltern. The problem of the subjectivity of the subaltern, then, caimot be separated from 
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Western justifications of cultural superiority, on the one hand, and liberal forms of advocacy, on 

the other. 

To offer a history of how non-Western peoples are misrepresented, Said's book. 

Orientalism, confronts the historical misrepresentation of the East by Westerners. In his 

interpretation and critique of trends in European scholarship of the East, Said declares that what 

has been taken as objective study has been, in fact, deeply prejudicial and steeped in a need to 

define the East as the West's dark shadow; "European culture gained its strength and identity by 

setting itself off against the Orient as a sort of surrogate or even underground selF (3). The 

Orient was invented as all that was "not-Europe," and as such the East had characteristics 

Europeans chose to deny about themselves projected onto it. Scholarly work legitimized such a 

posture, and popular culture circulated the resultant stereotypes. 

Said's book responded to the political truism of the British Empire that, "if the Orient 

could represent itself, it would; since it cannot," it is the job of the West to do so, both politically 

and literarily (21). Indeed, given the poetic license Western translators and editors took with, for 

example, Arabian Nights, one would think they thought they could tell Scheherazade's story 

better than the original manuscripts. Ami in the political realm, the hubris is even more evident 

For remember it was Sir Edward Cust, in this 1838 address on West African affairs, who tfecried 

that "[a] fimdamental principle appears to have been for^tten...that of colonial dependence," for 

"a colony... would not be a colony for a single hour if she could maintain her independent station" 

(qtd. in Bhabha, Location 85). 

One might ask how European travelers, over hundreds of years, could maintain the same 

fictional Orient in the face of contrary evidence. One reason is because, often, they were 

primarily arm-chair travelers. They would literally quote one another rather than seek their own 

perspectives, in addition, they would go east with their heads full of seniimenia! Oriental 



imagery, and hence see what they sought As Said explains, "[e]ven when new materials came his 

way, the Orientalist judged them by borrowing from predecessors," so that even "gifted pilgrims 

like Nerval and Flaubert preferred Lane's descriptions to what their eyes and minds showed 

them" (177). In my study of Viceroy of Ouidah, I demonstrate how Chatwin continued this 

citationaiy tradition of exoticism. 

Said was not the first critic to analyze how symbolism operates to justify colonialism. 

Roland Barthes, in his 1970 Mythologies, discussed the cultural work done by a magazine 

photograph of a young African man saluting in a French uniform: "French imperiality condemns 

the saluting Negro to be nothing mote than an instrumental signifier," which acts to fluther 

establish French imperiality" (125). What Said introduced was the systematic ways and means 

of a discourse of Orientalism, which uncritically intensified racist and sexist stereotypes. The 

East was produced, in the minds of Westem Europeans, as decadent, backward, instinctive, 

unchanging, brutal, tyranm'cal, and sex-obsessed. This last term attaches itself particularly to the 

Oriental wcnnan, as "a disturbing symbol of fecundity, peculiarly Oriental in her luxuriant and 

seemingly unbounded sexuality" {Orientalism 187). As an example. Said quotes Flaubert's letter 

home from his travels, which states, "the oriental woman is no more than a machine; sl^ makes 

no distinction between one man and another man." 

Feminist scholars have followed through on suggestions from Said's work that tl^ 

Oriental woman was often coded as a "sexual promise (and threat)" (188). She was portrayed by 

Orientalists as "the vessel carrying the Orient" into its decadence and decline (184). Crucially, 

the male Orientalist imagined himself as the only one able to "bring the Orient to life," and only 

through sex with the Oriental womart Just as Westem governments and scholars would take up 

the "white man's burden" of politically and literarily representing the Orient, so too would the 

Western male traveler "animate" the Oriental woman by taking her sexually. It seems. Said 
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suggests, that "the very designation of something as Oriental involved... an implicit program of 

action," that of the need to be colonized by the West (207). As Raynaud has found, with such 

language, military agendas have ramifications in sexual politics; "to invoke the term colonize in 

analyzing the power relationships between men and women in their political, economic, and 

sexual dimensions implies that women are a territory to be conquered within the framework of a 

settler mentality" (51-52). 

Eugene Delacroix's paintings are a particularly revealing example of the Orientalists' 

approach to women, demonstrating as they do how military and artistic Westerners combined 

forces. In 1832, E)elacroix exhibited a painting called Femmes d 'alger, or "Women of Algiers." 

As Deborah Root describes, the painting was instantly famous, and "seen as the beginning of a 

new aesthetic sensibility in French painting" (47). But Root also interrogates the means of 

production of the work: "How did a French painter gain admittance to the women's quarters of 

an Algerian house in order to locate and refffoduce his image of Algerian women?" Algiers had 

been occupied by French forces for only two years when Delacroix arrived to paint Colonial 

power (fynamics played an important role in his access: "In the case of this particular painting, 

the new colonial rulers of Algiers emfdoyed a certain amcimt of coercion to arrange for these 

women to sit for Delacroix" (48). Military coercion is never pretty. Delacroix's painting makes 

beautiful a scene of invasion, obscuring as it does the Algerian women's powerlessness in the face 

of a gun and a brush. It is a pictorial version of the colonizing rhetoric which invents women's 

agency in order to mask women's oppression. 

From Byron's 1824 Don Juan to Kline's 1930 comic book story, "The Dragoman's 

Slave Girl," Orientalists have indulged in numerous fantasies about trespassing into zezanas and 

harems, and removing Eastern women's veils. Nor was Europe alone in this obsession. There 

were American Orientalists, like Frederick Arthur Bridgman. He painted a sleeping odalisque 
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next to a monkey and a hashish pipe in "The Siesta" (Cotter B31). In American popular culture, 

P.T. Bamum turned Orientalist stereotypes into the modem circus. His exhibition of a 

"Circassian Beauty," said to be rescued from sale into the sexual slavery of a Turkish harem (but 

really a New Yoriter in disguise), was supposed to offer audiences the chance to experience 

"victorious cultural penetration" through looking at a would-be harem-dweller (Frost 251). 

Piercing the veil, violating women-only spaces; Orientalism was steeped in a goal of the exposure 

of the Oriental woman's body. With the French militia's assistance, Delacroix turned this 

unseemly voyeurism into an art form. So we could say that the exoticism of Delacroix's painting 

is lacquered. Layers of political intervention and artistic license erase each other, producing a 

wholly artificial, yet seemingly authentic, scene. 

Despite indicating that the Orient and the Oriental woman are co-portrayed. Said backs 

away from a full analysis of this connection. He avoids pursuing gender roles and female 

sexuality in any complex way, stating that "it is not the province of my analysis here, alas, 

despite its frequently noted af^arance" {Orientalism 188). Feminist colonial and post-col(mial 

scholars have suggested that such a move makes gender a mere subset of —and not constituitive 

of— Orientalist discourse. Yegenoglu criticizes Said's "relegation of the questions of gender and 

sexuality to a sub-domain of Orientalism" (10) by drawing out the implications of latent 

Orientalism: 

The Western acts of understanding the Orient and its women are not two 

distinct enterprises.... Understanding this (double) articulation in 

Orientalist discourse therefore requires exploration of the articulation of the 

historical with fantasy, the cultural with the sexual, and desire with power. 

(26) 

Stoler, in turn, suggests that Said's "implicit plan of action" extends beyond bald miliiary 



takeover to encompass the pohcing of women and the regulation of domesticity: "Sexual control 

was more than a convenient metaphor for colonial domination," but rather it was "a fundamental 

class and racial marker implicated in a wider set of relations of power" ("Camar' 55). By 

suggesting that citizenship has a gender and empire a domestic agenda, feminist critics have 

"engendered" critiqies of Orientalism. 

Engendering Orientalism has proven to be an immensely productive pursuit, extending to 

analysis of discourses of neocolonialism and globalization. Such work demonstrates that 

figurations of gender and sexuality are deployed not only by imperialists, but also by nationalist 

movements, and not only by slave traders, but also by silicon-chip makers. Sustained debates 

over portrayals of sati, the cult of domesticity, as well as the issues arising from maquiladoras, 

comjvadoras, and concubines, have exposed how sexism defines the so-called divide between 

East and West, first world and third. Local people on all continents have been feminized 

(perhaps better said as "eflTeminated") by the rhetoric of Orientalism, the working classes in 

Europe as much as the aborigiml peoides of Australia, Africa, and tiie Americas. 

Post-colonial feminists analyze situations steeped in exotica, like the one resulting in 

Delacroix's "Women of Algiers," as a form of a{^)earance as absence. An Algerian woman, 

forced to pose for the French painter cannot speak, in Spivak's phrasing, since she is produced— 

as if unfettered— for the bei^fit of those \siio control her image. This is an example in which 

larger forces continuously strip away the possibility of different speech, speech of cultural 

difference, and speech which can effectively make a difference. Nor is her silencing solved by 

simply releasing her country out of the hands of foreigners, or getting her the vote (though both 

would help). The power of Orientalism lies in its ability to insinuate itself into societal modes of 

thinking which are not so easily banished or legislated against. If the imperialists and the 

natioriahsts do not exoticize and eroticize her into oblivion, eventually the tourist industry will. 
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As Spivak's work indicates, no simple resolution to this dynamic exists. Were, for 

example, one of the women portrayed in the painting to come to 1832 France and speak against 

Delacroix and the French occupation of her country, there would still be no way for her to speak 

outside of the iconicity of the imperial project. Even if technically heard, the Algerian woman 

would be cast as representative of her whole culture, and probably as a speaker for all Oriental 

women. Nor, following from the argument in the preface, would a sympathetic French 

suffragette necessarily be able to give the Algerian woman a voice, to represent her as anything 

but a simple victim to the powers that be. Clearly, foreclosure can occur at any number of 

junctures. As Spivak has stated: 

It is not a solution, [that] of the disenfranchised speaking for themselves, or the radical 

critics speaking for them....[W]e cannot put [the problem] under the carpet with 

demands for an authentic voice; we have to remind oitfselves that, as we do this, we 

might be compounding the problem even as we are trying to solve it {Critic 63) 

The question of subaltem speech is really about, then, the conditions which insure exotic 

silences, enshrouded subjects, enforced appearances, and imhelpful advocacy. Attempts to 

extricate oneself from the problems inherent to advocacy, through appealing to the voice of an 

authentic "other," similarly justifies stereotypes and scripts of what roles that other must play 

and what she must say. At the level of voicedness, it is unresolvable. What we must do, 

according to Spivak, is begin a process of unlearning the discourse of authenticity, through a 

process by which we "articulate our participation in that formation [of the subaltem] —by 

measuring silences, if necessary- into the object of investigation" {Critique 284). Rather than 

speak for the subaltem, or invent monolithic subalterns to represent themselves (and all 

subalterns), advocates are asked to question the organization of their ideas, and to interrogate the 

colonial constructs which are as pervasive as the air we breathe. 
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Spivak's phrase, "worlding the world," describes how forms of representation may act to 

mqa out an entity, to define it, designate it, and ultimately limit its range of meaning: "Worlding 

is actually a texting, textualising, a making into art, a making into an object to be understood" 

{Critic 2). The scholars of Orientalism were seeking to do just that, through stories and reports 

inflected with the fact of imperial takeover. In so doing, they naturalized their inventions. 

Spivak describes the dynamic by which a world-view becomes internally justified; "[A]s you 

proceed along the narrative, the narrative takes on its own impetus, as it were, so that one begins 

to see reality as non-narrated. One begins to say that it's not a narrative, it's the way things are" 

(19). 

Call it an epistemology of empire. Worlding the world, texting into text, is inherently 

bound i^> with knowledge claims and social values. We cannot extricate ourselves from colonial 

structures simply by living in a post-colonial world. Not only the stereotypes of the past, but 

also the order of thinking and the structures of feeling continue to dog critics of colonialism. 

Spivak has demonstrated the interrelationships between voice, travel, and text in her analysis of 

how not just the Orient is produced as a piece of fiction, but how identities themselves~of 

national and natural bodies, of global and personal histOTies— are created as shadov^, constrained 

to follow the illuminated steps of Western Enlightenment grand narratives. Spivak's major 

contribution involves, then, disentangling the kinds of problems with representation which arise 

in the thick of Orientalism and imperialism in order to posit an epistemology of empire as 

generally operational, universally problematic, and nearly inescapable. As she warns, "[w]e 

cannot but narrate." 

To demonstrate what is lost in an epistemology of empire, Spivak uses the example of 

saii, or widow-burning, to show the ways in which economic, political, and intellectual structures 

—in both the West and the East— come to silence third world women and create the conditions of 



speaking for (and often consequently against) them. The native woman is constructed as an 

object to be understood, and so she is prevented from narrating her own story and speaking for 

herself Rather, she becomes a pawn in debates between British and Indian officials. As Lata 

Mani has put it, the question is not one of a woman being merely objectified, for "women in fact 

became the site on which tradition was debated and reformulated" (Conientiotts 79). In the 

debate between Indian traditionalists and British officers, Indian women were "neither subject 

nor object, but ground...in the discourse on sati" 

Spivak uses the imperial Indian context to illuminate a more general problem of 

representation and the illusions of knowledge claims. The conditions for the possibility of both 

representation and misre^Hesentation remain the very details of life, history, and culture, which 

are created as facts through the workings of power. The imperial India context allows Spivak to 

demonstrate that there is no individualistic or economic solution to the conundrum of erasure of 

agency. The widow is stuck between two sentences. When British officers outlaw sati, the 

soitence is, "White men saving teown women from brown men" {Critique 287). When the sati 

occurs, it is argued by Indians that "the women wanted to die." For this reason, "one cannot put 

together a 'voice'" for the sacrificed widows. They are limited to play shadow puppets in the 

colonial theater. As with Delacorix's Algerian women, the Indian widows appear in imperial 

documents and anti-imperial nationalist rhetoric only as mariu of their disappearance, only to 

signify and further establish European imperiality, on the one hand, and anti-colonial imitations 

of that imperiality, on the other. 

Spivak's conclusions openly contradict traditional arguments about empowerment Her 

declaration that the subaltern caimot speak has remained controversial for almost two decades, 

because it flies in the face of what Western representative democracy and its resultant liberal 

feminism deem as crucial. This element is freedom of speech, with its coiinotation of speech as 
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"always already" free and as a powerful means to achieving freedom. Free speech, and speech as 

free, underlies liberal formulations of subjectivity. But free speech is a naive phrase which hides 

class distinctions. Kaplan glosses liberal ideology; "Subject formation since the Enlightenment 

proceeds through identification into full consciousness- formally reserved for men of property, 

it is now claimed for women. The right to an identity is perceived to be the key to subjectivity, 

citizenship, and political viability" {Questions 176). 

The liberal myth insists that telling stories of oppression, that is, representing those who 

suffer under colonial, racial, economic, or sexual structures, is itself akin to t/omg justice. To tell 

is to defend. I argue, rather, that the discontinuity between telling and defending is helpfully 

obscured in dominant ideology, minimizing the possibility for serious examinations of the 

structural complexities and contradictions, the awkward interactions and uncomely anger, vs^iich 

arise from tyrannical forms of subjection. The conflations of telling and (fefending are especially 

productive in the language of sympathy for the oppressed. Sentimental approaches blind both 

^mpathetics and critics to the constrictions they impose upon subaltern populations under such 

circimistances. 

Yet second-wave feminism is defined by the power of telling one's story, by that 

riarration by which one "worlds" a better world. The kinds of warnings Spivak has made about 

reiH'esentational violence were not, early in second-wave feminism, considered possible. Only 

patriarchs objectify. Even today, liberal feminism presumes an opposition between indi\idual, 

free speech, and societal, patriarchal scripts. But this division is too simple. Muriel Rukeyser's 

poetic lines exemplify second-wave feminism: "What would happen if one woman told the truth 

about her life?/ The world would split open." Such declarations stand in sharp contrast to 

Spivak's jaundiced critique of the assimiption we can be "authentic without a problem" {Critic 

66). Spivak's work centers on the dynamic in 'which populations of colonies find themselves too 
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often spoken for, their stories scripted for them. Consonant with Spivak's talk of "worlding" 

and "texting," Judith Butler rejects the liberal feminist presumption of a strong hnk between self 

and speech: "Language is not an exterior mediion or instrument into which 1 pour a self and from 

which I glean a reflection of that self {Gender 143-144). Spivak's work does not presuppose an 

underlying essential truth beneath the various narrations. This makes it important to disentangle 

the pressures of traditions, which produce stories which may be said to both misrepresent and 

create the truth. 

A key form of writing which equates telling with defending is the ultimately 

individualistic genre, the autobiography. In bourgeois Western feminism, the autobiography -be 

it in the medium of a hand-written journal, a published book, a speech, poem or dance— is the 

considered inherently authentic, and hence true. Now, we cannot but narrate, and certainly we do 

not want to dispense with autobiographies. But there is the key difference between "worlding" 

in such a way that "one begins to see reality as non-narrated," and representing a possessive, not 

objective, truth {Critic 19). If Rukeyser's call for one woman's truth is to split open the world, 

and not just her world, there must be social conditions met which make possible structural 

change. Too often Uberal feminism presumes that those conditions already exist, but declarations 

of universal equality surely do not make them a lived reality. In assuming a forum, with freedom 

and access to centers of power wtoch make one's language effective, liberal feminism helps erase 

the existence of subalterns silenced. It is for this reason that so many non-white feminists have 

distanced themselves from talk of voicing, which tacitly relies on white or class privilege. 

Because the unspoken assumption that we all sp)eak the same way, the same language, and have 

an equal chance of being heard (and considered convincing) is deeply-ingrained in liberalism. 

There is a curious similarity between Sir Edward Gust's declaration that, "a colony... 

would not be a colony for a single hour if she could maintain her independent station"' (qtd. 
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above), and the presumption of bourgeois feminism that, if the third world woman could 

represent herself, she would. And since she cannot, it is the job of the Western woman to do so, 

both politically and literarily. Historically, this approach has left the subaltern woman stuck 

between the sentence, "\^diite women saving brown women from brown men," and a 

condenmation for backwardness and decadence. The non-Westem woman who resists liberal 

feminist narration is presumed to be unconverted from the regressive ways of her culture. Using 

this reasoning, early feminists like Mary Wollstonecraft argued for their personal equality with 

white men by contrasting civilized Western women with uncivilized Eastern odalisques, who 

were thought to spend their days in the harem fondling each other (Nussbaum 193). 

Spivak's issues do not disappear with the end of British control over India, but instead 

frmction across many disciplines and markets; 'Today, with globalization in full swing, 

teleconununicative informatics taps the Native Informant directly in the name of indigenous 

knowledge and biopiracy" {Critique ix). Nor is the information economy alone in these forms of 

representational violence. In feminist and not-so-feminist madceting to women, be it of mother-

goddess figurines or Oprah Winfrey books, there is a clear trend of promoting an image of women 

as more ancient, earthy, and natural than men. While (febates about the popularization of 

matriarchal pasts has been a topic of feminist scholarship for some time, it has not been 

ai^}reciably paired with the parallel romanticizing of third world and indigenous women. When 

indigenous women are symbolically linked to "Mother Earth" and "the wisdom of the ages," the 

conditions for the possibility of subaltern speech are clearly lost. Like the Algerian women of 

Delacroix's paintings, a scene of violence is obscured by sentimental haze. Feminist celebrations 

of female power too often embrace this simplistic formulation of indigenous women as somehow 

more spiritual and primal than Western women. In so doing, Orientalist prejudices are repeated 

by progressive movements. 
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Since criticisms of Spivak rely upon a universalizing of voicedness as individual, authentic 

and true, some historical perspective may be helpful in dispelling the seeming naturalness of 

voicedness as all-encompassing of identity. A key difference between telling and defending can 

be spelled out through a discussion of the medieval process of ascertaining the facts of mystical 

visitation in Catholic Europe. With regards to this discussion, it is crucial to remember that the 

juridical procedure of confession as deposition, of inquisition as judgment —which modems 

associate with the condemning of heretics— was the same process by which mystical experiences 

and miracles were examined and validated. Those who were asked to account for their behavior, 

visions, or statements, were as likely to be burned at the stake as celebrated for spiritual gifts. 

Joan of Arc was condenmed to death, only to have posthumous use of the same court documents 

gain her sainthood. Ignatius de Loyola's writings report that inquisitors would monitor acts of 

faith as a matter of course, far more often than they tried to condemn them. His ongoing 

dialogues with inquisitors demonstrate a need to prove oneself acceptable, and explain oi^self, in 

the terms of the enforces (40-55). But through such interacticMis, one could gain access to 

power, even access, in the case of Ignatius, to the Pope. 

In other words, those investigations ^^ch we call inquisitional were, in point of fact, far 

more exploratory, and allowed a wide range of outcomes. One could emerge a saint or a siimer, a 

partner in church formation or a suspect of without faith. Ecclesiastical investigation left open 

the possibility for both miracles and heresies. To argue, as many have, that the medieval link 

between religion and justice rendered its verdicts partial, biased, and incapable of producing truth, 

is to imply that our modem associations of interrogation and cross-examination somehow do 

yield truer accounts. Rather, in both eras, knowledge, truth, and persuasion were equally 

infiltrated by politically and culturally skewed presumptions about guilt and innocence, danger 
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When the after-the-fact designations of witch and saint are removed, we find that the 

medievalists were far less likely to conflate speech with defense. To speak was to risk 

individuation, and that burden would prove heavy, whichever the outcome. We share with them 

the idea that to testify is to distinguish oneself However, current presumptions about the 

benefits of individuation are not shared. The silence which arises from not wanting to be forced 

to speak is quite different from the silence arising in curbs on speaking. So Foucault's research 

on confession resonates here, even as it misses key female speaking and spaces, from 

Hildegaard's desk in Bingen to the group-homes of the Beguines; "The truthful confession was 

inscribed at the heart of the procedures of individualization by power" {History 58-59). Foucault 

does not mention that the practice of vouching for individuals during such investigations, "the 

demonstration of his ties to the commonweal," (58) originated a word which now holds very 

different connotations; gossip. To be the topic of gossip was, initially, to have advocates and 

defenders. Today it is quite the opposite. 

The reason telling and defending cannot be unfHoblematically equated is because to 

assume so is to designate or label, to ̂ 'world," certain entities with titles and identities which may 

in fact erase "other" names, titles, and identities. Again we return to the problem of the subaltern 

who is spoken for. Not only is she spoken for, but even Spivak runs the risk of essentializing 

subaltern women, collectivizing tl^m und^ an umbrella of silence: "If the subaltern can speak 

then, thank God, the subaltern is not a subaltern any more" {Critic 158). This is unfortunate. 

What we cannot risk, most appreciably in feminism, but also in post-colonial and queer work, is 

a repetition of the essentializing Sedgwick rightly accuses Freud's legacy of upholding: "Psycho

analytic theory...[has turned] into the sveltest of metatheoretical disciplines, sleeked down to 

such eiegant operational entities as the mother, the father, the preoedipal, the oedipal, the other or 

Other" {Epistemology 24). So I attempt to confront the problem in its contemporary form by 
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com-plicating, historicizing, and undermining definitions of the subaltern, the native informant, the 

hybrid, the migrant, the berdache and, yes, the queer. To play off Gertrude Stein's quip about 

Oakland, there is no the there. 

I should acknowledge, before moving on, that queer may seem to some readers to be a 

freeing term, one of counterhegemonic celebration of difference rather than consolidation of 

epistemology of empire. But in the next chapter, I shall demonstrate how queer identity is 

regulated and split in two. First, the queer is presumed to be a 19th or 20th-century, male, 

upper-class, white, and fey. Secondly, however, the "other" queer is native, epic, immortal, 

tattooed, cross-dressed, and spiritually rather than financially upper-class. That such a doubling 

has proven productive in advocating for gay rights in Western urban contexts, by triangulating 

essentialist sexual identities through indigenous cultural contexts, ought to come as no surprise. 

That attempts have been macfe, historically and more recently, to explain such figurations of 

queer as not engaged in homosexual sex will take, well, a little more explaining to do. 

Despite such social polarities, it ought not be presumed timt speaking and silence operate 

as mere opposites in Spivak's analysis. Sedgwick is again helpful here. Her epistemological 

claims about the closet of homosexuality resonate with SjHvak's refusal to grant a position of 

knowing, of access to, subaltern identity. How both Sedgwick and Spivak have relied on hues 

between speech-acts and silences, specifically through recourse to Michel Foucault's History of 

Sexuality Vol. /, is perhaps one of the great ironies of contemporary interdisciplinary studies. In 

point of fact, Foucault seemed equally allergic to theorizing both gender and imperialism. Yet his 

discussion on the plurality of silence is crucial to any attempt to account for subjectivity and 

resistance. I quote his key passage: 

There is no binary division to be made between what one says and what 

one does not sayj we must try to detemiinc the different ways of not 
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saying such things, how those who can and those who cannot speak of 

them are distributed, which t>'pe of discourse is authorized, or which form 

of discretion is required in either case. There are not one but many 

silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and 

permeate discourses. {History 27) 

If Sedgwick's dismissal of Freudian archetypes dispels the structuralist presumption of a 

binary universe, then Foucault's rather Heideggerian reliance upon silence's plurality denatures 

the presumption of any speech linked to only one silence, and as well, any core self as 

corresponding to one authentic other. Any critique of social identity must, then, relinquish an 

essential core self as its basis. The presimiption that speech transparently reflects one's 

identity, one's truth, is undermined by how what is not said is, in point of fact, said in many 

forms. What results is the rather difficult notion that subjectification occurs under duress, under 

wraps, and under the signs and symbols of dominant discourse. This coimter-individualistic 

version of representation —that we neither simply represent ourselves nor freely choose how to 

depict others— goes to the heart of problems with attempting to advocate across cultures. I will 

argue, then, that the writers I study adopt Orientalist stereotyping when such an act is quite 

contrary to their intentions, and that those stereotypes have neither biological nor primarily 

experiential bases. Ratter, very specific, historical discourses constrain and complete the 

writers' sentences. If neither structuralist essentialism nor liberal speech-acts theoiy can 

adequately account for the ways in which politically-engaged authors confront and, in so doing, 

fail to confront cultural stereotypes, then looking anew (and askew) at those stereotypes -and 

how they silently but insistently shape cross-cultural interaction— may disentangle some of the 

dynamics of cross-cultural advocacy. 

Spivak's own recent work has failed to thoughtfully engage with the scholars who have 



seen fit to bend their research around her concerns, particularly in feminist ethnography. My 

work here and in chapter three brings about dialogue on these matters. I find the on-site, frankly 

investigative posture of the ethnographic researcher -be he or she ultimately planning to write 

academic reports or fictional novels derived from said research— to be a fruitful one from which 

to pursue questions of representation, advocacy, and authorship. My work is thus deeply 

informed by recent work on "writing culture" (e.g., Clififord, Behar and Gordon). This move has 

been called the "linguistic turn" in anthropology, which in fact is matched with the "cultural turn" 

of English literature, which interprets literary works as bearers of silent imprints of the cultures 

from which they sfHing. If such an approach is nothing new in contemporary scholarship, it is, 

however, necessary to have, at this point in interdisciplinary debates, an assessment of whether 

and how the conundrums in one field may find responses in another. Anthropology's 

"linguistic" turn and English literature's "cultural" turn ought to be brought to face one another, if 

only create new questions. 

In this vein, my tentative solution for attemj^ing such interdisciplinary dialogue on the 

questions of subaltern speech and political advocacy is to posit something called ethnographic 

fiction. The term was originally coined by James Clifford, but I expand its meaning to involve the 

question of how particular images —stereotyped images of the Orient, for example— become 

perennial, even dependable, elements of cultural translation. Calling the results of "texting" or 

"woriding" —a woric of art as much as a scientific investigation— ethnographic fiction allows for 

critical analysis of the operations of prejudice and creativity. The move attends to the need to 

keep in mind how our narrations tend to naturalize themselves. And since the Orient, as invented 

by Westerners, was not built it a day, labeling cross-cultural texts ethno^aphicfictions 

foregrounds the ways in which power-knowledge produces what we call truth, when it is in fact 

an mhentancc of the ways in which we siruciufc "comprehension of the self by dciour of 
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comprehension of the other" (Ricoeur, qtd. in Rabinow ix). Our understandings of other cultures 

are rife with the hearsay of history, which travel may not correct. In attempts to advocate cross-

culturally -to gossip in medieval terms— we often repeat gossip in its current meaning, unaware 

of the specific malicious intent of the past. 

Following James Clifford, I use the term because it most succinctly points to a dense set 

of questions about how justice and representation inherently both resist and require 

flctionalization in attempts to explain "other" peoples. Ethnographic fictions are the results of 

attempts to cross into different cultural contexts in order to produce an intelligible story, to offer 

the key to understanding one culture for another. Such a story told is meant to offer prescriptive 

critical approaches alongside the writer's insistence that the working interpretation of that culture 

may be put to good use in the form of social engagement. 

Ethnographic fictions are extremely complex bundles of multiple reading strategies, and 

uneven forms of writing-as-interpretation, which circulate widely but fail to create the conditions 

for the possibility of cross-cultural understanding. I find Clifford's definition of ethnographic 

fiction to be helpful, but a little too sanguine aboiit the repercussions of perspectival description. 

I reproduce his definition almost in its entirety; 

To call ethnographies fictions may raise empiricist hackles. But the word as 

commonly used in recent textual theory has lost its connotation of falsehood, 

of something merely opposed to truth. It suggests the partiality of cultural 

and historical truths, the ways they are systematic and exclusive. 

Ethnographic writings can properly be called fictions in the sense of 

"something made or fashioned," the principle burden of the word's Latin 

root, fingere. But it is important to preserve the meaning not merely of 

making, but also of making up, of inventing things not actually real Even 



the best ethnographic texts— serious, true fictions— are systems, or 

economies of truth. Power and history work through them, in ways their 

authors cannot fully control. {Writing Culture 6-7) 

Clifford uses both the term ethnography and the term fiction more technically than I think is 

merited For example, he presumes that ethnographic worics are "usually distinguishable from a 

novel or a travel account" without stating what the necessary distinctions would be. I surmise 

that, rather, the same kinds of generic rules operate, even cooperate, to produce cross-cultural 

stories. 

Ethnographic fiction is a helpful designation to the extent that it collectivizes activities 

which have been considered discrete, namely, those of novel-writing and ethnographic reporting. 

As subsequent chapters will demonstrate, all the authors I study both do field work and engage in 

novel writing. That elements of each genre should appear in final works is uncontroversial. 

However, givoi the rhetoric of victimization and liberal sympathy, it becomes important to trace 

the writers' strategies when they combine experience with imagination. For example, by 

examining Underhill's Papago Woman and her novel Hawk Over Whirlpools together, I can 

analyze the differences between vndiat she considered appropriate for the anthropology 

department of Franz Boas in contrast to what she felt would sell to a largely East Coast, middle-

class readership. 

Underhill's attempt to translate her experiences for wliat is called the mainstream 

exemplifies yet another aspect of ethnographic fiction. For in order to strategize how experiences 

among the O'odham may make sense to suburbanites and uibanites. Underbill must tacitly 

develop an anthropological analysis of those populations, as well. Moreover, she must think 

through how stories from one context can elicit sympathy in the other. The result is a process of 

well-meaning fictiGnalization, of simplifyuig stones and histones so as to educate (white) people. 
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Underbill repackages veiy complex linguistic, religious, interpersonal, political, and economic 

issues into stories simple enough to circulate. Stories are thus equipped for the road, as it were, 

lightened of much of the load of cultural thickness, political complexity, and contextual subtlety. 

One major impetus for this project arises from the way specific, important stories become 

streamlined, for noble and not-so-noble reasons. Spivak understands this is an essential issue to 

any kind of storytelling; "[W]hen a narrative is constructed, something is left out.. We must 

know the limits of narratives, rather than establish the narratives as solutions for the future, for 

the arrival of social justice" {Critic 18). 

Ai^roaching texts as ethnograi^c fictions resolves some of the key problems inherent to 

storytelling within the construct of liberal feminist voicedness. Rather than dispensing with 

autobiographies, then, this a(px>ach calls for stories of individuals to be told as arising from and 

enmeshed in cultural understandings. Autobiographies should be more ethnographic, combining 

cultural analysis within a first person narrative, "opening up a space of resistance between the 

individual (mao-) and tfie collective (-ethno-) where the writing {-graphy) of singularity cannot be 

foreclosed" (Lionnet-McCumber 248). Edmographic fiction as an approach also helps decouple 

truth from voicedness. Rather than condemning Hurston's memoir Dust Tracks on the Road as 

intentionally inaccurate about, say, the relationship between Hurston and her patron Mrs. Rufus 

Osgood Mason, the silences between the lines and the political economy of the Harlem 

Renaissance must be taken into consideration. Speech is neither free or straightforwardly true, 

but rather it is strategic within the context of relationships which could be called colonial. 

Fictionalizing is thus a texting, a worlding, in Hurston's attempt to tell, not the story, but her 

story as a speaking subject negotiating mainstream class, race, and cultural prejudices, after 

growing up in a more affirming situation, a town governed by African-Americans. 
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feminist views of authentic self-representation find a kind of confirmation in Kaplan's study, 

"Resisting Autobiography: Out-law genres and Transnational Feminist Subjects." In the essay, 

she asks: "Are there reading and writing strategies that historicize and deconstruct mythologies of 

nationalism and individualism?" (116) Kaplan wonders if a post-colonial feminist form of 

autobiography is even possible. She discusses a number of approaches which have been adopted. 

One analysis of third world women's prison writings finds common use of a combination of 

"fictional forms with documentary record" (120). An analysis of Latin American and Chicana 

testimonios concludes that a "collectivization of authorship and the reassertion of orality" 

confronts the dominant culture's expectations of authorship (123). Feminist ethnography has 

the potential to foster "nonexploitative political alliances between women," resulting in 

"documents that empower the subjects of ethnographic writing" (127). Biomythography, 

particularly with regard to lesbian and ^y lives, makes it possible to articulate a person's 

disparate identities and shifts in affiliation, which are not self-consciously transparent but rather 

layered in meaning and time (130-131). Cultural autobiography treats writing as "a safe locati<m 

to keep crucial, culturally specific memories" and, in so doing "allow for the fictional nature of 

memory" (131). Kaplan discusses how Sfnvak challenges feminist woric to become more 

interdisciplinary and intensive in its attempt to account for the new international neocolonial 

subject by developing a form of "regulative psychobiography" of the subject-effects of economic 

globalization on women (132-135). The accumulated goal of these writing strategies, for Kaplan, 

is to "produce theories and methods of cultural and representation grounded in the material 

conditions of our similarities and differences" (135-136). Using these writing strategies, 

ethnographic fictions may attempt to present alternatives to "worlding" the world within the 

epistemology of empire, be it as an Orientalist in the cloak of liberal feminism, or gay, lesbian, or 

queer advocacy. A.s Foucaalt found, one may "fiction" a politics, a history, a truth, using 
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discursive tools in creative ways. 

Clearly, my use of ethnographic fiction is not adapted uncritically from Clifford's work. 

Rather, I take up his terminology in order to infuse it with Spivak's suspicion of the colonial 

havoc wreaked by "worlding," Kaplan's work on politics of location, and Mary Louise Pratt's 

insights about transculturalism. The power dynamics which have allowed largely Western-

educated, bourgeois writers, and anthropologists to traipse across the globe are one and the same 

which established East India companies in the past and global markets today. Yet the arrows of 

colonialism do not only point one way. Pratt's analysis demonstrates how indigenous groups in 

colonial peripheries have selectively ai^opriated and recoded materials imported from imperial 

centers, as well as influenced life in Europe. The resulting "contact zones" are not determined by 

the the terms set by Westerners, but operate transculturally, that is, across the cultures of 

colonies and empires. 

Pratt defines travel writing, and European literature in general, as a form of shoring-up 

myths of empire. She states that the imperial center historically "blinds itself to the ways in 

which the periphery determines the metropolis," and that travel writing "is heavily organized in 

the service of this imperative" (6). An obsession with the colonial other, a need to define, name, 

and describe it can be traced Intense anxiety about the travel of cultural "others" to Western 

shores populates the novels of empire: Crusoe's Friday, Charlotte Bronte's Bertha Mason and 

Mary Shelley's yellow-skinned monster all arrive in England. TraiKcultural dramas may be 

traced in Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle, in which the boat he took out from London, heading for 

South America, included three natives of Tierra del Fuego. One was Jenwny Buttons, returning 

to his family (4). Pratt's transculturalism means that a Westemer is always trampling through 

the tropics and yet denying that the non-Westerner ever leaves the colonies for Europe. The 

imperial prescripts of belonging repeatedly erase Button's footprints in London. The exile must 



be invisible at "home." 

Tracing such histories and their literary results, I attempt to account for the fictioning of 

ethnography, or, better said, the bricolage of cultural identity. Ethnography is then a creative 

act, one in which the writer assembles a portrait of a person or a people of another culture from 

equal parts Orientalist assumptions and deep-seated interest in uniqueness, unintentionally 

mixing the old with the new. As Lata Mani has stated, "the relationship between experience and 

knowledge is now seen to be not one of correspondence but one fraught with history, 

contingency, and struggle" ("Multiple" 4). Certainly the goal is not to make excuses for 

invocations of stereotypes. The Orient as a whole, ahistorical monolith must be denatured. The 

concept of voice must be deindividualized, and decoupled from both authenticity and truth. One 

must try, then, to measure the silences, and name that vsiiich pervades cross-cultural writing 

without being explicitly stated. 

The pervasiveness of the epistemology of empire does not preclude attempts to 

undermine it, but rather both gestures exist simultaiKously. One of the necessary conclusions 

Spivak draws from this insight is methodological: "archival or archaeological work of 

historiogr^lQr might resemble a certain woric of reading which is usually associated with literary 

interjwetation" 243). This is not a loss of knowledge, of fact Rather, it is an attending to 

the complexity of the construction of facts, to the ways in which historical settings and cultural 

differences deeply inform our sensory input as well as our characterizations of others. It opens 

up the arena of what constitutes cultural material. As Foucault argues this point, in terms of his 

research on prisons, "the corpus is in a sense undefined," for the institution functions through 

"its covert discourses and ruses, ruses which are not ultimately played by any particular person, 

but which are none the less lived, and assure the permanence and functioning of the institution" 

("Prison Talk" 38). To trace one's role in the fonnation of the Orient, the subaltern, or the voice 
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of the oppressed, is to undermine an appeal to universals by exposing their colonial inflections. 

It is a move to situate and circumscribe one's truth claims. Such a focus on social location as 

constituitive of both self and speaking, which are then not presumed to be equivalent or unitary, 

"undermines any assertion of progressive, singular development [both individual and historical] 

and alerts us to the interpellation of the past in the present" (Kaplan, Questions 187). 

Ethnographic fiction, as a category housing travel writing and anthropological reports, as 

well as novels, makes explicit the role of the imperial past in current literature. While confronting 

liberal voicedness through de-individuation and denial of authenticity, the classification also 

works to de-m)fthify numerous presumptions of travel which operate to position the traveler as 

an authority and his or her text as reliable. As a genre, travel writing continues to draw on a set 

of themes — the quest, the pilgrimage, the in-depth investigation, the Bildvngsroman, the escape-

- which are valorized through recourse to Western individualism, a move which serves to mask 

the history of ecomHnic and political control which guarantees freedom of movement for only 

certain classes of people. 

In challenging the Westem meanings of travel, we again confront the presumption of self-

actualization, freely sought and universally available, underlining liberal ideology. It is perhaps 

for this reason that Theodor Adomo and Max Hoiicheimer call Ckfysseus, the hero of Homer's 

Odyssey, "a prototype of the bourgeois individual," an ideal Aey believe originates in "the 

consistent self-affirmation which has its ancient pattern in the figure of the protagonist 

compelled to wander" (43). More recent critics agree that travel plays a key role in defining 

modem subjectivity. The self is, as Susan Sontag puts it, "essentially a traveller- a questing, 

homeless self ("Model" 700). Through brave acts of derring-do abroad, the traveler may achieve 

not only experience but also worldly wisdom; "To travel becomes the very condition of modem 

a 1 vf 1K WOO. 
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As such, traveling and travel imagery are deeply enmeshed in Western culture as 

indications of authority and objectivity as w«ll as categories of romance and adventure. These 

connotations remain, despite the fact that the history of travel shows evidence of the same kinds 

of citationaiy practices found in Orientalism. From the psychological structuralism found in 

books like Otto Rank's Myth of the Birth of the Hero, to the rigid choreographies of the Grand 

Tour, travel retains the patina of discovery despite a history of routinized repetition. As Said 

states, referring to medieval traditions wiiich continue to influence tourist guide books, 

"pilgrimage is after all a form of copying" {Orientalism 177). 

Orientalists were, in fact, deeply mimetic in their appropriations of Eastern culture. 

Richard Burton went to Mecca in disguise not only to repeat the footsteps of Islamic pilgrims, 

but also to take a "nostalgia trip" to a pre-secular time, "for something that modem Europe 

perceived itself as having lost...a religious state of mind that was iimocent" (Eisner and Rubies 4). 

Bn^e Chatwin is explicit in taking up the mantle of travel as imitatiotL In the 1960s, Chatwin 

followed in the footsteps of his hero Robert Bjrron, following Byron's Afghan travel book Road 

to Oxiarta as a Christian would trace Christ's ministry (Shakespeare 145). But simultaneous to 

such acts of retracing, Chatwin upheld the image of the traveler as an individual, distinct from the 

masses who stayed home. In so doing, Chatwin sought the Odysseun transformation which 

Adomo and Horkheimer describe: "0(fysseus loses himself in orcter to find himself; the 

estrangement from nature that he brings about is realized in the process of the abandonment to 

nature" (48). Travel is thought to enact transcendent imiversals through specific tests and 

contests, for the mythic journey must be both internal and external. And, like Odysseus, Burton 

and Chatwin must return home with deepened self-understanding and, presumably, a better 

understanding as well of where they have been. 

Clearly, given the hero archetypes, the quest is gendered as very male, the route, in fact. 
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to manhood. Following on the Odyssey and pilgrimage models, it is then only a small step to the 

militarism of the Crusades and the double-powered engine of imperialism and evangelism. 

According to Eisner and Rubi^, it is with evangelism that anthropological questions in Europe 

began; "a historical analysis of human cultural diversity [was] increasingly seen as a precondition 

for effective methods of evangelization" (32). In fact, at times it seems that evangelism was 

simply a justification for other activities: "the impact of missionaries as evangelizers could pale 

into insignificance v^en compared to their impact as political meddlers, empirical world 

historians, and ethnologists." For this reasons, it has become commonplace to desigrmte 

Orientalism and later anthropology as inheritors this Western travel tradition of power-

knowledge. So Behar writes that, "Anthropology makes heroes of men, allowing, even insisting, 

that they exploit their alienation, their intrepid homelessness...for the sake of science" {Women 

Writing 16). 

Although I discuss ethnographic fictions as travel writing— for they do all arise out of tiie 

writer's visit elsewhere— I remain susincious of the ways in v^iiich language of movement, 

circulation, and flight operate in Western culture. A presumption of neutrality about such 

terminology is difficult to grasp, for it functions at the level of basic orientation, basic 

phraseology. I want to question how much of \^diat feels natural about travel imagery arises from 

a history, in this case one of colonialism, international commerce, and touristic presumption. I 

do not mean to play out a long analysis of the political and social meanings of the term 

movement. However, political movements share with contemporary critics a presumption of the 

benign (or even liberating) cultural work done by images of travel, flight, border-busting, and 

transport. Movement too often connotes involvement, but I want to suggest the possibility that 

the rhetoric of travel also legitimates a distancing. It is in this vein that Sontag describes 

anthropology as "a techriique of political disengagement," requiring "profound detachment" 
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{Against 74). The discipline objectifies the other, and in so doing, gains objectivity. 

Micaeia di Leonardo has argued that, "American modernity has been based on imagined 

Otherness, Otherness that anthropologists have been at the forefront in providing" {Exotics 367). 

So current anthropology must wrestle its past, with the missionary. Orientalist, primitivist, and 

Odysseun myths founding the discipline. In so doing, some contemporary ethnography has 

attempted to follow through on Spivak's recommendation of attending to how objects of study 

are produced through field work. I will discuss this issue in Chapter three, but one example will 

serve here. Aihwa Ong attempts an ethnography of Asian immigrant women in California, in 

which she recognizes informants as "active cultural producers in their own right" (354). So Ong 

sees her work as helping "disseminate their views ...without betraying their political interests as 

narrators of their own lives." 

With a few key exceptions, then, contemporary anthropologists are usually ahead of 

travel writers in analyzing the social constructedness and the role of power inherent to their 

movements. Travel writing {^(^)er, as a genre, has become anxious, but not generally self-critical, 

about its practices; "One source of anxiety here is the awareness of complicity; for travel writers 

obviously participate in the tourist industry they claim to scorn" (Holland and Huggan xi). 

Chatwin repeatedly distinguishes himself as a traveler, not a tourist, while Paul Fussell asserts 

that the golden age of travel has been supplanted by the crude era of tourism. Such semantics 

arise from another anxiety, being "the awareness of belatedness; for travel writers, equally 

obviously, hearken back to their precursors, seeking solace for a troubled present in nostalgic 

cultural myths." To the extent that the authors I study approach their enthnographic writings 

through the encrusted nostalgia of travel, then, they remain ensconced in grand narratives of 

authority and authenticity. 

The constellation "voice-travel-texf' operates problematically in current post-colonial 
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analyses of movement. While imperial routes of travel are criticized, so too are the expectations 

of restlessness and mobility taken up by social critics as useful. This constellation continues to 

function, then, as what Sedgwick would call an open secret. To trace it historically and 

theoretically only partially dismantles its rhetorical sway. Sedgwick declares the danger of 

presuming the accuracy of banalities when she enumerates her axioms in Epistemology of The 

Closet: 

Anyone working in gay and lesbian studies, in a culture where same-sex desire 

is still structured by its distinctive public/private status, at once marginal and 

center, as the open secret, discovers that the line between straining at truths 

that prove to be imbecilically self-evident, on the one hand, and on the other 

hand tossing off commonplaces that turn out to retain their power to galvanize 

and divide, is weirdly impredictable. In dealing with an open-secret structure, 

it's only by being shameless about risking the obvious that we happen into 

the vicinity of the transformative. (22) 

Likewise, "voice-travel-text" can seem dumbly clear and belabored, while simultaneously 

popping up in the theories of the very people claiming to interrogate its "power to galvanize and 

divide." Sedgwick is thus helpful in following through on Spivak's goal of tracing the fbimation 

of objects of study through the common-sense notions of daily life. Notice, too, that her 

phrasing, "to happen onto the vicinity of the transformative," itself relies on a risky-adventure 

framework in which knowledge is codified as discovery. 

Tracing the effects of such tropes of travel requires both large-scale and small-scale 

analysis, both historical work along the colonial-postcolonial grid and close reading of individual 

writers. Karen Lawrence's work has helpfiilly exposed the degree to which our thinking has 

become ingrained by a naturalized connection between travel and writing. In her discussion of 
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Virginia Woolf in Penelope Voyages, Lawrence observes that "passage" refers to both a section 

of text and to taking a trip: "the term itself reminds us how narratology depends on the tropes of 

travel" (154). Indeed, it is difficult to discuss literary issues, much less travel writing, without 

using geographic language. Most writers rely on such spatial metaphors to anchor their abstract 

discussions in recognizable terms. This obscures the mythification of travel, writing, and 

theorizing. They are traps; tropes as traps. That travel signifies contradictory impulses 

simultaneously, such as rebellion and maturation, the means of critique of one's upbringing as 

well as the conduit for Bildungsroman, ought to cause no surprise. As Lawrence concludes, 

"[e]ven in the most realistic genres of novel and ethnography...these writers play out their 

fantasies of errancy— risky, rewardingly excessive wandering" (240). 

An example of blindness to the social lamificatioDs of romanticizing movement as self-

empowerment occurs in The Queer Reader. (The 1993 anthology is solely focused on, as the 

subtitle puts it, "2500 years of male homosexuality.") And the book includes a discussion by 

Sean French about the death of Bruce Chatwin. Chatwin died of AIDS in 1989, but {wblicly he 

announced that he had acquired a rare Chinese bone disease. (Note the explicitness of Orientalist 

blaming to mask domestic causes.) It is, however, also impc»tant to highlight how French sees 

Chatwin's lie: "One effect of Aids has been to break through the fluidity and playfulness of 

[Chatwin] like a secret policeman, brutally classifying people who have previously escaped the 

simplicity of classification. I suspect that Chatwin's fictitious Chinese disease was another 

gallant myth, a way of escaping being pinned down to the very end" (271). 

Note the Althusserian image in French's defense of Chatwin. It is a policeman whose 

form of address, raw and brutal, which Chatwin attempts to not respond to, to escape from 

through lying. He attempts to avoid interpellation. This presents Chatwin as one in protest at 

such subjectification, a "gallant" fighter against those who would peg and objectify. And yet 
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French's poHceman is not Althusser's, for the former is a secret policeman, as if only undercover 

officers may enter the closet and expose its inhabitants. The open/secret structure is conflated to 

erase the gap between homosexual identity and acquired immune-deficiency diagnosis. The AIDS 

closet is not interchangeable with the gay closet: rather, Chatwin was in both in different ways. 

Further-more, the limitations of languages of secrecy and terms of public censure become 

confused in French's declarations. For why would a secret policeman be busy classifying? 

Policemen arrest people; scientists classify. French's terms must intermix poorly because closet 

imagery and travel tropes are supposed to account for an individual's freedom from social labels. 

When Chatwin lies as "a way of escaping being pinned down," Chatwin avoids public 

scrutiny. Avoiding public scrutiny is not, in this media-drive information age, necessarily a bad 

thing. But French does the critic's sin of elevating desperation to the status of moral and social 

good. In so doing, French makes explicit the wrong-headedness of the same presimiption of 

numerous writers and critics, that all movement elevates the self and proves worthiness of 

character. Chatwin's lying was probably completely necessary for Chatwin, but cultural critics 

ought to attend to the dangers of presuming that cultural or social identity can be escaped. 

Wterever you go, there are. While travel may change which meanings matter, or recode roles, 

it does not erase classification per se. Yet escaping all forms of categorization remains a key 

aspect of this definition of freedom, a presumption that ignores histories of forced exile. Mwe to 

the point, however, the assumption that flight may be paired with privacy is possible only 

within a particularly luxurious definition of travel. 

All this bends back, then, to questions of liberal humanist, and often feminist, constructs 

of individual empowerment through narration of the self Indeed, it is the male quest-structure 

which posits travel as maturing. Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God, for example, taps 

this tradition for use in female Bildungsroman. To do so, Hurston must also subvert the 
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reproductively-defined story of female coming-into-adulthood. The book deploys a traveler's 

tale in the service of Janie's achieving subjectivity. In a combination of the male-quest tradition 

of adventure (as romance) and the female-domicile tradition of romance (as love), Hurston pairs 

Janie with Tea Cake to achieve love on the road. Using imagery reminiscent of both Odysseus' 

sea-faring and Penelope's weaving, Hurston (kscribes Janie's achievement: "She pulled in her 

horizon like a great fish-net. Pulled it from around the waist of the world and draped it over her 

shoulder" (193). Gaining her voice, Janie's growth requires, ultimately, a sympathetic female 

community to return to. So Janie must love, travel, and, finally, tell Phoeby her story. As Janie 

says, upon her return, every one "got tuh find out about livin' fuh theyselves" through travel 

(192). "It's uh known fact, Phoeby, you got tuh go there tuh know there." 

Alongside the liberal assumption of telling as defending, then, travel as equated with 

growth usually goes imquestioned. It can feel awkward to try to disentangle the equations, to 

think outside of their angles. The seeming naturalness of the terms' mutuality hides a history of 

how tfiis fit came to be. There are dangers in not attending to these histories. Clifford's plajrfull 

language in "Notes on Travel and Theory" exemplifies the problem by assuming too true a link 

between travel and critique. Traveling produces theory: "'Theory' is a pioduct of displacement, 

comparison, a certain distance. To theorize, one leaves home" (177). His definition of travel 

operates between and across axes of subject-formation and textuality: "Travel: a figure for 

different modes of dwelling and displacement, for trajectories and identities, for storytelling and 

theorizing in a post-colonial world of global contacts." To which he adds a second definition: 

"Travel: a range of practices for situating the self in a space or spaces grown too large, a form 

both of exploration and discipline." Exploring the world, disciplining the self Or is it exploring 

the self, and disciplining the world? Clifford's imagery waxes poetic at the expense of analysis. 

Yet his approach is familiar. To associate leaving home with disciplined theorization is to 
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replay the myth of the Odyssey, which awards Odysseus wisdom and authority through his 

adventures. His heroism justifies his rule and insight. I believe the problems which arise in 

seemingly quaint analogies between philosophical growrth and physical travel mask devastating 

effects on both the political imagination and the natural environment Following Spivak's 

terminology again, this "worlding" is all in the wording. If to theorize, one must leave home, then 

clearly the quest-structure of colonialism is imbibed within intellectual curiosit>', ciiria being the 

all-male, all-cleric root of our etymological inquiries. Moreover, if one must leave home, then 

apparently the domestic space has nothing of note, is mapped in such meditations as blank 

space, as empty of culture if not bodies. If travel may be figured as "a mode of stoiytelling and 

theorizing in a post-colonial world of global contacts," then even to tell one's own story requires 

not intimacy which who and A^t "brung you up," but instead cold, objectifying, critical distance 

in massifled society; sociology, not autoethnography. So Clifford's writing begs the question of 

travel criticism by invoking its myths. 

Caren Kaplan discusses Clifford's attranpt to defend himself against such criticisms. She 

quotes him on his strategic use of the term travel as opposed to more fashionable words like 

displacement: "I hang onto 'travel' as a term of cultural comparison, precisely because of its 

historical taintedness, its associations with gendered, racial bodies, class pnivilege" (qtd. in 

Questions 133). As Kaplan points out, however, this defense comes at a juncture in Clifford's 

own work when the term is fading from use: "[The terms] migration, immigration, homelessness, 

and other more collective experiences of displacement in modernity become more important in 

Clifford's work at the moment he is making the strongest argument for the term 'travel.'" And 

the metaphorization of homelessness dates back, as I have indicated, centuries as a distinguishing 

mark of Western understandings of subjectivity. 

Clifford derives his definition of traveling theory from a chapter of the same title in 



Edward Said's The World, The Text, and the Critic. It is worth noting the insistence of political 

relevance inflecting Said's discussion. He defines traveling theory as borrowed theory, and in so 

borrowed, also then adapted, to fit local needs. Said takes his example of the cultural 

appropriation of theories from European Marxist intellectual history and the evolving uses of the 

concept of reification. First by glossing Lukacs' definition, he demonstrates how Lucien 

Goldman and Raymond Williams adapted and reinterpreted the idea for application in their 

particular contexts. 

In ai^lying Lukacs' theory of reification to the circulation of theoretical ideas. Said comes 

to agree with Williams that, ""once an idea gains currency because it is clearly effective and 

powerful, there is every likelihood that during its peregrinations it will be reduced, codified, and 

institutionalized" (239). Said warns about reification within academic culture. Scholars and 

critics must avoid allowing their tteories to become "cultural dogma" (247). As Williams puts it, 

'̂ vhat looked like the methodological breakthrough might become, quite quickly, the 

metho(k>logical trap" (qtd. in Said 238, italics removed). 

I detail the Marxist contours of Said's discussion because, unsurprisingly enough, 

unromanticized discussions about travel are rare. Clifford and Bhabha give in to wistful 

meditations on hotel rooms and Algerian bars {Routes 17-18; Location 180), exposing the lure to 

impose the tropes of bourgeois travel onto analysis. In some of his writings, however. Said 

considers solenmly how dislocated theories and appropriated cultural materials may not be 

justifiably imderstood as misreadings when they are borrowed and adapted according to local 

needs, a kind of strategically ethnographic fictioning. In the context of cross-cultural sharing, this 

more nuanced interpretation of knowledge shifting, as contexually-based cfynamism and thus 

textual applicability, is crucial. Said is careful to question whether the adaptions of Lukacs' 

theory to the contexts of Goldman and Williams should necessarily be thought of as "degrading" 
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(236). Instead, we ought to attend to misreadings and misinterpretations as critics and judge 

them "as part of a historical transfer of ideas and theories from one setting to another." 

I am drawn to Said's insistence that critics attend to the specifics of Lukacs' Hungary and 

Goldman's Paris, and the road the concept of reification takes, in order to analyze the issue of 

contextual adaption; "The particular voyage from Hungary to Paris, with all that [it] entails, 

seems compelling enough, adequate enough, for critical scrutiny, unless we want to give up 

critical consciousness for critical hermeticism" (237). Said insists that analysis of how theory 

travels must concern itself not only with the ways and means of diffusion, but also with the 

cultural thickness of when it leaves, how it arrives, and where it sleeps. 

Unfortunately, Said does not sustain this focus on the importance of the "particular 

voyage" throughout his work, and succumbs to the largely romantic notion of movement 

championed most pointedly by Bhabha. Both Said and Bhabha celebrate the migrant, the 

culturally hybrid, and the exile. Bhabha; "the truest ^e may now belong to the migrant's double 

vision," (Location 5). Said; "exile perspective impels a Westem intellectual to see a much wider 

picture" {Representations 60). It is as if increased perspective is automatically gained by those 

who leave. Kaplan glosses the [H^oblem; "exile becomes the situation par excellence for the 

cultural critic ~ distance and alienation enable profound insighf {Questions 115). In order to 

theorize, one leaves home. 

Moreover, as evident from his reliance upon the work of exiles like Lukacs, Auerbach, and 

Adomo, Said has alrea^ front-loaded the term exile to be designating primarily cultural critics. 

Most egregious in this elevation of the exilic intellectual is how class, race, gender, and religion are 

treated as unimportant aspects of insightfiillness. There is a glaring "absence of women writers 

from [Said's] discussion of exile as redemptive authorial practice" (119). Said has also convinced 

hmiself that to be an iiiteilecrual exile means to be secularist. In terms of class, lip service is 
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offered in response to the deplorable situation of poor unlettered refugees {Culture 332), but they 

are considered silent and uninteresting. Instead, traditional travel imagery undergirds an extended 

talk of metaphorical exile; "Exile for the intellectual in this metaphysical sense is restlessness, 

movement, constantly being unsettled, and unsettling others" {Representations 53). 

Travel writers like Chatwin indulge in such metaphysical self-justifications of 

restlessness, but at least they do so as unapologetic structural essentialists. But Said and Bhabha 

want Foucault and Adomo, post-structuralist textuaiity and psychoanalytic Marxism. In their 

work a new hierarchy is elevated, with hybridity (and the hybrids always seem to be articulate, 

male, upper-class writers on leave from the third world) on top. Bhabha treats hybridity as 

inherently transgressive; yet all his examples of hybridity —Rushdie in particular— move in one 

direction, from outback ex-colony to urban Western cosmopolitan center. Transculturalism 

meets intellectual neocolonialism. The footprints of Jemmy Buttons are erased anew, for 

returning to Tierra del Fuego from London is not part of the post-colonial intellectual's tour 

package. Bfabha's hybrid and Said's exile must stay in tiie West to retain their privileged 

perspectives. 

But the third world is not empty of home-grown intellectuals. Said and Bhabha's 

approaches render the third world silent, and justiiy the (male) intellectual exile to speak on 

behalf of third world peoples. As Araeen puts it, ^The triumph of the hybrid is in fact a triumph 

of neo-liberal multiculturalism, a part of the triumph of global c^talism" (15). Yet the exile-

hybrid-migrant ought not be considered to have a privileged perspective, for long-term residents 

of the West can be woefully ignorant about local events at home. Arising out of this uncritical 

celebration of the intellectual exile, Bhabha and Said project confirmation of the exile's 

perspective and destabilized identity in every historical example of population movement. It is 

as if the eliSion of class issues blinds them to the ways in which intellectual orientations may 



follow highly consumptive and subsumptive models. If Chatwin's flight into the ambiguity of 

the closet is treated as the freedom to not be pinned down by a specific label, and Bhabha's 

migrancy awards the "double-vision" of the exile to he who has access to the halls of Western 

learning, then travel retains its male-hero-quest trappings within contemporary analysis. 

The "voice-travel-text" constellation becomes most apparent in Said's elevation of 

worldliness through its linkage to writing. He bemoans the elevation of postmodern textuality as 

"the exact antithesis and displacement of what might be called history" (Jext 3-4). Literary 

thecnrists have "given up the world entirely for the aporias and unthinkable paradoxes of a text;" 

in so doing, they have abandoned everyday citizens to "the hands of the 'free' market forces, 

multinational corporations, the manipulations of consumer appetites" (4). But despite Said's 

assertion that texts are not abstractable from history, politics, and markets, and as such are (here 

using his term) "worldly," he cannot quite bring himself to understand any world outside of texts 

written by cosmopolitan expatriate intellectuals. Kaplan indicates Said's inability to conceive of 

less individual, less intellectual, ftMins of disf^acement and textuality. With respect to refugees, 

undocumented or stripped of documentation, moved en masse and redesignated through asylum 

or return, Kaplan glosses Said's awkwardness; "Criticism, Said seems to suggest, cannot follow 

this faint trail. Once moved, a mass of people become ghostlike, disappearing off the map of 

literature and culture" {Questions 121). 

In a sense, deindividuated, undocumented people become un-texted, and as such, in Said's 

worldly approach, de-historicized. One could even posit a warping of time and space in diaspora 

which renders the population prehistoric, in the strict sense of existing without the written word. 

Said's conditions for the political relevance of texts thus collapse in on themselves, for without a 

basic level of documentation, the literacy of international migration, he caimot discern history, 

literature, or culture. Playing off of both Spivak's and Said's reliance on the term, refugees 
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become "worlded" into oblivion. In this way, most explicitly, the subaltern does not, and 

cannot, travel. For to do so would entail entering into the constellation of "voice-travei-text" as a 

speaker and as a writer, as a social critic of a certain Western secular bent. The subaltern cannot 

travel, so it all must be done for her. The travel, the theory, and the writing of the third world 

must be done by those who are worldly. It is Cust revisited: "A colony would not be a colony 

for a single hour..." 

These tendencies to circumscribe who may travel, and who may tell about it, have been 

put in check in recent critiques. A number of scholars have analyzed the ramifications of how 

Said, Clifford, and Bhabha, and others, let the terms of travel theoiy thin themselves out in 

metaphorical totalization. As Kaplan writes, "All displacements are not the same," for 

questions of class, gender, and race combine with issues of the changing status of nationality, 

religious affiliation, and ethnic persecution (Questions 2). Bourgeois tourists, alongside 

university researchers, and travel writers, "participate in the mythologized narrativizations of 

displacement without questioning their cuttural, political, and economic grounds." Stuck between 

'̂ e hypertheorization of travel-as-displacement," and the "naively undertheorized celebration of 

travel-as-fieedom," Huggan and Holland find that globalization requires we develop new 

conceptions of population movement (ix). However, "this will to theorize [travel] also indicates 

a Utopian impulse ...of a 'worldly' intellectual elite," and risks emphasizing "metaphors of 

movement at the expense of the more prosaic but nonetheless powerful myths of place." 

Their point is cmcial, because binaries like home/abroad, local/global, and domestic/ 

foreign, retain their power to engender, sexualize, and (de)classify people and cultures along axes 

which no longer fit, if they ever did. As Kaplan asserts, "The local does not exist in a pure state" 

(Questions 160). Rather, the local is constructed out of "clusters of identities in and through the 

cultures of transnational capitalism" (159). Nor is this formulation of place necessarily a recent 
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result of globEilization. Cooper and Stoler warn that, "[i]t does us no service to reify a colonial 

moment of binary oppositions so that we can enjoy the post-colonial confidence that our world 

today is infinitely more complicated, more fragmented, and more blurred" ("Between" 9). 

Rather, certain narrations still drive economies and identities with unambiguous force. Clarity 

about the more things change, and thus how, whether, where, and for whom, many more things 

remain the same, becomes difficult under such circumstances. 

Through my analysis of the 'Voice-travel-text" constellation, it becomes clear that 

colonial constructs continue to shape definitions of self, growth, and story in particularly 

insidious ways. The epistemology of empire influences conventional approaches to agency and 

subjectivity, knowledge and truth, belonging and being aliea Tropes of travel legitimize he who 

"lights out for the territories," as Twain would put it, at the expense of she who stays home. By 

"engendering" Orientalism, feminist critics have proven that gender plays roles in the 

organization of not just households but also colonies. In the next chapter, 1 attempt to extend 

their critique by "queering" the epistemology of emjnre through an analysis of how Western 

prejudices toward sexuality and the Orient coincide historically, and, as a result, have f^ipeared in 

contemporary sex/gender scholarship and queer advocacy, as well. 

The tropes of travel and the Orientalist iconography of the East are not merely issues of 

unfortunate social blindness. Rather, discourses on gender and sexuality have concrete, political, 

and economic ramifications. In the 1970s and 1980s, feminist-socialists demonstrated how 

heterosexual domestic relationships functioned within industrialized capitalism. Butler states 

that the goal was to "establish the sphere of sexual reproduction as part of the material 

conditions of life, a proper and constituitive feature of political economy" ("Cultural" 272). But 

Butler criticizes their conclusion that reproductive sexuality, but not non-reproductive sexuality, 

particip)at6s in trEnsnationa! capitalisin. 
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I will show that control over sexuality and sexual practices has been inherent to imperial

ism, often as a justification for military takeovers and forced conversions. Anthropological work 

on "the sex lives of savages" finds its roots in this history. Moreover, attempts to diagnose and 

classify indigenous sexuality continue to play key roles in new modes of both production and 

consumption. Certain areas of the globalized information economy are currently experiencing 

exponential growth; the sex tourism/sex slavery industry, "strange but true" internet 

pornography, the human genome project, and even certain academic subdisciplines. All of these 

businesses —for in information economies information is transactional capital— commodify non-

western peoples as more or differently sexed, or more or differently queer. The very 

"workability" of globalization depends upon providing access to, warnings against, enticements 

for, treatments of, and analyses about indigenous sexuality (274). The native subaltern — as 

prostitute or DNA evidence, as sexually deviant or sexually liberated— is thus a matenal natural 

resource from which to tap, and from which to profit As Butler concludes, "the very practices 

of sexual exchange confound the distinctions between the two sjMberes" of culture and ectMiomy 

(275). They also conflate sexual personhood with consumer product 

It is periiaps for this reason that di Leonarck) argues that American academics must 

overcome their romantic notions about travel and stay home, theoretically as well as practically. 

She declares, sampling Ginsberg, that it is past time to "attend to our country and all its 

connections to the rest of the globe, time to abandon merchandising the unfemiliar.... time to 

speak truth to, to make demands of power —to doff our costumes, to strip exoticism from Other 

and self, [and] to put our queer shoulder to the wheel" {Exotics 367). 
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Chapter Two: Authors Lost and Found 

With this chapter, I begin my analysis of the writing strategies of four writers who 

attempt to use their novels for cultural translation. First, I will examine the one most closely 

aligned with the genre of travel writing, Bruce Qiatwin. But Chatwin has always been treated as 

somewhat more, as a writer who redefined travel writing. He did so by reinventing the wheel, in 

some respects. His books have the same evocative brevity of Darwin's Voyage on The Beagle. 

Chatwin's characters owe much to Hemingway, Conrad, and Flaubert, as they are sketched like 

die-cut shadows, with grandiose dreams contrasting sheltered, fearful lives. Chatwin's self-

presentation of himself as such a worldly domestic, the compulsive traveler as interested in iilHng 

his living room with exotica as his notebooks with observations, must figure in such an analysis. 

Few critics have been able to examine Chatwin's writings without reference to his person. 

As Susannah Clai^ put in, in the first chapter of the first full-length biography published after 

his death, "If Bruce Chatwin had been portly, myopic, and mouse-haired his life and reputation 

would have been quite different. Descriptions of his looks creep into discussions of his work" 

(3). Yet audacity more than looks first got Chatwin pubUshed, and compelling his use of 

language did not hurt His first publisl^ sentences, in a 1970 museum guide about nomads and 

nature, still startles: "Diogenes the Cynic said that men first crowded into cities to escape the 

fiiry of those outside. Locked within their walls, they committed eveiy outrage against one 

another as if this were the sole object of their coming together." ("The Nomadic Alternative," 

175). 

A quick glance at any translation of Diogenes would prove how Chatwin's wording 

sharpens this insight. More importantly, however, is the tenacity with which Chatwin's focus 
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held, throughout his future writing career, on these same questions: whether civilization is not so 

much progress as captivity; if humans were meant to migrate like birds rather than plow and 

settle; how traditional nomadic peoples may have more to teach to than to learn from their 

modem colleagues, locked as we are within city walls. Chatwin's questions are philosophical 

rather than anthropological, which is partially the reason he has been so often accused of 

misreading indigenous cultures in his own image. Like Rousseau, Chatwin uses "primitive" 

people as the stepping stone into abstractions about the human condition. Such an approach 

may be designated insensitive to cultural difference and global diversity. The presumptuousness 

of indigenous transparency is as much a cause as consequence of imperialism. Better is 

Chatwin's focus on the details of what indigenous peoples have created. He had a unique and 

deep appreciation for the importance of physical things, treating cultural artifacts as worics of art, 

regardless of their supposed worth (or worthlessness) on the market. Francis Wyndham tells the 

story of Chatwin's adoration of a Turkish fish tray; "One of his favorite possessions was a huge 

circular wooden fish tray painted red with a bright blue stripe round the rim which he had bought 

for almost nothing in Istanbul" (12). Seen item by item, individual by individual, the whole world 

was beautiful, amazing, and worthy of Chatwin's attention. Perh^s for this reason, he saw past 

borders of genre, use, or technology. 

Chatwin came to be known as an expert of the exotic despite his average iq)bringing in 

post-World War II England. He was an unremarkable pupil growing up in the Midlands. 

Speaking sociogeographically, the Midlands could be seen as the British equivalent of New 

Jersey or Western Pennsylvania, rather than such cultural or intellectual hubs as New York or 

Boston. Yet Chatwin became, for many a reader and even critic, Bruce Chatwin the Legend. In 

cultivating a persona as dramatic as his characters, Chatwin jwesented an oblique profiie, a hiding 

showman. Although he has been criticized for hiding behind narrative devices, all his books are as 
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much about his identity as they are of other people and places. One of the many colorful 

characters about which he wrote was himself 

Chatwin's writing strategies share as much with the clinical voice of Michel Foucault as 

they do with Robert Byron, the travel writer in whose footsteps Chatwin literally followed. But 

Chatwin and Foucault also perished at a time, and from a disease, which "outed" their sexualities. 

Both Foucault and Chatwin attempted to express sexuality without autobiographicalizing about 

their own, and wrestled with issues of privacy and AIDS during the years of whispered terror, 

the first decade when gay men were dying in secret. Chatwin's death has been interpreted by 

some critics as detracting from his reputation, v^le others have thought it meaningfully 

contributes to his legend. Both, of course, are true. His writings can become either far more 

romantically compelling or gay-science reductionist, dqpending upon how queer reading strategies 

are wielded. The public demands for his coming out, as well as his admitting he had AIDS, seem 

today as rude and politically naive as his decision to keep silent 

But here the Foucault comparison is important, if only to remind us as people soon to 

live in 2002 that the 1980s were a punishing time. Neither Chatwin nor Foucault would have 

called themselves queer, for this term has been fought for and recoded positively in only the last 

decade. As well, the question of being "out" is contextual. The question of what constitutes a 

l^itimate self-revelation changes. According to the era, I think we would have to claim that both 

Foucault and Chatwin were out of the closet, because their immediate family members did know. 

Chatwin's wife made the trip to her husband's-lover's-mo/Aer's home to help care for him as he 

lay dying (Shakespeare 528). Once upon a time, "coming out" carried the connotation of 

admitting one's homosexuality to one's family. The significance changed trajectory thanks to 

- A T TTfc .. t. . J - — .» 1 ur, WHO uciiiiinucu inc succis as legiiimaxe spaces tor oemg puoiiciy gay 

and/or positive. And it must be said that deaths from AIDS of luminaries like Foucault, Chatwin, 
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Rock Hudson, and others, changed the level of public awareness, and even acceptance, of people 

with AIDS. The words of artist Ross More, concerning Foucault in his triptych Of the Visible 

and the Hidden, resonates here: "Nothing that went into his total composition was unaffected by 

his sexuality...it was a secret that gave itself away... as a celebrity his ilbiess finally registers" 

(qtd. in Halperin 2). 

Chatwin as Ethnographer 

Chatwin's first book has often been analyzed as a serious attack on imperialism, a 

perspective 1 will seek to complicate, if not completely undermine. When discussing In 

Patagonia and Songlines, the books in which a "Bruce'-like narrative speaks to the reader in first 

person singular, critics have been especially polarized in their opinions. Chatwin is never seen as 

the neutral observer, the gentleman traveler his narrative strategy attempts to portray. Instead, 

he is either pilloried for his presumptuousness or else celebrated for his eloquent insights. 

E)espite the fact he was considered a travel-writer, though, geogr^hy is largely just scaffolding 

for an overarching search. And, like Odysseus, the destination seems less important to the 

storyteller than the stops along the way. Chatwin's In Patagonia and Songlines are far more 

concerned with characters than scenic views. Chatwin is me observer of people, the peripatetic 

ethnographer. 

Nicholas Murray sees Chatwin as a minimalist of style, creating cameos by through 

judicious use of "incidental detail that reveals a shaft of meaning" (46). Chatwin seeks validation 

for his highly selective descriptions by basically writing in the affirmations of the native-
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observations). Murray calls this strategy the "technique of the corroborative anecdote," and it is 
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one of the more annoying stylistic refrains occurring through his writing; "The pattern is that 

Chatwin will make an observation...and conjure up, let us say, a 'friend' who is the recipient of 

the apergu, and who caps it with a corroborative observation that confirms the force of the 

original perception" (47). The conversations between Arkady and Bruce in Songlines, where 

Chatwin's native informant does come on the journey, work really as two heads on one body, a 

monologue disguised as dialogue; 

'So the land,' I said, 'must first exist as a concept in the mind? Then it must be 

sung? Only then can it be said to exist?' 

'True.' [said Arkady.] 

'In other words, "to exist" is "to be perceived"?' 

'Yes.' 

'Sounds suspiciously like Bishop Berkeley's Refutation of Matter.' 

'Or Pure Mind Buddhism,' said Arkady, 'which also sees the world as an 

illusion.' (14) 

Rushdie bluntly describes such scenes: "Bruce is Arkady as well as the character he calls Bruce. 

He is both sides of the dialogue" (Imaginary Homelands 233). However, Songlines is 

consciously modeled on Diderot's Jacques Le Fatalist. Chatwin thought the "philosophes of the 

eighteenth century had a way of exp-essing serious concepts very lightly indeed. That was one of 

the things I was trying" (Ignatieff 24). Diderot's dialogues read exactly as these twinned voices, 

mirroring as they delve further. 

This particular rhetorical shortcoming ultimately allows Chatwin's other writing 

strategies to glow all the brighter. Clapp has written how "Songlines creaks in trying to make its 

large statements" (203), but this is oniy the case in the interviews of the first half. Songlines uses 

the mono-dialogue on Australian aborigines as a foundation from which to soar: by the second 
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half of the book, Chatwin has abandoned faux dialogue for a highly provocative play of different 

voices. Chatwin calls the notebook section of Songlines "a collage of disparate things," which 

was inspired by Walter Benjamin's notion that "the ideal book would be a book of quotations" 

(Ignatieff 26). The artful corralling of the compelling and odd, Chatwin's culling from his decades 

of notebooks is an evocative cabinet of curiosities, ultimately far more convincing than his 

Arkady-Bruce conversations. 

Likewise, Manfred Pfister sees the whole of In Patagonia as a cabinet of curiosities, 

calling the book "an omnium gatherum of Patagonica" (260). Pfister claims that In Pats^onia 

represents the "postmodemization of the travelogue," which occurred "without anybody [in 

postmodern scholarship] taking any notice of it" (264). Pfister is only one of many critics 

seeking to label Chatwin's work with the 20-20 hindsight of academic terminology. It is 

unfortunate that such attempts work on an exclusivist model, so that Chatwin either is or isn't 

imperial, is or isn't postmodern. My argument demonstrates how allowing for the internal 

diversity —nay, conflict— of tropes and tales in ethiwgra^^c fiction offers the possibility of far 

more nuanced textual analysis. I attempt to apply Stoler's rei&ain about the inconsistency 

between imperial laws and colonial practices, \^ere sexuality, living quarters, and woric had to be 

acted out, no matter what was legislated against, can operate at the level of text or person, as 

well, and with as many competing and conforming behaviors. How many times has Bruce 

Chatwin himself been written of a veritable cabinet of curiosities? 

Unfortunately, the misreading of Chatwin as uniformly postmodern or post-colonial will 

not fade easily. His work, which has been discussed in two recent biographies, fits too easily 

into the current fashion of in contemporary scholarship. As a review of a recent study of the 

origins of the museum notes, '̂ vonders have become 'all the rage' in academic circles, mostly 

because post-stnictural critiques of the Enlightenment also question its definition of "good taste" 



(Staab 14). This project is deeply entwined with the history of travel, for by the seventeenth 

century, "[cjuriosity cabinets became 'must-sees' on the Grand Tour itineraiy." However, just 

because Chatwin loved curios does not mean he did not partake, at least in some ways, of the 

colonial presumptions which made such collections possible. 

Yet Chatwin is celebrated, particularly in articles written before the two recent 

biographies, as a post-colonial critic. David Estes believes that Chatwin "subordinates views of 

unpopulated landscapes to an interest in the social consequences of imperialism" (67). Estes 

classifies Chatwin's portraits according to three imperialist myths he interprets Chatwin as 

confronting: "the assumed savagery of the native people, the confident journeys of adventurers 

and settlers into the New World, and also the explorations for artifacts and natural curiosities in 

order to claim ti^m as personal or national possessions'' (68). Estes assumes Chatwin initiates 

this line of questioning about the history of Patagonia, but Chatwin makes no such brag. Rather, 

Chatwin repeatedly places himself in the role of the follower. In the footsteps of his uncle 

Charley Milward, as well as ttK>se of Charles Darwin, Chatwin questitms the demonization of 

the Araucians not as a pathbreaker so much as a path-finder, a seeker of a tradition of which he 

can play a part, and a British tradition at that. 

Charley Milward's failures, financial as well as personal, are portrayed by Estes as a 

counter-narrative to the "confident journeys" of the Bnpire. Estes misses a crucial bit of 

manipulation here, the way in which Chatwin's search for family stories is also an attempt to 

emerge with clean hands, if not completely guiltless of the sins of the West If Chatwin can find 

his fellow countrymen and relatives to be bumbling failures, short-sighted and unlucky, then the 

explorer/scientist involved in colonialism becomes an innocent bystander, or, worse yet, a lesser 

victim to the indigenous ones. Such a move can function as much as an apologist's excuse for the 
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nostalgic. To Ignatieff, Chatwin described his expectations growing up: "When I was in prep 

school it was somehow assumed that when you left you would take the Colonial Service exam 

and suddenly find yourself on a South Sea island pulling the Union Jack down at sunset That 

was the image not only I but a lot of people had of themselves" (32). 

Estes ends with a study of the curio, the collectible made so by the power dynamics of 

empire. Here Estes is better than Pfister at seeing Chatwin's both-and role vis-a-vis imperial 

booty. In his book-long quest for a bit of skin from a prehistoric mylodon, found only in a 

particular cave on Lost Hope Sound, Chatwin is finally found to be in a bind: "the hunt for an 

object associated with his own childhood innocence entangles him in the imperialist motive of 

appropriation" (74). No longer does Estes treat Chatwin as able to eject (and reject) British 

histoiy. Rather, "he finds himself inside the fhiine of his cultural critique of imperialism" (74-75). 

Ultimately, Chatwin carries away the sought skin. Still, Estes reads Chatwin as far more 

disruptive of collection-making than is justifiable, given the ways in which literary references are 

gathered in Chatwin's collaboration with Paul Theroux, in Patagonia Revisited (published in 

America as Nowhere is A Place). Estes wants to read Chatwin as more confirontational of 

colmiialism than I think is merited: 

Assembling a collection of any sort implies a sense of possession and control 

thoroughly discredited within the pages of In Patagonia. Chatwin's method of 

inscribing Patagonia's many texts within his own is not such an act of 

appropriation. Rather, it maps the terrain in which all literaiy travelers, of whom 

he is one, make their own journeys. (77) 

Alas, such a reading too easily paints both Chatwin and mapping as neutral, individual, acts. 

Although he OVcRtatcS his argunicntS Esics dOcS helpfully ucmOnStraic iS how ChatWin's 

control over his writing need not be treated as defacto controlling and possessive. I would 
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suggest that, particularly in terms of women's lives and queer locals, Chatwin keeps tight reins 

on his adjectives. However, as Francis Wyndham explains the cumulative effect, Chatwin undoes 

the very ropes he ties; "Reading Chatwin, one is acutely conscious of authorial control — and 

therefore, simultaneously and intoxicatingly, of the alluring danger of loss of control, of things 

getting out of hand" (12). Particularly in terms of sexuality, Chatwin's push-pull reveals as much 

as it seeks to hide. The laddy doth protest too much, me thinks. 

Queer as Curio 

As one ^^o was forever meditating upon what is essentially human, Chatwin is forever 

discovering homosexuality. But the game is a shell game, for whenever Chatvnn points out 

homosexuality in Patagonia, he presents it exotically. He plays it straight, the tuxedoed 

ringmaster directing readers to the spectacles at a three-ring circus. Such portrayal is classic 

projection, an attempt to wrestle with one's own conflicting sense of sexual self through defining 

others. 

Projection requires a kind of furtive compulsivity which leads Chatwin to rely on 

Orientalist imagery. A key example occurs in the books first pages: "'At a lunch we sat under a 

painting of one of General Rosa's gauchos, by Raymond Monvoisin, a follower of Delacroix. He 

lay swathed in a blood-red poncho, a male odalisque, cat-like and passively erotic...'Trust a 

Frenchman,' I thought, 'to see through all the cant about the gaucho'" (4). 

Later, Chatwin met two men at the Bahai Institute of Trevelin. The missionaries there are 

described collectively as Persians. Chatwin has a run-in with one, named Ali. The encounter 

extends the book's consistent pairing of aggression and male homosexuality; 
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"How you like my friend?" Asked Ali. 

"I like him. He's a nice friend." [said Chatwin] 

"He is my friernV  ̂

"I'm sure." 

"He is my very good friend." He pushed his face up to mine. "And this is our room.'" 

He opened the door. There was a double bed with a big stuffed doll perched on the 

pillow. On the wall, strung up on a leather thong, was a big steel machete, which Ali 

waved in my face (33-34). 

Despite his weapon, or perhaps because of it, Ali shares much with Monvoisin's gaucho. When 

Chatwin meets him, he has just "swanned out of the shower in a sarong" and has "enormous 

syrupy eyes and a droopy moustache" (33). So the image of Ali wielding the machete is one of a 

man in partial undress, whose "[b]lack hairs rippled over his unhealthy white body." Chatwin's 

portrait is one of an impotent fool, grand-standing to compensate for a failure of masculinity. 

Wet and mad, Ali is the freak Chatwin, as ringmaster, presents as a clown. 

The last sentence of the excerpt is particularly striking for its use of description to imply 

action occurring through time. Chatwin is, grammatically, still at the door, looking in at a wall a 

number of feet away. But before the sentence, much less the paragraph, is over, at least Ali has 

cutcicd the rooin and unshcaiheu the weapon. Did Chatwin also enter the room? Was the 

machete waved before his face really a machete? Chatwin maintains what could only be called 

plausible deniability through his language. Other encounters in the book were portrayed as 

chaste fnendships, ^^1len they were in fact homosexual relationships (Shakespeare 294-295), so it 

is equally possible that this one was bowdlerized as well. 

Chanvin writes of the pianist Anselmo, "a thin nervous boy with a drained face and eyes 

that watered in the wind" (25). Chatwin describes him, as well, as a bit eccentric. When Anselmo 
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plays Beethoven, he puts a bust of the composer on his piano. When he switches to Chopin, he 

also switches the statue. Yet Chatwin is positively enthusiastic about his playing: "And he 

played the mazurka that Chopin dictated on his death bed. The wind whistled in the street and 

the music ghosted from the piano as leaves over a headstone and you could imagine you were in 

the presence of a genius" (26). Chatwin's chapter ends there. Chatwin's correspondence, 

however, betrays another aspect of their relationship: "What I took OUT of that story was the 

head &Iling backwards at the end of the mazurka...and lifting him off the piano stool into the 

bedroom" (qtd. in Shakespeare 294-295). As Clapp succinctly describes Chatwin's modus 

operandi, with regards to both sex and storytelling, "like many of Bruce's concealments, this was 

a partial one" (19). 

Songlines and Bruces 

Chatwin's sexuality has been the source of much speculation since his death from AIDS. 

The exact diagnosis was only revealed in the media posthumously. There were serious 

susfHcions, however, even demands that he go public. In September, 1988, three months before 

Chatwin's death, the British magazine Today ran a scoop declaring Chatwin's HIV+ status. 

Even after his death, Chatwin's silence on the matter provoked bitter words. In a Guardian 

editorial published on World AIDS Day, 1990, Duncan Hallowell castigated Chatwin: 

Aids has removed the useful freedom certain people had to be ambiguous about 

just what it was they did do...Hypocrisy, lies, distortion, deceit, threats, self-

disgust, cooking the facts, and shame ~ all these may make life more inicresting 

but they are no good when trying to cope with Aids and all are exemplified in the 
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case of the writer Bruce Chatwin, the most important Aids casualty in the arts to 

date. (qtd. in Murray 125) 

Hallowell's argument assumes, like Said's on Orientalism, that exposure is everything. Certainly 

revelations of membership within groups of people attacked, excluded, and feared as a group does 

force people to see the Other with a human face. However, I am uncertain that such confessions 

do the cultural work Hallowell hopes. Moreover, the list Hallowell provides, populated by 

phrases like "cooking the facts," sounds like pure Chatwin. The question becomes, then, whether 

Chatwin treated this aspect of his private life any differently than he did a myriad of other 

topics. And if he did not, if Chatwin was oblique about every aspect of his life, one must 

further ask if his sexuality was a cause of ambiguity or merely an exjnression of an overall 

characteristic of his person. The question really becomes whether his homosexuality was a 

burning truth, he both dreamed of and feared revealing, or whether it was just one of mai^ facets 

Chatwin was slippery about 

Chatwin's friends called him a "mythomane," who enchanted listeners to his elaborate 

hypotheses on anything and everything. Clapp writes: "What he gave was a performance, but a 

peculiarly unguarded one, like that of a child" (205). Peiiiaps, then, it is important to not 

presume that Chatwin fit the profile of a neurotic writer, bent on understanding how childhood or 

society have twisted him this way and that. The femous moleskirme notebooks in which 

Chatwin wrote during his whole life ought not be thought of as private diaries. Clapp, who has 

paged throu^ the notebooks, declares that "Chatwin hardly wrote a confessional line in his life" 

(204). 

Since his death, one major question has surrounded Chatwin's books, pertaining to this 

issue; Were his wanderings, his travels, causes or consequences of his being queer? Was he 
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searching for confirmation of his sexuality, looking for peers, hoping for an explanation to arise 

from deserts and jungles of "primitives"? Nomadism was his great theme, the one about which 

he seems both most knowledgeable and least. So perhaps it is by returning to his most popular 

book, Songlines, that the question of the relationship of Chatwin's identity as a traveler and his 

closeted sexual identity can be best examined. 

If Chatwin was not confessional, he was still quite explicit about his immediate 

motivations. In Patagonia was organized around a search for mylodon skin. Likewise, Chatwin 

wrote, Songlines involved a search for "what a Songline was -and how it worked" (12). But he 

was not naive: "Obviously, I was not going to get to the heart of the matter, nor would I want 

to." Although some of the book reads as self-serving, there are numerous scenes in wiiich the 

"Bruce" of the book is put in check. At the end of a long riff on nomadism, in which Bruce 

announces "nomads had been the crankhandle of history," Chatwin portrays a bored listener: 

"Aikacfy was looking out of the window" (19). Later, a character referred to by his sweatshirt 

slogan, "Gym Bore," accuses Bruce bluntly of pretension: "And what makes you think you can 

show up from Merrie Old England and clean up on sacred knowledge?" (33) 

That said, there are evocative scenes, seemingly unrelated to the focus of the book, which 

do seem to present a divided, haunted self: 

Back at the motel, I was haif-asieep when there was a knock on my door. 

'Bru?* 

'Yes.' 

'It'sBru.' 

'I know.' 

This other Bruce, the protagonist met on a bus. Recently broken up from his wife, he is 
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described as "not very bright." The book's narrator yells at him to go away, and finally 

convinces him that it is too late to go bar-hopping. The other Bruce shuffles off. 

Chatwin always macte very deliberate choices in his writing, choreographing his 

revelations and concealments with care. This scene begins an early chapter in Songlines, and the 

other Bruce never appears again. The scene is brief, but between the name-sameness and the way 

the narrator puts the other Bruce in check, there seems to be more going on between the knocks 

and the monosyllables than meets the eye. In his brief sketch, Chatwin manages to tell the reader 

of the other Bruce's affection for him and how he invites to teach him how to drive a bulldozer. 

The Bruces are set up as twinned opposites, but this kind of {imallelism is classic 

Chatwin. In On the Black Hih, he wrote of two Welsh twins who live together (chastely) and 

share the same bed. It is a sweet novel, assigned these days to teenagers in British schools. 

However, at the time of his writing it, Chatwin was regaling Edmund White with a "gayer" 

version of the Welsh story, in which the two men "were madly in love and had lots of sex" (qtd. 

in Clapp 195). White also said that Chatwin's verbal performance of a versicm of Songlines was 

"pretty gay" while the final version was "dully normal" (qtd. in Shakespeare 383). A kind of 

confirmation comes from Chatwin's notdxwk, with a twief outline of Black Hill: "Novel is of 

Twins — one queer, the other not" 

If Chatwin's initial ^ifnroach to his novels involves gay characters and themes, then the 

way in wiiich his published books "straighten i^)" these impulses reveals a crucial element in his 

authorial process. Given how he worics toward a final draft through storytelling —and everyone 

describes Chatwin as an incessant talker, not really a conversationalist at all— it caimot be called 

closetting exactly. Now, telling Edmund White a gay story is a little like preaching to the choir, 

but it does seem that Chatwin was sufficiently *'out" in certain social circles, as well as to his 

tn rallino hirn a tiAnrrktiV '• crjurjHc infarvioiv" W't^ 
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friends that he just could not face his elderly parents knowing (Shakespeare 522). He did, 

however, tell his brother. 

In Songlines the playfulness of the White renditions is gone. The "Bru" scene echoes the 

gothic bedroom scenes in Jane Eyre, where Jane is haunted by a ghost. She later finds out the 

wandering spirit is Bertha, the crazy wife of her fiance. A partial revelation begins obscure and 

gets obvious, but opaque. And so Bertha is only an almost secret, and Jane is almost involved in 

polygamy. The contrast between Jane and Bertha Mason has been discussed by numerous 

feminist scholars as a "shadow self of Jane. Integrating post-colonial critique and feminism, 

Spivak concludes that Bertha must die so that Jane Eyre may thrive. Like the other Bruce, Bertha 

is practically incoherent, a wandering fool in the night. In order for Jane to find happiness, Bronte 

needs to kill off Bertha, the negative mirror to Jane. 

With the founding scene at the motel, the actual other Bruce never reappears. However, 

the book becomes increasingly focused on questions larger than the aboriginal use of singing. By 

the end of the notdxx>ks section, Songlines has become an inquiry into how tuskless, fangless 

humans survived the i»'edatory beasts of prehistory. Chatwin asks "Who, then, was the killer in 

the cave?" (251) He analyzes the leopard of the genus Dinofelis, sabre-toothed and man-eating. 

Could it be, as one is tempted to ask, that Dinofelis was Our Beast? A 

Beast set aside fix>m all other Avatars of Hell? The Arch-Enemy who 

stalked us, stealthily and cunningly, wherever we went?...Coleridge once 

jotted in his notebook, 'The Prince of Darkness is a Gentleman.' What is 

so beguiling about a specialist predator is the idea of an intimacy with the 

Beast! For if originally, there was one particular Beast, would we not 

want to charm him, as angles charmed the lions in Daniel's cell? (255) 
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It has been said that Chatwin never wrote about AIDS, never lent his literary genius to the cause. 

Perhaps not in a {)edantic, protest-in-the-streets way, but that is not the only form of expression 

that matters. In his increasingly passionate, desperate, and fragmented argument about the killer 

who lurks in the shadows, Chatwin offers a compelling a portrait of AIDS and living with AIDS. 

Gullible and glib, Bruce Chatwin was not one for political debate. Once Peter Eyre, whose 

translation of Bajazet is dedicated to Chatwin, once used the word sexuality in Chatwin's 

presence, and "Bruce hooted with derision; 'Sexuality — my dear!"' (qtd. in Clapp 210). A brief 

meeting between Chatwin and Foucault failed to spark, for they each "took one look at each 

other and decided no." But in Songlines, AIDS haunts the book. The evolution of the nighttime 

spook in the book, from dafiy "Bru" to sabre-toothed Beast, is Chatwin's meditation on how sex 

and death meet 
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Chapter Three; Argue Amongst Yourselves: Literary Circles and Boasian Ethnography 

In this chapter, I examine the woric of Zora Neale Hurston and Ruth Underhill. Unlike 

Chatwin or Rushdie, both Hurston and Underhill were trained in the study of culture, under the 

tutelage of Franz Boas and, often more significantly for women anthropologists, Ruth Benedict 

Yet, as I will demonstrate, a study of culture-capital-"C" does not necessarily lead to a rejection 

of ethnographic stereotypes. Rather, Hurston and Underhill often relied upon "conmion sense" 

prejudices in order to get their point across. As argued in the first chapter, this is the double-

edged sword of cross-cultural advocacy, and as such, it also provoked sharp criticism for both 

ethnogr^hers. 

First, Zora: Zora Neale Hurston was named after a brand of Turkish cigarettes. This fact 

may seem to indicate the extent of the inroads made by Orientalist influences into even rural 

Southern lives early in the 20th century. The word zora is derived fix)m the same root wiiich 

gives rise to Zoroastrianism, the religion of ancient Persia (now Iran), a religion whose form of 

worship maintains a perpetual flame in its temples. Rejecting as idolatiy all human attempts to 

portray their deity Ahura-Mazda, followers see fire as an acceptable religious icon. And the 

prophet Zoroaster is the historical figure who has been called in the West, firom the Greeks to 

Nietzsche, Zarathustra. 

However tenuous the connection between Zora and 21arathustra, it is evocative. 

Zoroaster declared there would be a time of trial and tribulation before his followers would be 

united with their God, a chronology which is thought to have been appropriated by the nascent 

Christian church some 1800 years ago. Caribbean hoodoo has a similarly half-shared, half-not 

iciauOiiSiii}^ lO uic v^iuiSu&i CiiiuCii, &iU iS uGiu ui viOSS-CuiiuIm i^ii^iuub uuiuvii^/vo. 
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But, more pointedly, Hurston's own reputation has followed the shared path, of trial by fire and 

eventual redemption. Hurston would have to live through an era of division and controversy 

about the content of her work, as well as the content of her character. Hurston's name seems to 

foreshadow the adulation which her persona and her writing have received over the last twenty 

years. Her come-uppance would be posthumous. Today, Hurston's work is considered 

foundational to the canon of African-American literature. She is called the mother of the Harlem 

Renaissance, and studied as an expert of African diaspora cultural traditions of the American 

South and the Caribbean. 

On the headstone which Alice Walker placed at Zora Neale Hurston's grave in 1973, 

Hurston is called "A Genius of the South," then "Novelist, Folklorist, Anthropologist." It is an 

impressive memorial, yet when I first saw a picture of this headstone, I was surprised there was 

no mention of the Harlem Renaissance, the Caribbean, or Hurston's hometown of Eatonville. For 

Walker, Hurston is first and foremost a Southerner, and folklorist of "black folk," and a novelist. 

Her studies in New York and field work in Jamaica and Haiti (k> not get etched in stone. 

Zora Neale Hurston was dubbed the "mother of the Harlem Renaissance," despite the fact 

that she was a yoimger participant. She maintained the Florida folk [vactices of her youth while 

living at her open-house New York apartment, telling stories of Eatonville (many which would 

reappear in Mides and Men) and frying okra or Florida eel (Hemenway 44). 

New York City in the 1920's was an age of Jazz, bootlegging, and white patronage of 

African-American writers and artists. The tenor of the social circles of the time, with their 

acceptance of gay and lesbian relationships, interracial coupling and all-night dances, was 

cosmopolitan and sly, quite different from the work-ethic of a "talented tenth" for uplifr called 

for only a few years earlier. For this reason, from the onset, debates about "black folk" (and black 

foikiore) divided along generational lines. W.E.B. DuBois and Alaine Locke were concerned. 
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patemalistically yet earnestly, for their "souls," while Hurston and Langston Hughes believed in 

the '"pure art' created by black rural masses" (Hemenway, 39). Locke and Hurston, most 

dramatically, differed on their sense of the appropriate relationship to the poorest of the race. 

Hurston saw in black folklore a resource for guidance and a site of resistance. She cherished the 

language, stories, and sensibilities of her Eatonville roots, but she also took them seriously. She 

treated them as ethnographic interlocutors. 

Locke, who tried to get her to censor her own stories, thought that "black art should avoid 

reinforcing racist stereotypes by refusing to portray the lowest elements of the race." (quoted in 

Hemenway 41). Hurston's writing was treated as validating the racism of whites. Locke's 

investment in the dominant society blinded him to the ways in which Hurston worked to sustain 

a space and a culture by and for African Americans. At the beginning of the 20th century, what 

has often been called "America's century," Hurston understood better than anyone that no one 

was going, a la Marcus Garvey, back to Africa. The descendants of former slaves had taken root 

in the land, and was part and parcel of American identity. Hurston's writing validated black 

folk's lives and lifeways as influenced by African traditions, by slavery and racism, as well as by 

tiie traditions of native peoples of America and the Caribbean. She traced the shared cultural 

heritage in order to argue, contra Locke, the importam^e and uniqueness of African-American 

folklore. 

Since the most widespread version of the kind of rural folklife Hurston studied was 

derivative and insulting, the minstrelsy which later evolved into vaudeville and musical theater, 

Hurston's advocacy was often mistook as minstrelsy itself. She had to contend with conflations 

between her "speaking-as folk" (which she often was) and "uncle tomming," (which she was 

not). Rather than disown her origins, she spoke and wrote up her love of herrural roots. The 
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denial of a legitimately "folkish" voice insistently decried against her. 

In response to their elders, Hurston, Hughes and other "Young Turks" produced the 

magazine Fire, a folk-centered magazine explicitly concerned with celebrating African-American 

culture. (One can only assume this was another, unintentional, Zarathustra moment.) The 

magazine itself had a contradictory and romantic goal converting the black middle-class to 

bohemian values. Langston Hughes said the magazine would be "called Fire—tbs idea being that 

it would bum up a lot of the old, dead conventional Negro-white ideas of the past, epater le 

bourgeois into a realization of the existence of the younger writers and artists" (376). The 

response of the elders was predictably censorious: "None of the older Negro intellectuals would 

have anything to do with it. Dr. DuBois in the Crisis roasted it The Negro press called it all 

sorts of bad names," particularly in response to a homosexual story by Bruce Nugent Ironically, 

it was Alain Locke who convinced the printer to release the issues for distribution, when the 

"Young Turics" couldn't afford the bill. Locke did not pay the one thousand dollars due, but he 

sigped a iK>te guaranteeing that th^ would pay it (376). It sounds like gruff pareiiting, but it got 

the issue out Today, of course, the magazine's sole issue is a collector's item (377). 

Since she was one of only seven writer/sponsors of the magazine. Fire had the effect of 

placing Hurston at the center of the debate about the relationship between folk life and artistic 

creativity. Hurston as an author was neither deliberately offensive nor disengaged from the 

people about w^m she wrote. She was sensitive to the power of authorial control. Hemenway 

portrays hen "She, more than any other Renaissance artist, struggled with the dangers of 

surveying the masses from the mountaintop, treating the folk material of the race as a landscape 

to be strip-mined in order to fuel the creative forge." (50) Graciela Hemdndez describes the 

cumulative effect of Hurston's authorial sensibility on her subsequent ethnography ; "Hurston's 

etlmographies demonstrate that self-reflexivity, in and of itself, does not necessarily amclioraie 
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disparate power relations." Rather, Hurston used "the self-reflexive mode to unmask the 

asymmetrical relationshijw" between field worker and informant (151). 

Hurston as author exhibited an appreciation of cultural resonance, as this example 

demonstrates. The story published in Fire was called "Sweat." It told the story of a Florida 

African-American washer-woman named Delia, whose husband does not work. While she fights 

to survive by washing white people's clothes, he abuses her and uses her snake phobia against 

her. One day, he hides a snake in her laundry basket This scene, in which a poor Black woman 

scrambles in the Sunday night darkness, alone and afraid, but to an eventual reckoning, is pure 

Hurston; 

She threw back the lid of the basket almost gaily. Then, moved by both horror 

and terror, she sprang back toward the door. There lay the snake in the basket! 

He moved sluggishly at first, but even as she turned round and round, jmnped 

up and down in an insanity of fear, he began to stir vigorously. She saw him 

pouring his awful beauty from the ba^et uprni the bed, then she seized the 

lamp and ran as fast as she could to the kitchea The wind from the open door 

blew out the light, and the darkness added to her terror. She sped to the 

darkness of the yard, slamming the door after her before she thou^t to set 

down the lamp. She did not feel safe, even on the ground, so she climbed up in 

the hay bam. 

There for an hour or more she lay sprawled upon the hay a gibbering 

wreck. 

Finally she grew quiet, and after that, coherent thought. With this, 

stalked through her a cold, bloody rage. Hours of this. A period of 

introspection, a space of retrospection, then a mixture of both. Out of this an 
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awfiil calm. 

"Weil, Ah done de bes' Ah could. If things aint right. Gawd knows 

taint mah fault." (in Walker, 205-206) 

From this scene alone, it is clear that the emotional complexity of the character is honored 

more than patronized. Hurston portrays Delia as a woman who, once she had made up her mind, 

needs not hurry to prove fault in others. In the story, Delia then waits outside, unseen, while her 

husband sneaks home at dawn. She neither conironts him nor warns him of the loose snake. She 

listens. In the dark house, he is caught in his own trap and bit by the snake. She waits for him to 

die. 

The emotional and thematic complexity of "Sweat" demonstrates how Hurston refused to 

romanticize portrayals of her Eatonville characters. She used her role as author to dignify, but not 

sweeten up, the people she described. E>eiia is allowed no cathartic moment of mxirder, nor is she 

merely passive. 

By the time Hurston wrote "Sweat," she had already graduated from Howard with a 

major in Anthropology. Her interest in combining folklore and creative writing was ahead of its 

time, and is certainly part of the reason her work has been so often misunderstood. "Sweat," in 

fact, (toes attempt to put Delia in her cultural context. She is a Christian woman, singing 

Spirituals and staying all Sunday at church. Delia is both psychologically and culturally 

portrayed. Hemenway calls the story ; "A perfect fusing of the Eatonville environment and the 

high seriousness of self-conscious literature, it illustrates the unlimited potential in Hurston's 

folk material" (47). 

Since Hurston vm intending to "folk" fiction and to "fiction" folk, it would not be 

inappropriate to seek cultural analyses in her short story. The scene with the snake portrays 

Hurston's sense of the cultural richness of the lives of women like Delia. Tne basket, usually full 
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of a white person's clothes, hides a snake. All the reminders of exclusion, through race, class and 

sex, are present in this image. But Delia's culture contains a means to dignity despite the 

oppression. This snake is not merely a stand-in symbol for evil a la the Old Testament. Indeed, 

the snake symbolizes both the Old Testament threat and the Hoodoo serpent deity Damballah 

Wedo. That which seems a threat, "by the end of the story, becomes her ally...The syncretic 

blend of Voodoo and Christian imagery...prevents it from being simply a stereotypical folksy 

tale" (Hill, 196). Hurston's sense of a culture's polyvance, combined with her interest in 

individual characters, would serve her in literary and anthropological work. 

Hurston manipulates the symbols and images of Christianity and folk culture in her 

writing. Particularly evident in "Sweat'̂  is the usage of light and dark. In the presence of the 

snake, and the white people's dirty laundry, Delia must operate within the racist constructions 

of white and black. She grabs the lamp. Within the confines of the house, tte physical trap masks 

a mental trap. Delia must open the door. The wind from outside extinguishes the lamp's light, 

inviting a new perspective in the darkies. When Delia heads outside, and into the hay bam, she 

is able to think beyond the traps of oppression. This darkness is her ally. She is able to get 

perspective on the traps. And then this patient, hard-woiidng woman begins "coherent thought" 

The coherence leads to "a cold, bloody rage." Hurston demonstrates the logic of Delia's anger. 

Her rage is still and quiet, in contrast to her jumping '̂ und and round" when she was inside. Ti» 

subsequent "period of introspection, a space of retrospection," lead Delia to her decisioa In her 

"awful calm," she matches the "awful beauty" of the snake, exceeding the snake's imconscious 

cruelty, and the man's intentional cruelty, with a conscious, yet unpremeditated, murder. Delia 

lets the trapper trap himself 

My close reading is intended to demonstrate what is lost when Hurston is categorized 

exclusively as an author, at the expense of her training at Barnard in Anthropology. It is not a 
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matter of into which discipline Hurston's work ought to be put. InterdiscipUnary studies have 

helpfully dispensed with exclusive categorizations in academia. However, because Hurston is so 

often discussed in terms of her role in the Harlem Renaissance, it is assumed that this (rather 

short-lived) arena was her primary community. Yet Hurston consistently argued that her 

hometown of Eatonville, despite her early flight from it, was the rock of her identity. And her 

relationship with Eatonville, as well as her return there as an adult fieldworker, is deeply infused 

with her participation in the community of mostly white, mostly older, academics at Columbia 

and Barnard. Hurston maintained, then, a decades-long relation^p with anthropolo^ in general, 

and Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict, in particular. Marshall Herskovits was a key influence on 

her analysis of diaspora traditions in the Caribbean, as Hurston readily admits {Tell Kiy Horse 

204). And Ruth Benedict —not Langston Hughes or even her patron, Mrs. Osgood Mason— was 

the editor of Hurston's gloriously episodic book of Eatonville stories and voodoo teachings. 

Mules and Men. 

Recently, scholars have begun to pursue the effects of Hurston's involvement in these 

two, very different. New York communities and their influence on Hurston's approach to 

folklore. Gracieia Hernandez states that, "Huth Benedict significantly infli^nced Hurston's 

scholarship on both Afhcan American and Canbbean culture" (164). Gwemiolyn Mikell is more 

critical of Benedict's work. While Hernandez writes confidently of Hurston's innovations in 

ethnographic ^proach, Mikell reads as if she dislikes Benedict's influence wants to protect 

Hurston from too close an association. Mikell writes that, "Zora Neale Hurston's contact with 

Ruth Benedict seems to have imparted a concern for p^chological explanations to her later work 

on Caribbean cultures" (30). Unfortunately, her discussion wavers in evaluation of this 

influence. On the one hand, Mikell states that Tell My Horse, Hurston's Caribbean ethnography, 

"best reflects Hurston's blend of Boasian and Benedictine influences," with her "insider-
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outsider" approach to African-based cultures (30). Yet Mikell portrays Benedict's influence as 

negative: 

Although these psychologizing influences are there, ZoraNeale Hurston's identity 

as a Black anthropologist accounts for her unique approach. Her sympathies with 

the colonial experiences of Haiti and Jamaica, bom of her own understanding of 

slavery and racial discrimination in the U.S. effectively rescue her from the 

psychologizing view of culture which was inherent in Benedict's cultural 

configuration model. (30, italics mine) 

It seems that the "psychologizing view of culture," is something to be "rescued from." I am 

uncertain as to why this would be necessary. It would seem, rather, that Benedict's work is 

often geared toward questions of intolerance and oppression. Mikell sets up Hurston's "insider-

outsider" status in opposition to Benedict's psychological approach, yet it seems that Hurston is 

indeed an outsider to the Caribbean, even if her relationship to Eatonville is more complex. 

The distinction is made more disturbing in the section where Mikell quotes the passages 

from Tell h/fy Horse which she believes indicate the "Benedictine influence" on Hurston. One 

passage, about Jamaica, states; "Jamaica is the land where the rooster lays an egg...it is the aim of 

everybody to talk English, act English, and look English. Black skin is so utterly condemned that 

the black mother is not going to be mentioned or exhibited" {Tell My Horse 4). The implication 

seems to be ftat Benedict's influence increased Hurston's willingness to legitimate dangerous 

stereotypes of racial self-loathing. While Mikell's effect may be unintentional, the cumulative 

sense of her article is that Hurston had to resist the racism inherent to Benedict's theories. Only 

Hurston's race could rescue her from her training in ethnography: 

Once senses, therefore, an inherent conflict within Hurston's work which is 
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derived from the fact of her blackness; there is an identification with the people 

she studies, and a willingness to participate in their reality, as well as an 

intellectual separation from them and a reluctant pronunciation of judgment and 

characterization. (30) 

Well, yes and no. There certainly is an inherent conflict in Hurston's life, one promulgated by the 

realities of racism. However, it is a rather large leap to posit Benedict's "psychologizing" model 

as having a key or the key role. Certainly Hurston would have been conflicted, as an African-

American ethnographer, with or without this particular person's influence. But my serious 

disagreement with Mikell involves her treatment of Hmston as conflicted and attempting to 

imitate her mentor. Such a reading of the author leads to a complete misinterpretation of 

Hurston's conclusions on Jamaica. It also conflates the Hurston of the 1930's with the Hurston 

who, over a quarter century later, dies indigent and out of print. This is the kind of 

overidentification a writer does not need, to have her bodes read as if she was already a victim of 

prejudice and circumstance before her fate befalls her. It is a common ai^Ht>ach to many of 

Rushdie's pre-Sttfow/c Verses writings as well, and Hurston is at the height of her literary 

powers in Tell Kfy Horse, and it would be on the same trip, ^»^n in Haiti, that she would write 

her most popular novel. Their Eyes Were Watching God. So rather than expressing insecurity in 

her abilities and imitating Benedict, Hurston's ethnography of the Caribbean is narrated by one 

confident in her style, as well as her methods. It is for this reason that Ishmael Reed, in the 

forward to a recent edition of the book, declares that the narrator of Tell My Horse is "skeptical, 

cynical, flmny, ironic, brilliant, and innovative" (xv). 

The very passage Mikell sites bears out Reed's gloss. Hurston's memorable turn of 

phrase, "where the rooster lays an egg," arises not from an attempt to point out deeply marked 

psychosexual problems, but from Jamaica's political status. Mikell misses the significance of 
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Hurston's formulation, because Mikell has preemptively decided that Hurston feels "at one 

with" all Jamaicans, as a person of African descent. Yet this is not Hurston's stance at all. 

Instead, she repeatedly emphasizes that, "being an English colony, it is very British. Colonies 

always do imitate the mother country more or less"(6). It is in the desire to be British, that is 

"where the rooster's nest comes in." 

Hurston's introduction to Jamaica contrasts the rich cultural traditions of the poor on the 

island, then, with the aspirations of the rich for the "almost, but not white" mimickry of the 

crown; "the island has more usable plants for medicinal and edible purposes than any other spot 

on earth," she writes, yet "Jamaica has its social viewpoints and stratifications which influence 

so seriously its economic direction" (3,5). 

A more recent studies has fared no better in analyzing how Hurston and Benedict worked 

together. Deborah Plant, in her 1995 study of Hurston, does discuss the Hurston-Benedict 

relationship. Unfortunately, the discussion is nm aground by Plant's own quest to position 

Hurstcm's work in the elite tradition of German idealism. Spinoza is givra as much credit for 

infonning Hurston's individualism as Eatonville, and Nietzsche is apparently the source of 

Hurston's poetic critiques (49). Again, a sympathetic reader is attempting to legitimize Hurston 

as a great thinker and writer. Unfortunately, rather than trust Hurston's cultural milieu to offer, 

within it, geniuses in overalls. Plant must align Hurston with the established pantheon. 

That said, Benedict feres worse than Hurston in Plant's approach. She is no longer a 

founding foremother, legitimating the study of women's lives as a legitimate focus of 

anthropology. Benedict imparted this orientation to both Hurston and, as we shall see, Ruth 

Underbill, but it is unimportant. Instead, Benedict's great gift of the ages is to act as a vessel of 

Nietzche's wisdom, a conduit through which Nietzsche may flow to his legitimate heir, Hurston. 

Thus spake Zarathusta. Plant's version states that Benedict merely: 
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appropriated Nietzsche's idea of the Apollonian and Dionysian personalities as 

anthropological concepts ...[She also] problematizes the notions of values, virtue, and 

morality, seeing them as social constructions dictated by the ruling motivation or intent of 

a society, not as absolutes...[This] conceptualization in Nietzschian terms is peculiar to 

Ruth Benedict. And it is in Nietzschian terms that they surface in Hurston. (54) 

Such a statement would be fine, of course, were it Plant's preliminary conmient on the issue. 

Instead, she cheapens Benedict's application Apollonian and Dionysian notions to ethnographic 

work. To negate the significance of this move is equivalent to saying that Freud just copying 

down the Oedipus myth, and did not add anything in the way of modem-day applicability. 

Benedict's major paradigm shift is simply taken for granted. 

Plant admits to her bias in one of her footnotes: "I thank Marco Portales of Texas A&M 

for suggesting that I look closer at Ruth Benedict's work for my Nietzche-Hurston 

connection."(188, note 11) Portales suggested Benedict, but Plant was only seeking Nietzsche. 

The myth of Anthropology, which triangulates the women's interactions at Columbia through 

Franz Boas, is replaced by the myth of Philosophy, which triangulates the women's theories 

through Nietzsche. In both cases, Benedict's woiic is ignored, Hurston is set-up as a tabtda rasa, 

and the relationship between them is completely removed from the possibility of discussion. 

The denial of Hurston's long-term involvement with members of the Anthropology 

conmiunity has the effect, then, of erasing the women's space created between Hurston and 

Benedict, in their two decades of letters and books. The possibility that, as feminist 

ethnographers who focus on narrative, and women's storytelling, Hurston and Benedict could 

possibly relate as colleagues across the color line, is not even considered. Either, according to 

Mikell, Hurston is the apprentice to that white woman or, according to Plant, Hurston is Mozart 

to Benedict's Salieri. Neither reading adequately touches on their work on mules and Men or their 
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letters. 

Hurston's polyvalent New York life would lead to a traveling life, to a Guggenheim to 

study the Caribbean. However, too often it has been the participants of the Harlem Renaissance 

who are credited with Hurston's appreciation of the hometown she had left as a teenager. 

Hurston would entertain friends with her stories of Eatonville. Indeed, it was the creative 

community of the Harlem Renaissance vdiich gave Hurston a venue to tell her stories as 

entertainment. This was either enjoyed by friends such as Langston Hughes or judged by others, 

like Richard Wright. But Hurston had no need to return, in person, to her hometown, until Boas 

and Benedict piqued her curiosity about how the stories of the south fit into diaspora culture as a 

regional whole. It was Benedict, I contend, who helped Hurston see her own life as an example of 

women's cultural history. Hurston was savvy in the ways of performative identity in daily life, 

but the anthropologists played a crucial role in informing Hurston's expansion into textual 

"fictioning." 

Hurston^s Eatonvillle 

I think of Hurston's life and literary talents as most akin to Rushdie's, of the three other 

writers I discuss. They arrive in the city, as it were, from the country, with charm enougji to 

become central to the creative trends of their time. And they both use writing as a means of 

gaining, really, a wider circle of listeners. Hurston and Rushdie are deeply invested in storytelling 

as a verbal art, while Chatwin and, less pointedly. Underbill, really derive their modus operandi 

from other texts. Hurston's abilities, much like those of Chatwin, were often at their best when 

she wrote in the first person singular. While Hurston's Eyes Were Watching God and Chatwin's 

Utz are compelling in their portraits of individual lives, they both rely upon a reserved style 
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absent from their autobiographical writings. While both Rushdie and Underbill can become overly 

pedantic in their textual self-portraits, both Hurston and Chatwin seem to relish in performing for 

the typewriter. When Chatwin writes of even mundane acts, such as renting a flat in London, the 

looser, lighter writing sparkles off the page. Hurston had a wider spectrum of styles, but her 

autobiograi^y is her most compelling woric for much the same reason. With Hurston and 

Chatwin, half the joy of reading their writing is to have them as travel companions. 

Hurston begins Dmt Tracks with an announcement of her proud origins, bom as she was 

in the "first Negro community in America...to be incorporated," the "first attempt at organized 

self-government on the part of Negroes in America (1). The repetition of America here could be 

read as an encoded pro-Black "me-too-ness" that is part and parcel of the liberal inclusionaiy 

agenda of rights. Yet a m(»re careful reading of this passage, from the opening pages of Dust 

Tracks on the Road, demonstrates that here America connotes a grand-standing patriotism which 

is frankly interracial. While the interracial story of the founding of Eatonville is itself an 

indication of a refusal to play race-l^sed identity politics, Hurston's form of telling the stoiy and 

her explicit invitation to have the story of Eatonville ftmction hermeneutically, as a key to 

understanding her, does the work of an implicit critique of the neatly abstract boundaries 

between self and society, private and public, core and surface, scandal and sacrament and history 

and anecdote, upon which "me-too-ness" is based. 

Hurston begins Dust Tracks on The Road with a short, enigmatic paragraph; "Like dead-

seeming, cold rocks, I have memories within that came out of the material that went to make me. 

Time and place have had their say." A briefer exposition on social-constructivism than the 

second sentence would be difficult to find. But what of the first line? Hurston's imagery is of 

compression, of rocks made dense with time, and thus of her identity made of compacted 

memories. But not only this; Hurston's modifiers seems to imply that she is like the "dead-



seeming, cold rocks," that not only do rocks live (they do?) but also that she does. Dead-seeming 

as she may be? Grammar fails here, for she is made of many memories, and thus the term she 

acquires a slightly plural connotation. The play of lively memories within dead-seeming rock 

seems a potential Bible reference as well as witty self-mockery. This tongue-in-cheek af^roach 

tempers the expectation that her memoir will be flatly sentimental. It also tweaks the idea that 

Hurston's autobiography is flatly factual. These stones skip. Jesus' words seem to bear 

particularly on Hurston's imagery and the question of choosing a life of writing, and of choosing 

to write down her life: "I tell you, if these [people] were silent, the stones would shout out" 

(Luke 19:40). 

Nor does the passage merely refer to the opening stoiy of the foimding of Eatonville. 

Rather, it is an image which encompasses various aspects of Hurston's woiic and life. The link 

between Hurston's interest in voodoo and Moses is not unrelated here, for Moses struck rock 

with his rod in order to get water in the wilderness (Number 20:11), and it was his rod which 

became a serpent before the Pharaoh (Exodus 7:9). It is this Moses' magic which frnms the 

mythic basis of voodoo, for it is Moses who, under the name of Damballah Ouedo, is in Haiti the 

most powerful god (Tell My Horse 116). The Afirican origin of the name, is Ouidah, the capital of 

Dahomey, and the setting for much of Chatwin's historical novel. Viceroy of Ouidah.Tht 

founding of both, then, the faith associated with The Book and the Afro-diasporic religion of the 

oral stoiytelling hearken to "dead-seeming, cold rocks" that are (com)pressed into service. In Tell 

My Horse, Hurston recalls "the hard-to-explain fact that wherever the Negro is found, there are 

traditional tales of Moses and his supernatural power that are not in the Bible." And it will be to 

many of these places, in the Southern United States, the British West Indies and Haiti that a 

grown-up Hurston will become initiated into such mysteries and myths. 

Hufstoii's opening paragraph in Dust In the Tracks, then, is itself seditnerited with 
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meanings multiply cultural and dynamically personal. This vivifying imagery is followed by her 

instructions to the reader, put in the disconcertingly insistent second tense: "So you will have to 

know where something about the time and place where I came from, in order that you may 

interpret the incidents and the directions of my life" (1). The in order that you may phrasing 

extends the Biblical style, Hurston's exhortation playing with questions of orthodoxy and 

interpretation. As a follow-up to the rock reference, these instructions suggest a complex 

encoded text which insists on being difficult, by a writer v^o is going in many directions at once. 

Hurston's play of cultural codes has been too covert for some. Susan Willis interprets 

the passage in a way too rights-oriented for my tastes, and her presumption that the dead-

seeming rocks represent "the tens of thousands of rural black women, considered less than beasts 

and denied a voice in history and letters" is a liberal feminist sentimentaiization imposed upon 

Hurston's dry-wit text (117). Willis states that, "In writing, Hurston stakes a claim to time and 

place for her own sake and for the sake of all the women and men those stories whose stories will 

not reach our eyes and ears." This presumption that Hurston establisl^ herself as a site of 

resistance is mired by Willis' presumption of a patronizing relationship between Hurston and her 

informants (black), >^ch in turn becomes a patronizing relationship between Hurston and her 

readers (implicitly here, white, since "our" eyes aiKl ears do not here). Yet Hurston's 

exhortations to the reader hardly seem to position the reader as empty ears needing to be filled. 

Instead, Hurston's second-tense instructions seem to try to bring the reader into the game of 

decoding references and catching jokes. And Hurston's approach to her informants is hardly one 

of an expert, but more often, and sometimes troublingly, one of a fieldworker at times too willing 

to ascribe expert status to her sources. 

By trying to define Hurston in the moid of liberal individuality, Willis limits Hurston's 

potential moves to those of the field of rights. By naming a "time and place," Willis states that 
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Hurston's work does the work of undermining property rights: "[S]he contests the essential 

nature of capitalist society, which inscribes time and place within property relationships." This 

seems to me to grant too much credit to capitalist definitions, as if they actually do successfully 

undermine all other meanings. This is hardly something Hurston would concede. And Willis 

loses me when she slips from (cultural) capital to reclamation of space; "When black women 

write to reclaim time and place, they do so outside of property relationships." This seems to 

imply that capitalist constructs of time and space work well for certain categories of person, as if 

all white men are seamlessly integrated into the system. How is capital --especially cultural 

capital— so racialized and genderized as to require this form of reclamation? Willis reads Hurston 

as if she has been exiled from time and place (along with the other ten thousand "rocks") and 

must clamor to get back in to history and culture. She says that Hurston's folklore gathering "is 

something you do on the 'job' when there is no job." This is an inaccurate overreading, 

especially since Hurston actually did get paid for collecting folklore. The controversies arising 

around the (^^diite-woman) source of Hurston's siq^x>rt is comf<»tably elided from Willis' 

capital/rights interpretation. Willis has so overloaded her terms of capital, time and place with 

racial and gender significance that a role like that of Charlotte Osgood Mason (and Hurston's 

very complex relationship with her) must necessarily be erased. But more importantly, Willis 

positions Hurston expressly where she does not place herself, as a cipher of "tens of thousands" 

of black women in the arena of "arts and letters." Willis glues Hurston to one race, when 

Hurston is de-polarizing racial meanings, and set her up as the female voice of canonization, when 

Hurston was denying the notion of literature based upon print culture. 

Once Hurston begins her story of Eatonville, it becomes very clear that she is attempting 

to portray a scenario which we would call post-colonial. It is a frontier story. Two Union 

soldiers discover "south" America on their way to Brazil. They land in Florida, where nativist 



resistance seems to have predated them: "This had been dark and bloody country since the mid-

seventeen hundreds. Spanish, French, English, Indian, and American blood had been bountifully 

shed" (2). American here functions as encoded ambiguity, necessarily black and white. Hurston 

goes into some detail about peace negotiations between white planters and a conglomerate of 

Seminole and Cherokees. The debate hinges on the status of former slaves, but boils down to a 

difference in the meaning of cultural belonging; "Who was and Indian and who was a Negro? The 

whites contended all who had negro blood. The Indians contended all who spoke their language 

belonged to the tribe." The possible ways of constructing identity begins before the 

establishment of Eatonville. 

The Union soldiers who land in rural Florida after the Civil War "had thrown their weight 

behind the cause of Emancipation" (5). As such, they welcomed blacks to vote in their first 

elections of Maitland. The result; both the first mayor and the first marshal were black. While 

this was a fine enough result, the marshal Joe Clarke began asking "[W]l^ not a Negro town?" 

Hurston's portrait of the foundii^ of Eatonville is hardly one of separation and avoidaiKe of 

whites. Rather, she specifically credits the advocacy of v^tes in the building of the "pure 

Negro" town: "The backing of the Whites helped Joe Clarke to convince other Negroes, and 

things were settled" (6). 

Eatonville, then, is hardly a "Negro town" in the sense of a space where self-determining 

African-Americans erected a place on their own. God forbid, the rhetoric of rugged individualism 

may declare, they had help! This story undermines the thinly inclusionary language of liberal 

rights, for it insists upon two key elements ignored in that ideology; material basis and 

interpersonal alliance. Hurston's problematizing of the "self-made man" (black or white) is 

taught through the story of Eatonville, itself not a "self-made" town. Rather, Eatonville is 

impossible in purely individualistic terms, and thus exposes individualism's groundless 
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grounding. The town, like the self, is "shown to be structured by repeated acts that seek to 

approximate the ideal of a substantial ground of identity," which arise from contingent moments 

of shared deployments (Butler, Trouble 141). Eatonville arises from anecdote rather than official 

history, from white financial backing rather than nativist resistance. Necessarily, then it is "key" 

to interpreting the incidents and the directions of Hurston's life. And certainly the dynamics of 

interpersonal alliance -as opposed to racial separateness— and material support —as opposed to 

self-support-- are crucial aspects Hurston's career. 

Through her repetitions of the Eatonville story, and her repeated textual curtsies to 

>^te patrons, is to mock the investments in singular identity shared by both sides of the 

polarized racial dynamic in America. But Hurston, for all her personal charisma and textual 

in'oductivity, is quite willing to venture that even in mimicry as mockery, in repetition as 

resistance, the reach of words often exceed our grasp; "I recogmze that men are given to handling 

words long before those words have any internal meaning for them. It is as if we were children 

playing in the field and found something round and hard to play with. It may be full of beauty 

and pleasure, and then again it may be full of death" {Dust Tracks 262). 

Ruth Underbill; Assimilation and Exile 

Like Hurston, Underbill, Chatwin, and Rushdie, each leam, painfully, that their writings 

can reverberate back upon their personhood, so that what they created to be beautiful may be 

treated as deadly. Undeiiiill would pay dearly for her attempts to advocate for the native 

informants she worked with, to the extent that she, herself, would be banished for thirty years, 

from iheif lands. She was denied access to the Tohono O'odham —in her day, Papago-- by its 
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founding U.S.- assimilationist tribal government. 

The Tohono O'odham (meaning "People of the Desert") have lived in the Sonoran desert 

for about 10,000 years. Vat O'odham Himdag or people's traditional way remained largely 

intact until just before World War II, despite centuries of incursions by Spanish clerics. Apache 

raiders and, in 1899, wave after wave of well-meaning and mistaken Presbyterian missionaries. 

While Catholicism had appeared three hundred years earlier, most beautifully in the form of the 

Cathedral San Xavier del Bac, it was largely present in name only. When the Presbyterians came, 

however, tfaey came to stay. And through them, the system of assimilation, including boarding 

schools, cash incentives, commodity foods, U.S.-sponsored tribal governments, and, in the last 5 

years, cable television, have become part of the O'odham way of life. But before 1975, there was 

no high school on the reservation, and before 1980, there were less than 40 phones in the entire 

nation. None but the those of the priests and pastors were residential numbers. 

So, when Ruth Underbill stayed with Maria Chona, in the 1930s, she reported on a way 

of life ^^ch, so &r as anyone can tell, had changed very litde since ̂  Spanish brou^t cattle a 

few centuries before. And, after the watershed which was World War n, the changes to the desert 

w^ rapid. Yet, even today, it can f^t like (»ily a few generations. There are still many 

O'odham adults who remember fanning as children, in the traditional flood-plain method. And 

many adults are still traumatized the culture shock of having their hair shorn and their 

language silenced when they were taken to U.S. funded, Presbyterian-nm boarding schools like 

Escuela in Tucson. While the Tohono O'odham are one of the most impoverished and ill groups 

of people, ranking lowest in income and highest in incidence of diabetes of all U.S. native tribes, 

their cultural heritage is a living, breathing thing. Tohono O'odham basketweaving is experiencing 

an artistic revival, and young people are combining hip-hop and traditional songs to express their 

sense of being part of America and the G 'odham himdag. 
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I can speak more confidently about this topic than Hurston's various communities, 

because for years I have lived and worked on the Tohono O'odham reservation. For the last six 

years, I have been involved in work on cultural revitalization. Indeed, much of the impetus for 

this study arose the same sense of need which led to the founding of TOCA, a non-profit 

organization committed to using cultural materials to meet community-based needs. Tohono 

O'odham Community Action began in the dining room of the Papago United Presbyterian 

Church when I worked as a minister there. Five years later, TOCA continues, with the two other 

founders, my husband Tristan and Terrol Dew Johnson, O'odham basketweaver and teacher, 

continue as co-directors. In the years I have been in graduate school, TOCA has evolved from a 

small office with a staff of two, largely unpaid, workers, to a significant presence in the nation, 

with a stafif of eight, a shop, a traditional farm, and plans for a larger complex. TOCA has been 

involved in establishing a charter school whose curriculum is informed by O'odham traditions, as 

well as the annual Celebration of Basketweaving, now at the Heard Museum each December. 

Since going back to school, my role has lessened, but I am involved in specific [xojects and plans. 

I helped develop a recent community college class on traditional foods and been involved in plans 

for a community library project, which will double as a recording studio and cultural archive. 

From the Presbyterian church work, well, I have moved on. 

Ruth Underiiiirs Papago Woman was the first book I read about the Tohono O'odham 

(pronounced approximately as toe-no autumn by we without the skills to glottally stop). Her 

writing, in that reprint of a 1930s oral history of Maria Chona was like no other anthropology I 

had ever read. It was conversational, furmy, and personally reflective. Underhill's supplemental 

stories, added in the 1970s, read like travel writing. So I have Ruth Undeihill to thank for my 

interest in the constellation of literary works which I collect under the title of ethnographic 

fiction. But it would be years before I would discover that Underbill herself, like Hurston, 
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converted her field notes into novels. Hawk Over Whirlpools is the novel Underbill published in 

1940 as a story of the changes facing the O'odhani. 

While working in Sells, and with four other chapels in smaller villages across the nation, I 

was fascinated to find that Ruth Underbill's work was neither common knowledge nor, by those 

familiar with it, readily relied upon as a source for recovery of lost traditions. And no one has 

read her novel. Among a few, Ruth Undeibill's worics, is the way in ^\4licb books like hers are 

treated as crucial, yet insufficient, tools for cultural survival. Today's cultural revitalization 

community still relies heavily upon oral traditions and social roles. In the winter, storytelling 

events populate many evenings. In the summer, harvesting the fhiit of the Saguaro and fermenting 

it for the annual wine ceremony bring yoimg and old together. It is what one does, not what one 

reads, ^Aiiich makes one traditional. 

In one further example, the important linguistic work by O'odham linguist Ofelia Zapeta 

is also not read. While O'odham was put into written form by, first Presbyterian missionaries, 

then Zapeta and Albert Alvarez, less than 2% of the population can read O'odham. A much 

higher percentage can speak it, and teenagers often understand it but are shy about 

mi^v(»K)uncing w(»ds. By and large, then, the O'odham language remains an oral language, and 

the low degree of reading skills in English means that O'odham poetry, like that of Zapeta, is 

appreciated largely as an extension of the traditions of song. 

This use (or lack thereof) of textual resources in the work of cultural recovery shocked 

me when I first began to understand it In my experience, cultural survival was almost 

synonymous with reenactments of indigenous rituals, and the documentation of the structure of 

languages. Like Jane Eyre, in her study of India., I thought of culture was to be foimd in books. 

What I have learned, and TOCA has attempted to respond to, is the need for cultural 

revitalization of indigenous traditions to not follow the minimalist mode! of mainstream 
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Christmas in America. While many Americans are indeed people of faith, many, make church 

attendance at Christmas an annual, somewhat hollow, event But it is optional. What is not 

optional for those who celebrate Christmas, religiously or not, is shopping. One must give and 

receive gifts, even if one also makes tax-deductible donations in the name of a friend or family 

member. The gift is key, and so the need to wrap and unwrap which provides the backbone of 

continuity. The fact that gifts are exchanged as a part of daily life —for birthdays and whatnot-

proves that this is the vital, evolving part of the culture. Likewise, cultural revitalization on the 

Tohono O'odham reservation involves making accessible the cultural materials necessary to make 

the O 'odham himdag a part of daily life. So TOCA sponsors trips for harvesting desert fruits 

and basket-weaving materials year round, not just for the Saguaro ceremony. The goal of making 

diabetes-resistant desert foods affordable across the reservation is going to be a more difficult 

task. 

So, now that I have situated myself vis-d-vis the work of Ruth Underbill, perhaps it is 

time to introduce Ruth Murray Underiiill was bom in 1883 to an upper-class Quaker family 

from the Hudson River Valley in New Yoric. As a child she was very "bookish," a tendency 

encouraged in her by ho* tutor, who was also her uncle, a teacher of Greek. Underbill graduated 

from Vassar college in 1905 and studied in London and Munich. Underbill came v^wn the 

Columbia University's Department of Anthropology shortly after a divorce and a post-World 

War I career in business and journalism. She was immediately placed under the tutelage of Franz 

Boas and Ruth Benedict. Ruth Benedict, in particular, supported Underbill's oral history work 

with Maria Chona, which became the classic ethnography Papago Woman. Undeiiiill was 

awarded her Ph.D. in 1937, which was published under the name Social Organization of the 

Papago Indians, in 1939. My appendix contains the class handouts concerning general problems 

of objectiflcation in this text. For the purpose of this essay, however, I will focus on the 
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controversy surrounding Underbill's silence, in this text and other writings, about her 

involvement in reservation politics. 

In November of 1935, Ruth Undeiiiill became embroiled in a situation among the Tohono 

O'odham and their nascent reservation governmental structure. John Collier, the head of the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, made a token effort to invite anthropologists to advise the Bias project 

of setting up American-style governments on the reservations. Yet ±e deep-seated (and deep-

pocketed) ties were not between the BIA and anthropologists, but rather between business and 

Protestantism in the name of the American Way. The O'odham Way, the Himdag, was, like 

Umleriiiirs involvement, an afterttought of the Bias agenda. 

The O'odham reservation was the last one established in the United States, in 1917. This 

late date meant that the 19th-centuiy Americans had been less involved, day-to-day, with the 

O'odham, than they had with other indigenous peoples further east and in California. But when 

U.S. interests did set foot in O'odham territory, they were well coordinated. There was nothing 

willy-nilly about how U.S. gov^nmental, economic, and religious forces worked together. The 

Tohono O'odham reservation's formation was more a direct result of economic issues than 

cultural concerns. Originally, the Arizona cotton industry motivated the BIA to get involved in 

the O'odham region. The BIA superintendents were paid per capita commissions for the 

O'odham men they recruited to woiic as seasonal cotton workers. As a result of this —what else 

would one call it?~ capitalist evangelization, many O'odham fields lay fallow until the cotton 

workers were replaced with machinery. Family self-sufficiency and seasonal cultural practices 

were severely effected by this economic policy. 

The economic agenda, which "Americanized" some O'odham through cash incentives, 

was paired with Christian evangelization the likes of which the O'odham had not previously 

seen. While Padre Kino, who worked among the O odhain frorn 1687-1711, did much to bnng 
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Catholicism to the region, in many areas it was Catholicism in name only. Kino never had the 

man-power to seriously undermine O'odham daily practices. In the vast region, annual visits by 

solitary priests continued after Kino's time, but by the 1750's, most villages were reported to 

have "gone back" to ancient ways. In modem times, however, new tactics were used. The 

Presbyterian church, in particular, worked hard to destabilize the region beginning in 1898. The 

Presbyterian missionaries preached both anti-native traditions and anti-Catholicism, which often 

divided families. Moreover, the Presbyterians had the means to stay. The BIA designated land 

specifically for them f^vious to establishing the reservation. The Presbyterians built the Tucson 

Indian school and five day-schools in O'odham villages. The students of these schools became 

the "Americanized" elite who saw progress in the governmental worit of the BIA. Peter Blaine, 

who was one of the Tribal Chairman, described the creation of the tribal government in Sells by 

saying that the Presbyterians just started meeting, and then the Presbyterians started calling 

themselves the tribal government. Th^r called themselves the Tribal council, but everybody else 

just called them "The Presbyterian council". Their anti-traditions orientation of the Presbyterians 

caught the ire of many Catholics, who formed a group in opposition. 

So in 1935, A^en Underbill was asked to be involved in writing the tribal constitution, she 

walked into a social land mine the likes of which her training as a Boasian had not prepared her to 

n^otiate. Collier had asked her to come in November, 1935, but when she got there, the 

document had alreacfy been drawn up by the Presbyterians. Underbill felt the constitution was 

not a reflection of O'odham traditions and economics. And she was correct The constitution 

enacted specific forms of government (nation-based, representational, majority rules) wiiich were 

new. The practice of village-based consensus by male villagers was not rendered illegitimate. 

Moreover, the complex inter-village relation of gift-giving was ignored in order to establish the 
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Presbyterian minister, whose racism became codified. Since he conceived of the O'odham in much 

in the same way as an antebellum Georgia slave-owner considers his slaves, he insisted that they 

did not need mineral rights on the new reservation; They like to pick cotton. As a result, the 

O'odham did not have access to their own copper until the 1970's. 

My guess of Underbill's mindset is that she saw the influence of the Presbyterian 

missionaries and the BIA and decided to use her abilities as an articulate white person to advocate 

for the less organized, often illiterate O'odham traditional people. Yet she neglected to consider 

how her gender and social location might be undermine such activism. As a woman of Quaker 

background, she was probably particularly miffed by the paternalism and racism she saw 

informing the governmental process. In taking this stand, she was not alone. Father Bonaventura 

Oblasser, a Franciscan rector, had been similar goals. The difference, however, was that Oblasser 

had spent decades among the O'odham. She had spent about 20 months. Moreover, her role as a 

woman expecting to be heard in a political setting i^obably seemed odd to traditional O'odham, 

Presbyterian and BIA types. None of these groups had female l^dership in a public sense. 

Underbill's ^peal to her "ethnographic authority" easily could have annoyed the majority of the 

people involved in the reservation-making (vocess. Moreover, her Boasian training did not help 

her to speak of the "acculturated Indian" in any way that did not involve regret. While 

Presltyterian missionaries may have underestimated the intelligence of their converts. Underbill 

underestimated the extent of the conversions. Her need to define the term "Presbyterian 

O'odham" as an oxymoron led to her inability to update and enrich her anthropological approach. 

She argued against the constitution being adopted and, as as result, the tribal council banned her 

from their reservation. 

Now, almost none of this political context is discussed in Social Organization of the 

apa^o Indians, or in her other work firom the 1930 s and 1940 s. This intentional lacuna 
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constitutes the most glaring problem with Underhill's work. Rather than report that she was 

involved with the Tohono O'odham at a time of incredible social change. Underbill erased her 

own political role from her writing. Rather than going through this experience and allov^ing it to 

inform her writing. Underbill suppressed her role and produced a very standard ethnography. To 

her credit, she did write about the O'odham "of today," but compulsively her text returns to 

investigating the "Ancient Papago." The anthropology of Presbyterian vs. Catholic, and of BIA 

vs. traditional govemment, however, is absent. Underbill's dissertation is a sfilvage ethnography, 

not solely because she saw a culture in crisis, but also because the past was, at the point of 

writing, safer for her to write about than the present or future. 

The comparative, relativistic approach of the Boasian school of ethnography had its role. 

Underhill's work is used by contemporary O'odham ethnographers as a basis for correction and 

update (a practice which she advocated.) In 1979, the O'odham nation celebrated Underhill and 

welc(Hned her back to the reservation. Time has healed old wounds, socially speaking. However, 

in its need to legitimate tl^ "old ways" of peoples like the O'odham, the Boasian [voject, and 

Underhill in particular, failed to acknowledge the new ones. 

Underhill's Gendered Utopia: Hawk Over Whirlpools 

In 1940, Dr. Ruth Underhill could not have known about the plague of diabetes which 

would descend upon generations of native peoples as a result of their adopting American middle-

class diets. Nor could she have intuited that the intricate system of assimilation, extending from 

boarding schools to imposed governments, would be steadily replaced largely by a leisure culture 

of television and sportswear. She did, however, understand the inherently disorienting effect of 

change. 



In contrast. Underbill confronted tbe changes affecting tbe culture sbe studied, tbe 

Tohono O'odbam. The comparison between Underbill and Hurston is particularly fruitfiil 

because, unlike Hurston, Underbill's writings must be sharply divided. While Hurston's short 

stories and novels can be read seamlessly alongside her ethnographies. Underbill's writings suffer 

from her inability to integrate the skills of her scholarship into her creative woik. Underbill's 

clarity of voice shines through her anthropological tracts. Rarely are ethnographies a joy to read. 

Her novel, however, fails in exacdy this aspect of voice. In her attempt to write literature. 

Underbill loses tbe lightness and quickness of her government pamphlets. She overplays her 

imageiy and hammers at her theme; Indians must be able to choose from both indigenous and 

Anglo cultures; Indians must be allowed to slow down social change. One can agree witb her and 

still find her novel stultifying. 

While certainly Papago Woman has problems of voicedness and ventriloquism, it at least 

succeeds to present a three-dimensional character in tbe person of Maria Cbona. With Hawk 

Over Whilpools, cardboard characters each voice tbe words made predictable by their social roles. 

It is particularly troubling that women seem to fall into virgin-whore stereotypes, while all action 

is precipitated by male characters. The kind of strength and influence which Underbill documents 

in her portrait of Cbona is not allowed to inform Hawk Over Whirlpools. Like Hurston's Mules 

and Men, Underbill's novel displays an intense desire to be one of the boys. The significance of 

casting women, women's space and, yes, indigenous sexuality, to tbe side in the novel will be 

discussed after a more thorough discussion of the book's merits. 

Tbe book does have its merits. Primarily, it is a text which openly opposes the colonizing 

practices of churches, businesses and the U.S. government. Much like Mlagro Beanfield War, 

but over thirty years earlier. Underbill tells the story of a not-quite-rioble hero trying to defend 

bis way of life under the intense pressure of a divided coniniunity.//icw^ Over WfiirlpoGls, is 
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actually kind of a sequel to Papago Woman. The latter concerns the life and times of Maria 

Chona, a woman originally form the Mexican O'odham region who married in the Arizona-Sonora 

O'odham. Her story involves healing, dreaming, basket-weaving, and summer months full of 

saguaro harvest. Hawk Over Whirlpools begins with such a woman, but quickly dispenses with 

her. She is the mother of the book's protagonist, Lapai (Rafael). Lapai's life differs 

tremendously; unlike his mother, he finds no future in the desert. He is frustrated that he is given 

no vision in the desert, and thus no clear role in the commimity and no directioa His life concerns 

boarding school, canning factories, tuberculosis, confrontations with whites, alienation from his 

own people, and ambivalence about the future. His mother's way of life is gone. 

Underhill's story seeks neither a romantic turn to the past traditions nor a gung-ho 

assimilationist's approach to change. In this way, she avoids both the Boasian sin of the "denial 

of co-evalness" as well as the myth of progress as benign. The creaks in Underbill's writing do 

not arise from a muddled vision. She is clear and certain in her proposals about how social chaise 

ought to occur, how the relationship between indigenous and interlopers ought to be changed 

Undeihill's writing creaks because she cannot quite reconcile her certainty that Anglo culture is 

better for O'odham women than O'odham culture, and yet O'odham culture is still better for 

O'odham men than Anglo culture. This contradiction un(krgirds her work and undermines her 

message. Underbill's anthropological writings could invest in Maria Ch<ma's role as a traditional 

healer, but in her novel all healers, movers and shakers are men. Something happens in the move 

from ethnographic report to ethnographic fiction. Bourgeois white-lady feminism intervenes in 

some not-so-pleasant ways. 

Lapai without a Hawk 
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The novel begins with a brief biography of a hyphenated woman, who is of both Papago 

and Mexico. Carmeiita La Cruz is the mother of Lapai, whose sacred name is Hawk Over 

Whirlpools. The novel opens with a scene of Carmeiita in the seclusion of a Women's Hut, after 

a month of waiting for the birth of her child. Underbill then uses the book's first chapter to 

describe Carmelita's journey to that hut. Underbill paints her childhood and her culture with 

broad brush-strokes. Carmelita's unnamed village was in the mountains of Mexico: "She had been 

a maiden, there, walking to mass in a black mantilla" (4). Carmelita's childhood is irrelevant. Her 

biogr^hy begins when Roderigo, a "tall Indian from the north had come trading." Roderigo takes 

an interest in the similarities and differences between her people and his. Her village "spoke his 

own language, yet went to church like white men." 

Carmelita's village is portrayed as suffering, the cost of Catholic assimilation and Mexican 

citizenship. She also inhabits a space Underbill repeatedly describes as under military threat, 

with "barefoot soldiers always sconewbere in sight" (5). Carmelita's attraction to Roderigo is 

defined through his lack of fear, arising fr(xn living free fr(Hn military threats. His eyes "were 

more brilliant than those of the Indians of her village, weary, frightened people v^o bad rebuilt 

their huts many times after the passage of armies" (4). When Carmeiita and Roderigo discuss 

marriage, her inqmries involve this security: "No- fighting in your country?...Nothing more in 

your country than to live in peace and raise children?" (5) An affirmative response indicates that 

Roderigo's people, the Tohono O'odham, live a more secure life than the villages to the south. 

From the onset of the relationship, then. Underbill establishes Roderigo as one who 

rescues Carmeiita from both the dangers of invasion and the split identities which result 

Underbill seeks not a form of repurification through marriage, however. Carmeiita is not fully 

indigenous (4), but mestizo, so that her son will also not be full-blooded. Underbill neither 

celebrates nor mourns this genehc hybridity. Rather, like Carmelita's village as linguistically 
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O'odham but ritually Catholic, Underbill uses the mestizaje of both mother and culture to 

foreshadow such threats to the cultural integrity of Roderigo's people by U.S. American culture 

and industry. Although fully O'odham, Roderigo too has received his name from Catholic padres 

and no longer uses his Indian name (4). But the parents, despite their shared language and 

adopted names, cannot anticipate that their son will not grow up with only Mexican-O'odham 

forms of living. Underhill's novel implies a contrast between the devastating difficulties of their 

son Lapai to confront Anglo-American culture and the ease with cultural diversity among his 

parents. 

The relationship between Carmelita and Roderigo is not romanticized. If an3^ng, 

Undeiiiill overplays the degree to which they interact transactionally. A proposal of marriage 

which is a proposal to work: "Will you grind my com and cany my water?" (4). Carmelita may 

escape the particular problems of her village, but she is hardly whisked away to a life of luxury. 

Roderigo asks for her hand in labor, as much as love. Nor is Carmelita uniquely his. She arrives in 

the O'odham village, Lizard-in-The-Rocks, to find that she is not Roderigo's only wife. 

Whispering Leaves, a talkative woman with a son, Justino, is Roderigo's first wife. Since she has 

had multiple miscarriages since Justino's birth, Roderigo sought another womatL Consolation for 

her rank comes to Carmelita from Whispering Leaves herself: "'It is really better...There is a great 

deal of work in the house, and I have no sister for my husband to marry'" (9). 

With sudi brevity, Und»hill instructs the reader in the traditional practices of sororate 

marriage, kinship lines and the adoption of the new wife into the family. Yet, consistently, 

Underhill maintains the story of women burdened by work, and relying upon each other in the 

context of work. Women's separate status, and their togetherness in that status, forecloses the 

possibiliiy ihai Tohono O'odham culture may be interpreted as better for women than that of 

Anglo-American women. To highlight how jealousy may underlie, this situation of two women 
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together alone. Underbill isolates Carmelita in the women's hut, alone in her menstruation cycle, 

"and think of the other woman alone with their husband" (10). The nickname second wives have 

of first wives is "Her-of-whom-you-are-Jealous" (17). And amid the emotional tumult is the 

consistency of work. Seclusion is not always an opportunity for rest. In her pregnant seclusion, 

Carmelita must weave a basket to pay the medicine man for her child's name (11). 

In portraying the difficulties of the women among each other. Underbill attempts to avoid 

a pastoral view of O'odham life. Nor is Roderigo a knight-in-shining armor. At first, as a trader 

who comes to Carmelita's village, it may seem like he could be good provider and a source of 

security. When they arrive in Roderigo's hometown, however, Carmelita learns that she has 

married the son of the village leader, the Keeper of the Smoke. But Roderigo suffers from 

something which will later plague his son. He confides in his new wife; "I am not a man of 

power...! have not dreamed" (6-7.) To dream, in O'odham culture, involves being alone in the 

desert and being talked to (or otherwise signaled) by an animal. The Keeper of the Smoke is thus 

e^q^ected, around adolescence, to go and "die" in the desert and receive a vision. One is said to 

have dreamed the vision, in the sense of receiving, not creating, it. To come back empty-handed is 

to come back with a less-than promising future among one's people. Misunderstanding all this, 

Carmelita asks Roderigo why dreaming matters. Roderigo's response: "Goodness and strength 

are stupid things until they receive direction fix)m a vision. No man can be sure he has power 

until the Unknown has spoken to him" (7). 

In Roderigo's fhistration, which predates the serious incursions by whites, lies the central 

emotion in the book. For Roderigo, a loss in local stature may be painful, but has only local 

repercussions. Lapai will not gain a vision. He has goodness and strength, but he cannot be sure 

of his Own powef. Lapai wall inherit both the personal frustration of his fathers failure to dream, 

as well as the difficulties for the village as Anglo-Americans destabilize the community. For 
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Lapai, as one of the first generation of English-only boaiding school children from the tribe, to 

have no vision has a different significance. It is interpreted not simply as having no power, but as 

being white. Roderigo's lack of vision relegates him to a less respected role in the villi^e. But 

Lapai's lack of vision marks him as an outsider. When he returns from the boarding school, he 

must adamantly resist the moniker given him, of "white man." 

At his birth, however, Lapai's future failures are not in evidence. Rather, he is predicted 

by Sharp Horn, the medicine man, to have a great iutuie. Lapai begins his life in a traditional 

O'odham way, with the medicine man offering him a sacred mune (13). The name "Hawk over 

Whirlpools" is a particularly powerM name, since any reference to water "constitutes a blessing" 

(13). When Lapai is seven, the medicine man asks to arrange a future marriage between his five 

year-old daughter and Lapai. Lapai is quicker than all the other village children, at both games and 

learning. His grandfather takes him to visit a sacred basket. In other words, all the signs are there 

for Lapai's future leadership in the village. No one expects him to be like his father. 

However, Lapai's taking the mantle of leader^p in his village begins to be held in chedc 

by forces outside the village. On the day he is given a sacred basket his grandfather, the 

changes begin. A peddler named Diego tells the villagers of "'Mericans." Suddenly, the Lapai's 

grandfather is not the all-knowing authority and does not have a monopoly on predictions. The 

dialogue is too staged, and Diego is too knowing. The novel's first signs of United States 

intervention exemplify Underiiill's plodding technique: 

"First, they will put a mark around our land saying it is for the Indians." [said 

Diego.] 

"But of course it is for the Indians." Bent Knee voiced the old jest under which 

the Desert people hid their pride: "Who else would live here? " 

"That is what they say. But they say it is sad that we live in such a land and 
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they will help us." [said Diego.] 

"Help!" The audience was too amazed to be insulted. They helped one another, 

making what terms they could in their hard life. Whose business was it but their 

own! (29) 

Here Underbill attempts to have it both ways. The O'odham have a "hard life" but it is their 

"own business." She does manage, however to capture the kind of shocked response which 

exposure to missionization and assimilation could produce. Before any whites have met with 

O'odham leaders, Diego acts as the oracle, the one who warns of what is to come. His presence, 

with black leather shoes and a patronizing tone, is destabilizing: "He had the people hypnotized. 

IiK^redibly, they were turning to Diego, instead of Boiling Wind." (29) Lapai's grand&ther is 

upstaged. 

But it is the scene of Carmelita's death which most definitively ushers in the age of Anglo 

iixnirsions. In her delirium, Cannelita speaks for the first time against the life of labor 

"Perhaps my children won't have to work so hard...Suppose we had water. Like the 

^^iiite people. Suppose we did not have to dance for it?... You work your lives away to get water 

to keep alive. But suppose you had it like other human beings. What could you not do? What 

could not my son do!...Suppose you did not have to ask Elder Brother for water...Then you 

could ask him for other things....Houses. Clothes. Machines. Books!" (44-45) Carmelita dies 

shortly after. Because she died during the night of the rain ceremony, the family buries her in 

secret. 

It is the final isolation of Carmelita, hidden away in a grave, which I find most distressing. 

It echoes the earlier scene of her time alone in the women's house (10), out of touch with the 

Cuiiuic iiiiO wiuCh Sue iiimiicu. iiic Ouici wiic^ uic k j  Ouiialii wlic, vViiiSpciiiig i^cEvo, S(X)kc 
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for both" (45) throughout their shared marriage to Roderigo. Carmelita's dying words are treated 

as sheer madness of the dying. Yet Natividad, Lapai's little sister, once grown, will confront 

Lapai with much the same argument. And, just like Carmelita's complaints, Natividad's involve 

the difference between gender roles in O'odham culture. 

When she tells Rafael she wants to return to school, he is aghast. Her goal is not to 

separate herself from the tribe. Like her mother, Natividad thinks of the usefulness of books and 

machines: "Our people do not understand how to use these new things, my older brother, and 

someone must teach us how to use them." Rafael's anger peaks; "Someone must teach us how to 

destroy them" (227.) The differerwe between them becomes explicit: "Women don't have 

visions." As such, th^r have neither the burden nor the privilege of rule in O'odham culture. 

While I think that Papago Woman clearly contradicts this portrayal of the division between men 

and women in healing, it is clear that Underbill believed she must paint in broad brush strokes in 

her literary work. The result is a strange table of opposites playing out in her book: 

O^ndham Men 

Have Visions/ Spiritual POWCT 

Are Threatened by U.S. institutions 

Get Angry at change 

Fight Among Themselves 

O'odham Women 

Cany Water/ Burden of Survival 

Are empowered by modem tools 

Become Articulate and desire change 

Agree with other O'odham women 

Crucial to this table is the implied analogy with Anglo men and womea Anglo men actually 

embody, in the novel, many of the traits of O'odham women: they are empowered by modem 

tools and articulate about their plans. Yet they also retain spiritual power which cooperates, 

through boarding schools and the like, with political power. Moreover, the whites men never 
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seem to argue among themselves. They are unified in their assumption that progress is inevitable 

and good. O'odhara women come to agree with each other, yet the>' are conveniently isolated 

from one another: Carmelita is in the women's hut alone; Natividad agrees with her mother's 

dying words years too late. While this may not indicate anything conclusively about Underbill's 

view of colonization, it anticipates a far more obvious erasure: there are no white women in the 

book. No one with even a passable similarity to Ruth Underbill's role as ethnographer, guest, 

possibly even fiiend, to O'odham women and their families appears anywhere in the novel. The 

gendered table of opposites, portraying how O'odham are depicted in the novel comes into sharp 

relief when it becomes clear than all Anglos are male. 

Underbill's refusal to name a place for her role —as sympathetic white woman, as 

translator, as, indeed she is treated to this day, expert on at least parts of the O 'odham Himdag— 

is troubling. Not because all novels must have a self-reflective moment, but because this erasure 

of the possibility of sympathetic Anglos occurs simultaneously with the erasure of O'odham 

women's forms of togetherness and power. At the same time she denies her role as writer. 

Underbill denies Maria Chona's (Carmelita's) role as healer. Instead, women in the book voice 

the demand to be respected in terms of access to Anglo conveniences. This produces a picture of 

O'odham culture which, in her ethnographic work, Uncterhill never drew: a picture of the 

powerless native woman, Hurston's mules, burdened as wat^-carriers and culture-carriers. 

S(Hnehow, the men have all the power. Their resistance to change becomes encoded not simply as 

clinging to traditional ways, but as an issue of control. Underbill's overt message in the novel is 

that of self-determination and choosing which aspects of "progress" are appropniate for life in 

the Sonoran desert But her covert message is that O'odham women need progress more than 

men, and ought to seek its relief 

This contradictory message leaves the reader with the sneaking suspicico that Underhill 
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could not portray O'odham life in all its complexity. When she was writing literature, she 

blanked out the subtlety, which apparently includes both indigenous women's non-house wife 

roles and ambivalent sexuality. Finally, in the end, we must return to the question of the 

berdache. As lovingly as Underbill wrote of Shining Evening in Papago Woman, no berdache 

character appears in Hawk Over Whirlpools. The only time the topic is even breached is when 

Rafael is being chastened for having never married. In other words, he is being mocked and 

accused: "What are you, a man-woman?" We know the tone with which it is said. 

Both women healers and "men-women" may be dispensed with without O'odham culture 

becoming unraveled. The great irony of Hawk Over Whirlpools is that, when viewed 

intertextually, it dismantles O'odham culture and rebuilds it simplistic, w^arped terms. Suddenly, 

the men are the sole leaders and the women are only housewives. In attempting to make 

further one particular political point: indigenous people must participate in their own 

colonization. I put the theme in this alarming way because, in the end, this is the liberal stance. 

Underiiill's ultimate c(HK;lusion is somew^t unsavory, for she is willing to compromise the 

sexuality of Shining Evening in the name of advocacy for the O'odham as a whole. She also sees, 

in dishwashers and water pumps, more liberation for O'odham women than for men. 

Hurston was not so sanguine about technological advances, so her selective api^oach in 

portraying Southern life tended to erase the presence of such phenomenon. She complained to 

Franz Boas that recorded music had replaced local music, but this shift is not discussed in her 

works. It would be tempting, then, to interpret Underhill's novel as less exoticizing than 

Hurston's work, because the former anticipates the kinds of tensions and tragedies resulting from 

Anglo-American incursions in O'odham lands. I would seek to resist such a reading, however. 

For, although Underbill portrays the difficulties of a culture in crisis, she far more than Hurston 

oo 
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portray her childhood town rather than the electrified one she visits to research can be complex 

and multifaceted. Underbill's O'odham culture is a generalization from Maria Chona's life. It is 

positioned as merely in opposition to Anglo-American institutions, and not in itself the product 

of many influences. Given that the O'odham word for enemy means "Apache," there is no 

excuse to reduce the Sonoran cultures to merely "not-white," or to erase Shining Evening's non-

straight identity. 

Hurston and Undeiiiil! gained much in their association with Columbia, particularly in 

terms of the role Ruth Benedict played in getting women's life stories and women writers 

published. There is a curious coincidence of how sexuality plays out, then, when the context 

enabling Underhili's de-sexualized Shining Evening to be presented is made possible, in large 

degree, to the support of a woman who loved women. Papago Woman was defended by 

Benedict, but when the report was turned into Hawk Over Whirlpools, the emphasis became one 

of gendered, not queered, indians. Given this dynamic, it is perhaps important to end this chapter 

with a Ixief examination of Benedict's own literary uses of her field work. This can help show 

how Hurston and Underbill follow in Benedict's scholarly footprints, as well as in her literaiy 

orientation. 

Benedict's description of folklore could apply equally well to her poetry: "not an epic, 

but narratives of small annoyances and compensatory wished, of frustrations and liberating 

fantasies." (qtd in Modell 238). In poetry, as well as ethnography, Benedict celebrated the 

importance of small stories, powerful images, and destabilizing juxtapositions. 

One example of Benedict's poetry is called "This is My Body," from 1928. It may 

surprise those familiar with Benedict's anti-psychoanalytic and non-religious stances to find her 

usmg imagery arising from both Freud and Christ: 

A,.nd all the while, a child curled in the brain. 
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Quiet lies smiling in a swaddling sheet. 

A wise man spoke this riddle to the deaf 

Once in Judea, handling the bread and wine; 

"This is my body. Eat."{qtd. in Modell 237) 

Benedict felt comfortable with such language, if not the doctrines which often accompanied them, 

because she understood the sway such images held over her own culture. Her writing reflects a 

nimbleness in tapping into such imagery, playing each word like notes on a cultural keyboard. 

As a result, the "liberating fantasies" of Christianity are not undone by the "small annoyances" 

of its dogmatic followers. The same becomes true for the "child curled in the brain," for the 

child's seemingly destined psychological status is mocked by the ambiguity of the phrase "quiet 

lies." The child's brain may not curl in conformity with Oedipal constructs, since the "lies," the 

riddles and the deafness each tweak the definitiveness of a psychoanalytic interpretations. 

Benedict integrated observations from her field work into her poetry. Modell says "the 

rhythmic regularity of Zuni life" can be traced in the following verse. This example demonstrates 

how Benedict sought powerful imagery both within her own culture and in her field woric; 

And out across these sand. 

They plant their feathered prayer sticks in the moon 

Tonight, praying the gods the ancient pueblo sires, (quoted in Modell 191) 

The sexual connotation of "planting" prayer sticks "in the moon" alongside the image of the 

"ancient pueblo sir[ing]" is frankly explicit without titillation. Caffrey's comparison of 

Benedict's ethnographic reporting and poetic invocations is particularly helpful to indicate the 

kind of respect Benedict had for the Zuni (225). She recorded the Zuni refrain in Patterns of 

Culture: 

Into our warm bodies taking their breath. 
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We shall add your breath. 

In her poetry, she adapts the image to make a kind of Christian-Zuni image which points back to 

both cultures, implicating one in the efforts to destroy the other; 

This breath, blown upon the causal air, 

Lost as it passes, 

formless as light 

The de-ritualization of the verse implies a fear in the loss of continuit>' in the Zmi way of life. 

The negative portrayal of light, formless in a kind of verse which celebrates formality, works on a 

number of levels to question the paradigms of what would come to be called the 

"phallogocentrism" of Western philosophy and culture. In her interest in heterogeneity of 

expression, resistant strategies of mimicry and cultural survival, Benedict was clearly ahead of her 

time. 

Benedict was also strategic in her poetry with respect to self-revelation and identity. Her 

verse often avoided pronouns, often to hide the g«ider of a female lover; Benedict often used the 

totemic images of non-Western cultures to explore poetically the taboos of feminine sexualit>'. In 

one poem, she portrayed lesbian love by using a Maori creation myth; 

earth and sky lay as lovers, 

iimocently in the dark, 

a love that became "idolatry" in the light, (qtd in Caflfrey 13) 

The quotation marks perform a destabilization of the definition of the term "idolatry." 

Its ideological connotations become unraveled in the naturalist context of earth and sky. The 

traditionally Western opposition between light and dark, in which darkness is too often 

associated with immorality, become inverted in Benedict's verse. Moreover, the irmocence of the 

Ojr i.i iw K/i w. i cilw 
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out the promise of another dusk, a day's end darkness, to justify again the lovers actions. 

Modell analyzes Benedict's poetry as deeply informing her ethnography. Modell has 

found that Benedict trusted the constrictions in time and place of interpersonal contact to elicit 

more truth than other forms of communication: "'Contain' was a key notion and the origin of 

[Benedict's] dominant poetic idiom; brooks between banks, breath within a body, vessels and 

cups of clay" (140). The rules of lyric poetry were, then, for Benedict, the best way to examine 

a number feelings and experiences: "a strict and limited meter allowed her to contain tumultuous 

emotions." While others might feel constrained by the boundaries, Benedict was able to express 

powerful images. Her deeply felt response to cultural difference was informed by such 

boundedness, and allowed her to reflect on the beauty of cultural difference. By "beauty," I mean 

the Navajo sense of hozho, or balance, harmony and goodness. This was the way Benedict used 

the term in her poetry (13i), and it suggests the kind of integrity she sought to maintain through 

the notion of contaiimient. 

Much in the way Chatwin closeted his sexuality through his portrayals of exotics, 

Benedict too sought a kind of emotional sanctuary in the other. While Benedict's goal was more 

explicitly anti-racist, there is no question that both writers refracted their selves obliquely, 

through textual opacity. While Benedict seems, and this is really just hearsay, to live more 

openly and comfortable, integrating her sexual identity with both home and abroad, Chatwin's 

flight into writing, and into the world, always linked queer with other. His divided life —wife at 

home, lovers in Italy, Paris, Puntas Arenas— was hardly a rarity. The way sexuality is 

channelled through a kind of narrative celibacy shares much with Benedict's deferral to inanimate 

nature: landscapes and clay cups standing in for human contact. 
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Chapter Four: Rushdie's Conventionally Outrageous Indians 

In the beginning of his novel The Moor's Last Sigh, Salman Rushdie tells the story of 

Aries da Gama, a homosexual from Cabral Island in India who abandoned his wife Carmen on 

their honeymoon night in 1921. This is a story not meant to be inherited, which the narrator 

Moor Zogoiby says "has come down to me in spite of [Carmen's] silence" (13). As the story 

goes, Aries ̂ tered the bedchamber after the wedding, and while Carmoi lay in bed awaiting him, 

he undressed in silence. He then took up her wedding dress, put it on, and left to sail in a boat 

off the island: 

Carmen [rose from her bed] while the heavy knowledge of the future fell 

iqx>n her shoulders...she saw the wedding-dress gleaming in the 

moonlight as a young man rowed it and its occupant away, in search of 

M^iatever it was that passed, among such occult beings, for bliss. 

Here Rushdie initially seems to be offering his readers a chance to hear a long-suppressed 

stoiy of homosexuality in early 20tfa-Centuiy colonialism, a stoiy whose vibrancy derives from 

the sense of its historical suppression, released from the pressure cooker of taboo. The reader is 

briefly offered the certainty of a moment of coimter-discourse indicated by Aries as a gay Indian 

man. But then Rushdie takes that sort of politically-correct assurance away. He writes, 

retracting his prose back upon itself in the form of a question: "[B]ut then again, periiaps the 

whole incident was invented, a fable the family made up to shock-but-not-too-much, to make 

more palatable— because more exotic, more beautifid— the fact of Aires' homosexuality?" (13-14) 

The retraction steps back in order to venture forth with a line of argufnent. For when Zogoiby's 
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mother, an artist, paints a scene of Aires on the boat, in the wedding dress, the wedding dress is 

"prim," and the painting is sentimental. Rushdie describes the painted re{»'esentation of Aires' 

flight as "a domesticating fantasy, only conventionally outrageous" (14). In so doing he 

undermines the reader's presxmiption of an easy incorporation of sexual liberation into stories of 

nations and families. Rushdie problematizes the presumption that cataloging varieties of 

sexuality in colonial terrain is by definition radical or resistant Rather, the stoiy demonstrates 

how the representation of Aries' sexuality is regulated at the moment it is told and by the way it 

is located within the family lore. 

A kind of homogenization is at work in the production of Aries in a prim white dress. As 

Zogoiby puts it, the story puts "Aires' wildness into a pretty frock, hiding away the cock and 

arse and blood and spimk of it." (14) This is a stoiy told to produce a specific version of truth 

and thus a specific portrait of Aires, and telling it is only partially redemptive, for story, the 

painting and the fxux suppression, all function to make Aires presentable in polite company. 

Aires' being re(M%$ented within family l<»e is only possible if his sexuality is cleaned-up, made 

safe, and situated within the constructs of heterosexual marriage. Rushdie's playful children's 

song, sung by Epi&nia, indicates the the table of equivalencies through which Aries is allowed 

identity within the family. To the tune of "Row, Row Your Boat," shifted suggestively to "row 

your beau," Epifania sings, "Morally, morally, morally, morally... wife is not a queen" (11). 

Carmen is not tfie queen, but Aries. And if the wife is not a queen, but the husband is, then the 

logic of the rhyme dictates that he goes immorally, not morally, down the stream, or, as it were, 

off the island. As a wedding-dress doflFed drag queen, Aries is allowed a space within the family 

discourse. But only this cartoonish role, in which he is "only conventionally outrageous," is 

possible. The "domesticating fantasy"' reduces Aries' threat 

Herein I examine the extent to which Salman Rushdie himself is caught up in discourses 
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which seek to contain him as a "domesticating fantasy," so that his role as an author is allowed to 

be "only conventionally outrageous." And I would suggest that Rushdie's presentation of the 

status of the story of Aires da Gama functions, as much of Rushdie's more recent work has, to 

undermine the labels of political correctness imposed upon him. Through his writing, Rushdie 

argues for a notion of authorship divorced from the pat truths espoused by liberal individualism. 

In The Moor's Last Sigh, his retractive question undermines not only how the story of Aries da 

Gama is told within family lore, but how the story of Rushdie is told within various political and 

academic camps. Rushdie's writing strategy has itself been described as a kind of post-colonial 

drag performance in which his stories "'[try] on cultures like used clothing'" (Brennan 71). 

EHscussions of Rushdie clearly resonate with issues discussed in the first chapter. There 

are interestingly comparable contours between Bhabha's interest in mimicry as the "camouflage" 

that constitutes mockery (85). The subject —as partially decentered— is still asked to stand for 

something akin to freedom, liberty, and justice. Yet, as Foucault has suggested, "[I]t seems to me 

that the idea of justice in itself is an idea which in effect has heea invented and put to work in 

different types of societies as an instrument of a certain political and economic power or as a 

weapon against that power^ ("Nietzsche, Genealogy, History" 95). 

For Bhabha, amid colonial psycho- structures, it is often Salman Rushdie v^o is 

maintained for such use. In Location of Culture, BhabtKi calls Rushdie ̂  perfect mimic man, a 

"parodist of history" (5), the epitome of transgression, hybridity and pastiche. Bhabha's 

implication of the epistemological benefits of transgression, hybridity and pastiche have a 

deleterious effect on his analysis of colonial discourse, for inevitably the offer to grace Rushdie 

with the complement of insight arises from the insistence of categorizing Rushdie and his work 

into the new post-colonial genre of cultural migrancy. While Bhabha seems willing to have 

RiichHif OTpatc rhararrtprg ac "inr^nmnri'^nciTrahl*' ngrrativA ciih»<»ftc " RuchHi'p hiTncfilfic lirrvitpH to 
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one identity, and one goal, that of creating a "hybrid national narrative that turns the nostalgic 

past into the disruptive 'anterior' and displaces the historical present" (167). 

Bhabha s is a regrettable domestication of Rushdie's writing, for the latter argues for a 

refusal of pre-given ethnic, cultural, or sexual traits Yet Bhabha is so enamored with how well 

Rushdie's writing confiims his own theories that he defines Gibreel, the "migrant hybrid in 

masquerade" of Satanic Verses^ as exemplary. Gibreel: 

mimics the collaborative colonial ideologies of patriotism and patriarcl^, 

dejMiving those narrative of their imperial authority. Gibreel's returning 

gaze crosses out the synchronous history of England...,[H]e is the mote in 

the eye of history, the blind spot that will not let the nationalist gaze settle 

centrally. His mimicry of colonial masculinity and mimesis allows tl^ 

absences of national history to speak in tte ambivalent, rag-bag 

naxrative....He is the history that h^^iened elsewhere, overseas, his 

postcolonial, migrant presence does iK>t evoke a harmonious patchworic of 

cultures, but articulates tiie narrative of cultural difference which can never 

let the national history look at itself narcissitically in tl^ eye. (168) 

This is Bhabha in high gear, playing his jargon like a flute. But I find tte analysis a little too pat, 

and apparently so does Rushdie. He parodies Bhabha in The Moor's Last Sigh, turning Bhabha's 

DissemiNation into Dr. Vakil's "Imperso-Nation and Dis/Semi/Nation: Dialogics of Eclectiscism 

and Interrogations of Authenticity in A.Z" (329). And, of course, it is a Bhabha from whom the 

ji^impscst painting The Moor's Last Sigh is stolen. Apparently Rushdie does not want to 

function simply as Bhabha's handmaiden of hybridity. 
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In the same novel, Rushdie has artwork stolen back by its creator, Vasco Miranda. Yet 

Rushdie does not merely enact an intellectual-property-rights defense of his, or any artist's, 

creation. Rather, a far darker ending to the book serves to undermine the easy incorporation of 

sexual and cultural hybridity of Bhabha and Butler's theories into stories of nation, family, and 

power. VascoMiranda,theartist,becomesjailer, killer, and enslaver of writing itself Like Mill, 

whose focus on recordation fimctions to control Indian natives, Miranda forces Zogoiby to 

report, to confess, his family's saga: the very book the reader holds is this purported, extracted 

record. Nor does Zogoiby endure Miranda's captivity alone. The Japanese woman, Aoi Ue, in 

chains, is forced to destroy the painting T^re Moor's Last Sigh in order to restore the portrait of 

Aurora underneath. The repetition of titles — The Moor's Last Sigh as the painting, the 

prisoner's report, the book by Rushdie, the description of Moor Zogoiby's death— anticipates 

Rushdie's argim^t for the impossibility of presuming the artist as a stable, moral agent 

Rushdie does not pretend that art, or theory, or anyone has clean hands. It is Vasco 

Miranda the artist who holds the gun, whose mind is completely hybridizied into a psychotic 

state, who in the end controls the story. And it is not irrelevant, given the trajectory of this 

analysis, &at Miranda enters the book as '"a raving que^" somehow more than homosexual, as 

"genuinely fifly-fifly bisexual," definitely queer" (150). Hybridity does not always house 

goodness, as Miranda's status as both sexual and cultural hybrid indicates. The dangers of 

hybridity ought not be opposed to the security of purity, Rushdie's tale tells. Pain is not 

preempted by subject effects, and The Moor's Last Sigh ends in a pool of blood and damaged art 

Like Foucauh, Rushdie at his most radical is a little terrifying, and a little dangerous. 

If indigenous sexuality is directly confronted in Rushdie's work as an example of the 

cultural work of "conventionally outrageous"' stories, then harems are all the more intensively 

tweaked- Rushdie certainly does not approve of the sequestering of women, but ho w characters 
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are shaped by captivity, be it sexual or gender role, is one of his primary concerns. The spaces of 

seclusion produce female (and male) subjects emboldened by privacy. Rusdhie taps Eastern 

customs of zezana and Western Orientalist obsessions with the seraglio, in order to examine the 

troubling links between subjectification and liberation, self-affirmation and conformity. While 

most of Rushdie's books concern particular pohtical events in India, Pakistan or England, his 

plots are driven by the transformations of his characters. And these character grow, shift, and 

fracture within the walls of the zezana. 

The harem produces no one consistent effect in Rushdie's novels, but it is generally 

contrasted with the political act of house arrest Yet, despite the cultural tensions theorized in 

his books, Rushdie's use of the harem or zezana in his books always tastes of timelessness, or, 

more pointedly, reperatoiy theater. Women always reproduce in the zezana, boys always read 

the classics, harem girls always entertain customers. In sharp contrast to his numerous examples 

of house arrest and forced imprisomnent, the harems and zezanas of Rushdie's novels are safe, 

intimate, and diaied. But house arrest and harem are not the same, and are held as 0{^x>sites, in 

Rushdie's works. Only in the novel the Moor's Last Sigh, after Rushdie had been living under 

the fatwOy do the two spaces become one. This last image is actually, really, his first truly post-

colonial portrayal of a harem. And, inevitably, it is in this last space that the construction of the 

sers^o invovles more n^n tkm w(»nen. 

The book Shame begins with three wwnen in captivity. Well, giiis, and housed in the 

mansion of their fatho". The girls are named Chunni, Mumnee and Bunni. As their names imply, 

they are to be taken as a trio. Their company, inside the "labyrinthine mansion" is, essentially, 

each other: '^ey were imprisoned in the zezana wing where they amused each other by 

inventing [mvate languages" (5). 

However, sequestration is not complete isolation. Rather, private langxjages arise in 
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private places, where a public has no access. Rushdie never presumes that women's spaces are 

necessarily homogeneous. Rather, they are rather like gated communities; controlled 

environments. The three sisters are raised by "Parsee wet-nurses. Christian ayahs and an iron 

morality that was mostly Muslim." The management of such spaces is never complete, however. 

Rushdie usually indicates the manueverability of the inhabitants through discussions of sex or 

actual sexual activity. With the three sisters, their private language allows them to discuss inivate 

parts. The girls discuss the male j^ysique in total ignorance; 

fentasizing bout what a man might lode like when undressed, imagining, during their pre

pubertal years, bizarre genitalia such as holes in the chest into which their own nifties 

might snugly fit, 'because for all we know in those days,' they would remind each other 

amazediy in later life, 'fertilization might have been supposed to happen through the 

breast 

The integection of the mature sister's voice at the end of this description is crucial, for it 

establishes the ageic^ of the girls at the same tin^ their adolescence is described. Rushdie 

acheives by this technique a kind of open-ended zezana, a place without interminable 

timelessness. We as readers know, even as we see their ''imprisonment," that it is only 

temporary. 

This time-limited {Hivate world allows for the possibility of a male whose body conforms 

to that of a woman, whose role in refH'oduction taps into the breast, the bosom. While the 

inteijection allows for the possibility of sexual agency of the sisters, it also dispenses with novel 

possibilities of rethinking sex. The voice of the sister normalizes both her history and the 

imaginaiy male body. A restoration of sex to the crotch, away from the bosom, correlating to a 

movement away from the zezana and toward the "real world." 

This analysis should explain why Rushdie, even from as early as Shame, written in 1983, 
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felt able to refer to homosexuality in the zezana: "[T]here are rumours that they [the sisters] 

would indolently explore each other's bodies during the languourous drowsiness of the 

afternoons, and, at night, would weave occult spells to hasten the moment of their father's 

demise." Here the issues I discussed in terms of Roxana and her seraglio are summed up in one 

sentence: the passive concubine and the witchy, plotting woman in one. Yet, much like the 

breast-contoured man, Rushdie invokes this image to pull back from it: "But evil tongues will say 

anything, especially of beautiful women who live far away from the denuding eyes of men." The 

question becomes whether, in his push-pull approach to harem stereotypes, Rushdie's net 

effects diffo- discemably from Orientalists of the Victorian era. Even if it is only "evil tongues" 

which speak like so, the tongues are, by virtue of the story, not Western but locals. Moreover, 

such a statement leaves open an ambiguity of what exactly constitutes the evil here - is it the 

sisterly exploreation, the womanly touch, the langourousness of the aftemoon, or the evil, 

"denuding" eyes of men? Or s(Hne combination? Playing fast and loose with Orientalist 

stereotypes, Rushdie never fully rejects their potential validity. Rather, continuously makes 

moves which fasten upon the three sisters the taint of the possibility of exotic vulgarity through 

rejection of the same: "I cannot prove or disprove," the anonymous nairator of Shame reports on 

the sharing among the three sisters of maternal care for ofi^pring, "the foul stoiy that this treaty 

was written down and sigi^ in the ccnmningled menstrual blood of the isolated trinity, and then 

burned to ashes" (6). In such terms the rather feminist plot —of three sisters who protect each 

other from the shame of out-of-wedlock pregnancy by declaring they are all three mothers of the 

newborn— is tempered by a predilection with the possibilities of the unseemly. 

The pregnacny is made possible by one night in public, or, more precisely, the invitation 

of the public into the mansion for a party after their father's death. This debutante ball is the 

vriiiy vA.viUdiOn uiv oioiwid iiioKc iuiv SOvici^^. iAiici woiUd^ tiu lUiCcu uy uivu idiiivi o 



controlling ways, the three choose to seclude themselves, "returning of their own volition into 

that anchoritic existence" (11). It is in this zezana - one far less populated than the former, but 

in that way far more controlled, which creates the conditions for the possibility of a shift in 

subjectivity. 

Here we see Rushdie's interest in the transformative power of choice. Indeed, once the 

sisters are allowed to choose their living quarters, they begin to change physically. The women 

begin to resemble each other, each starting to "thicken at the waist and in the breast" as befits a 

pregnant woman. Th^ share morning sickness, snack cravings, metabolic rates. The narrator 

says they share a "communal mind" (13). Here sympathy of the narrator is unequivicolly with 

the three: "1 will go so far to say [they] fully earned the right to be considered joint mothers of 

Ae fordicoming child." 

0(kily, this deep sense of intimate belonging is not transferred to the child bom, (me 

ironically named Omar Khayyam Shakil. The boy grows up with "a sense of inversion, of a 

world turned upside>down" (14). Omar's fears contrast with the intimate belonging and shaied-

hearth life of the sisters. His fears involve "that he ws living at the edge of the world, so close 

that he might &I1 off at any moment." Although he is the center of three women's lives, his 

dreams are consistently those of existential angst "[H]e awoke...shrieking at the realization that 

his dreams were informing him of his wmthlessiess" (1.). He consistently, throughout his life has 

tte feeling of being "a person apart," a "peripheral man" (17). Ultimately, Omar will grow into a 

very bitter, misogynist man. 

While this scenario has been interpreted as indicating that Rushdie has reserved his 

positive portrait of the women's shared pregnancy only to prove that such female control 

produces monsters wiio hate women, and rightly so, I believe the key to the interpretation of the 

scene involves, again this issue of choice and seclusicn. For Rushdie, the choice of the sisteia. 
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however well-meaning, has the unintended result of passing along forced seclusion to another 

generation. This is a Foucaultian stoiy in the sense that the well-meaning affection of the sister-

mothers becomes equivalent to the earlier brutal control of their father, merely because in neither 

case are the youngsters allowed to leave. Their bodies are housed in the mansion. "Omar 

Khayyam passed twelve long years, the most crucial years of his development, trapped inside 

that reclusive mansion'^ (25). I believe it would be incorrect to label this portrayal particularly 

anti-feminist Rather, Rushdie seems to be extending the problem of housewifely captivity into 

an analysis of the multi-generational effects of patriarchal control. The sisters cannot imagine 

aiK>ther life. Omar's "three motors had sealed themselves off firom the world[,3 had created a 

sweltering, entropical zone in A^ch, despite all the rotting-down of the past, nothing new 

seemed capable of growth, and from viiich it became Omar Khayyam's most cheri^ed youthful 

ambition quickly to escape" (24). Note that is with the sense of captivity that the Orientalist 

imagery of rotting, timelessness returns. For Rushdie, the choice of seclusion, once removed, 

reinscrib^ that space, palimpsest-like, <Hito all previous Orientalist spaces. 

Oddly, however, this return to Orientalism maps differently for gender than it does for 

sexuality. While the three sisters retum to a kind of sexless existoice after Omar's birtfi, he 

discovers that other members of the household are not so platonic. As a young boy i^acticing 

hynotism, Omar discovers that the male servants of the touse feel seclusion has released them 

from macho or homophobic presumptions; ^'Entranced, they happily confessed the secrets of 

their mutual caresses, and blessed the maternal trinity for having so altemed the circumstances of 

their lives that their true desires could be revealed to them. The contented three-way love of the 

male servants provided a curious balance for the equal, but wholly platonic, love of the three 

sisters for one another. (But Omar Khayyam continued to grow bitter, despite being surrounded 

crK /'̂ Q\ 
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Clearly the question of seclusion is more complex than a simplistic division between 

liberal choice to freely seclude onself and the enforced inabihty to leave, at least under the three 

sisters' watch. Under their father's control, the narrator implies that no such queer desire was 

allowed to be articulated. Somehow the mansion was still too open to the outside world, to 

patriarchal edicts. Despite Omar's bitterness, Rushdie's portrayal of the mansion of the three 

sisters is of a place yet more secluded —a dumb-waiter for deliveries and a huge lock on the gate— 

than ever before. A kind of critical mass of privacy was required for the male servants to live 

homosexually. 

A^iin, vsiiether this kind of claim necessarily advocates for essentialized queer idenity is 

unclear. I take the phrase "true selves" in the description of the male servants to be s(nnewhat 

ironic. What Rushdie has declared, rather, is the power of spaces to determine, not only 

activities, but identities. Both the sist^ and their male servants und^go transformatifHis which, 

although they may seem to tap something deeper than their previous incarnations, is put in 

constant check by Omar's simultaneous peripheral sense. Rather than the mansion —this 

women's space with provides the possibility for queer space- being able to help Omar grow, he 

seems stifled among self-articulating subjects. Moreover, the fact that the male inhabitants are 

specifically sexual, wiiile the womra are not sexual but necessarily gendered thioi^ 

reproduction, implies that the space the characters discuss as "free" is actually operating in the 

realm of identity construction and solidification. Omar's bitterness arises not so much in 

response to particularities of female solidarity or homosexual affection as fi-om the sense that a 

growing boy, and that the controlled space limits to forms of subjectification alreacfy present 

Nothing new grows there, "and [h]e was, after all, soemthing new in the infertile and time-eroded 

labyrinth" (24). 

The boy's lack of freedom is palpable: "His roving freedom-of-the-house was only the 
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psuedo-liberty of a zoo animal" (29). At twelve, he extracts from his mothers the right to go to 

school, which allows him the chance to enter only another kind of zoo, in which he is exposed to 

the gossip about his conception and birth. Rushdie's "peripheral hero" never is free in the novel. 

Rather, he, like his mothers, returns to the seen of his captivity to hold another person captive, 

his mentally retarded wife. 

Through the story. Omar's entrance into a wider world, however painful, has 

repurcussions on the three sisters. Fractured into three semi-separate women by the dissesion of 

Omar's request to leave, they only partially coalesce: 

When tl^y were divided by Omar Khayyam's birthday wishes, they had been 

indistinguishable too long to retain any exact sense of their former selves— and, 

well, to come right out with it, the result was that they divided up in the wrong 

way, they got all mixed iq)...ln the chaos of their regeneration the wrong heads 

ended up on the wrong bodies; they became p^chological centaurs, fish-women, 

hybrids" (34). 

It is this portrait, of women who are neither in intimate solidarity with each other, nor separate 

and self-autonomous identies, which Rushdie repeatly demonstrates as a result of women's space 

and women's seclusion. In Satanic Verses, as discussed in the first chapter, it is the harem 

WHuen similarly mix and match too much. 

Rushdie wants, like Foucault in, say, Discplme and Punish and the introduction to 

Hercule Barbin, to sustain the question of whether individuals have "true selves." At the same 

time, however, he consistently portrays individuals whose integrity hinges on the fact they seek 

an outside wall to the institutions which produce them. It is when the three sisters rely upon 

seclusion to produce them as three-in-one that they run the risk to losing that seclusion and thus 
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rumors about his birth, retains the identity of one basically through his rejection of controlled 

spaces. Omar Khayyam is both a product of his environment as well as resistant to it. 

Rushdie's first novel, Grimus, portrays the anomalous insider even more staridy. 

Flapping Eagle, a hermai^oditic American Indian, from an imaginary tribe the Axona seeks his 

sister and arrives on a Tempest-like island run by a exile magician. Again, location of seclusion — 

be the islands or harems- are intended to represent some greater global dynamic; 'The very 

placing of the quest within the Mediterranean suggests the symbolic topography of the novel —a 

midway point between Orient and Occident" (Brennan 70). Yet Brennan criticizes the imagery 

of the book as too obscure; "If the conflict between Third-World peoples and European 

colonist is evident here, it is carried out in terms so metaphorical as to be unrecognizable'' (71). 

I disagree, for in making the world his setting, Rushdie offers the possibility of analyzing the 

sequestered spaces as functioning with worldwide systems. Flatting Eagle is, like Rushdie's 

other characters, only conventionally outrageous, ami as such readers are able to sympathize with 

him. But his status as an indigenous queer indian is not allowed to make his diaracter static. 

Instead, Flapping Eagle is involved in Bildungsroman, and leams from both Eastern and Western 

traditions. And so Rushdie challenges the exclusive definitions of East and West, OKde and 

female, indigenous and learned, membership and banishment 

Writers on Holiday 

In "Writer on Holiday," Barthes writes about a photograph Gide published in the 

magazine Le Figaro. In the |Aoto, Gide is seen "reading Bousset ^\1iile going down die Congo" 

(29). Barthes argues that Le Figaro offers its readers a comforting image, demonstrating that 

\/ll V^IxiC lO IlVft IVAVUAI^ UlV «* 
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beachcomber would read John Grisham, as a diversion within a diversion. Rather, Gide is 

researching, studying Bousset, working on a future book. In this way, the writer is constructed 

as ever-productive: "[T]he ftmction of the man of letters is to human labour rather as ambrosia is 

to bread: a miraculous, eternal substance" (30). Barthes's helpful conflation of production and 

(food) consumption allows us to read the photograph as a domesticating image, "no more than 

one of those cimning mystifications which the Establishment practices to better enslave its 

writers." Barthes gets to the heart of the social place of authors when he states that such 

autobiographical details police a myth rather than reveal a truth about writers: 

Far &om the details of his daily life bringing nearer to me the nature of his 

inspiration and making it clearer, it is the v^ole mythical singularity of his 

condition which the writer emphasizes such confidences....The spectacular 

alliance of so much nobility and so much futility means that one still believes in 

the contradiction. (31) 

Not only Rushdie, but also Hurstcm, Underbill, and Chatwin have been burdened with the social 

effects of the noble/futile contradiction. The writer is thought of as ever-attentive to his or her 

luminous inner-muse. When the texts as writ turn out to focus upontroubling questions of 

cultural extinction and human cruelty, there is a popular sense of betrayal, of misused gifts and 

dishonored muses. Peofde want adventure, not reportage, when they read on the beach. Asa 

cross-cultural advocate, a writer challenges cultural myths and prejudices not just about cultural 

difference, but also about authorship. As a result, often the writer is pilloried as much for not 

living up to the myth of nobility, magic, and genius, as he or she is for bringing up messy 

questions of history and power. 

1 have examined so far the work of authors, and the next chapters will look at similar 
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r?iit t!ie politicii! question prt)\okin^! tins s!Lid\ teinains the same, despite the shilt in arena: 

Given the historical past forms of violence on both the military' and rhetorical levels against 

indigenous and non-Western peoples, how can those in power advocate for those without power 

without repeating past forms of misrepresentation? 

Such a question is particularly important in situations in which the cultural background 

and social norms differ between those who seek to help and those who have been labeled as in 

need of help. In the previous chapters, 1 investigated how four authors wrestle with the goal of 

cross-cultural political engagement through writing and publication. The differences between 

Ruth UnderhilTs writing and Salman Rushdie's allow me to put the problem of the queer native 

in sharp relief Moreover, the cultural continuities between Hurston's Ouedo and Chatwin's 

Ouidah are crucial for understanding both the violence done through slavery and the victories of 

transatlantic cultural integrity. 

1 am interested in how advocating for people who live outside the mainstream ultimately 
0 

forced each of these four authors to be treated so poorly. And although their texts are 

provocative, ultimately the negative reactions to them (as well as the positive ones) occur as a 

result of social forces emphasizing certain aspects of their texts and their selves. As lightening 

rods of controversy, each writer becomes a dense site for a discourse which really has very little 

to do with their particular writing talent or person. Rather, both texts and reputations are revised 

in order to become fodder for a discourse about something else, be it race, gender, sexuality, or 

cultural identity. In this way, despite the fact they are controversial figures, all four writers still 

validate the Cultural Studies truism that an author articulates the values of his or her context. 

Disagreement with the status quo does not de-acculturate a critic. It is the basis "common sense" 

upon which such disagreements are made which remains entrenched, in this case, in ethnographic 

fictions and Orientalist imagery. 
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!oucault"s definition ofdiscoursos lias tnado il possible to examine how pro, con diagrams 

are insufficient for analyzing the unquestioned assumptions operating between the lines. 

Whether it is slavery or sexuality, economics or exegesis, the illusion of polarity between liberal 

and conserv ative masks a vast set of agreements which neither side can completely question. It is 

in cross-cultural advocacy that these sorts of presumptions become challenged. But the 

challengee is often virtually unintelligible, by virtue of not sharing the same discourse. (It is called 

the other for a reason.) So whether or not there are individuals who know the indigenous 

language, or the colonial idiom, there yet needs to be done the work of cultural translation. And, 

to make such translations intelligible, ethnographic fictions are often used as both a necessary evil 

and as a streamlining option. 

The four v^riters I discussed purposely left home in order to evaluate cultural prejudices 

at home and abroad and ultimately produce texts which challenge the notions which circulate (at 

home) under the name of common sense. Such writers are labeled political because they unsettled 

discourse, and thus what is considered natural or normal. So it is more than just counter-

hegemonic criticism, which can get one in plenty of trouble itself, that cross-cultural advocates 

attempt to offer. The messenger and the message are bound together, in a conflation. But before 

this second-level of simplification takes place, the message itself —the published text— is reduced 

to a commodity in academic, literary, and tourist industries. And before that, the writer falters in 

finding not just the words, but even a consistent native sensibility, to portray. And of course-

traveling writers —be they ethnographers, post-colonials, or pilgrims— do not find a consistent 

native sensibility because there is none. 

The internal diversity of cultural "others" is an oft-ignored reality. The best travel 

writing —and, despite his faults, Chatwin is certainly gifted in this way— focusses on one detail, 

one person, one moment, and draws from that instensity of focus a sense of wonder. Wonder is 
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between ignorance and full ktiDwIedge. It is the cognitixe state ol'knowing just enough to know 

you want to know more, but probably will be unable to. And so, it is in the collections of stories 

and things that our four writers excel. Cross-cultural advocacy is a necessary stance, but it does 

fudge over diversity. Focus upon particulars has its problems, particularly involving issues of 

selection and juxtaposition, but it has its virtues. This is especially clear in Mules and Men, 

where Hurston's first half is so stuffed with stories that the reader is quite unprepared for the 

first-person singular narrative of the New Orleans second-half 

But Barthes' myth of ambrosia still sticks. Often writers who insist upon social 

relevance are called to task, forced to eat their words. Foucault tracked a history of individuation 

through religious bodies, penal system and mental asylums, to which recent scholars have added 

the colonial theater. Similarly, politically-engaged writers are forced to individuate themselves 

and shore up textual ambiguities by reading their texts through their confessed selves. In other 

words, the four writers have been pressured to "autobiographize," to confess their true selves 

and endure ink spilled about their trustworthiness and psychological makeup. Such accusations 

does the cultural work of forcing authors into confessional mode, which in turn is used 

hermeneutically to limit the range of possible interpretations and political repercussions of their 

work. 

One result of this process is that authors find their selves and their books categorized 

one-dimensionally, as post-colonial, feminist, etc. Under this rubric, attention centers around the 

author's identity, so that both controversy and canonization occur largely in spite of, rather than 

because of, a piece of writing. Yet questions of geographic origin, upbringing and abode are not 

predictable indicators of political commitment. Identity politics may be a necessary, but not 

sufficient, heuristic for discussing cross-cultural texts and their potential for destabilizing 

categories or remapping boundaries. 
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The tension between a homogeni/ing. boutgeoising interpretation and a reeodmg within 

queer, indigenous or racial subcultures ought not be ignored. Access through global markets mean 

that subcultures must cooperate with consumerist forces in order to acquire the popular culture 

for subcultural subversion. Encoded, closeted, askew, in-joked performances of satire, minstrelsy 

and drag may operate covertly under the guise of a book reviewer's straight skim, but the 

circulation through the publishing matrix insures dominant access to all subcultural in-jokes. The 

result is a seeming transparency and a presumption that writers' identities equal writers' 

audiences. Such claims mark a text without freezing it; Hurston began as a writer for black folks. 

Underbill for other white anthropologists. But "crossing over" to other groups of readers —white 

readers and Tohono O'odham elders, respectively— causes some things to become lost (and some 

gained) in translation. Often debates about claims and reclamations of such books occur in terms 

of the author's identity rather than the book. I have begun to wonder if the term 

commodification may not thus be appropriate to designate how the author's identity is thus 

constructed, stamped and solidified in the face of textual ambiguity. Understanding the political 

importance of attending to these questions of social location and textual production through an 

analysis of the overarching effects of sentimentalism and nostalgia within political struggle, 

stories become depoliticized and recoded into largely the psychological terms of bourgeois 

advocates and activists and, indeed, cannot be easily detached from such terms. 

The cultural work of mainstieaming, in my analysis, creates icons and idols out of human 

beings. The mass media is the mechanism by which individuals and communities are reduced to 

colonial folklore, categorized according to the Manichean dichotomies. For example, the fatwa on 

Salman Rushdie has produced a two fictional "Rushdies," one beloved by free-press liberals and 

another decried by fundamentalist Muslims. Or at least, that is how the news story goes. That 

this division is presented as simple fact m the media ought to come as no surprise; imperial 
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stereotypes die hard, and in this controversy the truth ol the ci\ ih/ed/savage categories is 

rescribed, recirculated. People know the televisions simplifies arguments into pro-con, highlights 

extremists, and saves images of pan-racial togetherness for the advertisers, but people watch in 

full knowledge of the artificiality. As a result, Victorian worldview re-emerges through images of 

terrorists and priests, leaving us to ask about our own age the question Stoler and Cooper asked 

about colonial times; "Why did so many people—contemporary actors, not just latter-day 

historians— subscribe to divisions out of sync with the quotidian experiences that they shared?" 

(9) If the folklore of contemporary media sustains Manichean dichotomies when virtual realities 

are far more present to today's viewers than the daily interactions of "obvious hybridity and 

variation" of colonial officials, then clearly neither globalization nor the information economy nor 

that which drives it offer any new structures of knowledge. Rather, socially-engaged writers like 

Rushdie labor under the repetition of the colonial oppositions, despite their existence as clearly 

"out of sync" with those divisions. 

Cross-cultural advocacy apparently has its limits. In point of fact, the four authors are 

more helpful in tracing a history of the commodiflcation of exoticism than they are at advocating 

directly for third world peoples. Even when Hurston, Chatwin. Underhill and Rushdie fail to 

fully engage with cultural difference outside of cultural prejudice, they each offer excellent 

critiques of the attempts to romanticize ethnicity enacted by the very people taking control over 

the disempowered. I interpret Hurston and Underhill as attempting to resolve, in the pre-World 

War II era, questions of cultural integrity and linguistic plurality which post-colonial novelists 

like Rushdie focus on later, in this half-changed world. And Chatwin, for all his internalization of 

Flaubertian obscenities, can distinguish the difference between an advocate for aboriginal peoples 

and someone patronizingly defending "the people" as their personal turf 

These writers attempt to sympathetically put into writing the living lives and oral 
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histories of communities. Such attempts ma> onh partially succeed, and the reasons why they 

often fail has less to do with a lack of the voice of the powerless and more with what happens to 

stories entering the publishing/'mass-media mainstream as leisure-time activities. The multi

national system of book production, in which books compete with other forms of leisure, 

highhghts crucial issues of misrecognition across cultural and class divides. From conception to 

distribution, any published text is inflected with travel, but cross-cultural texts operate on both 

economic and symbolic levels to promote global consumption by promoting the seemingly 

individual escapes "armchair" tourism. 

One of the reasons 1 wanted to 1 wanted to focus on these four authors was to offer some 

guidance, some future, for a post-colonial critique which would better theorize the definition and 

consequences of what is not commonly called the empire of the United States. North America 

has inheritted land from former Spanish, French, and British empires, but in the recently-past 

20th century, it has also changed what it means to be an imperial power. One need not control 

land in order to control maricets, media, and means of survival. Because of my experience in 

Mexico and Arizona, I am particularly sensitive to the commodification of indigenous North 

American peoples cultural artifacts and rituals. Cultural appropriation is basically an 

information-technology practice of stealing indigenous identity and turning it into a commodity 

to be bought and sold — a sort of a cybersla\ ery — which follows on the less subtle approaches of 

imperial and colonial military takeover. The tendency "to love what one has destroyed," as 

Rosaldo's Culture and Truth puts it, is palpable in New Age consumerism. Particularly in 

tourist centers like Santa Fe, New Mexico and Sedona, Arizona, the marketing of indigenous 

traditions fetches a hefty price. As someone who has worked with the Tohono O'odham, whose 

basket patterns are frequently copied by African weavers, whose wares are in turn sold cheaply 

throughout the Southwest, I am keenly aware of how globalization and commodification of 
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culturc rip oiTcvcr\body but the seller. 1 he culture whose miellectual/sacred property is share-

wared loses; the culture whose people are paid pennies to reproduce such images are exploited; 

the consumer thinks she is buying an authentic O'odham basket is duped; and the profits go to 

those middle-men and shop owners who lie. 

North American indigenous peoples are not the first or the last people, however, to have 

their culture first attacked and then commodified. Today the practice has become a staple of 

mass-media. On television the trend is obvious: whether it is the use of a Basque shepherd to 

market vwreless telephones or the "cafe-Iatte" look of the pan-racial skinny girls who sell laundry 

detergent, the presumption that non-white identity sells --to whites— follows trends in New Age 

consumerism and mall-rat mix-n-match shopping at the Gap. 

Depictions of third world peoples are so popular in travel writing, new age spiritualism, 

and even advertisements for the internet, that contemporary popular culture has coopted and 

shaped expectations about what indigenous voices would say and what subaltern perspectives 

would offer. Unsurprisingly, the mass-media portrays exotics as strange, as Other. But not so 

strange to not prefer a McDonald's hamburger to their own ethnic cuisine. The domesticating 

fantasy of globalization thus complicates discussions about advocacy and indigenous cultural 

survival by sustaining a mythical "indian" as capitalist puppet. Nor are academics immune to 

this desire for (and production of) the Other, In so doing, ofi.en such a voice has been produced 

for the benefit of those concerned. Commercial portrayals are matched by the all-out use of 

indigenous berdache figures to prove the essential, universal, humanity of gay, lesbian and queer 

individuals. A new kind of cultural relativism has shaped both global marketing and cultural 

analysis: If it's transnational, then it must be real. Yet the complex questions of translation and 

identification are not so easily eradicated by such talk. Cross-dressing may seem to exist across 

many different cultures, but it cannot be understood in global terms. By coarse analogy, a 
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!V1cf)onald"s in Tucson rcprcsenis a chcap-meat lunch, while in 1 hailand it offers the meal of the 

elite. Even in London McDonald s differs; soy Big Macs, So attending to cultural difference may 

be a necessary but not sufficient means for cultural comparison. Interrogating the agendas of 

seeking cross-cultural comparison is crucial to disentangling the murky process of research, be it 

in marketing or academia. 

Here my Cultural Studies bias is clear, for I refuse to privilege ivory-tower or 

empowerment discourses over pop culture ones if all homogenize cultural differences. I think fair 

is fair; if I am unwilling to excuse the depiction of indigenous peoples for the benefit of 

McDonald's and Disney, by what argument may 1 (or anyone) justify using the depiction of a 

Navajo shaman as queer to justify largely urban, middle-class gay rights agendas? On the other 

hand, given the overdetermined, multiply-controlling, subject-forming work of dominant, 

prejudiced culture, I am inclined to excuse such intellectual raids on indigenous peoples' 

sexualities and spaces in the name of seeking justice. But at what cost? In the cases of Hurston 

and Rushdie, what is (almost) lost is their texts' humor, of laughing hard at unspeakable evil. In 

the cases of Underbill and Chatwin, an identity politics forecloses the possibility of cross-

cultural solidarity. 

That said, sympathy for writers remains a comfortable substitute for attempts to 

understand those without the leisure of holidays. Even Barthes mi.'wes a chance to ask after 

those Congo sailors who keep the reading Gide going down-river. And so the working writer is 

still, relative to the native, at leisure. Yet such labor is invisible, taken for granted, used-up as 

soon as it is provided. To presume that economic forces regiment populations with equal force is 

to ignore key insights about the diversifying project of subjection, and how they thus relate 

differently within the service industry which makes up so much of tourism. 

I want to consider this point more carefully before bringing issues of sexuality, gender to 
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the tore in the followinti chapters Barthes anticipates this question: 1 low do structures and 

power relations of tourism bleed back into evervday life? 1 would suggest that the work of the 

cross-cultural writer points to a far more wide-spread phenomenon which not only constrains the 

definitions of labor and leisure, but ultimately denies the possibility of distinguishing between the 

two. Gide is photographed on the boat because he is Gide, he is French, he is upper-class. Those 

who sail the boat are invisible, uninteresting, native, obvious. There is nothing about their simple 

lives we do not already know. And yet, it is at this level that Chatwin's interest in the human 

condition, with all its humanistic baggage, returns with the full force of a resistant declaration for 

dignity. In this way, all the focus upon the political ideologies and sexual proclivities of cross-

cultural advocates is seen for the witch-hunt that it is. For how else are two values of human 

equality and cultural difference going to be bolstered but by being enabled to see, hear, and 

attempt to understand the life story of the Congo sailor, the washer woman, and the cook? 

Conrad's Marlow had it all wrong, looking for Kurtz. The presumption of the subaltern's 

transparency, even invisTbiltty, puts Marlow off track. 

This treatment of humans as so much postcard fodder both pinpoints and challenges the 

relevance of Marx for theorizing about economies of travel. While Marxist theory does prove 

helpful for discussing certain aspects of tourism, like the alienation of local peoples from the 

spectacle designed with foreigners in mirKj, its scope iimiicvi in tui^ iitviii^ny. iviiux niin^cii 

was not adept at theorizing leisure. His interest in the commodification of human relationships 

and the havoc wreaked by alienating labor depends upon a concept of human nature which could 

be called enlightened, or perhaps optimistic. In other words, Marx never expected humans to 

waste time and brain-power watching bad T. V. Yet people working under conditions far less 

severe than those Marx organized against do spend their free time going to watching television, 

going to Disneyland, and collecting kitschy souvenirs. 
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Most social theorists lune dealt w ith the gap between human intellectual potential and 

how people choose to spend waste by blaming modem society. A litany of complaints arise: 

"(M]odem society is too complicated, competitive...The individual is powerless and life is 

meaningless. Creativity is sublimated to sheer production/etc. (MacCannell 146). The mixture 

of Freudian repression and Marxist alienation informing such cultural criticism tends to reduce 

the individual in society to a mere pawn in the games of overdetermining ideological social 

structures. Foucault's work takes such gestures to their logical conclusion by asserting that all 

repressive institutions produce individuality itself, regulate its expression, and monitor 

unacceptable deviations. Under this rubric, the malleability of the individual becomes his/her 

primary feature. 

But surely human nature may be theorized beyond the dilemma of Marx's "species 

being" on the one hand and Foucault's "identity effects" on the other. Dean MacCannell 

attempts to respond to the dismissal of the human condition as merely passive in The Tourist: A 

New Theory of the Leisure Class. As his subtitle suggests, his agenda includes enriching Marxist 

theory by discussing tourists as a particular class. As a mobile group of people actively creating 

and sustaining social meanings, tourists are neither passive nor wholly regimented. MacCannell 

suggests that "tourists are way out ahead of the sociologists and anthropologists in their attempt 

to reconstruct modem social structure"( 175). Tourists for a corps of ethnologists, semioticians 

and cultural enforcers through their control over the economies of Third World and First World 

alike. As such, tourists are an example of how individual ly-motivated decisions (where to go, 

what to see, how to get there) coalesce at particular times and places. 

MacCannell is particularly interested in responding to Marx by analyzing how work and 

leisure mutually reinforce each other. By extending and altering Thorstein Veblen's work, 

MacCannell seeks to infuse class analysis with a notion of social differentiation in order to 
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adequately explain the pervasive elTeels of Tourism. Like Marx, MacCannell suggests that one 

particular class may serve as the crankhandle of social change, for good or ill: 

It is the middle class that systematically scavenges the earth for new experiences 

to be woven into a collective, touristic version of other peoples and other places. 

This effort of the international middle class to coordinate the differentiation of the 

world into a single ideology is intimately linked to its capacity to subordinate 

other people to its values, industry and future designs. The middle class is the 

most favored now because it has a transcendent consciousness. Tourism, I suggest, 

is an essential component of that consciousness.(13) 

In this way, MacCannell is able to theorize consumerism and its attendant false consciousness, 

that being the anxiety of authenticity. The bourgeois tourist is, like the bourgeois capitalist, 

concerned with accumulation and productivity, but it is accumulation of souvenirs and the 

production of meaning inherent to sightseeing. MacCannell's goal, then, is to present Tourism as 

a means to better explicate the capacities for social transformation inherent to (post)modemity. 

These capacities are both discursive and economic. As Culler puts it, "The tourist is interested 

in everything as a sign of itself, an instance of a cultural practice... Deaf to the natives' 

explanations. ..tourists persist in regarding [their] objects and practices as cultural signs.'' (127-

128). Being deaf to natives' may be a crucial aspect of toursim, but everyone is a native of 

somewhere. MacCannell's originality involves defining the dynamics at work when (middle-

class) natives become tourists and return home, and how this kind of mobility masks an 

overarching control over the means of production, both economic and symbolic. 

MacCannell tries to maintain a focus upon labor in the context of tourism through his 
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discussion of the Paris Stock ["xchange. the French Supreme Court and the Paris Morgue His 

construct of the attraction as composed of marker/sight/tourist operates in these instances to 

validate not only the appropriateness of touring such places, but also the validating of the 

institutions themselves. The power dynamic enforced by tourism's panoptical view reveals that 

which ought to remain hidden. The tours of a morgue and the stock e.xchange both legitimize 

themselves as attractions because they expose what are, in naked form, taboo: bodies and bucks. 

The tourist's anxiety over authenticity is mitigated here by recourse to the unseemly. Corpses 

and cash act to validate the attraction's attraction. 

The fact that Baedeker finds making money on stocks offensive reflects an earlier iteration 

of our contemporary discomfort with discussing wealth. The greatest conversational taboo is 

asking someone how much he or she makes. Tourists place themselves in the position of being 

able to ask such a question, temporarily mocking work itself and the social etiquette surrounding 

it. For while "on tour," at least, they do not need to work. They can watch the commotion on 

the stock floor, literally above it all: "The worker-as-tourist is permitted to 'look down' on his 

comrades."(62). The bodies at the morgue expose a different kind of "looking down," for in being 

able to view dead people without being related to them, the tourist refuses solidarity v^th other 

human beings. The workers at both the stock exchange and the morgue are similarly objectified, 

part of the spectacle. Hidden away from the glare of tourism, the "actual situation of the worker 

is elided and buried deep in the heart of modem society" (67). 

At times MacCannell overstates the transformations wrought by tourism: "In the place of 

exploited labor, we find exploited leisure" (28). Perhaps, rather, we find both. Initially, he is too 

sanguine in his assertion that tourist constitutes the avante garde of social theory, so that later he 

must belatedly admit what we already know, that "[t]he tourist remains mystified as to his true 

motives, his role in the construction of modernity. He thinks he is going for his own enjoyment." 
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(178). However, there is a space between worker and tourist which is maintained, and which docs 

the cultural work of reinforcing static definitions of each. The teeming throngs of tourists become 

undifferentiated to locals, so that, in the U.S., we do not realize that most Europeans take six, not 

two, weeks off a year, and many have full health insurance. Our employers, in contrast, offer 

neither leisure nor coverage, managing schedules so that all workers are full-time, "but not quite." 

So the tourist is the role which functions as an "escape hatch" ft^om the world of work. TTie 

writer on holiday, as Barthes argues, must be brought back into the fold, by being treated as a 

mere worker, just like everybody else. The writer produces a book out of raw cultural material, 

and as such can be welcomed as a fellow bourgeois capitalist, even as the Congo sailors are 

treated as merely going in circles. 
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Chapter Five: Choice, Travel, Sex: Queer Tourism and Staged Berdachism 

Love had been bom somewhere in the forest, of what quahty only 

the future could decide. Trivial or immortal, it had been bom to two 

human bodies as a midnight cry. Impossible to tell whence the cry 

had come, so dark was the forest. Or into what worlds it would 

echo, so vast was the forest. 

~ E.M. Forster ("The Life to Come" 68) 

In this chapter I attempt to give an account of the uses to which indigenous sexuality has 

been put, historically by imperialists, and currently by various scholars. I hope to indicate how 

sexuality and gender are marked by Orientalism in particular ways, and how, in turn, they come 

to mark other non-Westem destinations of European armies. The epistemology of empire, with 

its torrid projections and unseemly inventions, was transplanted to other hemispheres and other 

cultures. Sexuality proves to be an absolutely fundamental structuring element in the economics 

of colonialism. The reputations of native peoples and their sexual behaviors became, in the East, 

largely a tounst consumer good, and, in the Americas, a key justification for invasion and 

enslavement. Here, I criticize the failures of post-colonial, ethnograj^c, and sex/gender studies 

to wrestle with such histories, as exemplified by work in third gender scholarship. 

The goal of explicating the conditions for the (im)possibility of subaltern speech required 

the introduction of certain analytical tools in the last chapter. One such tool was referred to with 

trie prlfaSe cihnographic fiction. By calling a cross-cultural text an ethnographic ficiion, ii is 

possible to highlight the ways in which an author creates portraits of other cultures and peoples 
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out of a kind of^common sense" recipe, composed of, say, two parts unintentional prejudice to 

one part creative imagination. Ethnographic fictions result from an uncritical acceptance of 

"voice-travel-text," and, as such, are steeped in illusions of authenticity, objective truth, and 

critical distance. 

However, the phrase may be turned into a verb, in order to lose such baggage. In this 

formulation, to "fiction" ethnographically requires the conscious act of playing into, playing on, 

and playing against Orientalism and other forms of prejudice. Advocacy across cultures, or 

advocacy for oneself and one's culture, enacts a story or identity in order gain control over cross-

cultural dynamics. In the preface, I quoted Foucault's statement about the politics of such 

activities: "One 'fictions' history on the basis of a political reality that makes it true, one 

'fictions' a politics not yet in existence on the basis of a historical truth'' ("History of Sexuality," 

Power/ Knowledge 193). In this chapter, I focus on how imperial discourse produces fictions of 

cultural superiority through the projection of sexual deviance onto non-Western peoples. I also 

demonstrate how indigenous "staging" of sexual identity has been used to mitigate colonial 

control, to "fiction" a kind of political resistance out of the the failed prevention of incursion into 

native lands. 

Sexuality is inescapably part of cross-cultural contact and conflict. It may be articulated 

through, or against, gender as divided into male and female, as well as through, or against, cultures 

as colonizing and colonized. Sexuality is cast as both trivializing or immortalizing, for certain sex 

acts may occur with cries of passion or the silence of denial (or both). Scape-goating accusations 

circulate around the world only to be defanged by those who are proud of their desires, their 

bodies, and their cultures. Tracing the complicated, fragmented, and blurred imperial past of 

sexuality and gender, "fts covert discourses and ruses," in ways which reflect critically on the 

past's role in the present, is particularly difficult, and yet absolutely necessary, for analyzing the 
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cultural work done by ' nctionmg " cthnographically (Foucault, "Prison Talk" 38). 

Orientalist discourse of sexuality runs not quite parallel, but not quite perpendicular, to 

its gendered discourse. Orientalist gendered prejudice conflated the East with the effeminate, 

calling the colonies subservient, and limiting their women to anatomies defined as instinctively 

sensual and biologically fecund. In Orientalist sexuality-oriented rhetoric, however, the East was 

slurred as effeminate, as well. However, effeminacy was embodied obliquely, by both the 

Oriental woman and the Eastern homosexual man, and even symbolically, through colonization, 

by the Orient as a whole. And, pre-dating the British and French empires, the East was thought 

of as a haven for queer sex acts, occurring behind the scenes in harems and Turkish baths. Yet if 

"turning Turk" was a fear which some European parents had about their eastbound sons and 

daughters, just as many other Westerners sought that goal themselves, to have sodomy, along 

with all the other "Arabian nights' entertainments" they had read about, while on vacation 

(Mansel 177). 

The East was thought of as a place of inappropriate objects of desire and appropriated 

bodies of bondage, of sexual freedom for some and sexual captivity for others. It was desired and 

feared, its inhabitants treated both as mere animals and as alluring experts in the art of pleasure. 

Foucault located societies ''endowed" with ars erotica largely in the East; "China, Japan, India, 

Rome, [andj the Arabo-Moslem societies" (History 58). Surely Rome refers the past empire, 

with its Hadrians and Antinouses, rather than the current papal headquarters (Boswell, Same-sex 

66). But the other countries, of Far and Near East, exist in that ahistorical realm of constancy 

which makes them "always, already" erotically charged. Di Leonardo's criticism is relevant here. 

In an argument similar to Foucault's about "fictioning," history, she sees the job of critique as 

one of Invcniion, that of creating "a usable past" (Exotics 366). However, she requires the caveat 

that, "a usable past should not imply a u.sable Other." But in his reliance upon ars erotica, to 
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bolster an argument about, really, only European sexuality, Foucault uses pasts and others to 

describe the confessional, medicalized. Western individual. His -with Foucauh it is always a 

"he"-- sexuality may only be elaborated through power-knowledge at home, and is thus 

produced outside the realm of Eastern pleasure domes and queer "contact zones.*' 

It takes a lot of effort to ignore the sexual uses to which the Orient has been put in 

Western discourses. Rimbaud and Flaubert, Baudelaire and Byron, were quite careful students of 

the sexual significance of going abroad (Said, Orientalism). Yet Foucault needs Europe to produce 

(and reproduce) its self Foucault does not even notice the Orientalism pervading his "talking 

sex" model. If his goal is, as he describes, "to transcribe into history the fable of Les Bijoux 

indiscrets," then he has all but failed (History 77). Diderot's story tells of a particularly 

"indiscrete" jewel in a ring, with the magical power to induce genitals to talk. But the story's 

cultural significance cannot, as Foucault attempts, be separated fh>m its exotic context. In the 

fable, clearly inspired by Arabian Nights, a genie gives a sultan this ring, so that his harem-

dwellers and others must literally reveal the selves of their actual sexes, and as such speak the 

truth of sex. Foucault did not transcribe into history Les Bijoux indiscrets, but managed, rather 

amazingly, to deny the East any legitimate claim to influence upon the West. 

As this line of thinking implies, Foucault's work on European bourgeois individualism 

and its sexuality was more than simply an incomplete research project, to which the Orient and 

the rest of the world may be easily appended. Foucault was wrong about the etiology of 

sexuality, and especially homosexuality. As Stoler declares, "Europe's eighteenth-century 

discourses on sexuality can —indeed must— be traced along a more circuitous imperial route that 

leads to nineteenth-century technologies of sex" (Desire 7). So European discourses on sexuality 

are transcultural results of regimented, sexualized colonial control which, I would claim, actually 

involves a far longer history than Stoler outlines. 
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Policing gender roles is, of course, key to any definition of sexuality, but loucault thought 

he could abstract from gender categories, and much work on queer nati\'e peoples follows his 

lead. As a result, the Orientalist obsession with exposing Oriental women's bodies, and taking 

them sexually --and even forcing speech from their genitalia- receives only indirect reference in 

queer scholarship. It is notable in this chapter by its absence. "Sexing" non-Western peoples is 

primarily embroiled in anxieties about masculinity, so queer studies traces how gender roles are 

often invoked only to deny queer desire and (mis)label male-male sex acts as not occurring 

between two queers. Furthermore, as 1 will demonstrate, such strained denials of queer sexual 

relationships have a history some contemporary scholars have uncritically repeated. 

A related issue, however, which I will touch on only in passing, involves how some queer 

activism also relies too much on Foucault, with his blindspots of gender and colony. While some 

activism leads to smarter, more culturally savvy queer theory (e g, C. Jacob Hale and Ellen 

Lewin), too often first-world/third-world dynamics overdetermine how native queers are used as 

a "natural resources" from which gay rights movements may tap. This, too, has a history within 

Orientalism, as demonstrated by E.M. Forster's very gay-affirming and very, very racist short 

story, "The Life to Come." The story provides a textbook e.xample for introducing the 

presumptions, both past and present, of queer, native others as freely expressing and reflecting 

the truth about fearful Western selves (crimped by civilization as they are). The relationship 

between an African chief Vithobai and the missionary Paul Pinmay has all the markings of Nature 

vs. Culture embodied. Vithobai's simplistic, homosexual interpretation of "God is Love" is 

contrasted with Pinmay's desperate hope that African landscapes will serve as his closet: 

"Looking back at the huge and enigmatic masses of the trees, he prayed for them to keep his 

unspeakable secret, to conccal it even from God, and he felt in his unhinged state that they had 

the power to do this, and that they were not ordinary trees" (69). Flaubertian in its excess, the 
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story ends with Vithobai slabbing the missionar}' and • mounting" Pinmay's dead body, before 

jumping to his death from a parapet (86). Melville's description of Queequeg, as problematic as 

it is, accords him more agency and humanity than Forster s portrait of Vithobai's immortal, 

immoral love. 

Said's Orientalism is hardly silent about the topic of sexuality, although it is not theorized 

or even always rigorously criticized. The kind of sexuality discussed is that of the European 

male traveler, who sought as much homosexual prostitution as heterosexual in the East. Said is 

surprisingly charitable in his attempt to understand these fellows. His explanation of their 

motive brings to the fore the rigid social structures and their effects on sexual practices in 

Victorian Europe; 

We may as well recognize that for nineteenth-century Europe, with its increasing 

embourgeoisement, sex had been institutionalized to a very considerable degree.. .Just 

as the various colonial possessions., were useful as places to send wayward sons, 

superfluous populations or delinquents, poor people, and other undesirables, so the 

Orient was [also] a place where one could look for sexual experience unobtainable in 

Europe. Virtually no Europecui writer who wTOte on or traveled to the Orient in the 

period after 1800 exempted himself or herself from this quest. (190) 

Said's language demonstrates how 'Voice-tTavei-text" funciions here, for it is the sexual quest for 

new experience, "unobtainable" domestically, which lands curious writers on the same boats and 

trains as the wayward and the delinquent. Foucault's Ship of Fools comes to mind (Madness 7-

13). Perhaps Moby Dick's pairing of Ishmael and Queequeg, in the New Bedford boarding 

house, relates more directly, with Queequeg "staving about with little else but his hat and boots 

on, ' and ishmael watching from the bed they shared, in a "bridegroom clasp" (Melville 24, 22). 

The supposed practice of queer expulsion —at least of the sex acts if not the citizenry— to 
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the F:ast complicates the meaning ol'sexual conquests ofOriental women discussed in the last 

chapter. For not only were Flaubert and company "animating" the East through sex with its 

women, they were also busy with Eastern men. As such, the Orientalist European had to 

develop ways to maintain his self-image of a heroic adventurer, of a culturally superior being, 

through terminology which would keep the queer sex he sought in the East from rubbing off on 

his person. This will be discussed further on. To finish comments on the quote above, Said's 

added ''or herself," implies East-West lesbian possibilities never otherwise discussed in 

Orientalism As I shall demonstrate. Said's emphasis upon male travelers is hardly unique, and 

the Odysseun sex-quest model (remember Calypso) is taken up as well by feminist theorists and 

writers. 

Said's posture is one of sometime sympathy, sometime condemnation, with respect to 

Westerners and their sex tourism: "What they looked for often— correctly, I think— was a 

different type of sexuality, perhaps more libertine and less guilt-ridden" (190). It is surprising 

that he finds the variety offered in the baldest of Oriental cliches fulfilling to these Europeans, 

hungry as they are for "harems, princesses, princes, slaves, veils, dancing girls and boys, 

sherbets, ointments, and so on." Yet he recogtiizes that this kind of sex tourism conflated 

discovery with imitation in much the same way other forms of travel did. In seeking out dancing 

girls and boys to play with. Western travelers were as predictable in their pursuits as pilgrims on 

the trails of saints' relics. Said knows this: "[E]ven that [sexual] quest, if repeated by enough 

people, could (and did) become as regulated and uniform as learning itself In time 'Oriental sex' 

was as standard a commodity as any other available in the mass culture." 

The East absorbs a reputation for sexual proclivity and perversity through the Westerners 
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some Orientalists by casting sexual matters in circus terms, as "a particular form of eccentricity" 
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(102). When Flaubert enumerates various "grotesquerie" of the streets of Cairo, of sexual 

intercourse at a bazaar, urination by strolling nude priests, women giving hand-jobs to fakirs, and 

sidewalk sex with monkeys, events which are related more as stories told to Flaubert than as 

things he has himself seen, Said glosses this description by concluding that, in Flaubert's writing, 

"[t]he Orient becomes a living tableau of queemess" (103). Using the term queer to indicate 

oddity more than homosexuality. Said loses his focus on what was, quite demonstrably, a 

jDersistent travel and writing tradition, a kind of "choice-travel-sex" dynamic within the "voice-

travel-text" constellation. 

Chief among numerous examples of travelers to the East with gay goals is Richard 

Burton, with his belabored "Terminal Essay; D. Pederasty" at the end of his 1885 translation of 

Arabian Nights. Boswell claims Burton's essay was the first broad discussion of homosexuality 

in the West (Christianity 4 n.3). It may not be coincidence, then, that Said calls Burton, "the 

first in a series of fiercely individualistic Victorian travelers," establishing a "legacy" of 

individualism through a self-portrait as a "rebel against authority" (Orientalism 194-195). Like 

Odysseus, Burton's identity is forged in travel, and Said describes Burton as similarly clever 

when facing challenges abroad. Burton, in Said's view, "was able to become an Oriental; he not 

only spoke the language flawlessly, [but also] he w:as able to penetrate to the heart of Islam and, 

disguised as an Indian Muslim doctor, accomplish the pilgrimage to Mecca" (195). While Said is 

not coy about Burton's sexual orientation, he does not analyze this pattern of queer desire, but 

instead celebrates Burton's accomplishments: "In no writer on the Orient so much as in Burton 

do we feel that generalizations about the Orient...are the result of knowledge acquired about the 

Orient by living there, actually seeing it firsthand" (196). When Said says Burton was a "highly 

idiosyncratic master of Oriental knowledge," he again chooses the connotation of queer as odd 

over it sexual meaning. 
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This approach is rather embarrassing, for Said all but relinquishes his treatment of the 

Orient as an invention of Orientalists in his discussion of Burton. And so, awkwardly. Said 

attempts to celebrate Burton's rigor — as scholar and impersonator— while also demonstrating 

how Burton flaunts his talents in the name of empire. His extensive footnotes and asides in 

Arabian Nights and other works bolster "an assertion and domination over all the complexities of 

Oriental life," so that Burton is in a "position of supremacy" over the Orient. The result is a 

consolidation of "voice-travel-text" around the familiar poles of bourgeois individualism and 

colonial control, here flecked with a presumption of complete access to both Oriental lands and 

Oriental bodies: "In that position his individuality perforce encounters, and indeed merges with, 

the voice of Empire, which is itself a system of rules, codes, and concrete epistemological 

habits." 

Said is not alone among post-colonial critics in his undertheorized reception to Burton 

and his work. Grewal's Home and Harem, for example, treats Burton's approach to travel and 

sexuality as a model. Burton is repeatedly referred to, his presence accorded both individuality 

through proper naming and supremacy through treatment as the standard by which other 

travelers are judged. Grewal calls Burton a "pan-sexual libertine" (62,92). No one else in the 

East, in Home and Harem, possesses his sexual individuality. 

Grewal's approach leaves no discursive space in which to ask after, not only the Eastern 

men with which Burton caroused, but also Eastern and Western women as potentially queer 

persons. Lesbianism is discussed only in the context of the Orientalist stereotype of the 

nameless odalisque (50). The harem-dwellers are just a mass of bodies; if you want sexual 

agency, try Burton's ways. Grewal thus manages to subsume gender under a very colonial kind 

of all-access sexuality, which tacitly reinforces Burton's prurient views and sexual categories. He 
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men and his almost comical mapping of the results of'this "research"; "[I I]is notion of the 

'Sodatic Zone/ that sexualized geography of the Middle East where homosexuality tlourished, 

was not well received" by British officials (92). This is "worlding" which "queers" as it 

exoticizes. 

Grewal's work offers a clear example of how "voice-travel-text" intersects 

problematically with post-colonial analyses of sexuality and gender. Relying on Clifford's work 

on travel, Grewal embraces the concept of "traveling sexualities" (6,232). She portrays, in the 

minds of Western women travelers, "the belief that to be able to travel was to be free of gender 

constraints" (65). This seems to involve a bald imitation by Western women of the Burton 

model, steeped in libertarian individualism. Grewal assumes that freedom of movement allows 

both gender and sexuality to be articulated in equal measure, rather than being separately 

entangled in East-West discourses. In Grewal's discussion, all homosexual agency resembles 

Burton's, no matter where it comes from or how far it travels. Only the Western male has sexual 

access to both Oriental women and Oriental men. Similar to Said's added "or herself," Grewal 

presumes Western women desire the same access, and thus seek the same travel routes and sexual 

experiences-

Although I disagree with Grewal, her approach does find a kind of odd confirmation in a 

Bloomsbury novel. Both Grewal's theory and Virginia Woolf s 1928 Orlando characterize the 

East as a zone of loosening gender constraints and new-found sexual identities, a "sodatic" map 

with a gendered difference. Both presume an equivalence between the freedoms of Western male 

traveling and the goals of Western feminism. Orlando's male character becomes female in 

Constantinople (Istanbul), the city dividing East from West. But when Orlando, as a newly-

minted female, leaves the city, it is to roam. Clearly Grewal has tapjjed into a modem feminist 

fantasy about having the body of a woman while being able to travel --sexually and 
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geographically —as a man. 

The male Orlando was the Ambassador to Constantinople when, in the story, he is 

awarded a dukedom at the end of Ramadan (126). The moment after Orlando dons the "golden 

circlet of strawberry leaves," disorder in the palace erupts (130). In Wooif s story the very 

transformation of male to female occurs in the midst of a political uprising. In his room, Orlando 

enters a "profound slumber," which lasts over a week; "On the seventh day of his trance. ..the 

first shot was fired of that terrible and bloody insurrection" (133). Orlando's trance protects him 

from being killed by the Turks, for he is presumed dead. There he changes bodily into a woman, 

"while the trumpets pealed Truth! Truth! Truth!" (137) Orlando awakens completely naked, 

and immediately enters into the company of a gypsy (140). To be free, to be true to oneself, for 

Orlando, involves hitting the road. 

When in Istanbul, do as the locals do. Woolf s story implies that the way to take over a 

new gender identity is to mimic a coup d'etat. Orlando transforms with horns blaring, the same 

way the sultan is overthrown. Orlando represents an extreme case in which the multiple forms of 

East-West violence prodiKe a seeming oxymoron, the traveling woman. Woolf implies a collision 

of East and West is required to produce such a creature. Political transformation and gender 

trans-formation coalesce around the Other pole. While such a portrayal is troubling in its 

incomplete critiques of Orientalism and individualism. Woolf does suggest that one can produce 

an impossible, yet true, identity out of the laboratory that is the imperial project. 

Woolf belabors the point that Orlando is not, after the transformation, a different person. 

Her core self is apparently ungendered, since it is able survive the process. Orlando, then, as 

female, is the result of colonial interventions on every level of Turkish society, on Eastern bodies, 

and their transcultural effects on British society, and Western bodies. She is a free woman on the 

move, in sharp contrast to women controlled and domesticated in both the East and the West. In 
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a twist on the Orientalist link between Eastern lands and sexual quests, Orlando comes into 

female subjectivity through travel through both the East and the male bodily form. 

If Wooirs story seems to focus on gender rather than sexuality, it ought to be 

remembered that the protagonist is inspired by one of Woolf s female lovers. Vita Sackvilie-West 

(Leaska 31-37). Photographs published in Orlando, showing Orlando as both a man and a 

woman, are portraits of Sackville-West. And Sackville-West was a travel writer, too. She 

traveled and wrote her Passenger to Teheran while corresponding with Woolf. 

Nor is Woolf s choice of Istanbul accidental, for the location of Orlando's transformation 

responds to the city's long-held reputation as a homosexual destination. As Mansel describes it, 

"Constantinople offered... freedom from sexual conformity" so that, since the late Middle Ages, 

"Venetian boys under 16 were forbidden to travel to Turkey, for fear that they would 'Turn 

Turk'" (176-177). Perhaps Orlando's transformation is a play on this slang of "turning Turk." 

To become a woman is to become effeminate, as the East is encoded, as well as to engage in a 

kind of serial homosexuality. Orlando, as a former man, starts loving men, after the change. Woolf 

uses the bodily sex-change —occurring over time— as a way to write about queer love. By turning 

space into time, when Turks are themselves turning against their rulers, Orlando turns alongside 

the Turks, so that Woolfs story transposes East and West, male and female, and queer and 

straight. 

Clearly Grewal and Woolf have incompletely destabilized the link between freedom of 

movement and sex/gender fireedom of expression, adopting the all-access model of travel as 

transformation and growth. Not all post-colonial feminists imcritically accept this Burtonian 

mode of travel, sex, and selfhood. More satisfactory than Home and Harem or Orlando is 

Felicity Nussbaum's discussion of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's Turkish Embassy Letters in 

Torrid Zones. Rather than limit the question of Montagu's role as either doyenne of the imperial 
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male gaze or feminist critic of that gaze, Nussbaum injects an analysis of Montagu's reputation 

for lesbianism, called in her day Sapphism (140-149). Nussbaum's discussion demonstrates that 

Montagu cannot be assumed to be imitating or merely resisting Burtonian models when she visits 

a Turkish harem. 

Yet Montagu too is enmeshed in "voice-travel-text," with its presumption of universal 

freedom. She treats the common absence of the sultan as liberating for the women who are —how 

could she forget?— unable to leave the harem. Consistent with Orientalist justifications of 

imperial control, she romanticizes the scene of their captivity. Nussbaum thus demonstrates 

Montagu's "complicity in imperialist designs," while still allowing for the possibility of 

differentiation in sexuality (160). In Nussbaum's scenario, sexualities do not "travel," but rather 

are deployed in specific ways in circumscribed contexts. Montagu's Sapphism is not reducible 

or equivalent to Burton's libertinism. Queer is not one category of subjectivity nor sexuality. 

Nevertheless, just as Delacroix's Algerian women are awarded presence only insofar as they 

conform to Orientalist jwejudices, so too do Montagu's harem-dwellers achieve a romanticized 

form of agency by being treated as far more able to control their fates than their living conditions 

allow. Clearly the epistemology of empire may pervade even Sapphic desire. 

Sedgwick's Axiom 2 is helpful at this juncture, explaining as it does that queer and 

feminist discourses do not necessarily mesh; "The study of sexuality is not coextensive with the 

study of gender; correspondingly, antihomophobic inquiry is not coextensive with feminist 

inquiry. But we can't know in advance how they will be different" (Epistemology 27). The case 

is brought home by discussions of sex questing and the Orient, for between the Burtons and the 

Montagus, it becomes imjwssible to correlate queer sexuality with anti-imperialism, critiques of 

individualism, or even feminist solidarity. Instead, "voice-travel-text" is only slightly tweaked, 

allowing Westerners access to Oriental sex in order to better define them selves as experienced, as 
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worldly. 

So third-world countries and certain sexua! acts are mutually interrelated, constructed as 

complexly other, but regimented in their very complexity. As Said noticed about the 

commodifica-tion of Oriental sex tourism, the scenarios sought were predictable enough that 

people in the East could indeed capitalize on them, offering the supposedly forbidden as a 

matter of course, and for a price. In such situations, it becomes impossible for the East to be 

anything but an ethnographic fiction, created and maintained through economic, political, and 

literary means. Burton's "sodatic zone" is self-justifying. Once the Orient is popularized as a 

"queer tableau," Western travelers venture there only to find exactly what they were looking for. 

The Orient becomes a kind of pilgrimage site on the road to sexual transcendence. 

The circulation of stories about same-sex possibilities, written by Flaubert, Burton, and 

others, has had a mimetic effect historically, extending into the post-empire era. E.M. Forster, 

Paul Bowles, and Bruce Chatwin all went looking for homosexual experiences in the Orient, for 

they had both the financial means to do so and the homosexual desire. Male privilege, class 

access, and closeted status allow some to travel more widely than others. Ever the mimic, 

Chatwin's trip to Afnca followed Burton's, sexually as well as geographically. "His model was 

Burton," according to his travel partner Kasmin (Shakespeare 332). In spite of his fiiendship 

with Chatwin, Salman Rushdie criticizes such tourism in Satanic Verses. He interrogates British 

"gay blades" and the gap between their behavior at home and abroad; "Are you such exotics in 

your Cold England....[that] you must find wider horizons to express your secret selves [?]" (150, 

italics removed). White, Western, upper-class males have the power to deviate from the very 

structures of power from which they derive benefit. To "go queer" in the colonies is, then, about 

as imperial as one can get while simultaneously being '"'unspeakably" deviant. And sometimes 

the gay blades would not go home: Paul Bowles lived and died in Algiers, not the last in a long 
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line of sexually-Oriented exiles. 

Scholars of gay, lesbian, and queer studies must maintain a critical stance to such a history 

of gay-male sexual colonization. While Nussbaum treats Montagu's projections as both lesbian 

and imperial, not all researchers have been able to approach sexuality as complicit with empire. 

Boswell's reference to Arabian Nights, as an indication of gay acceptance in "Islamic culture 

generally," unwittingly restates Orientalist prejudice: "Thousand and One Nights treat[sj gay 

people and their sexuality with respect or casual acceptance" (Christianity 195). Clearly, 

Boswell makes the mistake of treating the book as an accurate rendition of the East and an 

accurate source on which sexuality studies may rely. Neither are justifiable assumptions, relying 

as they do on presumptions of cultural authenticity and textual literalism. Boswell is capable of 

more discrete analysis, but only ^^1len it is with regard to the so-called "Western" tradition of 

Greek and Roman Antiquity. In his criticism of K.J. Dover's reliance on classical vases, which 

are often decorated with copulating homosexual couples, Boswell decries that, "Dover's 

inferences about intercrural intercourse from vase paintings are oddly naive —as if erotic art 

constituted a reliable indication of actual sexual practice" (Same-sex 53). My point exactly. 

Unfortunately, Boswell's is not the only example in which sexuality studies has 

uncritically absorbed Orientalism. The same attempt to justify Western queer sexuality by 

mining (and defining) the sexual traditicns of non-Western peoples continues to this day. Some 

anthropology, done in the name of alternative formulations of sexuality, repeats the imposition of 

bourgeois "voice-travel-text" onto native people and peoples. Serena Nanda's work, for example, 

discursively colonizes indigenous traditions in order to justify a largely metropolitan. Western 

definition of sexual orientation. In her study of hijras, Nanda specifically outlines her goal in the 

first sentence: 'The hijras of India pose a challenge to Western ideas of sex and gender" (in Third 

373). This first move tilts all of her work toward the West. Since her research has been 
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anthologized in two collections, Gilbert Herdt's Third Sex/Third Gender and Martin Duberman's 

A Queer World, it has clearly been adopted as evidence of the artificiality of Western 

conceptions of sexual dimorphism and a validation of queer identity. 

One ought to be suspicious of the seeming ease of cross-cultural interchangeability 

implicit in Nanda's goal. In the context of this discussion, it is presumed that all those fracturing, 

performative aspects of subjectivity which have been celebrated by queer metropolitans are 

presumed not to apply to non-Westem queers. The situation brings to mind Spivak's statement; 

"Only the dominant self can be problematic; the self of the Other is authentic without a problem, 

naturally available to all kinds of complications'" (Critique 66). Hijras must be authentically, 

transparently, queer, so that New York queers may be complex and self-conscious. 

Nanda begins her discussion with the same literalist presumptions of Boswell. She 

describes Hinduism in general as a monolithic celebration of ambiguous sexuality. She recalls 

Aijim, hero of the Mahabharata, who "lives for a year in the guise of a eunuch, wearing bangles, 

braiding his hair like a woman, dressing in female attire and teaching die women of the king's 

court to sing and dance" (375). The fact Aijun does this for only one year is not emphasized. 

Aijun has a ceremonial role, participating in weddings and births, "providing legitimation for the 

ritual contexts in which the hijras perform." Nanda then summarizes the male-female aspects of 

numerous Hindu deities, demonstrating that Shiva, Vishnu and Krishna "are often presented in 

androgynous form" (376). Her lack of close, textual analysis of the Mahabharata, and her choice 

to totalize Hindu traditions as inherently androgynous, justifies a one-to-one correspondence 

between ancient myth and hijra lives. A "texting" is at work, pulling hijras out of the stream of 

historical change. According to Nanda, codes criminalizing hijra emasculation, by both British 

colonial and Indian nationalist lawmakers, "appear to have had no deterrent effect" (414). 

This reliance upon myth to describe eontempofafy India is deeply problematic. For since 



myths of "a third sex divided into four categories" (377) are used to interpret hijras, all of their 

strictures and codes must be treated as unimportant, or, at least, unencumbering of the pan-sexual 

liberty Nanda calls Indian. Since the majority of hijras castrate themselves, there is clearly a limit 

to how sacred stories and daily practices may correspond. The reliance upon Hinduism as queer-

friendly is particularly problematic, since Nanda is not dealing with an isolated or homogeneous 

religious society. One of her hijra informants is Islamic, and another lived with a Christian family 

(399,403). So the ways in which Hinduism is thought to justify what Nanda calls 

"hennaphrodism" (despite the rite of castration) do not scan with the diversity of the population 

studied. Despite this, Nanda reads hijras as indicative of a generalized sexual fluidity in 

Hinduism: 'The Hindu view [is] that all persons contain within themselves both male and female 

principles," so that "[hjermaphrodism is the ideal" (376). In some Hindu sects, "Avorship 

involves male transvestism," making "[t]he hijra cult...perhaps only one extreme of a more general 

continuum of ritual practices that derive their psychological effectiveness from the particular 

cultural and social context of Hindu India" (406). 

I disagree with Nanda's easy correspondence between sacred stories and daily lives. To 

rely upon ancient texts as articulating modem sensibilities is only possible within the flawed 

approach of Orientalist discourse, where texts assume descriptive preeminence over 

contemporary surroundings. Current textual justifications for daily practices ought to be 

analyzed for historical shifts of interpretation rather than treated as eternally, literally true. 

Applying Nanda's methods to Europe puts its faults in sharp relief Western tradition 

would be seriously misunderstood if Biblical references to androgyny or genderlessness were 

treated as sources of the truth about Western sexuality and gender. For example, in the second 

story of creation in Genesis, Adam is referred to with a gender-neutral term until such time as his 

rib is removed and made into Eve (Metzger and Murphy, OT 4). The pre-de-ribbed Adarn is a 
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"human being." The name Adam arises from 'adamah, meaning earth or tillable land, but 

numerous scholars have proposed that adam is a masculine variant or misprision of the feminine 

form adamah (with no apostrophe), a result of later attempts to insist on male primacy and 

supremacy (Achtemier 12). 

In this case, were non-Western scholars to generalize from this sacred story to daily 

practices, they too could romanticize the extent to which non-heterosexual sexuality and 

ambiguous gender roles are celebrated, taking the history of same-sex monasteries and convents, 

men-as-Juliet in Shakespeare's time, and other episodes, as clear proof of a homosexual or 

hermaphroditic ideal. While 1 applaud feminist and qu^ critics who have interrogated Christian 

histories and texts, finding gay popes and lesbian nun-scholars, it must be remembered that such 

episodes occur within a tradition that is rigorously anti-sexual, along with being anti-homosexual 

(Dynes and Donaldson xvi). To presume that, through Christian baptism, "there is no longer 

male and female," as stated in Galatians 3:28, so that Christianity is treated as opposed to both 

gender differentiation and circumscribed sexuality, is to lose sight of some of the cultural 

practices which, as Brooten declares, made Christianity so popular. The faith absorbed the 

antipathy to lesbianism of the Greeks and other non-Christians, who considered it a threat to "a 

gender-stratified social order" (361). Boswell may be able to prove that the early medieval 

church did not initiate condemnation against homosexuality, but rather grudgingly took up the 

mantle after intense political attacks; "Almost without exception the few laws against 

homosexual behavior passed before the thirteenth century were enacted by civil authorities 

without advice or support from the church" (Christianity 174). However, current Western gay 

men Uve under the weight of at least eight centuries of homophobia. And sexism has dictated 

that, historically, lesbiam'sm has never been widely embraced within the Western tradition. 

I belabor this point because such issues go to the heart of what makes cross-cultural 
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studies of sexuality so problematic. One cannot presume textual literalism and ahistorical stasis 

in the context of human societies. The comparison with Christianity makes the kinds of 

assumptions which function as a matter of course in queer ethnographic representations of 

indigenous sexuality more obviously, patently ridiculous. To forget the tyranny of the majority 

in the face of instances of resistance is to completely fail to portray Judeo-Christian culture in 

Europe and the United States as they have existed for centuries. The fact that priests wear 

"dresses" does not make them understood to be women. Moreover, given the complex forms of 

social control at work, the cassock may signify that the very censure of the sensuous in all forms 

is that which is fetishized in Christian camps. 

By classifying all of Hinduism as celebrating sexual ambiguity, Nanda justifies an 

Orientalist, but non-homophobic, portrait of native informants and India alike. As I have 

demonstrated above, "classical" Orientalism is not consistently homophobic, articulated by the 

Burtons and Montagus as it is. And, true to form, Nanda's presumptions are equally wrong-

headed, imirient, and validating of a fi:eedom she seeks, but cannot really find, abroad. Her own 

evidence undermines her conclusions. She must minimally admit, for example, that castration is a 

crucial element "The dharma of tiie hijras — their religious obligation- is emasculation" (382). 

Emasculation is a regulative move which is sought to relieve an anxiety about roles, so that hijras 

castrate themselves for a '^e resolution of ambivalence." They are then not quite comfortable 

with being "betwixt and between," as Nanda labels it (394). 

From my interpretation of her evidence, it seems that the hijra does more than resolve 

sexual ambiguities for him/herself The hijra role is one of policing gender categories. The hijra is 

the expert on classifications for a sex-gender system tied directly to how genitals appear at birth. 

The hijra is outside of malc-fcriialc rcfnOduCtiVc practices and ih'uS, frOm that CfitiCa! distance, 

may perform both holy blessings and medical inspections. The hijra must inspect the genitals of 
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the newborn to determine its sex (386). Nanda imagines choice, but this scenario, where infant 

genital exploration determines sex role membership, is an imposition of identity, and thus the 

work of local power-knowledge. If the male baby's genitals are considered abnormal, the baby is 

made part of the hijra community. Otherwise, the hijra celebrates fertility as the ultimate 

blessing. In other words, sexual determinism is presumed to be physically traceable. Sexuality 

may be read off the body, be it reproductive sexuality or not. And, even so, it must also be 

compulsively enforced by marking the body through castration. 

The fact that there is a third choice of hijra identity does not make the community's sex-

gender system freewheeling. The hijra's role at birth ceremonies is hardly the all-out celebration 

of ambigiuity vsliich Nanda attempts to evoke. Hijras are enforcers, positioned liminally in order 

to regulate sex and gender roles in mostly heteronormative ways. Hijras function as a kind of 

comprador class between the sexes, stabilizing certain inconsistencies and shoring up 

bifurcations. But it is important to recall that compradors, in post-colonial analysis, always work 

for those in power. In this case, that really means men, no matter what else Aey are called. The 

hijra serves a specific role of naming what kind of sexuality (reproductive or not) only male 

children may have. Given the centralis' of castration, only certain genitalia could, if we follow 

the message of Les Bijoux indiscrets, "speak" of hijra identity as their truth. To be blunt, there 

has to be something in the crotch to lOp off. This means hijia identity is not infinitely plastic, 

and hijra authority of sexual designation discriminates against certain genital variations. Babies 

considered female, thus uncastratable, are corralled into the category of reproductively-defined 

sexuality which is marked by pregnancy. Yet baby bom without any testicles, yet neither 

formed quite like a female, is in the "no-man's land" of hijra categorization. As imcastratable but 

unfemale, siK^h & baby would be called a girl by default, but awkv^^dly so. 

Nanda wants hijra existence to prove that, "Western sex and gender dichotomies are not 
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universal" (in Third 417). Homi Bhabha has evaluated the location of non-Western cultures in 

critical theory, how they are positioned at "the exegetical horizon of difference," so that they 

may be used in debates about the West within the West, "as the closure of grand theories" 

(Location 31). The fantasy of the ambisexual hijra, used to legitimize, in Duberman's anthology, 

a queer sexuality, and in Herdt's, a third gender, is such an act of locating. Hijra identity 

"provides a model of cultural diversity that may help Westerners—become more flexible in 

accommodating those individuals who do not fit into traditionally prescribed sex and gender 

categories." While I support the goal, the means used to achieve it are deeply problematic. 

Neinda's need to read hijras as fi^iy sexually ambiguous is an act of projection, but she treats the 

ambiguity as exportable to the metropolitan centers, for validation by ethnographers and 

celebrations by activists. Bhabha calls this mistake one of making a site of cultural difference 

"the good object of know-ledge, the docile body of difference, that reiH'oduces a relation of 

domination" (Location 31). 

I do not seek to make of sexuality studies the ̂ ^pping boy for a problem endemic to 

the West in numerous forms. Particularly in academia, the problem is more complex that simply 

queer framing of people of distant lands. As I mentioned above, Said's references to queer desire 

are undertheorized, undercriticized, and male-oriented, an approach incompletely imdermined by 

Grewai. And post-colonial studies has, generally, ignored the issue of non-Western queer desire, 

preferring Lacanian language which masks differentiation of sexual orientation. Colonial studies 

and post-colonial work on women has most often focused on questions arising from the domestic 

realm, in which the politics of heterosexual reproduction, Victorian housewifery, and patriarchal 

husbandry predominate. These projects keep non-reproductive sexuality at arm's length, or view 

«4- A •«* 1%. \/A iivriiiv c^aukvtu^i opivcuv o •9Ui/aiiviii lo a wvriticMi^ ttwi 

orientation is predictably heteronormative. 
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It would be helpful at this juncture to remember some etymology. Both of the terms 

queer and subaltern began as designations of social status, the former notably of sexual 

opprobrium while the latter a neutral term of low military rank. In both cases, the terminological 

origin is British. The link between subaltern and queer is thus palpable, yet elusive. The term 

queer is still used as a term of homophobic dread, as a deadly threat, despite its also being taken 

up in celebratory identification, first by Queer Nation and more recently by scholars like 

Sedgwick and Butler. It is not often recognized that, not just queer, but both terms have been 

appropriated from those who would hate their current enunciators. The subaltern of the British 

army was ranked lowest, within a structure which allowed him to yet look down upon the 

indigenous person whose country was under British military occupation. A military subaltern 

looked down on a native. Now that the word subaltern refers to a native, then, both terms have 

been appropriated by those populations previously shuimed in the context in which the terms 

were used. 

For this reason, it is particolarty disheartening that Subaltern Studies must be singled out 

for its treatment of sexuality, that is, for the homophobic ideology emanating from its work. It is 

as if queers are feared by these scholars just as much as subalterns are coopted by queer studies. 

I find oniy one reference to homosexuality in publications of the work of the Subaltern Studies 

group. li is in volume VIII, published in 1994. The discussion is not focused upon sexuality per 

se, but incarceration. In David Arnold's article, "The Colonial Prison: Power, Knowledge, and 

Penology in Nineteenth-Century India," the question of homosexuality is brought up in brief, but 

revealing terms. After reading letters intercepted by prison guards in Alipur Jail, Arnold glosses 

a number of messages sent within prisons to other prisoners. Notice how Arnold frames the 

Without female companionship, prisoners became enmeshed in 
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homosexual relationships, not only of their ovvn choosing. Some 

prisoners, echoing the idioms of Urdu poetry, wrote longingly to fellow 

inmates: 'Know you Monmohan Rai that the moon has many stars but the 

stars have the moon only. So you have many but for me there is you 

only.' But often homosexuality formed part of the brutal commerce of the 

prison or figured in networks of power built around scarce resources and 

physical intimidation. (156) 

A number of erasures operate in this vain attempt to limit homosexuality to this specific site. 

From the first phrase, "without female companionship," the cause of homosexuality among 

Indians is asserted to be the penal institution. Without enforced male-only contact, the phrase 

implies, all inmates would be straight. His presumption is that no homosexuals ever enter the 

prison. Prisons produce a seeming oj<ymoron, the Indian homosexual. Prisoners "became 

enmeshed" in the penal economy, which involves traffic in sex. Yet Arnold's discussion must 

equivocate about both the status and the cultural role of this oxymoron, since the archives do not 

prove his thesis of enforced enmeshing. He must concede, then, that the prisoners express their 

love like natives, in refrains similar to those of Urdu poetry. If the expression is in indigenous 

poetic language, however, the impetus is still colonial. 

This is not a completely satisfactory portrait since it tells a stoiy of homosexual 

production wholly dependent upon British institutions as represented through skewed British 

archives. All of Amold's longer quotations from letters document threats, blackmail, and 

victimization of adolescent prisoners, by elder prisoners trying to force the boys to be their 

"chokras," or sex slaves (156-157). One letter to an adolescent threatens death if sex-for-ganja 

does not resume: "You had better give up the idea of obtaining ganja from others, so long as I am 

here. If you attempt to do so, know this to be a settled fact, that I will kill you" (157). Some 
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letters are addressed to thirteen-year old boys. So, Arnold's use of the term homosexuality 

explains it is, in actuality, sexual child abuse. 

This is such an old story, and an old prejudice, that it is shocking in 1990s scholarship. 

Arnold has used the archives to collapse the difference between homosexuality, pedophilia, and 

rape. Arnold implicitly blames British imperial jails for a myriad of lifestyles and problems 

which have an independent existence. Both possibility of homosexuality outside of prison, and 

of a gay orientation existing outside of sexual violence, are foreclosed by Amold^s analysis. 

When Subaltern Studies has discussed queer subjectivity, then the West has been tacitly blamed 

for disrupting native heterosexualities and imposing gay desire upon the indigenous populace. 

The resounding silence about homosexuality throughout the rest of the work from the Subaltern 

Studies Group leaves the prison the sole example of same-sex dynamics. As the silenced and 

feared possibility, the "love that dare not speak its name" of Wilde thus becomes positioned 

outside of even subaltern history. 

So the silencing within the Subaltern Study group concerning i»re-co1onial native gay and 

lesbian existence is matched only by Western academic cooption and fetishization of indigenous 

sexualities. Sedgwick's axiom can be thus adapted: "The study of sexuality is not coextensive 

with the study of subaltern status; correspondingly, antihomophobic inquiry is not coextensive 

with post-colonial inquiry." We can't know in advance how this will make a difference. 

Attempting to trace the formation, in queer studies, of the non-Western subject as an object of 

study, as well as establish how and where Subaltern Studies exhibits homophobia, at least 

exposes the gaps, the lack of dialogue, among interdisciplinary scholars. 

Yet, as I have demonstrated, the work of Spivak and Sedgwick on speech and silence 

dovetail nicely. Moreover, Spivak's analysis of how the subaltern becomes a pawn be^A'eeR the 

British imperialists and Indian nationalists is reminiscent of Sedgwick's description of the status 
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of women as triangulated figures of homosocial desire. Women are nominally fought over by two 

men in order to mitigate the "homosexual panic [in] the normal condition of male heterosexual 

entitlement" (Epistemology 185). In both the colonial and romantic antagonistic scenarios, 

rivalry is actually desire for the other man. The women are merely the means for a homosocial, 

but homophobic, interaction, a transactional marker between consenting interlocutors. 

Not only do the theories of Spivak and Sedgwick fit together, but the work of Judith 

Butler and Homi Bhabha are also parallel in important ways. When Bhabha asks, "How is desire 

disciplined, authority displaced?" (Location 89), he could be outlining Butler's work in queer 

theory. Butler and Bhabha know of each other's writings, awarding exactly one citation to each 

other in their books. Psychic Life of Power and Location of Culture. But there are blindspots in 

their glances toward one another. Butler uses terms Uke "territorialization" (145) without 

pondering their colonial resonance, and Bhabha makes only genuflections toward sexual 

orientation as one in a generic list of identifactory aspects (2,175). However, the questions of 

nation-bdlding, subject-constitution, mimiciy, mourning, and desire arise in both of their 

analyses. For Butler, the nation is queer and the the mimicry is drag, but she pursues, like 

Bhabha, the ways in which "the subject is the effect of power in recoil" (Psychic 6). They share 

an interpretation of melancholia as a form of "revolt" (Psychic 190; "Guilt," 65). 

ivivdt uiipui toiiujr, uuui i^uuci oiiu uiiauiia liivcMigaic? uic luic ui iiiiiiuv^i^r ptuuitciug 

opposition within dominating structures of power-knowledge. The drag queen "imitates the 

imitative structure of gender, revealing gender to be an imitation" (Power 145). And the native 

who seeks to imitate Western appearance and worldview, the mimic man, is a "parodist of 

history" and of epistemology of empire (Location 88). He is in colonial drag. 

Since the native "mimic man" can never "emerge as 'authentic' through mimicry," his 

presence challenges colonialism as a model. And it is as a model for native others, the "power 
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which supposedly makes it imitable," that colonialism justifies its institutions. Missionaries rely 

on evangelism to create of the "heathen" a Christian; teachers rely on Western education to 

"enlighten" the native mind; and capitalists sell to native "wannabes," so they may lighten their 

hair or wear three-piece suits. On the one hand, the treatment of native people as "almost the 

same but not quite" has proven to be a very effective form of imperial control (91). But on the 

other, mimiciy establishes the conditions for its own failures. The mimic man can never pass as 

white, can never participate as a full citizen or member of society. He is to passively receive 

instruction in how but be an "almost" or an "all-buf individual. In this disavowal of equivalence 

and equality, mimicry may turn into mockery of the very fundamentals of empire: Christianity, 

Enlightenment, and Capitalism. 

Colonialism requires inculcating a desire to imitate Western mores, but Bhabha sees this 

djmamic as equally capable of undermining its own edicts. As Foucault has suggested, 

"discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, both also a hindrance, a stumbling-

block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy" (History 101). 

Reception of Western norms may only seem passive, in a performance geared toward retaining 

non-Western cultural practices beneath a mask of acceptance. Anti-colonial approfniations 

recode and subvert colonial institutions, so that "mimicry is at once resemblance and menace" 

rr J r 
(i-.ucauun oo). 

Sexual, racial, and cultural appropriations put insecurity —of names, borders, and 

epistemologies— on display. One could say that drag queens and native mimics are one side of a 

two-way mirror of post-colonial queer discourse. On the other side, reflecting otherness through 

adoration, are those Westerners who seek to "go native" only to the extent it validates their exotic 

align queer with Oriental. They could be bourgeois New Age followers, with their feathers and 
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flute-music, claiming to be one with a spurious native indigenous spirituality composed of pan-

Indian mishmash and Jungian balderdash. The drag queens and anti-colonial native mimics 

perform the metaphor of dominant discourse, the "not-quite" of analogous non-equals. They are 

"fictioning" ethnogr^hically, as a conscious strategy. The Burtons and the New Agers, 

however, as groupies of authenticity, are simply mouthing cultural prejudices, thinking all the 

time they are freely choosing their own words and beliefs. 

Insights into the cultural roles of mirroring have been brought to the fore in scholarship on 

nineteenth-century minstrelsy, performed by (often working-class) whites in black-face. Eric 

Lott claims that such "love and theft" of the image of the subjected populace, by those feeling 

superior, reveals "less a sign of absolute white power and control than panic, anxiety, terror, and 

pleasure" (6). Wahneema Lubiano finds this (fynamic embodied by Clarence Thomas, since he 

ftmctions as a "minstrel," black-faced but articulating "white state power" (331). Cormecting 

American institutions (popular theater, the Supreme Court) to the colonial discourse of mimicry 

and mockery makes explicit the ways in which the United States, not in spite of but tiiroiig^ its 

language of freedom of expression ami justice for ail, anxiously repeats performances of panic and 

pleasure. Such examples expose a compulsively recycling anxiety about the country's 

inequalities, wiiich make so obvious the lack of freedom and lack of justice for all. 

T •! : J u a r*-. t i^iKCWisc, ouuci mixi oiuiuim wuuiu cmi itccuuiii, tu ^uutc uic xvt idtuiciduti itttc ^otud 

Joplin made famous, "just another word for nothing left to lose.'' Certain definitions of freedom 

become a person's goal only through a process of identity production which is quintessentially 

unfree, that of subjectification. And travel as freedom or formulations like "traveling identity" 

and "traveling sexuality" are, as well, simply riffs on the myth of liberal individualism. Despite 

rejecting a structure of core selfhood, then, Butler and Bhabha do not, as a result, posit free 

choice in self-expression or expression of self Moreover, travel is never escape. Butler and 
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Bhabha reject these presumptions to conclude that activities like travel -which seem liberating 

and authenticating— are, indeed, imitations and consolidations of cultural givens. Pilgrimage is 

just another word for nowhere new to go. There is no outside to gendered and colonial 

structures. There is no there there. No matter how far you go, there you are, interpellated within 

ideologies of subjection (Althusser), or, put differently, discursively produced as an individual 

(Foucault). The kinds of petty rebellions enacted by those who think they can strip off their 

upbringing and "be your own man," are exposed as, indeed, simply a part of the very societal 

values supposedly being rebelled against 

Although Bhabha falters when romanticizing the "migrant's double vision," within his 

discussion of mimicry, he makes the weaknesses of "voice-travel-text" clear. Since Bhabha's 

colonial mimicry "must continually produce its slippage, its excess, its difference," (86), it is a 

discourse "uttered between the lines and as such both against the rules and within them" (89). 

Likewise, Butler outlines the subversive repetition within signifying practices of gender 

If the rules governing signification not only restrict, but enable the assertion 

of ahemative domains of cultural intelligibility, i.e. new possibilities for 

g«ider that contest the rigid codes of hierarchal binarisms, then it is only 

within the practices of repetitive signifying that a subversion of identity 

i/ccumcd piodiuic;. \\jciiuci 

Both Bhaba and Butler, then, define resistance within the arena of control, not tlurough traveling 

individuals seeking their secret selves abroad; "There is only a taking up of the tools where they 

lie, where the very 'taking up' is enabled by the tool lying there." Taking up the tools of 

colonizers may make possible covert forms of revolt, staged as reception. Just as Spivak's 

tentative solution to subaltern silence suggests that we become conscious of our coniplicit>- in the 

process of objectification, so do Butler and Bhabha suggest that, by becoming conscious of how 
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identity is performed, we are able to critically intervene in the dominant discourse. Both calls for 

self-questioning seek, then, to make the move from repeating Orientalist prejudices (mere 

mimicry) to challenging them, through "fictioning'' ethnographically (critical mockery). 

My language makes it sound simpler than it is, of course, but what is important here is 

that these responses allow, basically, the irony and self-mockery of post-structuralism to replace 

the earnest, yearning self-actualization of liberal discourse. Rather than encoding Bildungsroman 

in terms of gaining one's voice or questing for sex and wisdom, the Butler-Bhabha schema allows 

grov^ to be defined as gaining a deeper understanding of one's own culture as multi-faceted, 

internally contradictory, and circumscribed. Moreover, this formulation highlights the 

tenuousness of cultural definitions by showing how repetition is as necessary to maintain an 

epistemology of empire as it is to undermine it. A requirement for mimicry to be performed as 

mockery involves ascertaining the limited number of societal tools ~ icons, dresses, expressions, 

alliances— which one can use. By defining one's resistance as bom of constraint, as arising fix)m 

the scarcity of intelligibility, and not the bounty of self-invention, presumptions of freedom of 

choice and self-determination fall away. 

While "voice-travel-text" (and "choice-travel-sex") make "the wild blue yonder" of abroad 

the arena in which one gains selfhood, mimicry-as-mockery establishes the local as the site of 

subjectivity. Bricolage begins at home, and yet the domestic space —the house or the nation- is 

iK>t a singular location, emitting a imiform itkology. The examples of Butler and Bhabha 

demonstrate that the male is not separable from female, the East not disconnected from the West 

Instead, gender and colonialism are "always already" transgendered or transnational. You do not 

need to be a drag queen or a mimic man to perform gender, or perform coloniality. These 

«««•%>% ' I 
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appropriating cultural tools in order to use them for one's own agenda, and is particularly helpful 
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for identifying the range of native, resistant roles played within the colonial theater. Ironically, 

inappropriately responding to objectifications, and appropriating choice signifiers, are a necessity 

for maintaining a critical form of subjectification in a world of limited choices. 

Stoler has followed up on this work. Because, in demonstrating that gender categories 

must be continuously managed, tfiat colonial modeling is inherently unstable, we come to the 

conclusion that the binaries of colony-metropole. East-West, etc., are convenient terms which 

"common sense" (a.k.a. epistemology of empire in its naturalized, mythified form) chooses for 

us. Stoler and Cooper have productively undermined these divisions as artificial even as, like me, 

they still rely on the convenience of the terminology. Their work puts "metropole and colony in 

a single analytic field," allowing for a more nuanced analysis of the contingencies and 

vulnerabilities which make its power relationships dynamic ("Between" 7). As they write, "the 

otherness of colonized persons was neither inherent nor stable; his or her difference had to be 

defined and maintained." Deep anxieties (about masculinity, for one) were played out in tl^ day-

to-day woikings of imperiali^ so that tiie "ambiguous lines that divided engagement from 

ai^O|xiation, deflection fiom denial, and desire from discipline not only confounded the colonial 

encounter, [but also] positioned contestation over the very categories of ruler and ruled"' (6). 

Cleariy, in sampling language from Bhabha's question, "how is desire disciplii^ authority 

displaced?" (Location 89), Stoler and Cooper try to indicate a shared project 

At this point, it is helpful to recall how Pratt borrowed the term transculturalism from the 

usage of transculturation in ethnography, which once described "how subordinated or marginal 

groups select and invent from materials transmitted to them by dominant or metropolitan 

culture" (6). Pratt expanded the term to argue that the arrows of appropriation could not 

possibly go in only one direction. European cuUurc, as wcli, selected and invented its identity 

from cultural materials and social experiments of the colonies. This approach is helpful for 
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inteqireting indigenous agency at the scene colonial violence, by establishing, as it does, the same 

potential for enacting complex strategies of (mis)representation among both natives and 

Europeans. If Delacroix's Algerian women are painted with guns pointing at them from outside 

the frame, then, as well, native women may keep their weapons under wraps. The tools of 

control and the tools of resistance may both be under cover. Indeed, in years to come, Algerian 

resistance heroine Ejamila Boupacha would inspire "a whole generation of resistance fighters to 

hide their guns beneath their veils, transforming the harem world into headquarters for guerrilla 

activity" (Kabanni x). 

This does not make Delacroix and the Algerian women equally in control, by any means, 

but they are part of the same arena of power-knowledge, even when Delacroix returns to France. 

To [Hesume Algerian women were not, pre-Boupacha, involved in covert forms of resistance is to 

assume they were not equally crafty in obscuring their motives, and as such in staging an 

ethnographic fiction. Pratt argues that, since "subjugated people cannot readily control vdiat 

emanates from the dominant culture," they must contend with the effects of forced colonization, 

under constrained circumstances, and with a scarcity of tools (6). In this way, what natives beg, 

borrow, or steal from imperial overseers may be inteqweted as strategically negotiating the 

available materials key to individual and, at times, cultural survival. Nor should native peoples be 

thou^t of as having no other dynamic to respond to other than conflict with empires. Divisions 

within native societies may become triangulated through the violent workings of conquerors. 

According to Goldberg, natives often used the Europeans themselves as tools, as means of ridding 

themselves of local enemies: "Indians can be imagined to be using European beliefs as a way to 

work their way into the European system, or represented as if that is what they are doing, but 

uud Oidu Id a vrttiy lu awV'V/iiipii;>ii wod voitvcivaui)' woiit —uiv vimiiiiatKv/ii v/a vwiuxm 

of their own society" (7). 
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Since transcultural subjectification offers an alternative version of the production of the 

individual than liberalism, it becomes possible to evaluate Western attempts to define indigenous 

sexuality as akin to, or departures from, the two approaches. For example, if a study is more 

concerned with developing a system of classification for native sexuality, then we have an 

example of attempts to retain discrete categories, an effort which in fact becomes the enforcement 

of the legitimacy of those categories as both exclusive and accurate. This methodological 

ai^roach is undergirded by "voice-travel-text." If, however, indigenous sexuality is considered as 

part of the same "analytic field" as Western sexuality, so that transcultural definitions unevenly 

interpenetrate and co-produce the seeming dichotomy of Western-indigenous as the one in a 

mythic table of opposites, then we can identify it as a transcultural methodology. The fact is 

that most anthropological attempts to define indigenous sexuality do a bit of both. 

So far, as I will demonstrate, anthropology has not settled on a paradigm which removes 

native sexuality from its subaltern status. In the next chapter, I will discuss how feminist 

ethnographies, like that of Aihwa Ong discussed earlier, have attempted to respond to concerns 

about subaltern speech through an approach aligned v^th self-conscious mockery and 

transcultural subjectification. Unfortunately, however, practically alt such Sptvak-responding 

writing strategies have been concerned with exclusively reproductive sexuality. In order to 

analyze anihfopoiogy's aitcinpiS iO ihcorizc indigenous hOmuSeXUaiiiy and native Icsbiauism, wc 

must trace certain treiKls in anthropology dating back to Boas, and certain colonial rhetoric dating 

back before Columbus. After discussing anthropology proper, I will attempt to spell out an 

argument for how Native American sexuality could be theorized transculturally, and thus better 

understood and more fhiitfiilly studied in terms of mimicry and performativity. 

It & WKtt ClCW LiUktCAl tIA %.%/ 

indigenous sexuality of the early twentieth century have been recently taken up, intensified, and 
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elaborated into a classificatory system defining only individual sexuality. As such, the potential 

for a transcultural non-reproductive sexuality of specifically native peoples has been foreclosed 

of late. Not that anthropology's origins equii^d it well for theorizing homosexuality. The 

history of investigations of non-Western peoples is deeply anti-queer. As Baum suggests, 

practically all pre-Victorian and Victorian studies of indigenous sexuality resulted from the 

presence of colonial officials and Christian missionaries, who were often explicitly hostile to 

homosexuality and intervened in cultural practices (2). Anthropology's initial treatment of 

indigenous homosexuality followed from the onset of evangelism (Eisner and Rubins 32). 

Such woric increasingly became the domain of science rather than religion or politics. 

Racist, social I>arwinist explanations bolstered religious condemnations. Science's intensified, 

clinical practice of prejudice was the most authoritative form of validation at die time Franz Boas 

established the Anthropology department at Columbia (Knauft 21). There, Ruth Benedict, Zora 

Neale Hurston, Ruth Undeitiill, and many other women and men began to establish tolerance of 

difference ^ou^ &e theory of cultural relativism. Given how Butler and Bhabha conclude that 

resistaiK^ to definitions of self and culture must arise fn>m within dominant discourse, using the 

tools at hand, it is not surprising, then, that Boas attempted to establish that anthropology was 

scientific and objective. The extent to which Boas was responding to a scientific tradition 

becomes clear A\iien one remembers one of Hurston's first assignments for him. in order to 

contradict the claims ^at Caucasians had bigger brains, and thus larger heads, than other races. 

Boas sent Hurston into the streets of Harlem with a pair of calipers to measure people's skulls 

(Hemenway 63). 

But the intellect was not the only way in which Afncan-Americans were treated as 

intnnsiCEily different and debased by the scicntiuc conirnuriity of the era. Sexuality was a key 

indicator of the supposed evolutionary advantage of whites. By Havelock Ellis and other early 
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sexologists, "the sexual and marital practices of Tierra del Fuegans, Trobriand Islanders, Central 

Australians, American Indians, Samoans, African Negroes, Eskimos, and others [were] offered as 

illustrations of the stages through which civilized European-Americans passed in ancient times" 

(Carter 158). Homosexuality and lesbianism were considered, then, atavistic, and Ellis concluded 

they were "fer more prevalent" among "American negroes" than among whites: "Negroes were 

predisposed to sex perversion, and sex perverts [were] predisposed to racial primitivism" (165). 

This expertly-justified "common sense" was expressly what modem Anthropology was pitted 

against Clearly Boas had his work cut out for him. 

Because these kinds of Orientalist and social Darwinist presimiptions were so prevalent, 

sexuality had to be a topic of any seriously oppositional field work. However, Roscoe has 

decided that Boasian anthropology rejected only the racist conclusions of psychoanalysis and 

sexology, while it yet relied on their overall method:; of classification and interpretation. As a 

result, anthro-pology's application of cultural relativism to cultural differences in gender and 

sexuality •'has been slow" (331). Sexuality was not an area Boasian anthropology was 

particularly equipped to theorize. Cultural relativism was not socially-critical enough to develop 

a full account of the construction of desires and identities. As a result, indigenous beliefs were 

often ignored in the name of belaboring epic Self vs.Other dramas of Culture vs. Nature and 

Individual vs. Society. It is for this fcoson that micacla di LeouErdo coutcnds, "Identity 

politics...is American anthro-pology's deformed legacy to public culture; the assertion of pure 

difference sundered fh)m history and economy, [and] coupled with the sole focus on individual 

selves" (Exotics 367). 

Clearly anthropologists were not able to extricate themselves from the scaffolding of 

'%'oice-travcl-text," with its definition of knowledge as a kind of freedom and entitlement of the 

traveling subject. The Western conception of knowledge as secular fact does not mesh with 
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native formulations of who deserves access and how much. As Baum indicates, "specialized 

knowledge of traditional religions is kept hidden from the uninitiated and from outsiders because 

religious knowledge provides power" (2). Indigenous cultures generally do not treat the body as 

profane or as an unworthy medium for attaining religious truths, so spiritual power would often 

have sexual dimensions. This link would have been anathema to the early colonial ethnographers, 

as well as counter-intuitive to later Boasian anthropologists. 

The net result of such blindspots was the continuation of the historical treatment of 

native sexuality as an object of study. Anthropology became the discipline through which 

regulation increased over how indigenous sexuality was to be defined and interi^ted. And since 

the vast majority of people in the various cultures were engaged in heterosexual, reproductive 

rites of passage and relationships, the real challenge became how to understand those members of 

any population ^o were not participating in that general practice. The weight of 

antiiropology's claim to have the explanatory key to indigenous sexxiality fell upon naming 

expressions of non-repro-ductive sex and their cultural repercussions. 

The explanation sought by anthropology was inadequate to the task at hand. The 

discipline relegated virtually all instances of both cross-gender roles and same-sex acts to the 

same term: berdache. Through repetition of inquiry and usage, berdache became the primary 

iucutity the discipline chose for non-reproductive, ambiguously gendered native people. The 

word berdache, I am suggesting, became a sort of catch-all term. Like sodomy, and in fact linked 

to it, berdache refers to, as Foucault puts it, an "utterly confused category" which was marked 

historically with severe punishment as well as widespread tolerance (History 101). Goldberg 

claims that the term sodomy "identifies neither persons nor acts with any coherence or 

specificity, and st ss for exactly this reason tliAi n v<ui <1^ <111 aucuSiiuOn j, in 

Boasian anthropology, berdache operates similarly. It is not a term of opprobrium, however, but 
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one of loose designation, for it has virtually no formal content other than perhaps to signal a kind 

of generic social tolerance. As I will discuss, in more recent anthropology, the term has settled 

into a fixed definition, and become, as a result, an established fact. However, it also retains its 

"fuzzy" usage along with its power to objectify indigenous people as bearers of a peculiar form 

of sexuality. In this way, Havelock Ellis and his correlations between homosexuality and 

pimitivism remain unnamed resonances in even berdache-afluming scholarship. 

Historically, no tribe has ever used the label berdache. A brief examination of indigenous 

terminology for cross^iressed or ambiguously gendered persons makes explicit the wide range of 

cultural understandings and identities berdache obscures. The Shoshoni term tanowaip translates 

literally as "manrwoman," and Tewa's kwid6 is "old woman-old man" (Roscoe 339). The Zufti 

use a term which is unrelated to eidier "man" or "woman," which is lhamana. The word is used 

for both male and female Zufii berdaches (341). In Lakota, the word is winkte means "to become 

woman," wiiile a female berdache is kokoalaka, literally, a "woman a^o does not want to marry" 

(Baum 12). For the Navajo, thebelief&ateverydiing has an inner and outer form led to the 

possibility of different genders inside and out (Roscoe 356). It has a dynamic structure, so that 

inner forms may have a variety of outer forms. This may explain why the Navajo word for 

berdache word is n^eehd, meaning "one who changes continuously." 

I will discuss the et3mnioiogy of berdache below, after anal)rzing its current usage. In 

contemporary parlance, berdache refers to Native Americans, usually men but sometimes 

women, who may dress in attire and work daily in traditional arenas of the opposite sex. They 

may also hold a social position different from either males or females in the society, which is 

often religious. Callender and Kochems define the berdache as an anatomically-normal male who 

I ^ -
aoouiiiu uic uwu|JO.tiviid9 oiiu uciiavitJi vi uii^ vui^i XA. lvt oiicvl a in 

status" (qtd. in Baum 7). But the goal is not to "pass" as a woman. Rather, the shift is "a 
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movement toward a somewhat intermediate status" which Callender and Kochems call "a distinct 

gender." Today berdaches are said to also occur outside of North America, "in the preliterate 

cultures of Siberia and... in Polynesia, parts of Africa, among non-Christian groups in Brazil and 

Haiti" (Dynes and Donaldson xii). 

But berdachism is largely an American phenomenon. Resurgent usage of the term in pan-

Indian and urban Native American circles is relatively new, following in the wake of 1970s social 

movements and publications like Walter William's book-length study of berdachism. The Spirit 

and The Flesh. The existence of the berdache has been documented in over 150 tribes in North 

America (Roscoe 330). I would contend that such numbers do not truly indicate a conclusive 

trend, because anthropologists and Native American activists have lumped under this rubric 

culturally different behaviors and roles. My argument is that berdache identity has been 

"invented" of late, through academic discursive production, vydiich was itself prompted by and 

later adopted by native lesbian and gay activists. 

The most reliable indicators ofberdache status are not gender or sexual differences but 

"economic and religious attributes," according to Roscoe (335). Regardless, the berdache remains 

defined by sexuality in academic and activist usage. Roscoe is helpful in his economic analyses 

and his discussion of variation in how native youths take up the mantle of berdachism, but these 

are largely side issues compared to the overall agenda for berdache to be an empowering term for 

contemporary native people vis-d-vis sexuality, as well as a fruitful scholarly pursuit For it 

seems that The Spirit and The Flesh has had enormous impact, perhaps comparable in gay 

native communities to Foucault's History of Sexuality, Vol. I in how it has been adopted. As 

Walter Williams mentions in his 1992 preface: "Several of the gay and lesbian Indian groups give 

a wrpj' v/i uiw Lfvnjiw lo uicu ii^w iiiciiiucid oiiu viic it lu ui^ii iicwaicti^id oiiu viiiwv/ pivnjuwtimid 

(12). And so, like other formerly-entitled "perversities," berdache has become an empowering 
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term of self-identification. As with Foucauit's discussion of homosexuality, berdachism has 

begun "to speak in its own behalf, to demand that its legitimacy and 'naturality' be 

acknowledged," often in "the same vocabulary, using the same categories" of anthropologists at 

the beginning of the twentieth century (History 101). 

One indication of the cumulative consolidation of the term berdache —its constructedness 

within both academic and activist discourses- can be foimd in the way in which it has become 

almost synonymous with shaman. Dynes and Donaldson gloss the literature: 

"Shamanism...often appears along with gender-crossing behavior in preliterate cultures where the 

dominant fc»in of homosexuality is gender-differentiated," meaning that shamans are considered 

"not-male," although Westerners would call the berdache the passive member of a such coupling 

(xii). And in native understandings, he in gay slang would be called the "top man" is 

considered to be neither gay nor berdache, but a normal male. The role of inserter does not 

require, apparently, redefinition outside of heterosexual categories. 

Such labeling is not unique to Norfii American native cultures. As a semantic attempt to 

deny homosexuality any association with masculinity, such approaches are a common form of 

denial world-wide, historically, and to this day. Bemadette Brooten describes how the doctor 

Soranos of £phesos, writing in Rome in the second century, classified passive males in anai 

intercourse as imnaturai, while he presumed thai "penetrating males" wcifc healthy (148). To 

penetrate was to continue to be a man, while to be penetrated was to become effeminate, or 

contrary to Soranos' view of nature. Theo van der Meer's sketch of eighteenth-century Dutch 

"rakes" offers evidence of this same parsing. Such an individual "would not lose his masculine 

status" because he "served as an inserter to both boys and women" (148-149). Likewise, in Jose 

Piedra's gloss on Spanish American cultarc, "only the maricon [one penetrated] is sissified by 

his homosexuality; in many cases the bugarron [the one penetrating] is not even considered a 
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homosexual at all" (408 n.7). As I will discuss below, this definition of sodomite, as limited to 

anal recipients, became an important justification for medieval European military mobilization, 

especially in Spain. Such history holds little interest for Herdt and Roscoe, but, ultimately, it has 

repercussions for how berdaches are to be understood cross-culturally. 

Sexual positions are only one element of shamanism/berdachism. Dynes and £)onaldson 

also discuss how the "shaman is the religious professional of the tribe, the one who mediates 

between the community and the spirit world. The shaman's cross-gender behavior reflects the 

influence of the spirits on him, being a sign of his special status in this ^stem'' (xii). As an 

authority of spiritual matters, a shaman may participate in healings or be called upon to explain 

dreams and visions. The shaman/berdache is thus usually defined vsithin native cultures as a 

"not-man" or "man-woman" whose social role is to interpret the holy side of things and whose 

sexual role is to be the anal or oral recipient 

It is in due to the combination of ceremonial work and anal sexual receptivity that Roscoe 

and Heidt feel justified in comparing Nortii American native berdaches widi Sofena Nanda's 

hijras of Northern India. While the comparison is not completely imwarranted, their conclusions 

are somewhat overdrawn: Hijras, like berdaches, "constitute a diff^ent kimi of social person and 

cultural reality" according to Herdt's introduction in Third Sex/Third Gender (47). While this 

iiiajr uic vodC, it uuro nut it^c^ddcutijr judtiijr d |nu(A/aiu\/ii uictt ii^iut^t iivi 

hijras can be called homosexuals. Citing their shared intermediate gender status as given, 

mutually-validating facts, is problematic when cultural differences are vast Neither the hijra's 

goal of castration nor the practice of designating gender based upon inspection of a newborn's 

genitalia occiu- generally in North America. 

Also troubling is how Herdt and R.oscoe rely on the same method of correspondence 

between myth and social behaviors as Nanda, treating native stories of origin as literal 
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instructions for daily living. I have discussed my reservations with such an approach in my 

analysis of Nanda's work, above. The presence of a religious origin-story populated by 

genderless or hermaphroditic entities (usually ancestors or deities) does not require, nor 

guarantee, the enunciation and institutionalization of genderless or hermaphroditic roles in that 

society. Nor are epic-scale myths told and interpreted in the same way across historical, cultural, 

and economic changes. While Roscoe, in particular, is sensitive to the need for sufficient 

economic stratification to be present in order to make the berdache role possible, the appeal to 

indigenous sacred stories as the ontological means by which third genders are justified relies on a 

literal, ahistorical interpretation. Since Roscoe and Herdt make these kinds of facile 

generalizations, it is clear that a different agenda is at work than attempting to account for 

sexuality — and internal diversity— within specific native cultures and traditions. As Goldberg 

has noted, "there is no such thing as the singular cross-dressed body; nor does it cany with it a 

imivocal meaning" (11). Nor is there a singular "cross-dressed" m5fth with a univocal meaning or 

use, in any society. 

The alignment of berdacl^ and shaman, on the one hand, and berdache and hijra, on the 

other is, then, the result of Herdt and Roscoe's attempts to establish berdachism as the 

foundation of emergent disciplinary woilc for establishing the existence of third gender ^sterns in 

various cultures and eras. Berdache identity is collectivized, a category of pan-native North 

American non-reproductive sexuality. In these attempts to affix a third gender or cross-cultural 

meaning to the term, however, berdache is, for most specific cultures, inaccurate in one way or 

another. Rarely in such theorizing are individuals accorded cultural and personal specificity, the 

only real exception being the Navajo berdache Hostiin Klah, for reasons I will discuss further on. 

As berdache has shifted, then, from a catch-all icfm to a proof of triadic gender stratification, it 

has become, I find, less rather than more helpflil in anthropological studies of indigenous 
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sexuality. 

Foucault has analyzed how, in Western history there "emerged a completely new 

technology of sex," which established the need for all persons "to place themselves under 

surveillance," while it simultaneously would broadcast a message of increased sexual tolerance 

and freedom from repression (History 111-112). The shift from Boasian uses of berdache to 

contemporary ones follows this form. In Boasian anthropology, berdache was applied during 

field work on an ad hoc basis. It was a working compromise, imaccompanied by an extended 

analysis of non-reproductive sexuality and roles. The use of the term was pointed, in that it 

referred to specific individuals whose stories were derived from field work, and who the reader of 

a Boasian ethnography "met" within an overall portrait of the culture. But the usage was also 

im^H'ecise, because anthropologists used tiiis (me term to refer to ^̂ tever anomalous sex or 

gender phenomenon th^ identified in the culture they were wcxidng oa This shorthand made 

the term vague. So in Boasian literature, we find great variation in how the term is used. This is 

certainly problematic, but it is also somewhat refreshing compared to the way in v^ch the term 

has become codified and regulated more recently, especially in third gen<ter studies. 

Boasian anthropologists created the berdache as an element anthropologists were trained 

to look for, but exactly what it was was they were seeking was somewhat open to question. 

Think of Said: "What they looked for —correctly, I think— was a different type of sexuality, 

more libertine and less guilt-ridden" (Orientalism 190). In this instance, however, it was not to 

procure different sexual experiences, but to study them. Opler has no other cause to ask the 

Chiricahua Apache about berdachism when he sees no anomalous gender roles during his field 

work but he has been taught to seek it out. He decides, "Berdaches rarely appear and are far 

jC. I J t jL.t J _ 99 /̂ r\\ iC* r*v__t 5 _ jT  ̂t. _ iruiii piuiipcicu UI cncuuragcu wiicri uicy uu wiic ui ^^icr 5 iiuurrnani^ aiumiib umi nc 

knew a berdache before 1880, only to report that, "Such people were never treated with any 
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great respect by us. We just laughed at them" (416). Roscoe suggests that many anthropologists 

like Opler mistook some native North American "joking relationships" for cultural rejection of 

berdaches (336). 

However, Roscoe establishes the tone of current scholarship in this area when he refuses 

to conceive of the possibility that Opler's work —or anyone's work— may document a North 

American tribe which is without berdaches. By definition, they must be there: "What is missing 

at this point is an analysis of a confirmed case of a tribe lacking such a role or genuinely hostile to 

it" Every tribe is put under surveillance, every form of non-reproductive sexuality is 

categorized. For non-shamanic cross-dressers, this is [nroblematic. As I will discuss in a 

subsequent chapter, Ruth Underbill's Papago Woman portrays a "man-woman" named Shining 

Evening who is not a religicms authcHity, >^e the femily has three other male medicine men vsiio 

are heterosexual (64). This kind of example does not quite square with Roscoe and Herdt's 

plans, but they try to make native square pegs fit into third-gender round holes. The Boasian 

tradition of seeking confirmation of a pre-formed identity, whether or not it is tfiere, continues in 

a more rigorous form. The problem of intensified norms, initiated by sexologists, but not fully 

undermined by Boasians, has not been rectified by current scholarship. 

Neither Foucault nor berdache analysis deal adequately with feminism, and Herdt in 

particular seems unaware of Clifford's writing culture, Spivak's analysis, and recent feminist 

ethnographic attempts to combine their insights. Roscoe credits feminist critiques of biological 

determinism for creating the conditions which has made scholariy analyses of berdache status 

possible. He celebrates the contributions of Ruth Benedict, Elsie Clews Parsons, Ruth Underfiill, 

and others Boasian anthropologists for their early investigations of berdachism through a social 

constructivist approacn to gender (33-332). And he is more scnsiiivc than oihcf scholars to the 

egregious lack of work on biologically female berdaches: "The failure to understand native 
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definitions of female berdaches has led to many cases being overlooked" (354). He even 

documents Western characterizations of female berdaches which sound remarkably Orientalist in 

their romantic fatalism: "Whereas male berdaches elicited disgust from Euro-American observers, 

female berdaches often captured their imaginations," especially their "admirable but ultimately 

futile (and tragic) attempts to achieve equality with men" (340). 

However, as with Herdt and Williams, Roscoe's discussions of berdachism concerns 

predominately males who take on a "not-male" -Roscoe does not want to call it female— role. 

The emphasis upon anatomically-male berdaches has cumulative results, since it forces queer 

indigenous identity to be implicitly, in the sense of "2500 Years of Male Homosexuality," sub

titling The Queer Reader or Said's usage, steeped in the model of male homosexuality. I will 

discuss the problems this causes for queer theory below. Its ramifications for indigenous 

feminism are troubling. As I will discuss in later chapters, Undediill found that Maria Chona was 

often grateful for the assistance of a "man-woman" around the house. However, there is nothing 

necessarily liberating about the existence of a third gender role. Herdt's framework does not 

wrestle with issues of micro-power in domestic arenas, including sexual activity. There remains 

the fact of undignified labor and chores which fall disproportionately on women. Women's 

menstrual blood is traditionally considered dangerous while semen, be it of berdache or male 

origin, is not Feminist kinds of critiques from within a tradition —be it invisibility of one's labor, 

limited access to tribal forms of wealth, lack of decision-making powers about use of traditional 

forms of birth control, or deprivation of the materials needed for creative expression— are not 

resolved, or even considered particularly relevant, to third gender analysis. 

Moreover, because the third gender is defined as a "transformation of being and practice" 

(Third 63), the implication is thai the existence of an intentiediate gender role resolves, de facto, 

feminist critiques of biologically-hmited gender roles. It is as if feminists ought not complain, 
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because they got what they wanted. But why would it necessarily follow that, in any or all 

native cultures, access to this third role is equal or fair? Herdt's insistence on the freedom of 

third gender status, which allows an "alteration of qualities or essences of the body and person 

with time," obscures, rather than resolves, how gender stratification and power-sharing mutually 

reinforce one another. 

Because the anthropological literature is tipped so sharply to the side of anatomically 

male berdaches, I remain skeptical of Roscoe and Herdf s attempts to label berdaches as members 

of an intermediate gender. There is simply not enough information. The working solution th^ 

have found is to call male berdaches a third gender, and female berdaches a fourth gender. But 

this approach begins to strain the definition of an intermediate sexual entity. Their goals are a 

consolidation of a cross-cultural berdache identity, to the extent that Roscoe seeks "a unified 

analysis." But unity for some is invisibility for others. Paula Gunn Allen is justified in her 

criticism of the ethnographic status of native lesbians; "Direct reference to lesbians or lesbianism 

among American Indians are even more sparse than those about ...berdache[s]"(107). Numerous 

researchers have failed integrating woiic on sexual and cultural difference. Indeed, an attonpt to 

study female berdaches, by a lesbian ethnogr^her, was thwarted by liberal presumptions and 

histories of white persecution. When Sabine Lang "expected to be welcomed" by female 

berdaches, she forgot that "race and nationality were far more salient indicators of identity" to 

native women than sexual orientation (Lewin 329). 

Allen's criticism is a familiar one in Western historical analyses as well. Women's same-

sex acts have disproportionately less documentation than men's. Judith Brown documents that, 

despite the archives being full of trials accusing defendants of male homosexuality, there are 

almost no lesbian cases. Of four found in sixteenth-century France, two ended in acquittal, for 

"insufficient evidence" (752). Lack of evidence seems to result from an inability to define the act. 
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The writers of premodem Europe could not quite conceive of lesbian sexuality. The idea of 

woman-woman pleasuring, without a penis present confused them. When the eighteenth 

century cleric Lodovico Maria Sinistrari attempted to write about "female sodomy," he found 

that, "while moralists claimed that sodomy among women existed, none, he lamented, explained 

how such a thing could occur. After exploring the subject at great length, he concluded that, 

except in rare instances, it could not" (754). 

Boswell goes so far as to claim that "the general inattention of male churchmen to female 

homoeroticism may even have been advantageous for women," a claim only possible if one is 

capable of dismissing the ways in which women were systematically disadvantaged, whether or 

not they were lesbians (Same-sex xxxviii). When the overarching gender (fynamics are taken into 

account, it is possible to infer that medieval men were "more disturbed by the possibility of male 

homosexuality [but] foimd it less threatening to describe lesbian relationships (assuming, 

probably, that they were not actually sexual)" (xxix). Medievalist definitions of lesbianism 

concluded that women's same-sex relationships were, then, a form of celibacy. The insistence 

that lesbianism is just intensified female friendship finds modem expression in the soft-focus 

treacle of movies like The Love Letter, in wiiich women may be celebrated as lesbians only if 

they are senior citizens and therefore not sexually threatening to male audience members. This is 

the case vmh even lesbian-friendly movies like Fried Green Tomatoes, where the nursing home 

scenes are about female, non-sexual, emotional bonding. The presumption at work is that the two 

main characters are of different generations, one elderly and the other at mid-life, so they could 

not possibly become sexually involved. Yet generational differences would have been articulated, 

by Wilde, for example, as the very reason for initiating a homosexual relationship. 

Asiuc frOin the ucuith of WOrk Ofi wmOmiCa!!y-ierrm!c bcrdaChcS, ihcFc iS also d tendency 

to rely on contemporary field work, like Nanda's, only when it is seen to fit with Roscoe and 
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Herdt's interpretations. Their goal of a unified analysis, intended to launch this whole sub-

discipline of third gender theory, depends too heavily upon sifting through Boasian 

ethnographies for evidence. And since older ethnographies are not especially detailed on the 

information Roscoe and Herdt seek, they are more free to interpret them as justifying the new 

field. While Roscoe has done field work among the Zufii, much of his woric has involved 

reinterpretations of early twentieth-century references to berdachism. As a result, his arguments 

remain quagmired in refutations of older work, correcting George Devereux's view of Mohaves 

(360-370), and Matilda Coxe Stevenson and Elsie Parsons on the Zuiii (339,351-353). Herdt's 

own field work has not occurred North America, but New Guinea, and Williams has shifted his 

focus away from North America to global examples of berdachism. The net result of these 

attempts to justify third genders as an international phenomenon is a resistance to defining 

berdache roles against the grain of third sex/third gender formulations in the classic ethnogra^^es, 

and a distinct lack of discussion of new field work on North American native peoples. 

The problem is clearest with regard to the disproportionate reliance of third gender theory 

upon Navajo definitions and berdaches. I mentioned above that Navajo ontology posits a 

dynamic structure of all things, so that inner and outer forms may differ in gender and vary in 

appearaiKe. I am not an authority on Navajo structures of knowledge, but 1 believe it is not the 

result of Nav^o ontology or cosmology that third gender theorists are so influenced by it 

Rather, the "voice-travel-text" constellation is most resonant with Navajo views, since it is one of 

the few cultures which celebrates a kind of sex/gender restlessness as authentic and true. 

Remember that the Navajo word for berdache is nadleehe, meam'ng "one \^^o changes 

continuously," so that "berdaches were not seen as crossing genders...but as fluctuating 

uiiiw pivrwao lauivi utaii <x uiiiKi yivvfovvrc iid^L uoiidiaLCa luiv&ic^itc 

as "being transformed" ("Mistaken" 424). This explanation seems to celebrate berdachism as a 
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"traveling sexuality," along the lines of an Orlando with a perpetually mobile gender identity. A 

patina of liberal freedom of choice is reflected in this portrait of Navajo berdachism. It is more 

romantic, as it were, to have third gender categories involve transformation of one's social role. 

Those native cultures in which the role is prescribed before or shortly after birth are too 

regimented to be emphasized. Roscoe and Herdt want berdaches who are free to express their 

true selves. Remember that Callender and Kochems defme the berdache as an anatomically-

normal male vsdio uses female attire, role, and maimers "to affect a change in gender status" (qtd. 

in Baum 7). In this way, the berdache experiences a form of Bildungsroman which, like that of 

Oiiando, involves traveling through other genders in order to grow up into oneself 

Herdt and Roscoe go into detail about the historical instance of a nMeeh^ who sought to 

explain his identity and promote the ideals of his culture. Hostiin Klah lived from 1869-1939. 

Roscoe describes Klah as somev^t of a Renaissance man: 

He became an accomplished weaver and medicine man ~ prestigious female 

and male activities, respectively. By combining these skills, he was able to 

create an entirely new artifact ~ large weavings depicting ceremonial 

designs...what was once a "craft" became a "fine art"...Klah was equally 

irmovative when it came to Navajo religion. Gladys Reichard credited him 

with the creation of a systematic synthesis of Navajo philosophy out of 

what had been a diffuse set of beliefs and practices. He also appears to 

have elaborated the role of the supernatural berdache known as 

Begochidiin...In Klah's rendering, he becomes a transcendental figure who 

bridges not only gender and economic differences ...but age distinctions and 

II /^ea ner\\ 
lavioi uiiiciciiccd well. 

Klah worked very hard in his lifetime to justify Navajo cultural worth to outsiders, He 
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collaborated with anthropologists in the 1920s and 1930s on Navajo ceremonies. And he did not 

stay home; "[Klah] traveled extensively in the white world, extending the traditional function of 

Navajo berdaches as cultural and social mediators into the realm of intercultural relations." 

Roscoe describes Klah in terms which set him up to be the uber-berdache, able to exemplify 

intermediate gender status as well as mediate between opposing practices and groups. Klah is 

able to affect a dialectal process in his dealings, causing a Hegelian aufhebung or overcoming of 

previous dichotomies. Klah embodies the definition of berdaches as the "movers and shakers," 

the "cultural and social mediators," the ritual authorities and the storytellers of many tribes 

(Herdt 424; Roscoe 358). As consolidators of both power and iconoclastic resistance, berdaches 

are, to my mind, cast as the indigenous iiKlividual in this discussion, exhibiting the liberal 

elements of "voice-travel-text" Klah is the poster-child of the berdache as a self-made genius. 

Roscoe's interpretation of Klah is incomplete, as well as a little naive. Primarily, Roscoe 

presumes that Klah is respected and xmderstood in early twentieth-century America, a time as 

replete with Orientalism and racism as any. The idea that Klah could speak of cultural 

differences (in a way that would make a difference) is problematic. Why would this subaltern be 

able to be understood any better than any other "other'7 In this era, America was adopting 

Europe's "burden" of imperialism, as well as its Delacroixian forms of artistic justification. As a 

result of the United States' colonization of the Philippines, for example, the Bontoc igorots were 

put on display in the States from 1898 to 1913, including being showcased at the 1904 World's 

Fair in St Louis. Their shows proved there was "a fluid symbiosis between the cultural project 

of anthropology and the fieakmaking machinery of exhibitionary commerce" (Vaughan 219). 

Nor is this example far removed from Klah's context. Indications of control over Indian 

lands were also flaunted at that same fair. Native Americans were put on exhibit, including none 

other than Chief Joseph and Geronimo (226). And the link between all the colonized peoples 
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was made explicit: the Igorot presentation was called, emblematically enough, the "Phillipine 

Reservation" (220). Vaughan says of such natives, "As anthropological freaks, they were 

dehumanized, and thus in some important ways depoliticized" (221). I think it would be difficult 

to prove that Klah was thought of any differently, by both anthropologists and the public, than 

Chief Joseph, Geronimo, or even the Igorots. 

Roscoe and Herdt rely upon Klah to embody the third-gender definition of berdachism. 

But there is an alternative explanation for why Navajo berdachism dovetails so nicely with 

Navajo ontology on the one hand, and "voice-travel-text" on the other. Roscoe assimies that 

Klah was a wise and accomplished person, but he also takes Klah's statements at face value. I 

interpret Klah's actions and explanations of Navajo culture as very practical and strategic. He 

learned about Anglo-American culture, and then he explained berdache identity to anthropologists 

in their terms. For example, in his description of the supernatural berdache Begochidiin, Klah 

describes the mythic figure as fulfilling w^iite ideals of beauty, being "fair-haired with blue eyes" 

(Roscoe 359). Sensitive to early twentieth-century intellectual fashions, Klah even talked of 

transcendentalism. He made himself and his culture fit seamlessly into American ideals of 

individualism and innovation. The possibility that Klah may have staged a certain version of 

berdachism for the benefit of the dominam culture does not seem to occur to Roscoe or Herdt 

luStcad, Klah iS thought to be an earnest and accomplished inicfmcdiaiOr, an auihcntic bcfdaChc 

voice. But he very well may have run his own personal circus side-show, as it were, in the name 

of cultural survival. Certainly Geronimo's militaiy loss and capture, much less his World's Fair 

showing, demonstrated the need for an active, yet pacifist, means for Klah to control the terms 

by which he and his people dealt with the invaders of their land. 

xvAjF Kfx. tiiufck T tiicuvwo wvotM&tit ^tvrcKV'iiiO rvicstiii 

theory. I would contend that Klah both does and does not occupy the role Butler discusses, in 
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terms of drag, and Bhabha, in terms of mockery. It is only within cross-cultural discussions 

involving Western mores that a berdache supersedes gender categories, and in so doing, calls them 

into question. Within indigenous traditions, however, in which the berdache is a viable role to 

adopt, with a known tradition, it is not necessarily a liminal position or one undemiining of 

cultural values. In cross-cultural interactions, where Klah is staging berdachism -probably being 

both more extreme and explanatory than he/she might be at home— he undermines sexual 

dimorphism by blocking his own access to either male or female identities. But Navajo culture's 

berdache tradition makes his role a conservative rather than cntical one. He establishes 

continuity. So third gender theory has little explanatory power ethnographically,within cultures, 

and must —as Roscoe and Herdt do— depend upon cross-cultural comp)arisons to have any 

critical edge. 

I have alreacfy analyzed how third gender work is basically anti-feminist. Even if these 

concerns were dealt with, though, I suspect there are deep problems with simultaneously 

attempting anti-homophobic inquiry, feminist analysis, and tripartite gender-category 

propositions. Following Sedgwick's Axiom 2 again, we caimot predict how the study of third 

gender categories relate to same-sex inquiry (Epistemology 27). One clear problem, however, is 

that third gender structures prohibit the possibility of homosexual relations between berdaches 

^ —J , . . I I  ,  ,  ,  I ,  f T » 1  r 1  n  T cum uicu j/aiuicid, dutvo uic uciuavucd cuc^ wiuic uicii iwci^ cue tcujicu in/iiiiaj Jiicu 

in the culture. So unless a native culture has berdaches as well as non-berdache homosexuals, 

there is technically no possibility of homosexual Indians. According to local tradition, there is no 

queer there. 

Roscoe has attempted to confront this issue. He reinterprets Devereux's research in 

order to locate a cohabiting male threesome among the Mohave, in wiiich the men called each 

other their "wives" (369). But even Roscoe must admit that the evidence is scant and Devereux's 
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description is unhelpfully vague. And, as Roscoe must concede, this is the only evidence for 

non-berdache homosexual "marriage" in anthropological literature on native Americans: "This 

would indeed distinguish the Mohave from other tribes, where the best evidence at present 

suggests that conmiitted, sexual partnerships and cohabitation between members of the same 

gender were rare." Although in Roscoe's conclusions, casual homosexual encounters remain open 

as a possibility among native peoples, it seems likely that these activities would almost always 

get categorized as berdachism as it is ciirrently defined. 

The problem is that berdache retains its ambiguity along with its elaboration as a 

classification as a shamanic, intermediary, identity. Some berdaches do not cross-dress, and some 

berdaches aie bisexual or heterosexual, and some even have children. So it is difficult to define 

berdaches generically as queer (Roscoe 335). Nor does Herdt want homosexuality, 

hermaf^irodism, or transsexuality to be conflated with berdachism. Under the heading, "Sexual 

Orientation; What Is a 'Third Sex' Not?" in his introductory essay to the anthology Third 

Sex/Third Gender, Herdt declares that "sexual orientation and identity are not the keys to 

conceptualizing third sex and gender" (Third 47). He uses Nanda's hijras as an example of this 

common mistake. They are often called "hermaphrodites (or homosexuals), when in fact th^ 

constitute a different kind of social person and cultural reality." Such hair-splitting is 

reminiscent of the many attempts to circumscribe the definition of "sodomite" as only the 

passive, penetrated member of male anal sex acts. And, like such semantics, it seems to justify a 

denial through overly exclusive categories which elevate individuality at the expense of 

relationships. Hijras, in fact, are often prostitutes to "top men," and as such must at least be 

considered homosexual (Nanda 416). This statement is particularly odd given that not work by 

Kcfdi, ROSCOC, and Nanda afc all anthologized DubciTnaTi's anthology A Queer Wofld, whiCh was 

actuallv Dublished. not before, but a vear after Third Sex/Third Gender, •/ft ' ' t 
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It is more than poor manners for Herdt to participate in publications of queer studies 

while simultaneously disowning its theoretical foundations. Herdt's move implies that the only 

way to be an authentic native berdache is to not be gay or lesbiaiL This is the same kind of 

formulation v^ch Kendall Thomas critiques when James Baldwan is defined as "essentially 

androgynous," rather than homosexual. Thomas finds in such language proof of the 

"homophobic rule of racial recognition" (120). This rule dictates the "heteronormative logic" by 

which "'authentic' black identity" can only exist through "the repudiation of gay and lesbian 

sexualities." As with Herdt, the move Thomas criticizes is well-meam'ng, but ultimately 

disavowing of queer desire; "the androgyne has no sexual identity, which mrans that s/he has no 

identity at all." 

Through this line of thinking, third gender work justifies the erasure of male homosexual 

and lesbian desire. As its logic goes, unless a woman is a berdache, she is not likely to be engaged 

in same-sex sex. But if she engages in same-sex sex, then she must, by definition, not be a lesbian, 

because she is a berdache and as such, under Roscoe and Herdt's formulation, a "not-woman." 

And if she is involved sexually with a female berdache, a "not-woman", she is, as the structure 

determines, a woman but not a lesbian. The existence of a non-berdache lesbian or homosexual 

male in any indigenous culture thus becomes rhetorically impossible, because the refusal to use 

genitals as a basis for sex assignment leaves desire etmieshed in the triadic structure. 

Anatomically-correct women loving the same and anatomically-correct men loving the same must 

be defined as heterosexuals within third gender theory, since one member of each coupling must 

be "not-female" or "not-male " Under such circumstances, Paula Gunn Allen's native lesbians 

become even more invisible, subaltemized through classificatory techniques. 

Beyond the issue of sexual acts, such an approach limits the sexuality of non-berdaches in 

other, daily, ways. Given the intensely homosocia! work patterns of many indigenous traditions, 
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and how male-female fnendships are not only often deeply discouraged but also not even 

logistically possible, this kind of approach seems to deny the potential for lesbian and gay 

emotional relationships to exist under such circumstances. In the case of the Tohono O'odham 

"man-woman," a sort of test was given to Shining Evening as a boy which indicates, I think, the 

extent to which the term homosocialism may be legitimately applied. Ina section ofPapago 

Woman which both Walter Williams and Robert Bairni cite, Maria Chona relates that the parents 

of Shining Evening suspected he was a "man-woman" because, as a young boy, he alv^ys played 

with girls (Underbill 64). In the test, the issue of which kind of work Shining Evening would do 

is the determining factor for which social group, male or female, he will join; 

[T]hey thought they would test him. They built a little enclosure and in it 

they put a bow and arrow [used only by men] and some basketry 

materials [used only by women]. They told the boy to go in there and 

play, and when he was busy they set fire to the enclosure. They thought 

they would see which things he saved. Out he came, carrying the basketry 

materials. They tried the same thing again and again, and it was always the 

same. 

While this example is usually discussed as proof a third or intermediate gender, it seems that it is 

iliuch luOFc luuiCatiVc Of the CuitUic'S WOlk cthiC Eud itS pOiallZcu gcitucl loicS. Tiicic IS iiO thiilu 

choice in the test, nor can Shining Evening alternate between roles. He will do female work, and 

spend all day with wometL Moreover, this kind of homosocialism seems to be somewhat 

encouraged through the testing process. Since Shining Evening was already hanging out with the 

girls and making baskets before the test, it would have been odd for him to pick up the unfamiliar 

lv>%E/ ortr^ <krrr\\xr Qo r\oraritc tr%. ^ctoKlicK c/v*foI r\n 

woman" child; he weaves with women. 
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The refusal to name homosexual desire or discuss homosocial norms in native cultures 

limits third gender scholarship to a thin, one-note assertion. Like cultural relativity, the gesture 

of the Boasian anthropologists to signal their cross-cultural advocacy, third gender work lacks a 

"cultural thickness" vstoch would make it possible to collaborate with feminist or queer theory. 

The only resolution I foresee to this problem would be possible if Herdt and Roscoe were willing 

to explicitly undermine their reliance on myths as ontological proof of third genders. They would 

also have to relinquish Hostiin Klah as the embodiment of all that is good and noble about third 

gender membership. They could then interpret berdaches as traditionally acceptable drag, a 

Butlerian form of performativity which '̂ imitates the imitative structure of gender, revealing 

gencter to be an imitation" (Power 145). I have interfH^ted Klah like so above. 

This makes berdachism into a strategic rather than essential identity, so it is important to 

remember that, following Butler's analysis, berdaches are not the only native persons who 

perform gender. Performative readings facilitate comparisons between female, male, and cross-

dressing initiation ceremonies. In comparison with Western gender rituals, this move, in turn, 

highlights both sexual and cultural agency making of the passivity of mimicry, inherent to any 

kind of initiation, interpr^able cross-culturally as a critique of United States cultural colonialism. 

So third gender theory would then be able to be explicitly anti-homophobic and anti-sexually 

dimorphic, m much the way queer does such work. It would also be able to critique sexist gender 

roles. But most importantly, it would put indigenous sexuality into the stream of historical 

change, making the resultant not-quite colonial (but also not yet post-colonial) status of native 

peoples in the United States a crucial aspect of native subjectivity. 

Unfortunately, since berdache is such an intensively homogenized, regulated, and yet non-

queer term, in Herdt's work, such possibilities are blocked and the third gender project becomes 

one of a neither/nor approach to indigenous sexuality. If one is, like Shining Evening, neither a 
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shaman nor an intercultural intermediary, one's identity as a "man-woman" does not really fit the 

prescripts of berdachism. The model of Klah, as an authentic berdache with a traveling sexuality, 

limits all deviations from this norm as derivative, as "less than" berdaches. So third gender woric 

has the potential to undermine nuanced discussions of all indigenous sexualities. The native 

subaltern cannot speak about sexuality, for his or her words are cast into the mold of third gender 

constructs. This enacts an erasure of sexual agency through berdache presence as the guarantor of 

someone's academic or activist ideology. Hostiin Klah is a sex minstrel; in the love and theft of 

berdache identity, third gender theory stages a spectacle of authenticity as a disguised display of 

power, anxiously repeating Western imperial history's performances of homosexual panic and 

primitivist pleasure. 

Clearly post-colonial criticism is relevant to this production of the berdache role. First 

of all, there is the problem of defining cultures through a hyperfocus on sexuality. The 

berdache is held up as the key to indigenous cultures and native traditions as the true, third 

sex OT third gender, rupturing the hegemony of sexual dimorphism with his mere presence. To 

claim a "true sex" as key to the truth about a culture is a deeply problematic move, as well as 

a very familiar one: Ellis' conflating primitivism with inversion, and the East's "Oriental sex" 

tourism as indicative of the Orient's decadence. Foucault believes that it was through the 

intersection of two ideas, one of a true sex and the other that, "our sex harbors what is most 

true in ourselves," by which "psychoanalysis has rooted its cultural vigor" (Barbin xi). Those 

who would celebrate the berdache as authentic and indicative of the truth of indigenous 

cultures should notice how their treatment follows contours of Orientalism and racist 

sexology in practice, and the assumptions of Western authority and autonomy in theory. 

AftA VPktW ^>1** tjr UA A t VVf vwttit 

translated as "being transformed," to bolster his discussion of a specific medical condition 
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which delays testicular development until adolescence (5-alpha reductase deficiency) in the 

Dominican Republic and New Guinea ("Mistaken" 424). Such approaches make the berdache 

into Bhabha's "docile body of difference," so that relations of domination are being 

reproduced through attempts to advocate for berdache and third gender categories of being 

(Location 31). 

As such, hinging scholarship about third gender/third sex categories on discussions of 

berdachism seems to "world" only third world populations, again as "authentic without a 

problem" (Spivak,Critic 66). For this reason, Goldberg criticizes The Spirit and the Flesh for 

its liberal form of advocacy, enacted as an attempt to find a "transhistorical locus" on the 

backs of native bodies, and at the expense of native histories (12). 

As with the subaltern, the berdache disappears into the net of "voice-travel-text," as 

the circulated and assimilated di£fer»ice ^ch cannot make a difference. The berdache is de 

facto advocated for, as the spoken for and spoken about, between the sentences of "scholars 

salvaging primordial Indian identity" and "The Indians wanted to 'tri'," that is, to validate 

triadic gender systems through berdachism. This kind of advocacy produces a "violent 

shuttling...[of] the displaced figuration...caught between tradition and modernization" (Spivak, 

"Subaltern" 306). The terminological continuity between the mistaken naming of Columbus, 

which, Spivak notes, "the nomenclature 'American Indian' conmiemorates," is extended to 

contemporary scholarship in the form of an "ideological constriction" which makes the 

berdache the truth of native sexuality, the icon of third gender difference as sameness. But as 

Goldberg asserts, "Cross-dressing does not mean the same thing from one native situation to 

another, or even within the same tribe" (12). 

Foucault anticipated such difficulties in his introduction to the diary of Herculine 

Barbin, a nineteenth-century French hermaphrodite. In his first sentence, Foucault asks, "Do 
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we truly need a true sex?"(vii) Foucault blames "biological theories of sexuality, juridical 

conceptions of the individual, [and] forms of administrative control in modem nations" for 

creating the requirement that everyone is to have only one sex (viii). Before the advent of 

such discursive technologies, "it was quite simply agreed that hermaphrodites had two" (vii). 

Since a number of indigenous terms for berdaches (like "man-woman") show evidence of this 

kind of tolerance —that one Ixxfy need not correspond to only one sex or gender role— I find it 

unfortunate that Roscoe and Herdt have insisted on the goal of establishing the existence of 

one, true, third sex. 

If we were to extend Foucault's logic —along lines >^ch have indeed been articulated 

and staged in contemporary times— there is no particular reason one cannot be defined as 

having two genders as well as a non-heterosexual sexuality. Or two or three sexualities, for 

that matter, and two or three genders, performed in repertory "^theater," as a kind of 

Butlerian revue, OT Orlandan serial. As C. Jacob Hale writes, such staging is a political 

decision, a commitment to searching for "the multiplicity of genders already available in the 

curvatures of gendered spaces" (235). It is a strategy of "naming and claiming, multiply 

shifting, resistant sex/gender identifications...for creative production of new, more just 

genderqueer discursive locations and structures." 

By upholding "voice-travel-text" assumptions, here through recourse to an emblematic 

"true sex," Herdt and Roscoe miss key warning signs about the ways in which Orientalism 

and the epistemology of empire ground how North American indigenous sexuality is defined. 

Even discussions of berdaches and alternative gender systems rely upon an authenticating, 

traveled, and ultimately objectifying voice. Unlike Ong and a number of feminist 

ethnographers, whose work I will discuss in the next chapter, Herdt, Williams, and Roscoe 

have not followed through on Spivak's call to measure silences, to trace one's participation in 
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the making of the subaltern (in this case, berdache) into a object of study. 

In order to begin to do so, it becomes crucial to study the history which led to the use 

of the term in the Americas. The term berdache predates its twentieth-century usage by about 

four-hundred years. It arises etymologically from the word bardaj, "originally an Arabic and 

Persian term for the younger partner in a male homosexual relationship" (Roscoe 331). It 

became bardache in French. When anthropology adopted the term, inexplicably, the first 

vowel was changed fi'om an a to an e. The 1718 edition of the Oictionnaire francais offers the 

Greek word ganimetk as a synonym with bardache, and exf^dtly refers to a male who anally 

receives another man's penis during sex. Ganymede was the Trojan prince abducted by the 

Greek god Zeus and taken as a lover. For centuries in Europe, Ganymede was considered an 

equivalent for gay (Boswell, Christianity 253). The term bardache was thus a result of 

terminological borrowing from the East, but in Europe it was used in tandem with words 

alreatfy present to name familiar behaviors and roles. 

This Oriental origin of the term ought to be considered in analyses of how it has been 

used since, but Roscoe dismisses its importance; "Berdache is a serious misnomer... whose 

historical meaning has little in common with Native American tiaditi<His'̂  (587 n.5). Perhaps 

such a statement was true five-hundred years ago, but today the term is part of the history of 

Spani^ French, British, and United States incursions onto Indian lands. In the context of 

colonial studies, both sodomy and berdache were words which traveled from Europe to the 

Americas through conquest In 1513, for example, Balboa killed forty Panamanian "younge men 

in womens apparell" (qtd. in Goldberg 4). The sodomizing berdache was used to justify the 

need for Spanish and French Catholics, and later British and American Protestants, to take over. 

In Europe and America, berdache was a term with Oriental roots which allowed Native 

Americans to be Orientalized. 
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Closer historical work reveals the Arabic and Persian origins of bardaj mean the term has a 

distinctly Islamic connotation. It is, in fact, in the context of religious crusades that anti-sodomy 

rhetoric of condemnation arises. Boswell states that, "The earliest and most drastic legislation 

against gay people enacted by any government of the High Middle Ages was passed in the 

nascent Kingdom of Jerusalem by Europeans attempting to create a Western feudal society in the 

Muslim Middle East" (Christianity 281). Pre-crusade criticisms of "infidels" did not refer to the 

acts of the bardaj, but it must be remembered that the crusades were not the victorious takeovers 

of industrial premodem Europe. As wave after wave of failed crusades intensified European 

fears of Islamic invasion, their accusations grew less doctrinal and more sexual. Initially, 

Europeans condemned only Islamic homosexual rape of slaves, but eventually it became sodomy 

itself which was linked to the East: "regular association of minority sexual {references with the 

most dreaded of Europe's enemies inevitably increased popular antipathy toward the minority as 

well as the Muslims" (279). 

Nowhere was this dissension more culturally divisive than in Spain. As a country with 

Islamic rulers for over seven-himdred years, between 711 and the Reconquista, medieval Spain 

was in its intellectual and sexual bloom; "Hispano-Muslim society combined the freewheeling 

sexuality of Rome with the Greek tendency to passionate idealization of emotional relationships" 

(197). According to Boswell, Spain was not only gay-friendly within its Islamic population, but 

tolerant as a pluralistic culture. Christians in Spain, as well, were not homophobic. Whether or 

not Boswell's analysis is too sanguine does not particularly matter for the topic at hand. What 

does matter is how things changed when Islamic regions were steadily lost to Cathohc military 

forces. 

With the Reconquista, areas of Spain which were Catholic-controlled adopted the 

entwined language of anti-Isiam and anti-sodomy. Daniel Eisenberg has discussed the political 
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and religious aspects of this phenomenon; "In medieval Spain, love among males was frequently 

associated with a lack of Christian [Catholic] patriotism, even a secret sympathy for Islam, 

[indicating] a disposition for treason" (253). Eisenberg portrays the militaiy takeovers of 

Muslim territory in Europe as coincident with attempts to purge homosexuals and homosexual 

activities from the region: "Queen Isabel closed the bath-houses in Granada after conquering 

it....[T]he fight against Andalusian homosexuality was fundamental for the Christians "(259). 

Granada was the last area Catholics won back from Islam. 

Roughly from the time of the first crusade, dating from 1071, to the finaJ victory of the 

Reconquista of, yes, 1492, Europe became a site of uneven but increasing animosity toward 

Islam. Anger at Muslims was articulated in htmiophobic terms. As numerous scholars have 

proven, neither Europe and Western culture generally have always been anti-homosexual. Rather, 

there have been chapters of tolerance and intolerance, shifts often vsithout explicable reason 

(Boswell, Same-Sex xxiv). Revulsion toward sodomy gained momentum, however, through its 

association with religious war&ie. Heathens and homosexuals became equated, Ae link between 

their definitions intensively conflated as they historically had not been before. And it was the 

height —in Spain— of this rfietoric and its military and cultural victories that defined the era into 

which fell the "New World," \\4ien America was "discovered" by Columbus. 

With Columbus in mind, it is helpful to remember Raynaud's definition of coionizc, and 

its usage as a description of "power relationships between men and women in their political, 

economic, and sexual dimensions [which] implies that women are a territory to be conquered 

within the framework of a settler mentality" (51-52). If we rely on this definition in discussing 

the politics of heathened homosexuality, colonization becomes a kind of sjonbolic sodomy. This 

is certainly the point of Jos6 Piedra's essay "Nationalizing Sissies." Piedra discusses how 

Columbus metaphorically penetrates America, colonizing politically, economically, and sexually. 
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through forcing himself and his culture on native peoples. So, Indians had to leam what Piedra 

calls "a sissy trick or two" during "America's reception of Spain" (375). 

in a discussion of the berdache's "bottom" role in sodomy, argued similarly to Bhabha's 

analysis of subversiveness through mimicry, Piedra takes up the European accusations of Native 

Americans as sodomites in order to recode Raynaudian sexual analogies of colonization. As I 

have discussed above, historically homosexual desire has been dem'ed by declarations that 

penetrating males in the act of anal sex retain their masculinity, as well as their heterosexuality. 

Piedra calls this the "a macho-saving feature" (398). With Native Americans cast as "sissies," the 

ones in the passive role of homosexual sex, and Columbus as the "bully," the "top man," Piedra 

recodes colonize and sodomize so that Indian resistance can be identified. For Piedra refuses the 

traditional interpretation of "getting buggered," as the bardaj or berdache, as necessarily a totally 

passive role, or a position of abjection: 

I would like to explore sissy behavior as a nation-building trick: an active 

mediation in the exchanges between colonizers and colonized, a role or type 

reacfy to qualify, modify, taint, neutralize, and even trap — at least into an 

illusion of domination-- whomever or whatever attempts to occuf^ him/her 

or his/her territory. This potential transforms the sissy from the perfect 

colonized or colonial into a model anticcicniolist or posicoionial being. 

(375) 

This description offers the possibility of refuting the characterizations of noble, compliant, 

natives, as well as those of the decadent, berdache, sodomites, whose "admirable but ultimately 

futile (and tragic) attempts to achieve equality with [white] men" leave their culture, like that of 

the Orient, destined to pass into the past (Roscoe 340), Piedra locates revolt down below, 

disguised as receptivity. The sissy is "a rebellious agent in colonial exchange" rather than a mere 
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receptacle for the bully's "occupation, inscription, insemination, and overall expression" (375). 

Instead, Piedra reads native people as practical and strategic, as I have read Hostiin Klah. 

They fought against the Europeans, but military loss was not loss of agency or the end of 

insurgency. Piedra identifies the ways in which indigenous peoples staged acceptance, of Bible 

and bondage, in order to fight another day, in another way. In the name of cultural survival, th^ 

established active, yet pacifist, means of mediating and circumscnbing the effects of the 

Europeans. And, unlike in berdache studies, women are "also-rans" in this alternate history, but 

leaders. Influenced by Gloria Anzaldua's reclaiming of La ft^inche in what he calls "a 

malanchista attitude of defiance," Piedra honors "La Chingada" as the "secret holder of power 

with pretended submissiveness," so that throughout Mexican history, "Creoles will mimic her 

strategy as confidants, translators, and presumably betrayers of the Spanish" (387,404). 

Piedra does not limit his discussion to symbolic sodomy and cultural colonization. He 

also argues the case for actual sodomy in the Americas between natives and Europeans: "maity 

Spaniards secretly adopted sodomy [in the Americas] to provide human contact and sexual 

release while skirting the dangers of miscegenation" (397). In a combination of condemnation and 

imitation, the conquistadors justify colonization as the eradication of berdachism, yet still play 

"top man" to the native sodomite. The power to dominate masks, Piedra argues, the choice to 

participate in same-sex sex, so that Europeans coming west to tjie Ajnericas could are compaiabie 

to queer tourists going East; "sodomy and homosexuality become...metonymic expressions of 

male-centered elitism and imperialism on both sides of the Atlantic" (398). Through the 

argument that the berdaches of the Americas were not, as sodomites, unable to manipulate the 

terms of sex and culture, Piedra suggests a bodily instance of Pratt's transcuituraiism. The 

"contact zones" through which Europeans felt wave afler wave of same-sex pleasure with natives 

created a myriad of intertextual, intersexual, and international recoded meanings. 
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Piedra's essay is playful and ironic, dramatic and hyperbolic, but I think, in the context of 

"voice-travel-text," and its crucial implications for sexuality, his reading of the conquest of 

America demonstrates that, perhaps, the Reconquista was not the victorious end of Spanish 

homosexuality that Queen Isabel had hoped. Goldberg interprets anti-sodomy descriptions in 

conquistador accounts as masking divisions within the Spanish forces by dividing natives 

between heathen and convert, sodomite and comprador (6-9): 'These cross-dressed bodies are 

the locus of identity and difference, a site of crossings between Spaniards and Indians, and for 

divisions between and among them" (7). Piedra's argument that such divisions may have 

positioned Spanish conquerors over sodomitical natives is not, in this context, much of an 

interpretive stretch. 

As such, the berdache is a dense transfer site of Spanish religious, sexual, and military 

discourse, a transcultural identity-effect of colonization. How the term berdache travels, from 

its Arabic roots, through European routes, to its landing on American shores, demonstrates that 

Native Americans were indeed Orientalized, and they were treated as heathen homosexuals. Yet 

they also embodied sexuality for Europeans abroad, so that conquest attempted to displace 

indigenous authority through disciplining queer desire. Sodomy becomes, under such 

circumstances, much like Sedgwick's women in Between Men, a staged intermediary sex (act) of 

male bonding between homoscciai homophobics. The Spaniards—who did not bring any women 

on that long boat trip, anyway— try to stay "on top" in order to deny their queer desire. But it 

is the berdache below through whom the Spaniards attempt to bond with each other. Perhaps 

this is v^y Spivak concluded that, despite his Orientalism, sexism, and refusal to interpret 

European identity transculturally, "what remains useful in Foucault is the mechanics of 

disciplinarization and institutiQnalization, the consutution, as it were, of the colonizer" 

("Subaltem"294). 
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Piedra's interpretation is not as post-modem or as cutting edge as his sissy/bully language 

might imply. In a striking description of Granada, Richard Wright's 1957 travel book Pagan 

Spain characterizes Catholic churches as "on top" of Islamic mosques: "they had erected their 

Christian cathedrals on top of them, thereby symbolically straddling the neck of the beaten 

enemy for as long as stone and marble could endure, heralding and flaunting their victories" (191-

192). Wright may refer to straddling a neck, but this position, replete with his language of 

erection, endurance, and flaunting, hardly seems uivelated to Piedra's analysis. The American 

tourist, whose book is compulsively, excessively populated by female Spanish prostitutes, and 

who describes women flamenco dancers as having "savage sexuality" and "sexual animality," 

seems to be looking to the towering architecture for something else (197). 

As I discussed in the preface, advocacy can be quite well-meaning while still insulting 

people. This chs^r and the last have offered examples of how people indigenous to the East 

and the Arnicas have been used as means to an end, be it economic, sexual, academic, or all of 

the above. Spivak's subaltern suffers from British and Indian attempts to save her. The Oriental 

woman is thought to require "animation." Hostiin Klah must negotiate how to save his own 

culture when anthropologists only want to "salvage" it, to advocate for the Navajo in ways 

helpful to their own agendas. Contemporary queer native peoples run into similar problems, of 

idolizing cooption, in third gen^r theory and Western queer social movements. Such advocacy is 

not particulariy illuminating about the native subalterns who were (and still are) third-gendered, 

sodomiticaly-sexualized, hetero-berdached, Islamically-slurred, circus-presented, politically-

charged, New-Age-romanced, and judiciously-documented. We only leam how they are framed 

by exoticizing ethnographic fictions, and we can only guess at how they "fiction'̂  themselves 

ethnographically, even when we treat them as performers rather than earnest and authentic 

"others." 
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The real lesson to draw from these criticisms of Orientalism and interrogations of 

military, sexual, theoretical, and "advocational" colonization has to do only partially with the 

silence and ambiguity of subalterns as objects of study. Really, it is the elaborate verbosity of 

the selves which is so revealing. The simplistic self/other, EastAVest, colony/colonized, 

gay/queer, male/female binaries create a nominal scaffolding. But, following Stoler and Pratt, it is 

really the complex array of fractal, contradictory, yet contextual, formulations of belonging and 

exclusion which do the cultural work. It is in the minutiae of daily interactions that these more 

bewildering calculations are made. The attempts to deny sex acts and assert control —to act 

without being labelled but to label others by their acts betrays the "panic, anxiety, terror, and 

pleasure" at the heart of discoiuses of sexuality and knowledge-power (Lott 6). Examples 

abound: A man can have sex with another man and not be homosexual, because how sodomy is 

defined in so many historical contexts only labels (or condemns) the "bottom" partner. Women 

can make love with women without it being called sex, for, without penile penetration, some 

think that there is technically no intercourse. And berdaches cannot be gay, despite being 

penetrated by penises, because ib&y are not even part of a male or female gender. Native 

Americans carmot be gay because then they would be berdaches. And Europeans cannot be gay 

because it is an Islamic tradition, so any gay European is clearly a treasonous, infidel, sodomite. 

But the European tourist may have sex however and with whomever he wants. 

Of course tiiere are contradictions in these numerous arrf strained exclusionary edicts. 

According to Herdt and Roscoe, a berdache is a heterosexual, while to Balboa, he is a sodomite. 

Lesbian relationships are ignored in studies of native sexuality, but repeatedly referred to in 

Orientalist fantasies about harems. And however the Spaniards "on top" of natives, male and 

female, want to define themselves, Piedra and Goldberg make it quite clear that conquistador 

obsessions with eradicating "sodomites" smacks of queer desire for natives and, probably, for 
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each other. 

I suggest that these confused labels arise from a desperate attempt to police sex and 

gender as the domain of "manly" men. And "manly" men not only have the right genitals, they 

also have the right sexual posture. To be "on top" sexually is an attempt to retain one's role in 

the social and economic hierarchy. It is to broadcast oneself as having the "right stuff," the right 

citizenship, race, religion, class, bloodline, and form of government. And only "manly" men can 

get to the top of the global pack. Natives, queers, Creoles, and girls need not apply. If we 

extend Stoler's chronology to include conquistadors, she is helpful here in her conclusion that, 

"distinctions defining bourgeois sexuality were played out against not only the bodies of an 

immoral European working class and native Other, but [also] against those of destitute whites in 

the colonies and in dubious contrast to an ambiguous population of mixed-blood origin" (Desire 

100). Piedra's Creoles are transcultural causes of compulsive European refrains about racial, 

ethnic, and class purity, for they embo^ the "menacing" results of the European copulating and 

populating of the Americas. The acts of non-reprodutive sex, Spaniard-native sodomy, which 

arose from attempts to avoid the production of interracial children, anxiously attempted to 

maintain racially exclusive categories at the cost of sexual ones. In so doing, such sex could be 

politically risky, undermining the rhetoric of the Reconquista itself For to engage in "Muslim" 

sex was then a double-denial, as well as a two-mirrored mimicry, of that which the conquistador 

claimed was wrong with both the East and the Indians. So, it seems that anti-homosexual 

religious slurs must have been recoded in the Americas in order to police racial purity through 

tacit allowance of sex vwth native "sodomites." 

I want to put these kinds of semantic and sexual acrobatics into historical context. I argue 

alongside Pratt that it does not require, contra Foucault and Stoler, the rise of the bourgeoisie to 

make identity and difference compulsively mitotic. For such complex, contradictory, identity 
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politics, we may return to a far older formulation of the "true sex" than Foucault had in mind. 

Nor does such elaborate parochialism require journeys East of Istanbul or West of the Azores. 

For all the romancing of libertine, "traveling" sexuah'ties and shifting genders, a new frontier or 

continent to "world" is not needed. Rather, this kind of micro-technology of the sex/gender self 

has a history dating back to Aristotle, and deployed domestically. 

Aristotle believed there was actually only one sex, the male. Females were only 

"imperfect," having the same genitalia, but literally inv^inated (Brooten 276 n.29). As well, 

Galen thought of women as "physiologically identical to men," yet derivative and inverted. Such 

an idea may seem to subsume all the formulations and contradictions discussed above under a 

monosexual structure, but in practice it established the basis for "a complex matrix of citizenship 

and noncitizenship, freedom and slavery, several economic and social strata, and ethnicity" (15). 

Just as the dichotomies of East-West and male-female act as only nominal scaffolding which is, in 

fact, contradicted in colonial and sexual practices, as well as personal and cultural denials, so too 

was the "one sex" model merely the rhetoric under which completely baffling categories were 

policed. Brooten explains how the myriad of variables operate; 

Aristotle...presents "women" as wives of freebom meiL In Aristotle's schema of 

the household, slaves may be female, but slaves cannot be wx)men. Aristotle... 

designate[s] as "woman" biologically female persons subj^tto citizen men and set 

above female and male slaves. "Women" experience both [Hivilege and subjection. 

Aristotle qsplies this schema to only Greeks, claiming that barbarians fail to 

distinguish between females and slaves with the result that for non-Greeks the 

marital relationship consists of a male slave and a female slave. For Aristotle, the 

properly run state and the properly run household are organized upon the proper 

hierarchy. In that hierarchy, slaves are not "women," and wives are not slaves. 
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This summaiy serves as a kind of chronologically distant echo to the previous discussion, 

demonstrating that bizarre contradictions have served as effective politics for quite some time. 

While dismissing "barbarian" cultural differences in terms of classifying people as either of 

property or as property, Greco-Roman gender categories are able to make women-of-men-of-

property into not-quite citizens, but not-quite slaves. 

Brooten concludes that such a neither/nor category made lesbiam'sm difficult to classify. 

If lesbians were considered to be "manly," then men "may have viewed them as attempting to 

release themselves from...a womanly subjection associated with the privileges of freebom 

persons." This casts "female homoeroticism in distinctly male terms" (16). Again, there seems 

to be an echo in here, for a lesbian Greek woman was suspected of being a mimic "man", and 

thus a potential interloper on male privilege. Class matters here, though, too. A lesbian Greek 

slave was not even considered worth fearing. Brooten can locate no writings on homoerotically-

inclined slave wcnnen, and can only surmise that lesbians who were prostitutes may have been 

slaves. As in Paula Gunn Allen's work, there is as much a problem with textual absence as there 

is with Orientalized presence. While alternative reading strategies of the archives may help, such 

attempts too often only extend the historical record in which females are defined as "not-quite-

men." As a result, lesbians are denied in Greek society as "not-quite-men," and in third gender 

theory as "not-meiL" 

While I am not attempting to establish a causal link between Aristotelian categories and 

colonial or post-colonial ones —though that would be an interesting project— I do find that such 

internally contradictory definitions helpfully put the liberal "voice-travel-text" individualism into 

historical perspective. The legacy of Western imperialism, which has imagined itself as culling 

the best of Greco-Roman culture, retains control through this exact same kind of ridjcaloasly 

illogical, yet powerfully trenchant, formation of hierarchies and resultant anxieties, especially 
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about masculinity. The insistence that everyone be derivative of freebom-citizen-man, to use 

Aristotle's terms, produces a Bhabhan ambivalence, the mimicry v^iiich could be dragged out, 

through repetition, to mockery and menace. The "sissies" always were suspect, which made the 

"men" perpetually suspicious. 

Said and Nussbaum's queer tourists, Grewal and Woolf s traveling sexualities, Herdt and 

Roscoe's third genders, Goldberg and Piedra's savvy native sodomites, cumulatively offer the 

oR3ortunity to undermine the semantics of indigenous sexuality through the comparisons of odd, 

arcane, illogical, and indefensible systems of classification. Beyond interrogating the 

epistemology of empire, with its subaltern v^o is heterosexual and its pan-sexual. East-passing 

Burtons, this analysis allows for a culturally "thick" approach to ethnographic fictions and 

"fictioning." 

In the following ch^ter, I apply such analyses to contemporary ethnographies about 

indigenous sexuality and gemter roles. A brief discussion of the change in tone between the texts 

anal3rzed here and those in chapter three may serve as an introduction. For clearly, none of the 

scholars I have discussed in terms of third gender, berdache studies, or mimicry in the colonies, 

seek to expose their own vulnerabilities. They resist entering into the unending contestations 

over identity in ways which would undermine their analytic control, their "texting" of the selves 

and others of empire. None are particularly self-reflective, but instead offer the voice of the 

objective, sexless narrator, whose proposals and critiques find a foothold "over there," in that 

that berdache myth or that conquistador text, in that Flaubertian flourish or Woolfian wander. 

I find it striking that none of the post-colonial or queer scholars, all of whom link past 

prejudices to current ones, attempt to situate themselves within their work, as identifying with or 

not identifying with, those they discuss. Even Piedra, with his playful language, fails to find 

room to include how distortions of indigenous sexuality affect his life today, I am not requesting 
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a form of liberal autobiography, with its confessional gestures and authenticating tone. Rather, an 

autoethnographic moment needs to be a part of post-colonial and queer work, so that prejudices 

of the past are proven to not be past, and rhetoric of the present is not legitimated as the way to 

"world" indigenous peoples. 

Attempts to de-authorize one's own text, by exposing one's anxieties about sex and self, 

distinguishes current feminist ethnography from the scholarship I have discussed above. Fraught 

with difficulties, disappointments, and contradictory demands, new "women writing culture" 

texts refuse to let the colonial anxieties about masculine authority overdetermine the ways in 

which ethnographic fictions may be "fictioned," staged to consciously confront Orientalist 

iconogn^)hy. Not that self-revelation necessarily brings subaltern agency to the fore, for we 

cannot help but narrate. And to nairate is, inevitably, to tell only some of the story. However, 

this approach does not presume that subahem presence, even in one's own ethnographic text, is 

not a scene of colonial violence. And while it is flawed, it at least attempts to wrestle with the 

ambivalaice of advocacy fiom the perspective of "do less dams^e." A refusal to micro-manage 

the dynamics of field work ofifers the possibility for ethnograjAies to reflect dialogically-

constituted meanings. Such a strategy denies dichotomies along the axes of personal-political, 

objective-subjective, and anthropologist-informant, so that transcultural defmitions may be 

identified within a relation-constituted, yet "fictional" place. 
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Chi^er Six: "Self-sexing" Oneself and "Selfing" the Subaltern; Indigenous Mirrors, 

Ethnographic Mothers, and Dirty Laundry 

Padma would be squatting by the stream, thumping out clothes on the 

rocks as detergent bubbled on tow^d the next village. Their best 

conversations had always been out there, away firom Padma's husband and 

children, the sun warm on their backs. Padma's close-set eyes shot 

mischief as she described for Charity the skits that women performed, 

dressed in their husband's clothes, when all the men of the settlement set 

off in a groom's party to fetch a new bride. How could Padma, with her 

quick mind and vigorous opinions, ever be stuffed into the word 

"informant"? 

— Kirin Narayan 

("Participant Observation" 41) 

So for the last hundred and years, the native and the folklorist have 

been looking at themselves in a mirror each has held up to the other, 

without the folklorist apparently ever noticing the ironic complicity that 

this implies on the part of the native. 

- Jeanne Favret-Saada 

{Deadly  Words  16)  
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Anthropology has an important role in attempting to advocate for cultural difference in a 

way that could actually make a difference. As the last chapter demonstrated, it as a discipline 

inherits much that is dangerously exotic about sexuality from Orientalism and social Darwinism, 

while also being in a position to confront and denature these long-held prejudices. Today, I 

would contend, it is in working through issues of sexual practices and gender roles that the "new 

math" of anthropology most explicitly wrestles with its past 

In order to examine ibs results of siK^h wrestling, in this chapter 1 am linking my two 

major topics of indigenous sexuality and women-only space, for to do so allows me to trace the 

illusive staging of transcultural subjectivity through interactive moments of sexual, gendered, and 

culturally-distinct selves. I explore portrayals of the ethnographer's sexual presence as one 

example of the larger issue of how identity is constituted alongside fieldwork evidence in the 

intersubjective space created between anthropol(^st and informant The process ethnograi^ers 

use to negotiate ongoing relationships in the field grounds a study of how members of the 

community, particularly women, strategize their survival. This approach highlights 

anthropology's strengths as a stucty of variations in human interaction, meam'ng creation, and 

material sustenance, those aspects which, collectively, are called culture. 

After introducing my understanding of vtiiat is at stake, for subaltern speech and cross-

cultural advocacy, in feminist ethnography, I will recount some key episodes in the history of 

anthropology wdiich have made sexuality an ongoing oxicem, between the lines, and finally, 

explicitly, in them. I introduce different researchers' attempts to write as self-reflexive, sexually-

present authors through an examination of lesbian and queer ethnographies. I then analyze how 

some heterosexual feminist ethnographies link textual production with sexual reproduction. 

Through an emphasis upon speech-acts and social categories, using sexuality as a touchstone, 

feminist ethnographies attempt to demonstrate how conununities, of particularly but not only 
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women, articulate the causes of crises in their lives and see fit to resolve them through retaining 

their cultural identities. Often such attempts require straining the meaning of "the" tradition 

through the sieve of contemporary economic realities which highlight power disparities within 

the community. The anthropologist's presence results from the colonial systems now formed 

into global info-economics, and so offers a chance for local stories to travel, for good or ill. For 

this reason, as the cultural translator who carries fteldwork conversations into published work, 

the feminist ethnographer is deeply —often painfully— av^e of the disproportionately pivotal 

roles played by representations of both her sense of "sexed" self and her textual approach to 

"selfing" the subaltera 

In attempting to extricate themselves from some dehistoricizing tendencies found in their 

discipline's history, many current ethnographers have integrated literary approaches into their 

analyses of fieldwork experiences. But such a move only exposes that anthropology's histoiy is 

also /rerstory. For in so doing, feminist ethnographers revive a seventy-year old "women's 

tradition'' of narrative ethnography whose early practitioners include Zora Neale Hurston and 

Ruth Underiiill. Forsaking quantitative aspects of anthropology, current fieldworkers seek to 

respond to Spivak's work. They have attempted to trace how native informants and non-

Western cultures are turned into objects of investigation {Critique 284). And they try, knowing 

it is somewhat impossible, to consciously avoid doing so. Since "we cannot but narrate," they 

write ethnograpl^ in self-reflective and critically reflexive ways {Critic 19). In so doing, they 

make explicit their privileges, their shortcomings, as well as their complicity in producing 

representations of indigenous people. As a result, they create conditions for the possibility of 

theorizing, as Favret-Saada calls it, the "ironic complicity of the native" in the project of making 

cultures. By positioning themselves ambivalently, and analyzing how they continue Orientalist 

and/or liberal discourses in the act of challenging them, feminist ethnographers confront the 
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creative facts of cross-cultural performative subjectivities. Perhaps it is for this reason that 

Knauft thinks such work "now constitute[s] one of cultural anthropology's sharpest cutting 

edges" (222). 

Unlike Boasian presumptions that cultural relativism will unambiguously serve anti-racist 

agendas, feminist ethnographers leave a large question mark in the place where [H'eviously 

anthropologists asserted that they knew the ramifications of their work. Feminist fieldworkers 

acknowledge that they cannot completely control the results of their presence in the field or the 

publication of their research. Behar highlights the volatility of writing, publishing, and 

distributing the life story of her informant, by asking "[W]ho can say \s4iether this book will do 

Esperanza any good?** (Translated 20). Moreover, unlike structural approaches, as in the work 

of Levi-Strauss, feminist ethnographers do not presume, a priori that indigenous people do not 

know and canimt explain the significance of their traditions and beliefs. As with aiQrone, a native 

person has some insights and some blindspots. As does, it can finally be told, the ethnographer. 

The literary api^oach implicitly argues that anthropology should iKver have been defined 

a-situationally, by absolutes or archetypes. It should focus on its disciplinary and 

methodological strengths, as a study of how certain people interact within the particularly cross-

cultural scenario of fieldwoiic, rather than posit Culture-capital-"C." Indigenous people and 

individual anthropologists relate in ways which, although both intentionally and unintentionally 

partial, do indeed produce local meanings which reverberate b^ond the inunediate context As 

such, ethnography traces transcultural identities and communities across intimate, local, and 

international boundaries. This strategy does not necessarily resolve power disparities between 

the parties involved. It does, however, limit the possibility of informants' (as well as 

anthropologists') textual disembodiment through the rhetoric of clinical neutrality. Abu-Lughod 

has argued explicitly that, in order to avoid past objectifying practices, anthropologists must now 
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position themselves "againt culture," for the concept of culture retains unspoken presumptions 

that fieldwork offers a genralizable cross-section of a people. In fact, it offers a specific, 

concrete, and limited perspective. 

While Abu-Lughod is right about the status of the dynamics of fieldworic, I think it is still 

helpful to be able to abstract from one concrete setting to discuss feminist fieldwork and writing 

strategies as attempting to develop a theory of responsiveness, a heuristic for analyzing 

transculturalism. And it is because (as Abu-Lughod, I think, would agree) transculturaiism 

requires some terminology of differentiation, some way of stating the intersections and recodings 

at work in specific geograf^c, linguistic, religious, or other arenas, that I think the term cidture is 

still a necessaiy one. In fact, in my argument, I resist the implied concentricity of terms like 

subculture, seclusion, or figures of speech which posit an isolated social "island" in the midst of a 

culture, exactly because transculturalism as a global phenomenon is also a (fynamic within 

specificially identifi^le cultures. So discussicms of the dialogic space created between 

ethnographer and informant, or analyses of women-only spaces, ought to be considered not as 

arenas in wUch social masks eith  ̂fall off or as hints at how w(»nen improve female status if 

only they had control over their movements and public discourse. Rather, both the ethnographic 

interview and the wome-run houses or rooms are transculturaly informed. Such an approadi 

offers the opportunity to discuss cultural difference in term of cross-cultural similarities, with 

comparisons involving local strategies and individual struggles, rather than icons and arche^pes. 

Clearly, then, this analysis of feminist fieldwork foregrounds the issues of stereotyping 

and staging involved in ethnographic fictions, including how they operate as a kind of advocacy 

through writing. Developing further some of the issues introduced last chapter, here I discuss the 

"fictioning" of the fieldworker's sexual presence in the text Sex is not easy to talk about, much 

less to write about, when one is attempting to compare how it is articulated and practiced. 
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Sexuality offers the strongest example of how ethnographers must, in order to do their jobs, at 

times attempt to hide certain facts about themselves from their informants. George Mosse has 

written, of early twentieth century Europe, that "[hjomosexuals could not enter society and keep 

their identity" (187). It could also be said that, by and large, ethnographers cannot enter the field 

and keep their identities, especially those aspects related to Western-liberal practices of sexuality 

or various forms of feminism. 

The fact of the ethnographer's staging, in turn, establishes the possibility that informants 

are most likely also performing, as it were, "for the camera." Both parties may mask or highlight 

certain aspects of their self-presentaticHis and their cultural backgrounds. One major reason 1 

focus upon sexuality concerns how it, more than friendship or disparities in wealth, functions as 

a make-or-break issue for fieldworker and informant alike, a k^ element of cultural belonging, 

certainly, but more threat^iingly of social exclusion As a charged element of personhood and 

practice,, community memb^hip and excluaon, gossip and un^ken body language, sexuality is 

one topic \^ose analysis of its presentation in the field helps establish how awkward attempts 

to form, maintain, and e7q>lain intersubjective dynamics can be. Dialogical ethnography is 

impossible without theorizing the cultural difference and power disparities present in field 

research. The presumption that women will always "bond," as women, despite cultural 

differences, is nothing but an Oprahesque dream. It is wordi remembering, then, that Foucault's 

discursive production of the individual takes place through {wessure to speak, enforced 

revelation, and community evaluation of that information. If intersubjective dialogues manifest 

the same impositions as subjectification of an individual, a performative structure of the 

interaction is perhaps more adequate to accounting for the nature of the cultural materials 

"fabricated" in the in the field than Narayan's patina of a well-meaning heart-to-heart chat. 

Fieldwork becomes, then, a push-pull situation of relationships and game plans, 
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communication and misinfomiation. This "fictioning" in fieldwork interactions makes the 

meaning of intersubjectivity, and Benhabib's simultaneous use of the term, transsubjectivity (12), 

all the more elusive: What is being shared here, a fantasy? More than one fantasy? Not nothing, 

but what oblique kind of something? If intersubjectivity, as Benhabib describes it, "corresponds 

to that of individuals themselves qua participants in social life," it necessarily arises out of and 

through specific, time- and place- limited interactions. As Barbara Tedlock puts it, 

intersubjectivity is "this communicative interaction, or 'we-talk,' [which] belongs neither to the 

realm of objectivity nor to that of subjectivity" (71). Feminist ethnography results in narratives 

which "depend upon ethnographic dialogue to create a world of shared intersubjectivity and to 

reach an understanding of the differences between two worlds" (70). However, if 

transsubjectivity "reflects the view of the observer who analyzes and judges social relations," 

then both intersubjectivity and transsubjectivity come into play during fieldwoiic (Benhabib 12). 

Transsubjectivity requires intersubjectivity in order to be valid, and intersubjective interactions 

require that all participants are able to act either ethnographer or informant, at different junctures. 

The issue remains, however, of exactly what it is that is "fictioned" by interaction of two 

(or more) individuals concemed with presenting ^^)ealing self-presentations and cultural 

presentations, but none of whom wish to expose certain opinions, positions, or practices. If an 

ethnographic fiction is being created in the field, how it is to be analyzed? Or written about? 

And how does power play out in dynamics which mimic (or even contradict) global relations of 

first and third world economics? As at the end of the first chapter anticipated, it is not an issue 

of truth and falsity, but rather a question of how to characterize the kinds of claims made 

throughout the arc of cross-cultural advocacy, from fieldwork to publication. The answer to 

what is "fictioned" may be called truth only if truth and fiction are regarded as mutually 

puntiform, rather than as opposite approaches for telling stories. 
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Attempting to avoid the most egregious examples of epistemology of empire requires 

refusing both the adoring portrait of a noble savage, innocent of Western artifice, as well as that 

of a venerable mother-elder. The subaltern ought to be able to be "sexed" without being 

romanced, as it were, empowered or advocated for without her having agency predigested for her. 

In order to not control representation, today's feminist ethnographers seek to relinquish some 

control over the text. This cannot occur at the end-stage of writing up fieldwork notes with any 

degree of success, if the fieldwork itself is not methodologically dialogical. The ethnographer 

must allow for the possibility of playing informant, then, to her informants. In this way, the 

indigenous person may participate in the cross-cultural exchange as a partner, not a topic. While 

it is impossible to make such collaborations down-the-middle equal, it does unsettle the textual 

authority of the ethnographer. 

So feminist ethnography establishes itself as more participatoiy, and less dictatorial, than 

earlier apjn'oaches, in order to argue tl^t observations are more nuanced through intimate 

proximity than clinical, critical distance. Scientific rationality is impossible, for, according to 

Fanon, "Objectivity, for the native, is always directed against him" {Earth 77). Beyond 

objectivity and the individualistic subjectivity of'Voice-travel-text," feminist ethnograplty 

attempts to document community-constructed worlds, large and small. Surely liberal rights 

language is inadequate to account for the transcultural textures of meaning, the ambivalence of 

sense, and the varieties of power at work in the contested spaces and speeches of fieldwork. 

Feminist ethnographers grapple with authorship as advocacy in a situation in which they seek to 

use their privilege to advocate, but also undermine the "authorizing" vsdiich their privilege awards. 

No matter how much we may want informants to be co-authors, to call them that is to mask 

serious power disparities. As Geertz puts it, ethnographic texts have begun to "be looked at as 

well as through," and are seen to be "made, and made to persuade," so that "those who make 
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them have rather more to answer for" (138). Yet "the burden of authorship cannot be evaded, 

however heavy it many have grown" (140). 

The dynamism of the narrative approach attempts to avoid two common gaffes in past 

feminist anthropology, in which native women are seen as either locked in a constant struggle 

against their backward culture ("women against tyranny") or are found to be less oppressed than 

Western women ("native women better off') (Knauft 233; di Leonardo, Crossroads 11). It is 

not simply a game of better-thaaless-than, however, for the situation of living with people of a 

different culture must be seen for the anomaly it is. As an artificial scenario, fieldwoik is neither 

tourism nor adoption, but an explicitly intensive project focussed on "the local," usually by 

someone who is not. So the awkwardness of such dynamics, for all involved, must be part and 

parcel of the ethnographic exchange. Information gathered must be considered on this basis. The 

"texting" associated with Ocfysseun knowledge claims is inadequate to explicate the collaborative, 

yet disparate, work of field work. Rather, a Penelopean comparison to textile-making, the woric 

of quilting circles and weaving communes, can better characterize the epistemology at woric in 

this cfynamic. Even as it romanticizes the contested spaces of "the local" as peaceable, reference 

to textiles rather than texts reflects better how social fabrics are patched together. Indeed, an 

element of the decorative arts permeates the scene of cross-cultural interaction. The fieldworicer 

and informant "dress up" for this particular event, speak and interact with the project in mind. 

This is a staged interaction. And yet, staging is not the same as falsity. A local pattern is being 

woven, even if ultimately very different opinions circulate about exactly what kinds of 

understanding and misunderstandings resulted. Once the interactions of fieldworic are refused the 

privileged designations of either ordinariness (how life goes along without an ethnographer in 

tow) or objectivity (that somehow culture is outside of anyone's involvement in it), then the 

textured patterns of intersubjectivity and transsubjectivity may be articulated by fieldworkers 
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and informants alike. Such an approach draws details impossible from the broad brushstrokes of 

"women against tyranny" or "native women better off." 

Yet my terminology of needle-pulling-thread and dress-up ought not lead to a 

trivilization of the dynamics at work, which are none other than the definition of who is a person 

and that persons social worth. The stories ethnographers and natives tell about themselves, as 

well as those they keep secret, has everything to do with personal and cultural survival. To 

ignore this is to risk exclusion on any number of levels. As I will demonstrate through the 

example of witchcraft, speaking out of turn or without a sense of how one's words help 

categorize oneself can be dangerous. The tactics of game theory may operate in fieldwork 

interaction, "fictioning" is hardly a game. Rather, like Hostiin Klah in tiie last chapter, this is a 

theatrics of transcultural necessity. It could be said the ethnographer is committed to sustaining 

the particular "culture" of fieldwork, which is related but different from the attempts of members 

of the indigenous community to retain and reaffirm their cultural identities. And, as with Klah, 

these negotiations to uphold particular cultures involves entering into particular relationships. 

The relationship of advocacy, when paired with outsider-status, has so many pitfalls 

that, as stated in the preface, it seems that cross-cultural advocacy is both necessary and 

impossible. In order for transcultural ethnogra^y to have any chance of working —and all 

advocacies fail in one way or another— the ethnographer must be willing to attend to the ways in 

which her presence affects the expressions of informants in the field. During fieldwork, they 

may hate her or harass her. They may rely on her, enter into commercial transactions, or use her 

for protection against local authorities or abusive spouses. They may, like Padma to Narayan's 

Charity, play the fieldworker for a confidante. Not that anthropologists are always victims of 

cruel games or jokes, but that the trust is time and space-bound. Travel informs the intimacy. 

Much in the way that the person sitting next to you on an airplane is willing to tell you his 
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whole, long life story and all his problems, the confiding of fieldwork relationships may be based 

on the expectation that the listener will, indeed, be gone soon. While this is a crucial aspect, I 

have also been amazed how extended the length of time fieldworic has become for some 

researchers discussed below. Smadar Lavie spends no less than 14 years among the Mzeini, and 

that is before formally studying anthropology at Berkeley. Lila Abu-Lughod speaks of her 

relationships with the Awlad Ali Beduoin in terms of decades. And Ruth Behar's relationship 

with Esperanza extends through 15 years. All of them talk of returning as an expectation, not a 

hope. If, henceforth, fieldwork is to be timed in decades rather than seasons, it seems that Zora 

Neale Hurston's brief foray to the Caribbean, or Ruth Underbill's 3-4 summers in Southern 

Arizona, would not make the grade. 

Hurston and Underhill are able to include much of A^at they experience personally, as 

well as "fill in" from previously visiting anthropologists, for that wliich they do not But, for 

researchers who have shifted from outsiders to, if not insiders, at least trusted visiting cousins, as 

it were, the question of v^iiat to include and exclude can be a nightmare. And once it comes to 

writing, how anthropologists attempt to summarize months or years of fieldwork experience in 

helpful ways will always be problematic. The writing of culture has material ctmsequences for all 

involved. The anthropologist's challenge involves, then, being sensitive enough to the 

intersubjectively constituted-and-contested ambient reality to be able to articulate it as a 

defensible context, in text. There is no simple way to do it. 

As one example of advocacy in writing, it becomes clear that motives cannot determine 

results and reactions. The well-intentioned Lila Abu-Lughod, who attempts in Veiled Sentiments 

to dispel American prejudices about Islamic women as well as romantic projections onto 

Bedouin nomads, finds that her first ethnographic publication angers some of her informants: 

"When one woman heard someone reading from my book a few of the poems she had recited 
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years earlier, she exclaimed, half joking, 'You've scandalized us!' For her, a book about a 

particular people and everyday life her community might seem little more than a public display 

of family secrets" {Worlds 41). Other members of the community are more angry about what 

they perceive to be the airing of dirty laundry. They argue with Abu-Lughod's host family about 

the shame they have brought to the village: "This is your girl who wrote this!" The father of the 

host family has an opposite opinion, and wants the book translated into Arabic so that urban 

Egyptians will not have such "condescension and ignorance" about their fellow Bedouin citizens 

(42). His opinion is in the distinct minority. 

By focusing, then, on the "more prosaic but nonetheless powerful myths of place," 

including conventions of belonging and exclusion, of speaking in and out of turn, feminist 

ethnograi^ers have been able to use the awkwardness and constrictions of fieldwork to shift the 

textual center of gravity away from "voice-travel-text" (Holland and Huggan ix). As Bouidieu 

has tteorized locale and identity, "a 'sense of one's place'...leads one to exclude oneself from tti^ 

goods, persons, places and so forth from which one is excluded" (qtd. in Mehta 67). The thought 

of enforced all-female seclusion, associated most closely with Islamic customs but really 

operational through a variety of controlling mechanisms in all the cultures mentioned herein, is 

troubling for exactly the reason Bourdieu states. One's habitus has off-limits areas which ccmfine 

and define one's arena, one's world and "worlded" view. Literally, physically, are women put in 

their place. 

Yet this kind of victimological gloss is not the whole story, for we must contend with the 

ways in which agency and habitus interact As one who graduated from a women's college, I 

know that having a "room of one's own," not just on an individual but also on a group level, can 

offer the potential for a dynamic, communal kind of Bildungsroman. The result is often a 

stronger sense of identity and a sense of belonging which contributes to creating conditions for 
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assertively confronting the the patriarchal forms of exclusion at work in the wider society. 

Women-only spaces, be they a result of seclusion or schooling, or even of the gendered divisions 

of labor between blue- and pink- collar jobs, are sanctuaries as often as training grounds on which 

are shaped the strategies of women's agency in a man's world. 

The conclusions drawn from an "ethnography of the particular" can be overdrawn (Abu-

Lughod, "Against" 138). In a rather naive description of harem-life, Alev Lytle Croutier calls this 

women-only space "a matriarchy incubating in the cradle of patriarchy" (206). By using such 

terms, Croutier makes explicit a tendency of contemporary feminist ethnography to posit "free-

woman" zones as if they were "free trade zones," bordering on nations but central to the 

globalized economy. The ^oposal of a liberated zone hidden among the nooks and crannies of a 

larger system can only get one so far before the contradictions between the forces vsliich shape 

that space as tfix were seperable from the whole collide with the &cts of practices of 

containment But the idea of women carving out arenas of control in the midst of patriarchal 

cultures ignores &e Butlerian/Bhabhan analysis of Foucaultian discourse, that subjects only have 

the tools at their disposal that they have at their disposal. It is possible to appropriate and 

misappropriate, but not frilly invent out of thin air, an original stance. Such a characterization 

both infantilizes women, by presuming they really are not part of the culture in which they 

reside, as well as ascribing to them the Montagtian illusion of self-determination discussed in the 

first chapter. 

Such language of private matriarchies and public patriarchies also implies that native 

women of live in brutal, sexist cultures, while Westerners do not While the disparity between 

approaches to sexuality and speech are important, and will be discussed below, it is equally 

important to remember similarities. Within the history of anthropology at Columbia and 

Barnard, Franz Boas, was described for years as an advocate for female students, as if his anti-
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racist agenda was paired with anti-sexism. Only more recently have feminist scholars 

documented how he set up more of a "containment field" than training for empowerment. For 

female students were supported only so long as they stayed students, if then. But once female 

students sought to leave the nest, to become professional colleagues and tenure-track professors, 

they found themselves without advocacy. Boas never saw any reason to help female graduates 

get an academic position (Cole 179). 

Comparisons like this make possible an examination of our similarities, which, like a 

metaphor, only emphasizes one aspect of consonance while also establishing its limits, and thus 

the dissonant contrasts, as well: 'To say that we all ive in the particular is not to say that for any 

of us the particulars are the same...[a]nd the particulars suggests that others live as we perceive 

ourselves living, not as robots programmed with 'cultural' rules, but as people going through Ufe 

agonizing over decisions" (Abu-Lughod, "Against" 158). So long, Flaubert's automaton. 

I suggested in the preface that people going abroad are not chameleons, but turtles 

bringing their culture on their backs, even as they headed toward a place or a people which 

seemed to meet some need unmet at home. This idea leads to how Stoler has demonstrated that 

the nominal divisions between empire and colony, public and private, and home and away, are 

merely convenient terms of faux-distinctions. Rather, the analytic fields of empire and colony, 

etc., are interrelated and transculturally-defined. In this discussion herein, Stoler's "analytic 

field" becomes the location of fieldwork and its myriad of linkages within and beyond the exact 

geographical locale. Stoler's argument would correct Croutier by arguing that women's-only 

spaces are part of the same "analytic field" as the forces which define their boundaries. 

Not only is everything transnarionally connected — so that Coca-Cola can be found in 

every parched place on earth— but also the researcher's home culture, politics, and even body 

image are interpreted through meanings generated through the culture's presumptions about her 
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home, the "abroad" of the informants. Spheres of influence extend and intertwine so that, as 

Kaplan puts it, "the local does not exist in a pure state" {Questions 160). So thinking like a turtle 

means realizing that the field is not, no matter how remote or ditYerent from home, an isolated 

place. Identity must be recoded transculturally, so that both the Abu-Lughod and her informants 

are "always alrea^" various kinds of "halfies," their identities produced through an interaction 

of global as well as local roles {Worlds 39). 

Of course, empowerment comes in many forms, not all of them easily definable as 

feminist One of the strategies women use is to adopt the forms of powertaking they find men 

use. Behar^s informant, Esperanza, belongs to a largely all-female spiritual group which worships 

Pancho Villa specifically because he is sexist and violent. The followers attempt to create a space 

of exclusivity, where "they are forging a secret agreement with Villa, the macho revolutionary, 

that th^r will venerate him if be will impart to them some of his male valor and fighting strength 

for use in their own unfinished female and class struggles" {Translated 317). 

We will return to this spiritual cult below, but for now it should be seen as an example 

differentiating exclusivity from exclusion. Yes, exclusivity and exclusion both prevent trespass, 

yet with a differing balance between focus on the construction of the inside and the outside. 

Exclusion acts as Bourdieu states, to ban and encourage those banned to police themselves, to 

back away from the doorway. But exclusivity, as problematic as it is, is more geared toward 

defining what kind of difference can be mobilized to justify membership, the particular 

characteristic or sensibility of the "in-crowd." So one could say that exclusivity demands the 

converse of Bourdieu's assertion, for a sense of one's place makes one invest one's identity into 

those spaces of belonging, the arenas in which one's presence is expected, welcomed, or 

presumed. What follows from such distinctions is a methodology in which the feminist 

ethnographer should try to treat fieldwork as what Pierda calls a "nation-building trick," in that 
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the microspaces of interactions produce permeable yet bounded arenas in which truth and fiction 

are enacted, responded to, and reworked (375). The space is created through words, as well as 

body language, arising from sharing daily life. 

While I concluded last chapter with di Leonardo's call for anthropologists to "stay 

home," most of the work I discuss here involves going abroad. Yet these travelers are usually 

critical of presumptions about the domestic space as populated by nature but not culture, by 

tamed, immobile female bodies and dull minds. The word abroad is recoded so that domestic 

spaces and native lands are full of lives and meanings ^\1uch reverberate beyond their boundaries. 

Culture begins at home. So, to theorize cultural difference, feminist ethnographers go abroad in 

order to ''stay home," as it were, and to take seriously the creations of women's spaces. At the 

end of Translated Woman, Behar acknowledges how her own mother's doing Behar's errands and 

housework allows her to write. Reflecting on how her scholarship has given her a life "beyond 

the kitchen, Behar notices that, ironically, it is in a kitchen where she records E^ranza's life 

story: "that life beyond the kitchen led me back to a kitchen, the kitchen in Mexico, the kitchen 

in this book" (323). This leads to a painful realization about her relationships at home: "the 

native woman in my life, the woman who was the first 'other' to me, has in some sense always 

been my mother." The results of transcultural intersubjectivity can thus expose the colonial 

relationships at home. 

In order to account for the effects of one's presence in the field, feminist ethnographies 

must use different writing strategies than those of the celibate, objective, "stolid man" of older 

ethnographies. Instead, they often participate in one or more of the "out-law" genres of 

autobiography discussed by Kaplan in her article, "Resisting Autobiographies: Out-law genres 

and Transnational Feminist Subjects." In that article, as I discussed in the first chapter, Kaplan 

asked whether such a thing as a post-coionial feminist form of autobiography is even possible 
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(116). Kaplan agrees with the feminist scholarship which argues that liberal forms of 

autobiography cannot "historicize and deconstruct mythologies of nationalism and 

individualism," and as such sustain the mj^ of the self-made (wo)man, whose upbringing in 

Western civilization provides her with insights on the colonized others of the world. If 

autobiograi^y is not to continue to a kind of post-feminist colonialism, and can indeed convert 

its methods to post-colonial feminism, it requires a critical ethnographic ap|»-oach to narration. 

This in turn involves some awareness of the (cross-) cultural work done by the symbolic and 

political economy of certain writing strategies. 

Kaplan discusses a whole host of approaches to bringing the cultural to the 

autobiography, and collective authorship. Feminist ethnography is only one in Kaplan's list, 

which includes biomythograi^y, regulative psychobiography, testimonio, collective authorship, 

orality and polyvocality, and "fictional forms with documentary record," like cultural 

autobiography and autoethnography (120). I would argue that feminist ethnography actually 

takes part in many of the writing strategies she discusses. Since all of the genres attempt to 

"produce theories and methods of cultural and representation grounded in the material conditions 

of our similarities and differences," they are of particular interest, and usefiibiess, to the 

ethnograf^r attempting to integrate post-colcmial critique into an anthropological narrative 

shirking objectivity and individualism (135-136). 

Kaplan (kfines feminist ethnography as having the potential to foster "nonexploitative 

political alliances between women,"resulting in "documents that empower the subjects of 

ethnographic writing" (127). I am not so sure this is true. The strength of the awkwardly self-

revealing and tentative cultural portraiture found in the works I analyze seems to me to arise not 

from either potential or real nonexploitative alliances between ethnographers and informants. 

Instead, it seems that it is the very admission of the power disparity, and how power and control 
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shift in the arenas of fieldwork and writing, which is so helpful. The awareness that writing 

one's ethnography could help or hurt (or both in different ways) and affect different members of 

the culture studied in different ways, seems to be key to the work. The subjects of ethnographic 

writing are, Lavie or Tsing or Abu-Lughod would admit, no more empowered by being published 

about than earlier generations of informants were. That said, the interpersonal relationships 

between the ethnographer and the informant has, hopefully, become one in which it is possible to 

relate to one another with some measure of respect for the differences in skills brought to the 

table. 

As I discussed in the first chapter, Spivak's work has demonstrated that the 

ei^temoiogy of empire is pervasive in any practice establishing knowledge claims. But in the 

context of fieldwork, in particular, post-colonial critique has generally dismissed the possibility 

of anthropology's ability to integrate post-colonial analysis into its practices; "It seems 

impossible to imagine any anthropology without a Western epistemological link" (Mudimbe qtd. 

in AburLughod, Worlds 26). Perhaps such assumptions account for Spivak's recent treatment of 

anthropology as basically unredeemable (Critique 60,67,153,242). She sees the term culture 

deployed in contemporary scholarship as "a nice name for the exoticism of the outsiders," and as 

sudi a eu{^emism for Orientalist designations (355). More specifically, she labels fieldworic as 

"a generally hasty preparation for academic and semi-academic transcoding" (409 nl27). 

With such definitions, Spivak signals her refusal to engage with contemporary feminist 

ethnography. In so doing, she maintains a monolithic, outdated, and simplistic description of the 

discipline which, she contends, merely divides the West from the rest: "For us, the dominant 

culture; for them, heterogeneity and cultural relativism" (315-316). This is an unfortunate, but I 

believe, willfiil, blindness, on Spivak's part. For if anthropology can be cursed as the discipline 

which feeds on the native informant (142), then it can play the "bad cop" in Spivak's project of 
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interrogation of the figuration of the native informant as shuttled into an "unrecognizably 

displaced subject-object position" (170). But what if feminist anthropologists are attempting, in 

the daily life and textual results of fieldwork, to attend to acts and speech-acts involved in this 

process? Behar, for example, theorizes border crossings in order to "move beyond the idea of the 

'native'" and the practice of "zeroing in on one feature of a group and treating it as representing 

the ethos of the entire place" {Translated 350 n22). Abu-Lughod's "tactical humanism" seems to 

woric quite similarly to Spivak's "strategic essentialism" ("Against," 157-159;Cr///c 11). Such 

work ought to lead to an evaluation of the diversity of anthropological approaches, including 

methods which square with Spivak's analyses. 

This is not to say that feminist ethnographies completely succeed at avoiding the language 

of authenticity or forsaking dreams of the "true" sex/seli&'story. But neither are th^ are 

operating within the edicts of the structural anthropology Spivak condenms (109,405). This is 

not a situation of Oriental citationality. Nor is this the "salvage" anthropology of Boasians, even 

tiK>ugh some comments on the dangers women face do ring with a sense of fear and threat, for 

domestic violence is a major topic of comparison between home and abroad. Moreover, how 

issues of magic and witchcraft make women's speech-acts reverberate across conmiunities, 

defining, categ(Hizing, and (tenigrating certain members, indicates a refusal to treat cultures as 

unchanging, ignorant, faceless, nameless masses. In ignoring these differences, Spivak misses an 

imp(Htant opportunity to engage in a more nuanced discussion which could, finally, get beyond 

vsiiere most conversations about her work have stagnated for a decade, at the basics of "The 

Subaltem Cannot Speak 101." 

Certainly feminist ethnogr^hers are attempting to respond to Spivak through generating 

new methods and approaches. But, particularly for American feminists, be they ethnographers or 

not, Spivak's concerns are only part of a far more complex debate about sexuality and alliance 
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dating back to at least the formation of the National Organization for Women (NOW). For 

difference is not only fomented by colonial or nationalist institutions. As well, the very people 

seeking justice have seen fit to exclude. While the first world/third world divide which Spivak 

discusses has much for feminist ethnographers to respond to, the recent history of how 

American lesbians, non-white, and/or working-class feminists have been treated by heterosexual, 

u{^)er-class, white American feminists yields a presence of absense — through actual run-ins, 

walk-outs, and speak-outs at NOWs meetings— far more immediate than geopolitical 

designations which operate at the categorical level of nations and economies, not persons and 

identities. Nor is the NOW unique in this emphasis upon local identities as the language of 

exclusivity and exclusion. Spivak is right that no one uses Tm a third-world woman" as a battle 

cry. Moments of protest are, by definition, moments of crisis, and the abstract categories of first 

and third worlds are always late to the mass meetings about particular injustices, showing up to 

explain what eveiybo<fy already knows: shit happens for a reason. 

That said, the extent to which feminism has succeeded in the United States, so that many 

younger women take its victories for granted, does not resolve issues of power disparities 

coincident yet varied in their cultural work. Race, in particular, is a hot-button issue. As a result, 

Audre Lwde's woric has had, in many way, a far more {H^ofound effect on the goals, motivations, 

and language of feminist ethnography than Spivak's work, with its turgid prose, confusing jargon, 

and, economically clear but interpersonally ambiguous goals. The most obvious coimection 

between Audre Lorde and feminist ethnography involves the open letter she wrote to Mary Daly 

in 1979, but numerous other writings, both poetry and prose, also serve as an unspoken 

questioning in feminist ethnography, urging it on to new paradigms and writing strategies. 

Lorde wrote Mary Daly, a feminist scholar at the Boston College, in response to her book 

Gyn/Ecology. In her letter, which was first sent to Daly privately, but received no reply and. 
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after four months, was opened "to the community of women," Lorde asks why Daly seems to 

write only about "white, western european, judeo-christian" beliefs and myths which emphasize 

powerful feminine deities in the first part of the book (66-67). Since the cultural material deals 

exactly with vsliat Daly is arguing about, Lorde can only conclude that Daly "has made a 

conscious decision to narrow her scope and to deal only with the ecology of western european 

women" (67). After reading the second section, however, Lorde begins to consider Daly's 

motives. For this section does involve African women, but "only as victims and preyers-upon 

each other." Since genital mutilation is discussed only in terms of Africa (when, as Lavie's work 

and others demonstrate it is not necessarily related to geography but more often religion), Lorde 

feels Daly "dismissed my heritage and the heritage of all other noneuropean women, and denied 

the real connections that exist between us" (68). 

The connections are important, but when one race is classified as victim and another as 

the font of matriarchy, the similarities at play cannot heighten the importance of attending to 

differences. Lwde asks, "Where was Afrekete, Yemanje, Oyo, and Mawulisa? Where were the 

warrior goddesses of the Vodun, the Dah(mieian Amazons and the warrior-women of Dan?" (67) 

To imply that one race is without the resources of women's imagery, and suffers bodily as a 

result, while white women are oppressed but have unique traditions to tap, is close to the worst 

kind of essentialist racism possible, a social Darwinism of the gendered kind. It also implies that 

violence of women and by women is a largely non-white ptenomenon. As Lorde puts it, "[a]s an 

African-american woman in white patriarchy, I am used to having my arche^q>al experience 

distorted and trivialized, but it is terribly painftil to feel it being done by a woman v*^ose 

knowledge so much touches my own" (67-68). 

The letter's most insightful critique involves Lorde's analysis of Daly's quoting Lorde at 

the beginning of the chapter on Afncan genital mutilation. Lorde is appalled: "For my part, I felt 
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you had in fact misused my words, utilized them only to testify against myself as a woman of 

Color" (68). In so doing, Daly creates the textual conditions Lorde complains she highlights in 

the chapter, those of victimizing by preying upon one's community, and in this case, oneself 

Lorde finds the quotation irrelevant. How Lorde's words were "no more, nor less, illustrative of 

this chapter" than "any number of my other poems might have been" is key to Lorde's wondering 

"why you needed to use them at all." Lorde feels her words have been "ghettoized," and, 

crucially, misread and not understood. Lorde sees herself and her words positioned "only as 

decorations, or examples of female victimization" (69). 

Lorde clearly does not want to distance herself from the radical feminist lesbian writer. 

She sees how they share important elements of identity and commimity; "As outsiders, we need 

each other for siq)port and connecti<»i and all the other necessities of living on the borders" (69-

70). This language of borders and support, outsider-status and connection, are highlighted in 

feminist ethnogn^hy. But not all borders are policed alike: "The white women with hoods on in 

Ohio handing out KKK literature on the street may not like what you have to say, but they will 

shoot me on sight" (70). But Daly does not seem to notice this difference, and implies that "the 

herstory and myth of white women is the legitimate and sole herstoiy and myth of all women" 

(69) So Lorde finds herself in the position of having to really challenge Daly's apf^-oach to her 

and to all non-white women: "Mary, do you ever really read the work of Black women? Did you 

ever read my words, or did you merely finger through them for quotations which you thought 

might valuably si^port an alreacfy conceived idea[?]" (68) 

This kind of challenge translates into fieldwork as a demand for listening and taking 

seriously the work and words of women who are informants. In a way, Narayan is wrong that 

the word informant is so dehumanizing, for, if it were really acted on, the literatures, histories, 

and instructions of how to engage in cultural-material practices, as well as the ethics and beliefs. 
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of natives would be treated as the serious resources that they are, and not as if their rhetorical and 

analytic quailities are trivial, their relevance to other peoples and contexts minimal. If informants 

were treated as experts, scholars of their cultures, then perhaps the information they provided 

would not be similarly ghettoized and decontextualized. So Lorde is challenging Daly on exactly 

this problem, endemic not only in anthropology's history, but generally operational across 

Western society. Daly is suffering from "voice-travel-text," the assumption that she may venture 

anywhere and return with the booty necessary to augment her authority. When this booty is 

Lorde's stolen and mishandled words, Daly cannot get away vnth it without private, and later 

public, censure. 

In feminist ethnography, this challenge is characterized as Lorde's "asking if [Daly] 

viewed her as a native infbmiant" (Behar, "Exile" 7). Clearly the connection is made between 

Daly's misappropriations and the potential for feminist ethnography to be too Dalyesque and 

not Lordeian enough. Behar declares that the anthology Women Writing Culture refuses justifying 

practices which are really dividing practices: "We do not simply cite the work of women of color 

(X recite tiie mantra of g^ckr, race, and class and go on with academic business as usual, handing 

difference over with one hand and taking it away with the other." That said, it should be noticed 

that, despite a good article by Ellen Lewin in the anthology, sexual orientation does not make the 

cut in the mantra-to-be-not-recited. This tendency becomes important in my discussion below. 

Ruth Behar, for example, wants to report the life story of Esperanza, her informant, but 

does not want to repeat the stereotypes of domestic violence among Mexicans as attributable to 

"a series of cultural or psychological failings that included machism, marianismo, amoral familism, 

and the culture of poverty" {Translated 277). Surely the prevalence of domestic violence in 

many cultures, including in all communities in the United States, ought to be acknowledged. But 

since the stereotypes of domestic violence in black and hispanic communities are often used as a 
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way to avoid the violence of racism, Esperanza's story could be mishandled in the United States, 

and used against Behar's intentions. 

Behar is so ajx)logetic at times that one wonders if she and feminist ethnography, 

generally, are at risk of self-censorship and silencing. It is on this point that Lorde's insights have 

proven helpful and empowering. Because Behar realizes that, whether or not she told Esperanza's 

story, whether or not she down-played the violence of fathers, mothers, mother-in-laws, and 

husbands, Esperanza would still have lived that life. If telling her story was not going to help 

her, not telling her story would not, either. Such a move, which sustains caution of cooption 

alongside a refusal to keep silent about women's experiences, is Audre Lorde's lesson and legacy 

for American feminism. 

The important opening lines of Lorde's "The Transformation of Silence into Action" 

confiont these veiy issues: "I have come to believe over and over again that vs^t is most 

important must be ̂ ken, made verbal and shared, even at the risk of having it bruised ot 

misunderstood" (40). Lorde articulates the lesson Behar uses for to argue for publishing 

Esperanza's story, for suffering happens whether or not it is used to raise the consciousness 

through recapitulation. Lorde's description is compelling: "I remind myself all the time now that 

if I were to Imve been bom mute, cht had maintained an oath of silence my vsliole life long for 

safety, I would still have suffered, and I would still die" (43). This realization has, I believe, been 

a driving force in helping feminist ethnogr^hers refuse to silence their uncertainties and 

awkwardness, their intimacies and alienations, and, finally, their insistence upon listening to 

indigenous women as speakers and storytellers, rather than "being informed" mere data (Behar 

13). Lorde's dictum; "My silences have not protected me. Your silence will not protect you" 

(41). 

Lorde's language veers more closely to the essentialism of "voice-travel-text," and, as I 
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will discuss below, terms of sentiment is a problem for much feminist ethnography. However, 

Lorde's use of voice involves placing one's words where one's body has been, and has suffered for 

that presence. In refiising silence, which protects those vsiio violate women's bodies, be they 

abusive relatives, economic exploitation, or cancerous cells, women take a political stance which 

demands response. Lorde's refusal of silence is a staging, a performance of presence when one 

would much rather blend into the background (42). Speaking does not, at the point of 

enunciation, make one less a&aid, and so it is a chore rather than a liberal-feminist approach of 

"letting it all hang out" and e}q)ecting to be heard as intended. For Lorde believes speaking, even 

if misinterpreted or ignored, is a necessary drama for women's personal and political 

empowerment She does not presimie words are enough, and is in fact rather certain that 

dehumanizing forces are more powerful than one's voice. It must be remembered that "the 

machine will tiy to grind you into dust anyway, whether or not we speak." Yet, exactly because 

silence serves no one, and s^)eaking serves those who have the ears to hear, it is crucial to risk tte 

spotlight. 

Unlike Spivak's formulation of "Can the subaltern speak?", wiiich implies only one kind 

of speaking, one role from which to speak, and, ultimately, the impossibility of speech which can 

make a diff^race in the colonial, post-colom'al, and/or globalized scene, Lorde's wodc as a poet 

and academic suggest the possibility of more than one kind of speech. Although I do not think it 

is necessarily a conscious response to Lorde, I think it is important to notice how Berlant and 

Freeman, Lavie, Abu-Lughod, and Behar each find that certain genres of articulation define the 

conmiunity of one's intimate friends and comrades. In the case of Lavie and Abu-Lughod, the 

experience of poetic and allegorical performance is described very much like Lorde's own 

experience of poetic expression. For, in "An Interview; Audre Lorde and Adrienne Rich," Lorde 

was an oral tradition unto herself as a child. "I had to find a secret way to express my feelings. I 
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used to memorize my poems. I would say them out; I didn't use to write them down. I had this 

long fund of poetry in my head" (82-83). This way in which creating poetry and retaining it 

within oneself, as a source of strength and identity, which becomes public only when there is a 

specific community to recite/write for, is possible for Lavie and Abu-Lughod to hear only 

because they refuse to listen to informants as more than rhetorically and emotionally flat 

subalterns. 

Before pursuing the ^)ecific writing strategies which Spivak ignores in feminist fieldwork 

and ethnography, I want to introduce episodes in anthropology which helped bring the presence, 

and especially the sexual presence, of the researcher to the foreground. In addition, following on 

Lorde's analysis, I also want to clarify that the issues she addresses, as to whether she and Daly 

are indeed "playing for the same team," are issues for lesbian and queer ethnographers, as well. 

Before delving into texts ^^ch unfOTtunately generalize from reproductive sexuality to textual 

reproduction, then, I discuss how insights from lesbian ethnograf^ contribute to the current 

analysis of tte cultural resonance of articulations of sexuality and creations of women's-only 

spaces. 

Historically, of course, anthropology has hardly been squeamish about fact of sexual 

relations. Indeed, the mating habits of cultures have constituted a crucial part of the 

fieldwoiker's research from before Malinowski's 1929 The Sexual Life of Savages. For much of 

this century, however, the sexual life of the anthropologist has not been considered an 

appropriate topic for ethnography. Native peoples had sex in ethnographic texts, and they had 

their own customs of kinship networks, marriages, and child-birth, to prove it In contrast, in 

field reports the anthropologist was not jwrtrayed as sexual, child-bearing, or even just in love. 

The anthropologist's identity was limited to that of an investigator and reporter. While 

participant-observation methods allowed narrative of social situations, one was never supposed 
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to either engage in sexual activities in the field or, of course, write about them. Celibacy while in 

the field was a methodological assumption, that "maintaining the boundary between the scientific 

self of the anthropologist and the sexual self of the anthropologist is a necessary and fundamental 

condition for preserving the desired objectivity of the scientist" (Cole 178). 

But, although this was the received wisdom, so that Boasian justifications of anti-racism 

were couched in scientific terms, it was not always the approach taken. As early as the the 

1920s and 30s, a number of Boasiam —who should probably be called Beneditians, given Ruth 

Benedict's support for much of this work— sought to portray cultures through storytelling, or to 

focus on the social-life a^iects of fieldwork. While the Geertzian move to treat cultures as 

literary texts changed the rules of writing up fieldwork results, and "writing culture," is today 

most closely associated with James Clifford, forms of storytelling ethnography originated fifty 

years earlier. Hurston's Mtdes and Men, Underhiirs Papago Woman^ are only two examples of 

this trend. That said, with the possible exception of Hurston's work, which I will discuss in a 

later chapter, tiiose narrative approaches did not portray the fleldworker as a sexual being. It was 

the Zeitgeist of the post-1960s "me-generation," simultaneous with some key revelations about 

forefathers and foremothers, which created the conditions for tte possibility of bringing the 

desires of the ethnographer to the forefr^ont of recent scholarship. 

Although the "stolid men" of anthropology are gone for good, and not necessarily as a 

result of feminist anthropologists from either Boasian or more recent times. In 1967, of 

Bronislaw Malinowski's journals from his field woric in New Guinea and the Trobriand Islands, 

written from 1914 to 1918, exposed male as no less sexual, and anthropologists in general as mere 

tourists abroad. Malinowski did not write the diary for publication, so it was called A Diary in 

The Strict Sense Of The Term when translated from Polish to English (Geertz 75). Malinowski 

expressed the very longings, annoyance, boredom, and uncertainty which would never appear in 
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final ethnographic reports. The authority borne of puritanical posturing was shattered by such 

confessions.—men got to be stolid,cerebral~especially structuralism reinforced such divisions. 

Since Maiinowski claimed to have invented the method of participant observation, his 

diary's private misery and lust could destabilize the definition of the method's success in the 

field. Geertz describes Maiinowski as deeply divided, in both the diary and his ethnography, 

between roles of total inmiersion and clinical disinterestedness. This description of Malinowski's 

seeming split-personality manages to account, rather well, for the problems of attempting 

simultaneously to be both a participant and an observer in the field; 

On the one side, there is the Absolute Cosmopolite, a figure of such enlarged 

capacities for adaptability and fellow feeling, for insinuating himself into 

practically any situation, as to be able to see as savages see, think as savages think, 

speak as savages speak, and on occasion even feel as they feel and believe as they 

believe. On the other, there is the Complete Investigator, a figure so rigorously 

objective, dispassionate, borough, exact, and disciplined, so dedicated to wintry 

truth as to make Laplace look self-indulgent (79) 

From such textual schizophrenia arises the possibility of authorial presence in ethnography. 

That such a polarized personality would be exposed as neilher/nor, as ham-handed in his 

empathy with informants as well as v^rong in his scientific conclusions, would open the door to 

less positivistic anthropological investigation. 

One of Clifford's chapters in Predicament of Culture analyzes Malinowski's diary 

through a comparison with Conrad's Heart of Darkness, published only a decade before. 

Through his analysis, Clifford is able to demonstrate that, however authentic the diary may seem, 

both Conrad and Maiinowski were writing these texts at times of deep self-questioning about 

their own cultural identities and future plans. Both were Polish, and wrangled with questions of 
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how to assimilate into less Eastern European, and more British, society. They briefly knew each 

other, and, since Conrad was older and established in his work, Clifford believes that the younger 

Malinowski did "sense a deep affinity in their fsredicaments....[both] having been bora into a 

nation that since the eighteenth century existed only as a fiction" (98). 

Clifford traces how both Conrad and Malinowski were at pivotal points in their lives 

during the writing of these texts. Conrad was able to go to Africa prior to wnting because of an 

amorous affair with a woman. Marguerite Poradowska, who was married to a French writer and a 

cousin by marriage to Conrad. From the Congo, Conrad wrote ha- love letters (101). With her 

help, Conrad managed to fit a trip to Poland in before going directly to Africa. So too was 

Malinowski woridng out his love life abroad. While Malinowski was in the Trobriands, he was 

tempted repeatedly to have sex, and thus to cheat on his Australian fianc^, Elsie R. Masson. As 

well, he was still uncertain about the engagem^t. Two old flames haunt his diary, one Polish. 

Yet Masson represents the clearest path to an English academic career and all it entails. At this 

point in their careers, both Conrad and Malinowski were, then, struggling with the choice 

between "Polish, the mother tongue, and English, the language of future career aiKf marriage" 

(102). 

In fact, both Malinowski and Conrad take the circuitous imperial route through Australia 

to become, as Conrad characterizes himself, a " spoiled adopted child of Great Britain and even 

of the Empire" {Heart of Darkness 10). Australia is the first step toward acceptance in the 

Empire's hub. Conrad's first assumed command of the Australian ship Otago in 1888. While 

this route eventually culminated in not only love of English-speaking women and the Empire 

itself, it took a good bit of self-forsaking and self-fracturing to claim home away from Poland. As 

a result of such pressures, both Conrad in the Congo and Malinowski in the Trobriands were, 

according to Clifford, attempting to "rescue a self from disintegration and depression" (107); 
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"The fragmented subjectivity manifested in both works is that of a writer, and the pull of 

different desires and languages is manifested in a number of discrepant inscriptions." One 

indication of how both Malinowski and Conrad resolve themselves to join British society, leaving 

behind Poland, is through the books discussed in their texts. They shore up selfhoods through 

reading and writing empire. Conrad's Marlow finds a book on British seamanship, while 

Malinowsld's imagination escapes the Trobriands by reading Thackery. London is calling. 

Given how central questions of identity, sexuality, and assimilation were to both Conrad 

and Malinowski, one of the most troubling examples of their affiliation occurs when 

Malinowski's diaiy actually quotes Kurtz's famous line, "Exterminate the brutes" in a flush of 

anger at the uncooperative Trobriand islanders (Geertz 74; Clifford 105). It is a terrible moment, 

both in Heart of Darkness, and in the Diary, because it exposes the deep violence of which 

writers are capable. This pervasive anger forms the basis, as wrell, of Conrad and Malinowoski's 

shared treatment of women in their texts: "In both sexuality is at issue; both portray an other 

that is conventionally feminized, at once a danger and a temptation. Feminine figures fall into 

either spiritual (soft) or sensual (hard) categories" (Clifford 105). And this violence is not only 

pointed toward native peoples, but also pointed within, used to police the emergent selves of 

Conrad and Malinowski. Through this anger they attempt to enforce the invention of a new man, 

cosmopolitan not ofF-the-farm, Western European not PoUsh, married not gay or sexually 

involved with natives. Conrad and Malinowski unleash their anger (through the mad mouth of 

Kurtz, making it safe for them to say), at the very process of assimilation they attempt, 

providing evidence for Foucault's argument that "the subject is the effect of power in recoil" 

(Butler, Psychic 6). Moreover, the excess of emotion hints at a desire to be —as Conrad and 

Malinowski imagine the natives of the Congo and the Trobriands ~ unassimilatable, and thus 

free to not wrest oneself from childhood's home. Malinowski's repeated instructions to himself 
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in the diary, "My main task must be to work. Ergo: work!" (qtd. in Clifford 105) is a demand to 

not "go native" through relations with a Trobriand islander, as well as a requirement to not "stay 

native" through relations with an old, Polish flame. 

I find Clifford's analysis helpful because it brings to the fore a number of tensions 

concerning sexuality which arise in the feminist ethnographies discussed below. In shirking 

Malinowski's push-pull approach of participant observation, today's ethnographers must yet 

analyze how their perceptions of themselves change during field woriL While the culture being 

studied cannot be treated as static and isolated, neither can the person studying be considered to 

be certain of his or her identity, or otherwise unchangeable through interactions. This is not to 

take up the mantle of "voice-travel-text" and assert that travel brings wisdom or legitimacy to 

one's claims. Rather, it is as silly to attempt to freeze-frame people as cultures. Field work 

changes people, and changes their strategies about how and where they want their i(fentities 

articulated. What the ethnographer learned about herself or himself thrcHigh the fieldwoiic 

experience was not welcome in the text The "child-like" stance of Lavie and Behar hints at a 

whole history of anthropologists learning lessons about life from native informants. The ways 

that past ethnographers often "grew up" under the auspices of their informants is a sad lost 

chapter in anthropology. How such experiences may have informed an ethnographer's sense of 

one's own sexuality can only be interpreted between the lines. But contemporary ethnographers 

are demonstrating how their presence in the field does inform Aeir lives once th^r return home. 

Malinowski's diary was one early, inadvertent, revelation of the effects of fieldwork on the 

researcher's decisions about how, and whether, to go home. 

I will use one last look at the status of Malinowski's diary in order to launch into a 

cautionary tale about Margaret Mead. One of the most influential elements of the diary was the 

year of its publication in English, for 1967 was near the height of counter-culture expression and 
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anti-Vietnam war protests on college campuses across the United States. Given such a climate, 

the airing of the forefather's underpants was bound to affect anthropology departments and 

energize approaches critical of the received, participant-observer-driven, wisdom. Margaret 

Mead's 1973 explanation reveals as much about her as it does about the controversy: 

The furor over the publication of Malinowski's D/a/y (1967) represents a low 

point in the discipline's degree of sophistication. In the inflamed political 

atmosphere of the 1960s, Malinowski was attacked because of his private diary, 

which records his tribulations and miseries as he did his magnificent field woiic. A 

Polish word, which he used for the Trobrianders when he was most emphatically 

fed up with them, was translated as "nigger.'̂  The increase in self-evaluation and 

puzzled, troubled exposure of difficulties in the field has not been accompanied, as 

it might have been, with greater charity and detachment Anthropologists have 

contini^ to be highly personal, unskilled in separating their own affects fhnn 

their material, polemic, given to ad hominem arguments and, as if they were all 

members of one giant extended family, personal rather than relevant nit-picking. 

(qtd. in Parezo 16). 

Mead's description of Malinowski's critics, the diary's translation, and anthropologists' gossip 

lays out much of what contemporary feminist ethnography is attempting to set itself against 

Yet OIK ought not think of Mead as above the fray. These characteristics she criticizes, of 

polemic speechmaking, personal attacks, racial insensitivity, and conflation of femily and 

professional relationships are no where else more clearly embodied than in the way Mead 

conducted herself If one takes the accusations of Mead's solipsism seriously, one can detect in 

her defense of Malinowski a number of Mead's own failures to confiront the issues of 

interpersonal, economic, and cultural power disparities. The result is that, as Behar puts it in the 
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introduction to IVomen IVriting Culture, "in reality many of us are embarrassed by her" (8). 

Feminist ethnography must contend with Mead and Malinowski, for both her public 

female denials of the resistance of women and ethnic othere and his private male desire for sex 

with and control over women and ethnic Others have long histories in the discipline. The legacy 

feminist ethnographers are given by these two, to play off of Katherine Hepburn's famous line 

about Astaire and Rogers; "He gives her class while she gives him sex." Here, however, it is 

slightly stranger, for Mead gives up gender and Malinowski gives up sex. Malinowski's diary 

reveals how very forcefully he had to insist sexuality was irrelevant to his method of participant 

observation. He attempted suppression, sublimation, and erasure of his sexuality. Mead 

attempts to make gender irrelevant to anthropology, but through a different route. Gender is 

omnipresent in her work, but only in its liberal, "voice-travel-text" formula, which at times veers 

crazily into a kind of separate-but-equal self-contradictory Victorianism. She wrote in 

Blackberry Winter that, "my anthrqwlogical field choices — not to compete with men in male 

fields, but instead to concentrate on the kinds of work that are better done by women" (qtd. in di 

Leonardo, Exotics 259). Di Leonardo's gloss on such comments argues that Mead saw women 

dominated by men, but "did not actually take the stance that such domination was wrong and 

should be abolished" (258). Gender is present in Mead's work, but it can make no difference. It 

is not allowed to bring about a transformative consciousness. Like the Oriental woman in 

paintings by Delacroix, then, or Chief Joseph at the 1904 World's Fair, gender is present in 

Mead's work only to the extent that it validates the status quo. 

According to Micaela di Leonardo, Mead managed to be a kind of grand, operatic public 

figure who, in the early 1970s, reentered the public sphere by "hitching her wagon to the rising 

liberal feminist star" {Exotics 257). Mead was more of an opportunist than a feminist, and, even 

more troubling, she was queer and antifeminist. Her lesbian liaisons (with Benedict and others) 
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and marriages (to Bateson and others) followed Burton's model of complete access to all genders, 

and all bodies, with a "traveling sexuality" which nevertheless reneged on feminism whenever 

possible. Her "grotesquely antifeminist pronouncements of the 1940s and 1950s" and her "long 

record as a Cold Warrior," are bad enough (259, 258). But even within the discipline, she 

stalwartly blinded herself to the colonial implications of anthropological work. Her inexcusable 

removals and elisions from Benedict's papers before delivering them to the archives at Vassar 

indicates an overarching need to stamp her positivistic, self-made-woman interpretation on other 

people's work (Babcock, Hidden 120). And her approach is unsophisticated in the extreme. 

Babcock quotes her as saying, as early as 1933, that "1 am more and more convinced that there is 

no room in anthropology for philosophical concepts and deductive thinking" (119). 

Her work is marked by a consistent need to be right, and for right to ignore the damage 

done by might She managed to make anthropology in her own image, with a kind of colonization 

of the popular press, and a broad-brush-off of academic subtlety. Her approach could be 

discussed, in the words of our previous chapter, by saying that Mead would always insist on 

being "on top" in the public's view of anthropology, and so she managed a number of 

Clintonesque come-backs after overstej^ing her role. At the 1971 American Anthropological 

Association meeting, her "politically retrogressive" stance got her in trouble (239). There she 

condemned Eric Wolf and Joseph Jorgenson for their study of certain anthropologists' 

complicity in covert military investigations on Southeast Asia. At the height of Vietnam war 

protests. Mead, amazingly enough, attempted to have her committee exonerate the 

anthropologists who worked as counterinsurgents and called Wolf and Jorgenson unethical. The 

association rejected her recommendations, but with the publication two years later of Blackberry 

Winter, Mead managed to appeal to the sentimental, Oprahesque strain in emergent liberal 

feminism and gain, rather than lose, popularity over the next five years. 
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This controversy is key to outlining a future for feminist ethnography. Margaret 

Thatcher-like, we have a very powerful woman articulating why the state should capitalize on 

academic expertise; Mead as a state minstrel. Since Underbill, Hurston, Benedict, and numerous 

other anthropologists have worked under government grants, the issue is far from limited to the 

Vietnam war era. If we refer back to the indented quote by Mead about Malinowski's diary, we 

see in this 1971 episode how Mead played out that which she criticized. First of all, she accuses 

anthropology of having little sophistication, which is odd, when she was so often criticized for 

her "Rustling-in-the-wind-of-the-palm-trees" writing style (Lutkehaus 186). Mead's discussion 

of the translation of a Polish epithet into "nigger" is ironic, given how di Leonardo reads her 

conversation with James Baldwin in Rap on Race as reveahng Mead's "self-assured limousine 

liberal's contempt" for all non-WASPs, which reserved for African-Americans in particular 

attempts to build a "condescending coalition" by "lodging her superior understanding of race in 

her northern WASP ufAringing" {Exotics 95). 

This is Burton all over again, for Mead knows the other better than the other himself She 

presumes to be able to pass through, and speak fluently, as it were, about racial experiences she 

has not the foggiest notion about Even Lutkehaus, who defends Mead, admits that, in Rap on 

Race, "Hoie Mead is the masculine voice; Baldwin, the femim'ne other" (202). In such a dynamic, 

Baldwin's homosexuality, as well as Mead's, are effaced in a power-play about race. Since Mead 

was only able to make Rap on Race her monologue, with Baldwin her compliant "native 

informant," it hardly counts as the beginning of the dialogical approach in anthropology 

Lutkehaus seeks to call it (199,198). 

Mead's own lack of self-reflective analysis comes out most clearly in her condemnation 

of other anthropologists as personally vicious, as "unskilled in separating their own affects from 

their material, polemic, given to ad hominem arguments" as well as in her criticism that they act 
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as if "they were all members of one giant extended family" (qtd. above). In di Leonardo's 

investigation of the dynamics of the 1971 Anthropological Association meeting - occurring only 

two years before Mead published her comments on Malinowski — she finds Mead engaged in 

exactly these forms of immaturity and rhetorical excess. It was also two years after the meeting 

that Joseph Jorgensen found himself at a private gathering with Mead, only to have her spit on 

him {Exotics 239). And immediately after the meeting, when her recommendations of who ought 

to be exonerated and who ought to be condemned were rejected, "In an apparent fit of pique. 

Mead had her committee's files destroyed rather than sent on." So her ability to separate her 

affects was not an ability at all. Moreover, much to everyone's surprise, during the meeting 

Mead attempted to treat all the other anthropologists as if she were their mother, and should be 

obeyed. They were disobedient, with their "silly...childish behavior." In discussing 

Malinowski's posthumous trials. Mead seems to be most pointedly articulating her own failures. 

Yet she projects them onto others, without realizing it, just as she places herself in Malinowski's 

shoes. 

Mead in post-World War n anthropology, then, embodies the failures of "voice-travel-

text" to accoimt for cultural, economic, racial, sexual, and even gender difference. To look at 

sexuality in contemporary feminist ethnography is to contend with her presumptiveness, her 

naivete, her state minstrelsy, her closeted queer tourism, her Orlando-ish transformations, her 

uses of indigenous people for her own self-aggrandizement, her posturing as a level-headed social 

scientist, her repetition of the common sense of the day (no matter what day it was), and her 

willingness to pander to sentimental, straight-laced housewives. It is not about Mead's writing 

for Redbook or going on television. I am criticizing her for continuing the traditions of "voice-

travel-text" during times when the liberal approach was being seriously criticized as elite, racist, 

and parochial. Richard Burton was outlandish in conservative, Victorian times. His Orientalism 
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was only slightiy more geared toward individual self-fashioning than his French and English 

predecessors. Mead, however, is read by di Leonardo as a closet conservative during socially 

tumultuous times. She was in all the right places at the right times, but doing the wrong things. 

Benedict's nuanced approach did not become Mead's, and Boas' politics did not become 

hers. She even seemed to be blind to the fact Columbia was in Harlem. This could only be an act 

of willful blindness, for, as I will discuss v^en I focus on Hurston, the Harlem Renaissance "was 

in full swing during Mead's scholarly coming of £^e" (di Leonardo, Exotics 178). Yet when Mead 

sought to "find America," she defined it as quite white: "Mead's partial [portrait of] 

America..efi&ced not only the worlds of race-minority Americans, but also of fellow scholars of 

color." It seems, in her attempt to teach Americans about America through comparison with 

Samoans and New Guineans, Mead defined America too narrowly and Samoans too much like 

Americans. As Fischer has written, "In today's more sophisticated world, we know that the 

Samoan and New Guinea societies are more comfdicated than Maigaret Mead described, as also is 

America" (217). This makes Mead a failure at home and abroad, as both an anthropologist and 

sociologist She seemed unable to see b^ond herself imable to account for her complexities and 

contradictions, so she saw the world through Mead-colored glasses. This is today's feminist 

ethnographer's worst nightmare, for it indicates how jazzy, or hippie, or even feminist contexts 

are not necessarily going to act as (X)rrectives for colonial mindsets. 

Between Malinowski and Mead, it becomes clear that race, sexuality, and gender operate 

unpredictably, and as often go underground as paraded denial, in the route from fieldwork to 

publications and presentations. Mead seemed to make of anthropology a peep-show in which 

indigenous sexuality was always explained so as to affirm quaintly banal, middle-class white 

prejudices, and sometimes a quaintly banal feminism. He seemed to repress sexual desire in order 

to conform, aspiring to join Britain's stiff-upper-lip society. Her posthumous exposure as pan-
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sexual does not prove that she had a feminist bone in her body, but only that she considered 

herself entitled, as Burton did, to a singularly "all-access" queer desire which validated an 

epistemology of empire even as it exempted her from domesticity. Similarly, his posthumous 

exposure as an insecure, sexually-self-policing workaholic indicates not a possibility of self-

critical awareness in his work, but rather an insistence on controlling the frames of ethnographic 

description. 

Airing this kind of "dirty laundry" in the 60s provoked some scholars of the younger 

generation to rewrite the rulebook on how the results of cross-cultural investigation ought to be 

written. Ethnographers critical of the contradictions and bravado displayed by Mead and 

Malinowski have attempted, since their hypocrisies have become common knowledge, to offer a 

more frank, presentation of the fieldworker's sexuality and uncertainty. But this approach did 

not necessarily help women in the field, who had been the topic of departmental "dirty laundry" 

for decades, wiiich, unlike gossip about men, had its effects on women^s careers. Sexual 

innuendoes and even hiring practices steeped in gossip stemming from the purported sexual lives 

of anthropologists populated the Boasian halls in almost reverse proportion to its absence in 

their pubUcations. Policing sexuality meant policing women's sexuality as a problem, and far less 

so for fee boys-will-be-boys male anthropologists. Of course, actually, male anthropologists 

have perennially married and "gone native" and otherwise embarrassed the profession (Tedlock 

69-71). Curt Unkel, Frank Hamitton Gushing, and Verrier Elwin were all notable men who were 

either adopted, initiated, or married into the peoples they studied (70). Yet the rhetoric, the cost 

within departments, of sexualized identity, was borne by women, and often a patronizing 

"protectiveness" justified such rhetoric. At that time, women learned the dangers of talking of 

sexual taboos, even as their supposed predilections were recounted by others by the water-

cooler: "Listening to corridor talk quickly teaches one that women speaking of sex does little for 
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one's career" (Parezo xvii). 

One key incident, in which Melville Herskovits gave a scathing review in American 

Anthropologist to City of Women, the ethnography by Ruth Landes about homosexual male 

followers of candombl6 temples, which were lead by women priest. As Sally Cole explains, 

"Herskovits's main criticism of City of Women derived from unstated yet prevailing 

assumptions about personal comportment of anthropologists in the field," which, between the 

lines, was a condemnation of the interracial romance between Landes and an A&o-Brazilian 

folklorist Edison Cameiro (177-178). The fact that both Caneiro and Landes were academic 

professionals did not matter to Herskovits. In his mind, she had cavorted with a native. 

Moreover, as a woman without an established university position, Landes was really never 

supposed to be treated as an authority. Herskovits ignored the fact that she had already garnered 

her Ph.D. and published two books before conducting the research for City of Women (179). 

Cole describes how Landes refused to play the role of daughter for Herskovits, for she 

refused to tap the network of Brazilian scholars that happened to be his friends. In going her 

own way, she broke from the designated roles structunng most anthropology departments, where 

women were to play daughters rather than fathers or mothers, not only during fieldwork, but 

"throughout their professional lives in the discipline." This is most explicit in the way that 

Franz Boas would parse his advocacy for his female students, for his support ended with the 

Ph.D. He saw no reason to help them secure academic appointments (Cole 179). Numerous 

feminist histories recount how Franz Boas was "Papa Franz" and his female students treated as 

daughters, in that he helped them grow (e.g. Behar, "Exile" 18). Such a dynamic not only 

"infantilized" women students. Yet Landes would not play along. In a discipline where, to this 

day, "[mjale professors were universally 'Mr.'," but female professors always ended up being 

called either by their first names or some variation on 'Oh, excuse me, umm," Landes was 
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"[n]ever a daughter in the profession," so that "until the end of her life she insisted all but her 

close friends refer to her as 'Dr. Landes'" (Narayan 43; Cole 179). 

The extensive advocacy of women anthropologists did for female (and male) students. 

Both Ruth Benedict and Elsie Clews Parsons were instrumental in making fieldwork possible for 

their juniors, both financially and academically (Lamphere, "Parsons" 95; Babcock, fFomen 

Writing 110). This kind of "ethnographic mothering" has been obscured by the surprising, but 

clearly limited, advocacy of a male chair. Boas. These sorts of dynamics continue. Behar writes 

how, since she is ^demasiado nice," and not aloof or intimidating like her mostly male colleagues, 

she often would feel like "an intellectual maid," helping students clean up sloppy writing for 

papers assigned by those colleagues {Translated 340). I will investigate forms of "ethnographic 

mothering" in the field below. Here, as a departmental matter, women's advocacy for other 

women is often categorized as presumptive or threatening. While much has changed since 

Benedict's time, the treatment of female scholars as teachers and male scholars as professors, 

continues through both student and colleague interactions. And, for everyone, the likelihood of 

short-term appointments, experienced by Benedict, Undeiliill, and Landes, has not changed. If 

anything, adjunct employment has become increasingly common. 

To Ais day, there is still a paucity of male anthropologists willing to take seriously 

feminist analyses of academic culture. The show of limited support Benedict experienced in 

being passed over as chair, after woridng for three years as acting head, continues in various 

guises. This occurred because the one dean who would nominate a woman to such a position had 

died and other men were threatened by her (Babcock, Hidden 124). In Writing Cidture, an 

anthology whose introduction is now notorious for the way James Clifford asserts how 

"[fjeminism had not contributed much to the analysis of ethnographies as texts" (20), which has 

been interrogated by contemporary feminist anthropologists (e.g., Gordon qtd. in Behar, "Exile" 
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5; Abu-Lughod, "Against" 137; Wolf 7; Mascia-Lees, etal. 11; Lutz 260; Cole 179). Abu-

Lughod's response is blunt. "Contrary to what Clifford writes," she argues, "women have 

produced 'unconventionai forms of writing.' He just ignored them" ("Against" 152). She insists 

that there is a separate women's tradition of creative ethnography, a point which, in analyzing 

the works of Zora Neale Hurston and Ruth Underbill, becomes abimdantly clear. Nor is feminist 

ethnography so new. As I mentioned in the preface, Lamphere argues that the 1970s were a time 

of tfie "refeminization of anthropology," not only because more women were involved than 

before World War n, but also because the feminism of scholars like Ruth Underhill was 

rediscovered, anthologized and established as part of the canon (99). 

In the only article in Writing Culture to seriously engage with feminist ethnography 

beyond a few pot-shots at Maijorie Shostak's Nisa, Paul Rabinow has made the anthropology 

department a site for analyzing how power and knowledge are one (Clifford and Marcus 42-46, 

98-99,103-9). In "Representations are Social Facts," he decided that "the micropractices of the 

acactemy might well do with some scrutiny," particularly how gossip and "corridor talk" affect 

leputatiiHis and careers (253). He argues that gossip about fieldwork, infonnal and 

undocumented as it often is, has always informed a scholar's reputation. This has dangerous 

repercussions if not interrogated as a form of social control; "We know that one of the most 

common tactics of an elite group is to refuse to discuss -to label as vulgar or uninteresting-

issues that are imcomfortable for them." 

Combining Parezo's insights about gossip with Rabinow's, we find that women 

anthropologists are particularly vulnerable to losing credibility through rumors circulated about 

their fieldwork experiences. Rabinow launches into an analysis of dialogic approaches in feminist 

anthropology afler asking "How are careers made now? How are careers destroyed now? What 

are the boundaries of taste?" These are the kinds of questions which short-circuit refusals to take 
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seriously the intersubjectively-constituted ethnography, especially when it involves a social 

bonding between women, and a self-revelation of sexual identity on the part of the fieldworker. 

He implies that sexist misrepresentations of women's scholarship has led to a bizarre dichotomy, 

which he only partially overstates. The results of unquestioned sexist "corridor talk," and 

uncriticized postmodern textuality produces an "exhilarating" irony (255): "Experimentalists 

(almost all male) are nurturing and optimistic, if just a touch sentimental...vv1iile being fuzzy 

about power and the realities of socioeconomic constraints" and feminists insist "upon not 

losing sight of fundamental dififerences, power relationships, hierarchical domination" (255-256). 

Such an explanation refuses easy generalities about the absence of women from the Writing 

Culture anthology or from tenured positions. Moreover, as Mascia-Lees, et al. have argued, a 

clear cooption of feminist arguments is at work: "what appears to be new and exciting insights to 

these new postmodern anthropologists —that culture is composed of seriously contested codes 

and meanings, that lang^iage and politics are inseparable, that constructing the 'other' entails 

relations of domination— are insights that have received repeated and rich exploration in feminist 

theory for the past forty years" (11). 

Mascia-Lees and her co-authors criticize Rabinow's article for concluding that feminism is 

not an intellectual position he personally can hold (18). I interpret his stance differently. 

Rabinow seems to be attempting to respect the worth of social location and position as having 

epistemological value. His serious engagement with feminism, as an anthropologist, 

acknowledges that feminist analysis is not merely derivative of academia's business-as-usual. He 

does not patronize feminist by treating them like they are merely hanging around trying to make 

anthropology "politically correct." Instead, Rabinow shows a respect for women's-only 

(intellectual) spaces, where feminists may disj^ree and dd)ate. The diversity "within the feminist 

community," is not intended to always be aimed toward anthropology. Rather, the debates 
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within feminism inform feminist anthropologists' work in ways Rabinow respects (256). I find 

it rather refreshing that here a man is noticing boundaries, places where he does not belong. His 

job, as Rabinow seems to understand it, is to really listen to feminist anthropologists. Not speak 

for or "from," feminist communities, but to engage with feminism through attending to the 

difference articulated by colleagues as equals. It seems to me that this is preferable than a man 

who presumes he can barge in on women's discussions with the goal of getting credit for calling 

himself a feminist Rather than colonize the word or its s{^ces, Rabinow is willing to listen and 

leam. He acknowledges tiie radicality of feminism with respect to anthropology, that "[f]eminist 

anthropology is is trying to shift discourse, not improve the paradigm" (255). 

I i»rticiilarly ai^H^iate how Rabinow distinguishes between the relationships of 

fieldwork —be the field the social politics of the department or the third-world country-of-the-

month— and the kind of textual intimacy which postmodernist literary theory tends to celebrate. 

In repeating that people make theory, sociability forms facts, Rabinow attempts to avoid the 

cooptions of fminist theory wiiich Mascia-Lees and others document as prevalent in the new, 

exp^imental apfnoaches. And Rabinow's criticisms fall directly, and sharply, on the role James 

Clifford has set up for himself as the "ethnographer of ethnographers" (243). I appreciate how 

Rabinow calls Clifford's woric "parasitical," (242) for such a term demonstrates a similanty 

between the goals of Burton's erudition and Clifford's: "Clifford fail[s] to use self-referentiality 

as anything more than a device for establishing authority" (244). The argument of many feminist 

anthropologists, that Clifford's ideas are largely borrowed from feminist theory, and 

unattnbuted, finds confirmation in Rabinow's description of him: "He can invent his questions 

with few constraints; he must constantly feed off others' texts." While such an approach is 

rewarding in a form of close reading comparing Malinowksi and Conrad, it fails to adequately 

account for Clifford's own role as a mere reader of ethnographic texts, a critic who sees what he 
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wants to see and asks after what he wants to answer. 

Again we return to the issues of control and lack of self-critique so prevalent in 

Malinowski and Mead's work, for Clifford, too, plays a risk-free ganrie, only here the 

"informants" are feminists and others who, again at the right time doing the wrong thing, Clifford 

hides under his bookshelf There is nothing wrong with writing about anthropology, or Conrad, 

etc. It is simply the fact that feminist ethnography has strongly recommended that both the 

guarantees (you'll find what you're looking for) and the relationshif^ (you'll meet who you're 

looking for) of fieldwork must be replaced with a willingness to let people tell their stories. What 

Rabinow really accuses Clifford of is book-philia, of being more nuanced in his ai:^roach to 

books than he is to people. Anthropology is an intensive, and for that reason, curiously intimate, 

practice. As such, in order for it to work, it must not be scripted for certainty. Clifford's work 

always is, and then some. I will discuss how quite the opposite approach -an attempt to release 

control— is key to feminist ethnography. 

Rabinow is explicit about the academic costs of feminism for women and his suspicion of 

Clifford's easy ways out. Since Rabinow has turned explicitness into a political tool of 

resistance, I think it is only fitting to use his description of his own sexual liaison in the field as 

the introductory example of the fieldworker's sexual presence. It is one of the first of its kind in 

anthropology. Rabinow fails to escape certain tropes of "voice-text-travel," which makes his 

later woric all the more refie^iing. I will look at Rabinow's early, flawed woiic, and American 

etimography of lesbian communities in order to foreground non-reproductive strategies of sexual 

presence, before analyzing the key feminist ethnography texts. All are concerned, in one way or 

another, with what I have called "ethnographic mothering," or the assumption that textual and 

sexual reproduction have similar cultural connotations. For lesbian/queer fieldwork, the issues of 

creating women's-only space is more clearly articulated, for they do not share in the assumptions 
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of heterosexual researchers and informants, that women's social bonds will be maintained through 

patriarchal codes of seclusion and sexual submissioa 

Rabinow's early attempt to enact the fieldworker's sexual presence, from fieldwork 

beginning in 1968, relies heavily on the techniques of travel writing. This is not surprising, given 

that the genre has always dogged anthropology, anyway, since the tour of duty of colonial 

anthropologists. However, different times meant different kinds of tours. Hippie tourism of the 

times certainly recoded travel as no longer the sole domain of "proper" society. As Dean 

MacCannell writes of the era, "hippies seem to fimction worldwide as the shocktroops of mass 

tourism'̂  (171). And, with their grants and scholarships, ofren it is the graduate student in 

anthropology who either puts a destination on the map of his/her Woodstock peers, or does field 

research where friends have alreacfy back-packed. Michael Ignatieff deflated Bruce Chatwin's 

sense inheriting Britain's imperial past with the light castigation that, "Everybocfy hit the road in 

the Sixties" (32). Likewise, Rabinow's R^ections on Fieldwork in Morocco is nominally taking 

up the mantle of anthropology, but its sensibility has a different source. The tone arises out of 

goals of political consciousness-raising, which presumed that experiencing the third world would 

innoculate one against the "logic" of the American militaiy-industrial complex and its cornet 

politicians and businessmen. 

The book is framed by the headlines of the day, with Rabinow's leaving Chicago, "two 

days after the assassination of Robert Kennedy" (1). His own self-analytical confession reveals 

he is in need of a vacation, or at least a time to regroup; "I was sick of being a student, tired of the 

city, and felt politically impotent." In his choleric restlessness, Rabinow adopts the 

romanticism of a Rimbaud or Byron, anxious to leave his dehumanizing advanced civilization for 

the invigorating life on the road and the refreshing simplicity of villagers. And it is through travel 

that Rabinow gets back his political agency, and finds, Odysseus-like, an acceptable form of 
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authority upon his return home. The book ends with Rabinow "in the know," the only one 

among his New York friends who has actually been to the third world. Apparently, he no longer 

feels powerless and distant from the issues of the day. Taking up with an enthusiastic 

Vietnamese exile, Rabinow seeks to learn the language, to know the poetry, to relate to Vietnam 

culturally, and not just as an anonymous insurgent colony (149). So Rabinow's travels have, 

indeed, helped him grow clever and wise, curious about deeper issues. 

Rabinow writes about a sexiial encounter with a local woman in Morocco. Rabinow's 

sexual experience is expressed indirectly, without quotations. The cumulative effect is, like the 

indirect style of Flaubert, unsentimental to the point of coldness: 

Ali took me into the next fckhh and asked me if I wanted to sleep with one of the 

girls. Yes, I would go with the third woman who had joined us for ditmer. She had 

her own ro(nn next door, so we could have our privacy. Before we left the house, 

Ali took me aside, and shufQing, said that he had promised to pay her but he 

didn't have dssy money. Everyone wished everyone a fine night, and we left. (68) 

Clearly, this is a situation of prostitutiorL Regardless of cultural variables, this act is part of an 

ecoiK>my of money for sex. Rabinow's analysis of the context begins and ends with the above 

quote. His personal descrif^on, though, brings the reader next door, for a least a sense of the 

toi« of the evening: 

We did not say more than a few words to each other. My Arabic expressions became 

garbled and confused in my mind. So, silently, and with an affectionate air, she 

indicated that I should sit on a low pillow while she made the bed. The room was a 

simple, rectangular one with a small attachment next to it housing a wash basin. Aside 

from the few pillows and charcoal burner for tea, there was only the bed. The warmth 

and non-verbal communication of the afternoon were fast disappearing. This woman 
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was not impersonal, but she was not that affectionate or open either (69). 

Rabinow's willingness to write about the liaison can be analyzed in a number of ways. Most 

likely, he intended the description to resonate with the experiences of his readers. Periiaps 

Rabinow perceived his writing strategy as a liberatory one, consonant with the pre-AIDS 

attitudes of the sexual revolution, in ^\iiich (mostly) men of a certain class and age followed the 

ethos of sensitivity, being completely, gut-spillingly, honest — about one's feelings, sex drives, 

and beliefs-- in the face of governmental and institutional hypocrisy, and, it may be said, in the 

hopes of getting laid. Rabinow probably thought he was just being honest, and honesty was a 

good thing, perhaps of the highest value, in those earnest, politicized-flower days. 

That said, the woman's shift fit>m initially affectionate silence to an impersonal, work-a-

day approach to him indicates that this is no hippie love-fest, but a business transaction between 

a John and a hooker. So situating Rabinow's participation in sexual revolution hardly excuses 

him ^m participation in s^ tourism. The passage cannot be so easily chalked up to 

generational enthusiasms. Nor do I think that RabiiK>w chose to engage in this sexual relationship 

in order to furtiier some critique of how anthropological work has, historically, dem'ed sexuality. 

Instead, he sounds very Orientalist The passage has the flavor of a belated following in the 

footsteps of previous WestemCTS in the region. The lack of analysis of the prostitute's 

perspective — in a study which shifts informants mmierous times— indicates that she is not 

considered culturally fecund. She is Flaubert's automaton. Rabinow seems to expect that the 

reader would, of course, sympathize with a lonely anthropologist, who longs for a "romantic 

setting and a possible sexual encounter" (63). Echoes of Said's excuses for Burton fit Rabinow's 

expectation of understanding. 

The mechanics at work in Rabinow's text have important ramifications for treatment of 

more recent ethnographies. Barbara Tedlock's analysis of Rabinow's text finds a "[d]iscomfort 
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with the act of self-representation " (77). A close reading of the two passages above indicates 

Rabinow's anxiety about speech acts occur only in the context of the sex act. In the first passage, 

Rabinow's own speaking is grammaticaily elided: "[Ali] asked me if I wanted to sleep with one 

of the girls. Yes, I would go with the third woman" (68). Here, Ali is in charge; he takes Rabinow 

to the next room, he asks "the" question. Ali has agency. He knows the appropriate etiquette. 

Rabinow, in contrast, "says" nothing. His decision is reported internally, as if speaking to 

himself. Moreover, the conditional "would" pervades his sentence with a kind of passivity, as if 

he is not in fact making a choice. He chooses the third woman, although he has not the presence 

of mind to ask her name. His speech act is merely responsive, a vaguely affirmative "uh-huh" to 

Ali's proposal. 

Rabinow's speech act is limited to fimctioning as merely a tool of reference. Rabinow 

cannot explicate his choice, cannot even procure a name, but he can point her out. When Ali 

indicates that he had promised payment, RabiiK>w again repeats the non-re^x>nsive response. 

The reader must assume, by Rabinow's silence, that he will pay. Two decisions have been made 

by Rabinow, but in the text they are portrayed as either made for him or just not made. Such 

silence could hardly be read as bravura: even if he is sexually-experienced, in Morocco, Rabinow 

is a cultural virgia Fieldwork must make him a into a woridly man. 

The situation worsens when he goes to the room of the nameless woman: "We did not 

say more than a few words to each other. My Arabic expressions became garbled and confused 

in my mind" (69). Rabinow is now dependent upon the woman to set the agenda, or so he 

portrays it. The woman shows him where to sit (and wait, again passively.) She makes her bed, 

an act akin to clearing one's desk before beginning a project This is, after all, a business deal. 

Rabinow describes himself as on a low pillow, and from this perspective he describes the room. 

While the woman makes the bed, he is portrayed as looking only around the room: "The room 
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was simple, rectangular..." His description portrays Rabinow as looking at everything but the 

woman he is about to make love to. She is not described, her movements are not characterized, 

and yet it is difficult to believe that, under the circumstances, he was not quite focused on her. 

The same nerves that made him contrast "the warmth and non-verbal commxmication of the 

afternoon," (69) with this moment, in which they do not seem to be communicating either 

verbally or non-verbally, allow a complete absence of description of the woman. She is no w^ere 

in the room. She functions as the maid. 

When such a bodiless room is described, it emphasizes Rabinow's first statement on the 

matter, that, "She had her own room next door, so we could have our privacy" (68), The third 

woman is simply the most convenient one around. Rabinow then characterizes her as "not 

impersonal," but "not that affectionate or open either" (69). One need only look at his non-

portrait to show how he was being impersonal, to the point of textual (^livion. The woman he 

sleeps with in Morocco cannot be seen because Rabinow has rencfered her biologically 

transparent, and culturally void, in his text The rectangular room, with its right-angles and flat 

surfaces, contains her, but she's not there in ai^ three-dimensional way. 

Rabinow's anxiety about words and women leaves him the morning after, when he and 

the woman rejoin the gender-mixed group. There is mudi teasing and joking betwera the women 

and the men about the night before, about how many times sex occurred and such; "I teasingly 

answered bezzef, many times" (69). RabiiK)w seems to have regained his voice, but only to brag. 

Rabinow manages to further the efforts of writing culture while simultaneously reinscribing a 

number of exoticizing and sexist tropes in his text. Thankfully, Rabinow's ability to 

acknowledge female individuality and presence has improved somev^^at since 1968. 

As I suggested above, Rabinow uses his experiences in Morocco to bring a new 

perspective to the student protests against the Vietnam war in America. In this way, his 
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Reflections continue the tradition of Boas and Benedict, of using fieldwork abroad to analyze 

dynamics at home. One reason abroad became a tool for critique of home involved the perceived 

illegitimacy of attempts to do fieldwork in America that was not on an Indian reservation or in 

an ethnic neighborhood. Even the emphasis Boas put on Harlem, where Hurston and Landes, 

among others, collected data for him, was anomalous in his day. 

The suspicion of domestic fieldwork poses particular fn^oblems for feminist fieldwork 

concerned with sexuality. The "voice-travel-text" presumptions about domesticity are played 

out in a refusal to find any "others" at home, and "surprisingly articulate" native informants in 

one's own neighborhood. But since di Leonardo thought that anthropologists should "stay 

home," then perhaps there is something to learn about feminist ethnography by starting at 

home. Feminist ethnographers are consistently arguing against othering, and for a transcultural 

approach vis-a-vis Kaplan's "outlaw genres," and lesbian ethnography serves as a prime 

example for undermining presumptions about ethnographic anffoaches to domesticity and 

sexuality. 

Jeanne Favret-Saada has called herself an ethnographer exactly because of its heuristic 

that "the native is always right, if he leads the investigator in unexpected directions" (13). It is 

the willingness of the ethnographer to accept that "contact with native reality" will force a 

revision of one's initial research proposals that legitimates the work. Over and over, femimst 

ethnography recounts the falling of scales fi^om the eyes. Behar was surprised to be involved 

with an informant who, rather than needing to be convinced to answer questions, <femands to 

"push her story into my hands and stuff it into my ears" {Translated 7). Abu-Lughod had to 

contend with her fether accompanying her on her initial search for, only later able to understand 

the importance of his unexpected participation in her work, for Beduoins "would assume that a 

woman alone must have so alienated her family.,.that they no longer cared about her" (Veiled 
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12). It becomes clear that the uniqueness of relationships is a driving force in ethnography, 

whether it involves those from home or from the field. Lewin found that not having children 

alienated her from the mothers she sought in her research (330-331). Berlant and Freeman found 

"counteridentity" and obscenity, not earnest sisterhood and wet hugs, defined the community of 

their research. Clearly responding to and improvising from, these kinds of surprises in 

relationships becomes a crucial element of research. It seems only appropriate, then that the 

fieldworker may find herself in the middle of the social relationships in the field; Lavie found 

herself often used as a "go-between in romantic trysts" (17). The unintended acts and insights 

have the most profound effect. Responsiveness to people is the definition of intimate, be it 

romantic or otherwise. As Lauren Berlant has said in a slightly dififo^nt context, intimacy 

"involves an aspiration for a narrative about something shared, a story about both oneself and 

the others that will turn out a particular way" (281). But, as it is with most relationships, be 

they in the context of field work or love, the resulting narrative often ends with tl^ same phrase; 

'"I didn't think it would turn out this way' is the secret epitaph of intimacy." 

But there is strategic intimacy — intending to let the ambience of the environment and the 

situation direct your next move- which differs from the presumption of all-out sharing. This is 

no claim to authenticity, for, as Behar writes, Esperanza's life story "was not a revelation of the 

'real truth' of her own innner life but an account of those emotional states...she considered worth 

talking about" (273). Nor can performativity as an analysis annull the sense of truth produced 

through interaction. The division between public and private is undermined; "public expressions 

cannot be dismissed as mere social masks hiding spontaneous inner feelings" (Abu-Lughod, 

Veiled 238). 

It is in this way that, as 1 will discuss below, the paradigm of participant observation is 

being replaced. Because Rabinow is right: feminists do not want a piece of Malinowski and 
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mead's pie. Feminist ethnographers seek to retain the analytical tools necessary for 

problematizing issues of cross-cultural advocacy, but the split between participant and observer 

has been replaced with methods I am calling, collectively,/^erso/ia/ investigation. The echo of 

private investigator is intentional. Personal investigation, as an approach, has a bit of a V.I. 

Warshawski aspect to it. V.I. Warshawski is the feminist private detective of Sarah Paretsky's 

novels. In seeking to advocate for abused women, Warshawski always gets deeply involved in a 

case, but not as a case, but more of a mission of advocacy and empowerment Personal 

involvement informs, not detracts from, her professional investigative skills. And, despite 

Warshawski's hard-boiled, hard-hitting seriousness, Paretsky's focal point is always on 

relationships, whether it be how her character shares a pet with her elderly neighbor, the respect 

and protectiveness of the doctor who patches her up, or the woman whose life is in danger from 

an abusive husband or an anti-abortion assassin. 

1 think formulating feminist ethnography with V.I. Warshawski in mind strengthens ti^ 

professional, analytical, and cunning aspects of fieldworic wliich are so often couched in 

emotional langu^ and "silly-me" refrains. Tl% new paradigm posits performative acts of 

staging as situation- and relationship- specific, but, as I will argue in my conclusion, some of the 

loss, mourning and longing of second-class citizenship bleeds into feminist ethnograf^es. 

However, not all writers can characterize this sense without resorting to soap opera dramatics. 

Some textual moments, like that of Narayan, above, get yuckily sentimental, even as they offer a 

critical perspective on participant observer methodology. Likewise, Ruth Behar asks all the 

right questions while writing as a self-conscious liberal romantic. Unlike her economic and 

historical insights in Translated Woman, discussed below, her essays in The Vulnerable 

Observer justify a very individualistic, melodramatic approach to fieldwork (Knauft 232). It is 

Behar who, in a particularly soppy textual moment, declares; "Call it sentimental, call it 
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Victorian and nineteenth century, but I say that anthropology that doesn't break your heart just 

isn't worth doing anymore" {Observer 177). 

Such writing strategies undermine the training, critical reflection, and on-site staging 

involved in fieldwork. But they can be understood through the kind of analysis done in the field. 

When Abu-Lughod analyzes ghinnawas and their circumstances of articulation among Awlad 

'Ali Beduoin society, she finds that "[ijndividuals reach for ready-made forms to give voice to 

those personal sentiments that seem to violate the cultural ideals" {Veiled23%). Whether we like 

it or not, appeal to the domesticity of the kitchen table and the association of female forms of 

expression with emotional responses, stereotypes of mainstream essentialist, even sexist, 

worldviews, have been reclaimed and legitimated by feminism. The values traditionaliy 

associated vath women in America, "a sense of care and connectedness, maternal nurturing, 

immediacy of experience, involvement in tiie bodily (versus the abstract)" are always theatening, 

as now feminist values, to uncfermine the more careful analysis of cultural diifer^ce, for one, 

and individual differences, for another (Abu-Lughod "Against" 145). In so doing, these 

tendencies of terminology if not always belief, risk reinscribing ahistorical essentialism at the 

heart (-to-heart) of feminist ethnography. Which is, perhaps, a way of saying that even feminist 

ethnographers with the right methodology may not be the greatest of writers. If Butlerian 

approaches to cultural identity performance are to be the next chapter in this scholarship, then it 

would be helpful for the ethnographies to develop better ways of recognizing, defining, and 

portraying in narratives tracing "the play of multiple, shifting, and competing statements with 

practical effects" (148). 

One of the practical effects of designations within universities is the "dividing practices," 

as Abu-Lughod calls it, between elements of feminist work which ought to be put together 

(145). As coordinating my two topics of sexuahty and women's-only space suggests, for 
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feminist ethnography, it is tlie issue of how sexuality becomes used as an excuse to pigeon-hole 

related research into different disciplines, or else to house anything about women under an 

umbrella of "women's studies," and in so doing keep anthropology, history and literature 

departments "pure." As with my analysis of the ramifications of third gender scaffolding last 

chapter, my approach to feminist ethnography intends to refuse such policing of boundaries, 

both by declaring the effects and by attempting to compare self-reflexive feminist researchers 

regardless of sexuality, geography, or disciplinary affiliation. 

I use the phrase "ethnographic mothers" in my subtitle because the feminist 

ethnographies I will discuss consistently compare the production of the ethnographic text with 

the fieldworker's status as a sexually-reproductive woman. While such a focus clearly puts the 

long history of the seemingly celibate anthropologist to rest, it is not the case that only 

heterosexual ethnograj^es contend with sexuality. What is troubling is how the heterosexual 

mothers (and wannabe mothers) who woric in anthropology departments analyze their sexual 

presence as a crucial part of the dynamics of their fieldwork, but they fail to Aeorize this issue 

in any but the terms of fertility and pregnancy. Even in analyzing how sexuality shapes their 

interactions with informants, they do not seem to even know about Sedgwick's homosocialism, 

or specific ethnogra[^es in which sexuality is present, but non- reproductive. This is 

particularly troubling, given my earlier comments about Audre Lorde. It seems the message to 

Nfeiry E)aly has not been understood as coming fi-om a particular author, whose race, cultural 

backgroimd, and identity as a lesbian and a mother figure in her analysis of how Daly uses 

African women as merely textual servants. 

So I am troubled that, as with queer studies of indigenous peoples and subaltern 

homophobic scholarship, such a lacuna exists between largely gay, lesbian, or queer ethnography 

and the key texts of feminist ethnography. There is a bh'ndspot between writing which 
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problematizes the hegemony of heterosexual reproduction and that which challenges the author's 

authority, and, once again, as Paula Gunn Allen complained last chapter, the blindspot seems to 

fall quite exactly on women as homosexuals, absent in anthropological records through various 

category mistakes. While Spivak has worried about the epistemology of empire, which 

predictably turns the subaltern into an object of study, I am waiy of the shuttling of the other's 

other, the lesbian as consistently produced as a //oK-object of study. 

I'm overstating the havoc of categories of canonicity and disciplinarity somewhat, but 

still, overall the native informant and her would-be ethnograi^c collaborator are still cheerily 

heterosexual. And, what's worse, there is no connection made between how culture is passed 

on, that is, reproduced over time, and sexual reproduction. Such a connection would at least 

open up the possibility of conceiving of lesbian communities as a kind of motherhood. I 

mentioned last chapter about a failed attempt, by a lesbian anthropologist, to connect with 

beidadie women (Lewin 329). This example, in wdiich Lang believed she had so much in 

common with tiie native female cross-dressers, proves that it is not necessary, or advantageous, 

to presume a bond of cross-cultural sexuality. And, as I discussed in the previous chapter, those 

studies of Native North American homosexuality have become systematized into a 

berdache/tfaird glider system which categorically denies homosexual sex acts and all but ignores 

lesbianism. Following on the medieval confusions about what lesbian sex would even look like, 

discussed at the end of last chapter, I believe it is no coincidence that it is always female 

homosexuality wiiich seems to not fit into the classifications, seems to ever belong to not-this 

category or not-that culture. Unlike previous homophobic scholars, the existence of lesbian sex 

is neither inappropriate, nor unacceptable, to third gender and feminist scholars. Yet they, who, 

at least in the abstract, want to support such analysis, seem to consistently ignore or avoid the 

possibility of their participation in such a discourse. 
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Lesbianism seems to be lost to anthropology through various category mistakes and 

misrecognitions. Because the ability to speak of woman-loving-woman relationships is uniquely 

a historical result of struggle for both a woman's ability to define her sexual identity as well as 

have queer desire -a victorious but continuing struggle in the United States, and a not-yet 

victorious struggle in much of the rest of the world- the time-frame and national borders of 

where lesbian ethnography can occur often leaves it classified as "oral history." So, if it 

happened among mainstream (read: white) citizens of the United States, it can be called 

lesbianism, but it may not be able to be called ethnography. If it happened in Native America, it 

must be berdachism and not lesbianism, but it can be called ethnography. Either way, it is not 

possible to call it ethnogr^hic work centered on a sexuality known as lesbianism. 

Abu-Lughod discusses the uncertainty of anthropologists doing any kind of fieldwork in 

the United States, wondering "whether they have not blurred the disciplinary boundaries 

between anthropology and other fields such as sociology or history" ("Against" 139). This is a 

common anxiety. I think, however, that the case of lesbianism and anthropology is a special 

one, involving, as it does, not only sexuality but the need to talk about sexuality, its meanings 

and roles in a local community's life and the perceived similarity or difference with, not only the 

mainstream, but other lesbian spaces in the States. As I will discuss below, the power of words 

is a power to define and refine conventions of belonging and exclusions within conmiunities 

under attack or enduring other forms of crisis. So, without a sense that one can talk about sex, it 

becomes very difficult to both participate in such speech and to analyze the kinds of roles it 

assigns to speakers. Since American and other Western cultures have a recent feminist and queer 

tradition of public activism, feminist ethnography's need to participate in a dialogue is fulfilled 

in these contexts. No longer satisfied with a meek interrogation about sex, as Behar admits to in 

Translated Woman, requires that the range of speaking include some form of the topic of study. 
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in situations where sexuality cannot be discussed, as Behar found, appealing to informants to fill 

in the blanks can have social consequences for the ethnographer. Or it can just not go anywhere; 

"Sexuality," Behar found of Esperanza, "^was a matter she would only speak about allusively, 

almost in code. I could insist as much as I liked, but she held firm to what she thought was 

worth telling in a life" (273). 

As Abu-Lughod argues, anthropology presumes its objects of study are other, products 

of another culture, and not selves, participants in one's own society. So lesbians must be 

somehow racially, ethnically, or geographically "othered" in order to be appropriate objects of 

ethnography. The Victorian disjunction between the primitives and the civilized, continues to 

be justified through policing the boundaries of disciplines. Such categories may be a result of 

some attempts, at some times, to make straight people more comfortable, and at other times to 

make indigenous people more exotic. Th^ may not be repeated intentionally, but Foucaultian 

ruses enacted by no one yet maintaining certain institutions. American lesbians and queer 

persons cannot be the topic of ethnography because, after all, they are AmericaiL They should 

be properly deemed a subculture, so the logic goes, not another culture, because "the culture 

concept retains the tendency to make difference seem self-evident and people seem 'other'" 

(Abu-Lughod,fFbr/i/5 10). Yet this kind of hair-splitting ignores the way in which the term 

culture has been used as a eujrfiemism for racial essentialism or evolutionary reversion, and in so 

doing to deny non-Western people "the same capacity for movement, travel, and geographical 

interaction which Westerners take for granted" (11). 

No culture is an island, neither isolated nor homogenized. So perhaps it is time to let the 

term culture bend a little, and apply it within America as well as abroad. And if U.S. lesbians 

participate in women-only spaces in the latter- half of the 20th century, and Islamic women in 

Egypt or the Sinai peninsula participate in women-only spaces, perhaps we can let the term 
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lesbian be extended as well, and at least apply it to homosocial spaces created by women's 

interactions. As Leila Rupp has argued, the term lesbian has been avoided by women who sleep 

with women as well as by embraced by women who do not sleep with anyone (408-410). 

Given the reality of erasure, perhaps it is time to loosen the definitions a little, so that lesbian 

ethnography is not systematically (or accidentally) precluded from possibility. If we are to take 

seriously the diversity possible within and across women-only spaces, an approach which 

precludes homosexuality (or homosocialism) predetermines how speaking, listening, gesturing 

and arguing are to be interpreted. If we consider the vast possibilities of field work in our own 

societies, it becomes conceivable to criticize the "othering" of anthropology through the rubber-

stamping of '̂culture'' onto everything unlike ourselves, and the illusion that ethnography can 

only be done by one who "stands apart" and can hardly "pass" as a member of the community 

(Abu-Lughod, "Writing" 141). 

Since I want to problematize the auditory voiQferism of Les Bijoux indiscrete, rather than 

playing into it, I refuse to acknowledge any boundaries between ethnography and oral history, 

sociology and queer theory. I want examine various api^oaches to theorizing how sexuality 

plays a part in research, how it "talks" sex. For neither speech nor sex are natural, essential, or 

unchanging. Rather, they are expressed strategically, contextually, and, more often than not, in 

order to define the space of social and/or sexual interaction. My discussion of lesbian and queer 

communities in the United States anticipates similar issues arising in the straight feminist 

ethnograp^es discussed fiirther on. 

Sometimes tracing sexuality's role in research requires some reflection and 

metacommentary on one's methods. The investigation by Davis and Kennedy, and also that by 

by Berlant and Freeman, offer two very different examples of how sexuality takes on certain 

characteristics in certain communities . Davis and Kennedy initially did not plan to discuss 
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actual sex acts in their fieidwork on the changes in the lesbian bar scene in Buffalo, New York. 

Self-identifying as "part of a lesbian feminist movement," Davis and Kennedy offer a number of 

reasons why their initial collecting of life stories and other materials related to two decades of 

the lesbian bar scene (428). First they began with a presumption of the radical separation of 

public and private spheres, which was only helpful to a point (427). They found there were 

more lesbian bars in the 1940s and 50s tfcm at any time since. Finding a far more rich and 

defiant history than they expected, they confess, was immensely exciting; "we were swept 

away by the excitement of the material on bars, dress, and the creation of public space for 

lesbians." And their politics of lesbian identity and solidarity insisted that lesbianism was not 

reductive to sex acts. And, as could be done more by feminist ethnographers, Davis and 

Kennedy trace the ways in which they uncritically absorb patriarchal myths that sexuality is 

"natural," not cultural, "unchanging," not context-oriented or life-history directed, and, for 

women, passive. They noticed how such an ap{nx>ach implies that "sexuality is not a valid 

subject for historical study," but is only the domain of medicine and psychology. And, again 

fitting into the assumption of what respectable women do and say, they admit that "were were 

inhibited by Ihe widespread social reluctance to converse frankly on sexual matters." They see 

how "common sense" creates the blindspot 

LiKikily, by listening to their informants, and letting the ethnographic dialogue escape 

their control, Davis and Kennedy were able to revise their research plans: "The strength of the 

oral history method is that it enables narrators to shape their history." While anthropologists 

are supposed to be enabling native informants the same kind of control, the way in which an 

informant is supposed to embody not just her life, not just that historical period in which her 

life takes place, but The Culture, tends to limit the possibility. In the feminist ethnographies I 

have discussed, I think it is primarily an issue of not expecting, so not looking, for lesbian 
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felationships. Abu-Lughod discusses sexuality at length in Veiled Sentiments, but she defines it 

basically as exemplified, among the Bedouin, by pregnancy. Such a move, as Davis and 

Kennedy realize, takes the public elements of the sexual as the only legitimate aspect of 

sexuality worth study. Even wiien Abu-Lughod is trying to get pregnant -and thus able to 

discuss sexual matters without scandalizing her informants— she only looks at diversity within 

cures. The opportunity to ask after the women who do not want children, or husbands, or to 

interpret the women's-only spaces as anything more than places where mothers get together and 

complain about their husbands, is lost. 

In reflecting on how they came to ignore sexuality, however, Davis and Kennedy are able 

to critically reflect on the role sexuality plays, not only in the lives of their informants, but also 

in the results of their research. They find that public spaces are ends in themselves, with 

political agendas for gay liberation. As one informant puts it, the goal of a legacy motivates 

defense of the bar scene; "Things back then were horrible, and I think that because I fought like a 

man to survive I made it somehow easier for Ihe kids coming out today. I did all their fighting for 

them." But the public spaces are also more than ends in themselves. They are the necessary 

conditions for the possibility of intimacy, and so "this dynamic interconnection requires new 

ways of thinking about lesbian history" (429). 

In contrast to Kennedy and Davis, Berlant and Freeman studied a movement whose 

insistence on sexual activity and queer i<fentity was key. However, coming away fi"om the 

soberly serious AIDS organizing of ACT UP, Queer Nation seeks to use particularly American 

values to broadcast sexuality. As if to ask. Why have a gay pnde march only once a year?. 

Queer Nation sought to aggressively, but playfiilly, colonize spaces where people were 

presumed to be straight. Queer Nation would "go public," and coopt the smiley-faces of 

patriotism and consumerism. It is in the spirit of the "nation-building trick" of Piedra that 
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Beriant and Freeman begin their study with a quote from Zora Neaie Hurston's Their Eyes Were 

Watching God: "Now the skins feh powerful and human. They became lords of sounds and 

lesser things. They passed nations through their mouths. They sat in judgment" (193). Hurston 

invokes tfiis litany to describe the transformation of African-American laborers in the South, 

who during the day are treated, by "the bossman" as "[m]ules and other brutes" (Hurston, Eyes 

1). After work, they return to a state of humanized dignity. 

That said, this dignity is used, by both men and women, to enact "mass cruelty" at the 

expense of the novel's protagonist, Janie. In the scene, she is dressed, unladylike, in overalls, 

and the gossip accuses her of trespassing gender, class, and generational taboos. As a 

description of the lordship of the oppressed, and how it is deployed to denigrate a local, 

assertive, woman, this opening line is perh^s more appropriate than Beriant and Freeman 

intend. For it is tt» local culture of Queer Nation wdiich has, ostentatiously recoding slurs and 

publicly inviting straights to join, which passes imder the suspicious eyes of homophobic 

America. And yet, ulitimately it is Queer Nation who ultimately fails non-whites and lesbians. 

Janie the cross-texted woman, is precluded from subjectivity within queer history, as a woman 

and an African-American. 

How Queer Nation participates in recoding practices of patriotism - flag-waving, 

allegiance to the flag, controversies over flag-burning— leads Beriant and Freeman to conclude 

that "at present the nation suffers from Americana nervosa, a compulsive self-gorging on ritual 

images" (194-195). By participating in the iconography of nationalism, only with a "camp 

inflection," Queer Nation mimics "the privileges of normality," and claims public spaces as "ripe 

for both transgression and legitimate visibility" (196). Beriant and Freeman document a number 

of examples of cooption, all of which demonstrate how Queer Nation overdoes the rituals of 

America nervosa in order to, in Butlerian form, expose the imitation that is national unity. The 
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national body is mocked and claimed simultaneously. Prayers, pledges, and the recoding of Bart 

Simpson as "Queer Bart" all indicate how Queer Nation uses the popular media and common 

formulas as tools at hand to overdo that which is patriotic (197-214). As such, the movement 

demonstrates the tacit heterosexuality at work in mainstream patriotism. This is an embracing 

of the mall culture of the suburbs ratl^ than a rejection, an insistence of belonging at Disney 

world and not only to privatized bars. Onward to, yup, the mainstream. As such, the tactic is to 

demonstrate how gay, lesbian and/or queer people are "scandalously ordinary" (215). Queer 

Nation is America d la mode. 

But Berlant and Freeman notice the dangers in taking on too much of the dominant 

discourse. They notice that qi^er studies seems to sustain a default-definition of queer as 

designating, middle-class, white, male homosexuality. The result of "the masculine a priori that 

dominates even queer spectacle" is a marking lesbianism as not-quite-queer, not-quite-drag, and 

not-quite-so-fun (215). The "fantasies of glamour and homogeneity" lead to "the relative 

weakness with which economic, racial, ethnic, and non-American cultures have been enfolded" 

into Queer Nation. The result is a continuation of die pecularly American form of individualism 

which posits all "others" in its dominant image, and projects onto them its own desires. Berlant 

and Freeman criticize this liberal tendency in Queer Nation's radicality: "it is not enough to 

'include' women, lesbians, racial minorities, etc. in an ongoing machine of mass 

count»Dationality. Achieving the Utopian promise of a queer symbolic will involve more than a 

story of a multicultural sewing circle sewing the scraps of a pink triangle onto the American flag" 

(215). 

Queer Nation, in Berlant and Freeman's evaluation, accepts all-too uncritically the goals 

of unity and homogeneity at work in mainstream American nationalism. The edicts of belonging 

dictate a goal of intensified belonging, which amounts to a somewhat affable "me-tooism" in the 
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production of norms of citizenship (224). Berlant declare an allegiance to this agenda, but with 

qualification: "We support Queer Nation[*s]...commitment to occupy as many hegemonic 

spaces as possible in their countering moves" (224). However, articulating a politics of 

difference in much the way that Rabinow sketches feminist approaches generally, Berlant and 

Freeman argue that "me-tooism" is not enough. As Davis and Keimedy document, the 

construction of intimate and separate "imaginable communities," has flown in the face of 

inclusive public spectacles, for "America's strategies of self-jH^omotion have not worked for 

lesbians" (219). Here is women-only space, "the withdrawal into safe territories free from the 

male gaze," which, inevitably, are created in response to and are bordered by that male gaze. 

Indeed, one of tte problems with defining lesbian spectators and participants, differentiating 

producers and consumers of lesbian space as queer, involves how the sexual iconograi^y of 

woman-woman sex by the straight pom industry overdetermines public performance (222). 

For this reason, Berlant and Freeman argue that Butler's theory of gender performativity 

does not "imagine for lesbians points of access to social change in the public sphere specific to 

the positions that accrue to this particular subject identity" (220). 1 would agree that Butler's 

project is about gender intelligibility, about "restaging the body...to the signs of gender in custom 

and law." This was my argument in comparing her work with Bhabha's on mimicry. However, 

cross-cultural woiic on intersubjectively-constituted women-only spaces must assert lesbianism 

as a homosocial and homosexual potential, but not as a predetermined fact with a universal 

(bfinition. Homosocialism can be an overarching or incidental element of cultural difference, as 

well as a variable, historical, and/or local cultural practice. Despite its problems, Butler's 

definition of performativity can be helpful in attempting to allow lesbian to be defined at the 

level of field work staging. 

Because Berlant and Freeman are working as native ethnographers, their approach to the 
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inclusive liberalism of Queer Nation activism demands a more this very specific, contextual 

articulation of the lesbian stance toward queer jousts; "what have you done for me lately?" The 

authors want to identify themselves as queer, but they feel exploited and tokenized as women 

by Queer Nation. Public performances of women-loving-women are treated as seriously un-

queer, and as separate from the camp spectacle of Queer Nation, so Berlant and Freeman look 

beyond Butler's theorizing for a different approach. At least they look for what they think of as 

a different approach, that of the women-only spaces of fanzines. Berlant and Freeman describe 

this textualized performance as unique in its use of negative identity as a rhetoric of 

participation. 

The i^ of iKgative identity as contradicting both patriotic and male rubrics of belonging 

results in "Bitch Nation," as one example, in which '̂ e infocultural version of a tribe, a 

networic" is created through "the aggressive naming and negation of their own audience" (221): 

If citizenship in the Queer Nation is voluntary and consensual, democratic and 

universalist in the way of modem nationalisms, the application of citizenship in 

the Bitch Nation, for example, repudiates the promise of community in conunon 

readership, the privileges of a common language, and the safety of 

counteridentity....[&nzines] categorize 'insiders' by attitude rathem than by 

gender or sexual ictentity, disarming many different kinds of essentialism through 

arch, indirect ackiress (221-222). 

This is beyond Butler's performativity, because instead of imitation which, through repetition 

and intensity, exposes how everybody is imitating gender structures, the Bitch Nation approach 

operates on the refusal to allow easy joining-up, appropriation, or a sense of belonging. The goal 

is not that gender or sexuality ought to be generally intelligible as non-heterosexual. Rather, only 

within the "insider" circle —whose own rhetoric declares that you, dear reader, cannot belong- is 
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a fractious inteiiigibiiity reflected or hinted at For the nation, there is no intelligible spectacle. 

Berlant and Freeman want, then, to supplement conventions of belonging with contests of 

exclusion, with an uncrackable code "of the collective life in a hot war of words about sex and 

America" (225). 

The distinction Berlant and Freeman make between Queer Nation and "the horizon of 

postpatriarchal and postnational fantasy" becomes the difference between iconography and 

iconclasticism, between relying on recoding and encoding. Bitch Nation and similar approaches 

refuse to put out a welcome sign to all non-heterosexual, homosexually-afiinning individuals 

seeking acceptance. Instead, th^ publish a fimny and angiy diatribe, refusing affiliation with the 

wet, the warm, ami the cooked: 'T>ykes against graiK)la lesbians. Fags against sensitive gay mea 

And bitches against everyone else" (221). Achieving dignity through unity in the mainstream is 

not the goal, and the spectacles recquiring homogenizing queer cultuFe(s) into one are "icons that 

require smashing." 

Berlant and Freeman suggest that such a strategy, which "exercise[s] a fimdamental 

l*ivilege of American citizenship and [risks] forsaking the refuge of camp," is necessary to 

engender queer theory, queer politics, and queer communities (219). But the formulation of 

negative space is not i^w. Rather, it is a novel a{^lication of terms of exclusion wliich have 

historically played important roles in religions, most clearly in practices involving stamina- or 

pain- endurance as initiation practices. Again we return to the research project I proposed at the 

end of my criticism of third gencfer theory, that, since initiations occur across a variety of sexual 

orientations, comparison would be helpful. For the purpose of demonstrating how Berlant and 

Freeman celebrate a very old, in new clothing, approach, I need here only demonstrate that their 

major assertion, in which they describe reading a Bitch Nation-type 'zine as comparable to 

crossing an international border; "it insists that you declare your body and your goods, and that 
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you pay whatever poiiticai and erotic duty seems necessary" (224). Such a description is apt for 

an initiation ceremony, in which one must make explicity "your desire to 'enter' and your need 

for 'permission' to identify." The penitent is never quite penitent enough to really be sure she 

is among the chosen. While this may not be a spectacle of the mainstreaming sort, it is, instead, 

a common hazing of words and submission old as asceticism and common as frat boys. 

Moreover, arguments defining negative spaces are not necessarily as unrelated to 

"authenticity discourse" as Berlant and Freeman would like to think (224). Inter-minority 

discussions of "real" tribal members, "real" African-Americans, etc. often center on naming 

belonging to one category as necessitating reliiKjuishing of another. The "problem" with 

bisexuals, historically, for lesbian communities, is their tendency to leave and live as straight, 

which is only to say that the exclusivity and anger of Bitch Nation is neither new nor 

unexpected. Rather, it seems a part of queer discourse, which, contra Berlant and Freeman, uses 

the mainstreaming gestures of Que^ Nation as a lever, to rachet up the intensity of an in-your-

face, watch-your-step, hotter-than-thou bitches-only space. This is only nominal negativity, 

only tactical name-calling. For this reason, it seems that Butler's performativity still holds, 

although the ctynamics of closed-space staging rather than public performance dififer in approach. 

Tte example of Bitch Nation is a helpful one, however, for tiie following discussicHi of 

how testing and naming operate in feminist ethnography. The intra-minority contests between 

who is "really" a dyke, "really" a full-blood, "really" a Black man, enact interpersonal dramas in 

the language of authenticity, while mcHre often than not using such language to actually test a 

person's trustworthiness or mettle. And the rhetoric which attempts to limit a person's 

identity to only one facet— be it sexuality, culture, race, or livelihood— also uses language of 

authenticity to refuse complex multi-membership in numerous social identities. We have already 

seen this occur twice in reference to James Baldwin. In the second chapter, when Baldwin was 
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characterized as androgynous or asexual, Kendaii Thomas analyzed the timdamentai violence 

done through a denial of one's sexuality: "For better or worse, we live in a world in which 

individual identities are constructed in and through constructs of gendered sexual difference. The 

very notion of human subjectivity has come to rest on the fictional foundation of a stable, 

unified sexuality into which we are all inserted at birth" (119). This explains clearly why the 

erasure of the fieldworker's sexuality could enact a chain-reaction of neutering, and thus 

dehumanizing, representations. Another example. Mead's Rap on Race, with Baldwin set up as 

a "native informant," to be interrogated on racial prejudice but not about his sexuality, manages 

to "other" Baldwin rather than converse with him (Lutkehaus, 199,202). Mead's self-closeting 

contributes to Baldwin's portrayal as default-heterosexual (or asexual), and only, really. Black. 

I>espite my criticisms, I find the celebration of a "hot war of words," one which is meant 

to be inscrutable to those outside of its battles, remains a key insight in Berlant and Freeman's 

analysis. For this argument establishes the possibility of differentiating between analytic and 

strategic elements of fieldwork. Queer Nation can be seen as involved, primarily, in 

"broadcasting," that is, in "fictioning" an identity based on an analysis of what will make it 

possible to negotiate long-term in the public spaces, in the mainstream. Bitch Nation may be 

interpreted as involved in strategic or tactical "fictioning," A^ch operates on a more intimate 

level of the intersubjectively-constituted space. A relationship with one person or one family is 

the field (or microfield) defines such staging. Both ap{»x)aches are necessary, connected, and 

must occur, to some degree, in ethnography. But the "hot war of words" establishes how 

negative designations and obscure social codes may define ethnographers' identities and sexual 

identities in the field. Feminist ethnographers will be, both as women and as particular 

individuals, put in their place, without much chance of redefining how the community and 

informant families will designate her. 
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One example of the mainstream-friendly approach to the field comes from the work of 

Lila Abu-Lughod. Working in Egypt with a Beduoin village family, she found out her informants 

were dead-set against American culture. So she could not offer stories of her Berkeley, California 

lifestyle as conversational material and maintain any standing. Rather, she had to go along with 

their suspicions of Americans in order to gain any credibility: 

I was asking them to be honest, so that I could learn what their lives were like, 

but at the same time I was unwilling to reveal much about myself I was 

presenting them with a persona: I felt compelled to lie to them about many 

aspects of my life in the United States simply because they could not have 

helped judging it and me in their own terms, which my reputation would have 

suffered {Veiled 18). 

In "broadcasting" a particular reflection of the community's view of America, Abu-Lughod was 

certainly misrepresenting herself However, diis kind of analytical "fictioning" arises from an 

evaluation of what is "common sense" in the particular community. Later, when sexuality, 

birthing, and babies are discussed, Abu-Lughod enters into strategic forms of "fictiomng" within 

women's-only spaces and with individual informants. 

The strategic approach demonstrates that the intersubjectively-constituted space of 

feminist ethnogr^hy is no easy sisterhood, but a painful "nation-building trick." (Pierda ! ). 

Freeman and Berlant's work amounts to the conclusion that accusations form a key part in 

practices of exclusion, and hence group identity. Berlant and Freeman realize that a generically-

eamest, analytically-solid, liberal approach to speech-acts and community defintions cannot 

acknowledge the social force of difference. Mainstream-fiiendly analysis only gets one so far, 

and often leads away rather than toward the meanings of daily practices. 

I shall now describe some trends in what must be called presumptive-heterosexual 
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feminist ethnography. The shift from queer ethnographies to straight ones is unmistakable, for 

immediately the reader is struck by the repeated interrogations of feminist anthropologists about 

their marital status and potential pregnancy. Perhaps such questioned were lobbied at Ruth 

Underbill and Zora Neale Hurston, but that interpersonal dynamic was not considered an 

important aspect of cross-cultural inquiry. In contemporary feminist work, it is an incessant 

refrain, without being particularly illuminating in and of itself Rather, the lack of "queering" 

these inquiries, the feminist ethnographer, and the eventual taking-up of the language of 

reproduction, leads to some ratiier alarmingly trite, as well as homosocial, textual results. 

Presumed heterosexuality holds analytical sway, despite the fact that the status of the 

fleldworkers is otherwise considered, and accepted as, anomalous. The presence of cross-

dressers in the field does not lead these fieldworkers to seek a non-reproductive firamework 

through which to view women's-only spaces and indigenous approaches to sexuality. Instead, 

one finds that the fieldworkers readily take up the mantle of reproduction and explicitly validate 

it, using it to justify and situate their writings. The negotiated relationship between babies and 

books has become a refrain in c<mtemporary ethnograf^y by women. 

Ruth Behar offers her experience in Spain as one example. She states that the female 

ethnographer must answer "people's incessant queries... as to when we would have 

children,"(1991,346). The standard answers of not being married, or family planning, did not 

quell the implicit socialization women in the community were attempting to do with Behar. 

When Behar returns to the site of her previous fieldwork in Spain, with her husband, her baby, 

and her book on the people of Santa Maria del Monte, it becomes clear that she sought to finally 

offer a mutually satisfactory response to those questions. Notice how, in Behar's description of 

the event, the book and the baby are linked, held together in what could be called a pro/creative 

tension: 
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in the summer of 1987, after a three-year absence, 1 was returning again with the 

book in hand that I had written, in English, about the history of the village, 

hoping, almost childishly, for the approval of village people. I was returning, as 

well, with my eleven-month-old son, answering at last people's incessant queries 

during the years of visits as to wdien we would have children. I felt a great need to 

return, to show people my book and my child. (Behar 1991,346-347) 

Both baby and book form part of a "show-and-tell," which nostalgically evokes earlier 

relationships of evidence-collection through a seeming reverse of roles. Behar's fieldwork had 

focused on the lives of her informants; she returns the favor by letting them into her life. But 

underneath the seeming mutuality of the "show-andrtell" is the ethnographer's expectation-

nay, need— for the book and the baby to be liked by the villagers. Behar is "almost childishly" 

hoping for nurturing encouragement of the published ethnography. Her baby is both central to 

this scenario and somewhat marginalized. For while the villagers cleariy interact with the child, 

they perhaps do not respond in enough detail to the book to satisiy Behar. Her child's 

presence moves her along the path of "All Ages of Woman," ftom youth to adult, as coded by 

motherhood. But her need for responses to her textual product keep her in a needy position. 

Behar's sense that somehow the villagers of Santa Maria know important coping mechanisms 

for dealing with death only intensifies the child-role dynamic. 

When I discuss women's relationships and witchcraft, later in this chapter, I will discuss 

Behar's more subtle work. Translated Woman. For now it is enough to state that Behar shares, 

with some feminist ethnographers, a revulsion to the brutality experienced by her informant 

which is simultaneous with a sinking feeling that her supposedly liberated, academic life is 

bought at the price of other women's menial labor As a result of realizations of how class 

affects the study of culture, particularly when it involves close relations between women, the 
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straight Heldworkers often formulate for themselves a kind of homosexual/homosocial 

reproductive paradigm, in which they attempt to transpose the creation of the verbally-

constittuted, contextually-dependent intersubjective women's spaces of the field into the 

medium of the written word. In other words, attempts to stem the "white" or "Western" guilt 

about the privilege to travel and do fieldwork are enacted through an elevation of ethnographic 

text into a ^mbolically same-sex, cross-cultural baby. The female informant and the woman 

anthropologist are —in the somewhat romanticized view of dialogical ethnography— coming 

together to reproduce a book. And while straight feminist ethnographers vary in their awareness 

of the class, culture, and heterosexual (fynamics they enact in their work, none that I have foimd 

have been able to analyze their experiences as, well, queer. The need to call the ethnogra^^c text 

a kind of baby, tl^ need to bring this baby/book back to the community for recognition and 

acceptance, particularly from the key female informant, smadcs of a homosocial cross-cultural 

(fynamic. Remember, Sedgwick's definition of male homosocialistn involved a key resistance to 

homosexuality and even an explicit homophobia. While the "politically-coirecf' tenor of U.S. 

academic culture would {x^lude any exf^icitly homo{^obic feminist discourse, the unresolved 

tensions involving sexuality, female intimacy, and co-authorship articulated in the following 

ethnographies betray attempts to work out same-sex anxieties through textually reproductive 

means. Again, I would suggest, the native informant is heard in tenns of debates between the 

West and itself That she is heard at all may be an improvement, but to a certain extent the 

"cutting edge" of feminist ethnograjdiy re-enacts the disavowals, the "don't ask-don't tell" 

policy, of earlier mission-based ethnographies toward lesbianism. In other words, their trapping 

of women's-interactions into the paradigm of textual/sexual reproduction fimctions to obscure 

and avoid issues of women's non-reproductive sexual desires. A covert "straightening-up" 

shows its dread, then, in the creation of a book/baby produced by the informant-fieldworker's 
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dialogues, so that such intimacies must be reproductive, and thus not gay. 

This is not to say that straight feminist ethnographies do not also amount to a complete 

tuming-of-the-tables of mainstream, sex-denying work in the discipline. I only seek to introduce 

them as nevertheless, problematic, in order to get at the significance of explicity references to 

sexuality and authorship in such work. One of the most nuanced in this regard is Smadar Lavie's 

1990 Poetics of Military Occupation. The book demonstrates how Lavie negotiates her roles in 

both the women's and the men's communities of the Mzeini in the Sinai Desert. In her analysis 

of the characteristic tropes of the culture, Lavie portrays how particular individuals perform the 

role of the "Madwoman," or the woman who is excused fipom the Mzeini forms of Muslim 

censures. The "Madwoman" may, by her outrageous liminality, perform a refusal of the 

"double-bind" of women's sexuality (125). Her perf(xinance creates a space in wliich other 

women may exjvess their desire for similar fieed(Mns; "If only I had the fieedom of the mad," 

one woman laments (136.). Where Mzeini women feel stuck, tiiey see the Madwoman as free. 

Yet the "Madwoman" is not an ethereal wish, located on a different plane than reality. Nor is 

her discourse any more e}q)licit than the frank sex talk of the women with whom Lavie herds 

goats (127-146). The distinction is an intermural one; the "Madwoman" embodies the anxieties 

and truths of women's lives. She even performs in an appropriate costume, as it were, wearing 

"All Ages of Woman," Mzeini-style, on her person: 

The Madwoman's attire is an incongruous mixture of styles: her gussa hair style 

is that of an old menopausal woman, whose sons are married; her lathma veil is of 

an adolescent goat herd; her fiischi-red sufiyya waist belt is the type worn by a 

married woman of childbearing age. Her robe and shawl are spotted with grease 

and chunks of dried dough and full of holes and patches, in contrast to the diess 

of the other women— neat, clean and proper. (142-143) 
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The spots and grease do not alienate her from other women. By engaging conversationally with 

the "Madwoman," the women infuse their discussion with more anger than is usually considered 

appropriate. The women talk among themselves quite openly about sex, but such talk involves 

strategies of survival within the Muslim patriarchal code. The "Madwoman" can perform, 

thoi^h, the desire to be outside of the men's control of arranged marriages, forced sex and female 

ciicumcisioa She makes the cultural paradoxes e;q)licit 

What is different about Poetics cf Military Ocaqxttioriy ethnographically speaking, is that 

the reader is allowed in on these discussions. At the level of research, Lavie provides in^wrtant 

data about the ways in ^iiich Mzeini women articulate their reality. Her strategy of portraying 

Mzeini interactions about sex, however, is not an exoticizing one. In order to prev^ 

objectification of the Mzeini, Lavie's text requires s(»ne sexual presence on her part This sexual 

identity, however, is not simply Lavie's to determine. Of course, as the writer of her book, 

Lavie could disclose (and siq>[ness) whatever <tetails about her sexuality she would want to. 

But her commitment to portraying a dialogically-constituted reality necessitates a less 

individualistic tactic. Just as they mutually perform the polyi^onous reality of Mzeini life, tte 

voices in Lavie's text also contend witii and e^qilain Lavie's anomalous sexual designaticHL 

Unlike Rabinow, where the anthropologist's sex life is boxed into one abbreviated episode, 

Lavie's presence as both an antiiropologjst and a sexual person p^vades across the entire work. 

Early cm in the bode, Lavie discusses how her gencfer is treated by the Mzeini: "Even my 

marriage...had not resolved my gender classificaticm ambiguity" (33). The term ambiguity ought 

to be taken literally here. By describing her irresolvable gender status in Mzeini culture as 

ambiguous, Lavie's usage of die term suggests the dual-agency at work in determining her on-site 

sexuality. Lavie's access to both the male-only mag 'ad and the female-only goat-herding walks 

certainly allows her to collect more data. But such access arises only from a mutually-agreed 
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upon status as social anomaly. Her status parallels that of the "Madwoman" as one who is 

awarded certain freedoms outside set customs and roles. Lavie is called "The One Who Writes 

Us." The moniker itself ejq)resses the dual-agency at work 

Lavie also, as the previous quote suggests, shifts in status from single to married in the 

course of her fourteen years of fieldwork. While the bulk of her research seems to arise from the 

time before she brought her husband. Forest Rouse, back with her from Berkel^, the suggestion 

that this anthropologist is not the stolid "man" in the "iield" is crucial to establishing the 

possibility of her culturally-constructed identity. Lavie's husband is not a character in the book 

in the way that Lavie is, but he does function to mark her sexual personhood. He also serves to 

remind readers of some of the unpleasant aspects of field woric, for one of Lavie's few 

comments about him concerns his bout with dysentery. The bodily aspects of life are thus, 

despite portrayals of Mzeini clitorectomies and rape within marriage, never limited to the 

culture of stu^. Nor do the nude European hippies <hi the Sinai beaches serve a merely 

oi^XKitional fimction in contrasting East/West e^qxesstons of sexuality. Lavie and her hisband, 

as intimate outsiders, function to destabilize the gender, culture and sex categories and to refuse 

simplistic contrasts. Ev«i wiien Lavie feels most alienated in Mzeini culture, at the time of the 

girls* circumcision, her response is a bodily one which she COTtraste, in her text, with the 

traditional field worker role; "I fstoDoedl beine an anthronoloeis;! and Fthrew"! myself upon the 

shore, vomiting and crying, vomiting and crying" (146). 

While Lavie attempts to portrays the cultural contours of sexuality honestly, one part of 

this honesty is the awkwardness of the topic. Mzeini women feel comfortable enough with 

Lavie (here called "Smadar" and as "the anthropologist") to ask her about her body (vsiiich dual-

agency constitutes h^e as female). This does not mean, however, that Lavie is not a little 

spooked by the both joking and the inquiry: 
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Salwa grins and says to me, "When are your people going to circumcise you, 

ya Smadar? You are already an adult Your clitoris has grown so much, it 

probably covers the mouth of your vagina." 

I blush. My ears feel boiling hot. "I don't think my people will circumcise 

me. We don't do that. My clitoris is very small." 

"Maybe it is indeed small. But doesn't your vagina kill you [with sexual 

passion]?" Salwa pushes further. 

"My vagina kills me only vlien my heart searches fw love." I feel like an 

overripe tomato, and the anthropologist tells me she is not sure how to handle the 

fact that she is now a subject for Mzeini inspection. (132-133). 

The passage is crucial in portraying Lavie's sexual presence. The questions \^ch embarrass 

Lavie are not elided from the text We are offered both blush and response. The strategy of 

situating the self inside the conversation about sex allows for the possibility of Mzeini 

intervention into Lavie's text Notice howLavie uses the same t^minology -neither more 

clinical nor less lewd— to engage the issue. Her choice to enact the sc^e as dialogue prevents a 

too-soon summary. The drama is palpable in such a way that both Salwa and Smadar are 

presented dimensionally. While Lavie's attempt to characterize her state as "an overripe 

tomato" is not part of the dialogue with Salwa, it is an important aspect of Lavie's dialogue with 

the reader. With such statements, Lavie attempts to translate tie sense of walking and telking, 

asking and being asked, in ways which help tiie reader imagine being there. This scene 

demonstrates how the flavor of scrutiny by local people of the visiting ethnographer results 

from the nexus of the decisions made about the anthropologist's biological sex and the culture's 

construction of gender. Lavie's femaleness is the result of such decisions. By comparison, 

Rabinow's sexuality is clearly asserted by his informant. Ali sees Rabinow as male. However, 
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the dimensions of this maleness which lead to the one-night stand are informed by Ali's Muslim 

sense of maleness. Rabinow's passive voice in such scenes indicates his inability to regard 

critically the relation between biology and cultural configuration. Lavie, in contrast, specifically 

asserts which points she shares and which she does not with her Mzeini women fnends, with 

frank reference to her body and her desire. Her genitals, her heart and her words are all referred 

to explicitly, not with bravura, but with the awkwardness that comes from attempting to infuse 

"being there" in body with a sense of "sharing here" in culture. 

Lavie's strategies for portraying sexual self-reflexivity are not limited merely to 

disclosures of emotional states and facts of marriage status. As analysis of Rabinow's text 

proves, "letting it all hang out" is not a simple process, nor a non-ideological one. Lavie 

attempts to imbibe the frame of the text, the veiy writing of it, with her sexual traits. In this 

way, both text and subtext are informed by bodily metaphors of the Mzeini. One of Lavie's 

most important strategies for portraying her sexuality, then, involves allowing the Mzeini to 

e7q)lain her sex life back to her. This move is considered necessary to the Mzeini for the basic 

fact that Lavie has not had children. Such anomalies, as with the "Madw(»nan" and "The One 

Who Writes Us," are not to be banned but rather to be explained. Lavie's female construction is 

itself made translatable by the Mzeini in terms which balance Lavie's textual productions witii 

the expectation of sexual reproduction. Abu-Musa tells hen "Now, we breastfeed you with our 

lives and with the stories about our lives, and your children are the notdKK>ks you fill. That's 

wiiy you're almost twenty-five and still unmarried. And the stories in your notebooks on our 

lives and our words serve us too, and one day they'll serve our children" (304). The passage is 

from 1979, before Lavie brought her husband to the Mzeini, and occurs in the context of the 

Egyptians replacing the Israelis' presence in the region. Lavie is told she "has taken both 

selves," both that of the Mzeini and that of her Israeli origin, through her actions and 
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relationships. Yet the language Abu-Musa uses is hardly a bald political statement Instead, 

Lavie's sexual presence is invoked in order to explain her Mzeini membership. 

In Abu-Musa's words, Lavie operates at many different registers at once. Like the 

Madwoman wearing clothes of "All Ages of Woman," Lavie enacts many roles at once. She is 

at once a child, breastfed by the Mzeini. The milk is made of their words, their stories and their 

lives. She is also, however, a young mother, producing filled notebooks as newborns. Abu-

Musa articulates the substitution of one activity for the other. These children do not 

necessarily leave their culture of origin. Rather, Lavie acts as a bequeathing grandmother, passing 

on the stories to Mzeini grandchildren. Lavie's sexual presence is not just bodily; it is 

get^rational in both senses of the wcM-d. Through the notebooks, her sexual presence is 

culturally-constructed and culturally-sustaining. 

Unlike tiie Boasian denial of sexual selfhood or Rabinow's anxiety-ridden hinting, Lavie 

not only portrays herself as a sexual being but also allows the Mzeini to characterize her. The 

result is a text in which the cfynamics of intersubjectively-constituted realities are orated 

through dialogical engagement with— not against— anomalous lifestyles. Her relation^p to Ae 

Mzeini occurs on many levels; "Smadar" lives and eats with the Mzeini. "The anthropologist" 

studies and documents the Mzeini. "The One Who Writes Us," however, is of Mzeini origin. 

"The One Who Writes Us" is male and female, single at times and married at others, Israeli and 

Mzeini, participant and observer. Mostly, "The One Who Writes Us" results from the 

collaboration of inquiry between Lavie and those of various Mzeini with respect to identity. 

"The One Who Writes Us" is a collaborative effort and offers a multi-dimensional frcsence 

which includes a complex, dynamic sexual f»-esence. 

As in Lavie's case, one's strategy of self-refla:tive sexual presence in the field 

determines the portrayal of this issue in the ensuing text. If the collaboration of sexual 
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expression is of primary importance, then dialogical aspects will have to be utilized when 

writing the fieldwork experience. All the recent examples with w^ich I am familiar arise from 

the work of female ethnographers, and I would not want to generalize from their writings to the 

experiences of contemporary male anthropologists. But the situations for female 

anthropologists of child-bearing age on this issue seem to echo each other in the literature. 

Anthropologists who are women are dealt with, initially at least, as strangers by the local 

culture. As familiarization occurs, however, ethnographers are also dealt with as women, and 

must therefore account for their deviations from the culture's nwms. This issue embroils the 

bocfy of the anthropologist -a biologically sexed body as crucially as a gendered body— in the 

thick of the act of research. 

However, this is not the only way that the body of an anthropologist is marked. As a 

woman, especially ^en unaccompanied by either locals or a spouse, she is treated as sexually 

available, that is, able to be raped. When Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing's 1993 book portrays the 

political and cultural interplays between centralized and marginal discourses in her study of 

Meratus Dayaks and Banjar peoples of Kalimantan, she is confronted repeatedly with the risks 

of being a "cultural traveller," one who is "sometimes offered the gender-crossed glamour of the 

powerfiil stanger," (51) yet who is also threatened during her fieldworic as a single female on 

the road. Tsing's shifting status does not completely prevent her research, but harassment does 

shape her itinerary: "On the one hand, men— especially petty local officials who had some 

power over my movements— tested me with sexual threats and innuendoes. On the other hand, 

they were prepared to limit my movements to protect me from those same threats" (218). This 

dynamic certainly makes her woric alternately scary and fhistrating. It also, however, produces 

the conditions for the possibility of other kinds of interactions with women. When Tani 

befriends Tsing, "she established a coimection in which she implied that we were both women 
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travellers, unafraid of the dangers of male sexuality" (219). Tani's story anchors Tsing's 

chapter on women's servant/wife status in relation to officials. Although they create a safe 

space through relating, it is quickly interrupted by the fears Tani's bravado masks. Tsing 

relocates her research shortly after collecting Tani's story in order to avoid certain 

administrators of the area. Clearly the threat of sexual violence was affecting her movements, 

and Tani's solidarity could not protect her. 

There is, in Tsing's fieldwork, an emphasis upon sexual reproduction which differs from 

Bdiar's lomanctic books'n'babies emphasis. Tsing becomes interested in sexual rep'oduction 

because she want to consider its occurrence, its potential to not be an inevitable result of sex 

with mea Her book becomes, as it draws to its conclusion, increasingly oriented toward the 

issues of birth control and abortion. Her ethnography theorizes the tragic side of babies. Her 

focus arises from a very difficult situation involving the birth of Induan Amar's baby, who is 

premature. Tsing's first instinct, to document the event, gets her into trouble: 

My first intervention was as an "ethnogr^her^„.I stumbled awkwardly and 

inapproi»iately through a situation I found disorienting. For example, I admit 

with embarrassment to taking photographs of the birth procedures. Afterward, 

Indaun Amar's sister said, "How couid you?" As a responsible ethnographer, I 

was recording custom. Nor was Induan Amar's sister hostile to this aim. If 

custom is public performance, however, this event, tinged as it was with "anti-

custom," was not the stuff of record. (116) 

The embarrassment which Tsing admits about her actions, >^en coupled with the ambivalence 

of Induan Amar's sister, suggest that this event taxes Tsing's sense of how her fieldwoiic is to be 

informed by gender, privacy and taboo. The boundaries of the body's appropriate 

representation are most noticeable when under trespass. Necessarily, then, it is when Tsing 
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herself violates both Induan Amar's privacy and the basic rules of etiquette, that Tsing discovers 

these boundaries. As an ethnographer, she is too "official" — and both American and 

Kalimantan connotations of the word operate here— in the birthing situation. 

The possibility that Tsing's invitation to this event resulted from her gender role, and 

expressly not from her work, had not occurred to her. But Tsing could not play the 

ethnographer for long. Once the baby was bom, she reneged on her overly-objectifying 

ethnographic role only to replace it with an overly-intrusive caregiver role: 

I somehow became [like a] missionary doctor...! mumbled something about the 

fact that, in the United States, a premature baby like this would most certainly 

live...In a burst of nurturing, I urged Induan Amar to hold the baby. When she 

remained reluctant, and the bal^ started to get cold, I wanned it by holding it 

myself....[T]he other women in the house were paying no attention to the 

baby...I guessed for the first time that the baby might have been unwanted...At 

this point I was thoroughly disoriented. (117) 

Tsing's interventions can hardly be called controversial. Unlike, say, Rabinow, she is not acting 

in a leisure situation on choices offered to her. Birth is a traumatic event, capable of hurling its 

novices into shock. Here Tsing is at her limit for she initially cannot break away from her 

upbringing and so plays the nurturing mother. Only when she realizes that Induan Amar is the 

recipient of care, and ex^vessly not the baby, does she begin to guess that her actions are not 

helping the situation. Then she does realize that this baby is unwanted and will, if the women 

have any say in the matter, not survive long. Without care, the baby dies in a few days. In an 

ironic twist, it is Tsing vv^o is willing to take the baby to a grave when no man appears to do the 

job: "Abandoning any shred of my cultural-recorder persona, 1 offered to carry the corpse if 

someone else would dig the hole. My hosts seemed reheved" (117). Her "powerful stranger" 
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role, a complement to her female gender, redeems her status. 

The sting of embarrassment, the lingering sense of disorientation, and the cultural 

ramifications of Induan Amar's baby's birth and death determine much of the flavor of In the 

Realm of the Diamond Queen. Tsing's book ends with an extended comparison between 

American and Meratus definitions of the fetus. Uma Adang's poem on fetal development is the 

text analyzed and offered as an alternative to the abortion debates in the States, but the subtext 

is clearly informed by the birth event (287-301). Such a cross-cultural comparison leaves itself 

open to the fallacy of apples and oranges. The intensive research findings of Kalimantan are 

opposed to vague stereotypes of "the" American experience, along the lines of Mead's 

juxtapositions. As a writing strategy, however, the aj^iroach indicates how a gendered sense of 

awkwardness and confusion in Kalimantan informes Tsing's research. Her body keeps ^tting in 

the way. Painful as much of the experience sounds, it has productive effects in terms of 

detailing Meratus and Banjar life. It allowes her to know women's worlds. Tsing's emphasis on 

the kind of intensive micro-managing required to negotiate the cultural terrain results fiom both 

witnessing and participating in these activities. As a traveller, and as a woman, Tsing is able to 

e}q)erience some of the breadth of Meratus and Banjar life while also, at times, suffering from its 

particular constraints. As a result, her text balances maj^ and poems, lists of flora and fauna, 

and stories of women locked in houses, with equal ability. But, unlike Behar or Lavie, I am 

relatively certain that Tsing will not be returning to Kalimantan for later research. Although my 

emphasis on sexual presence highlights her on-site difficulties, it seems that Tsing comes away 

with something she could use in the U.S. context and seems satisfied with that Her textual 

entree into abortion politics may seem to be a distancing-from-self move in her book, but such 

writing allows her to demonstrate the kind of education on sexuality that the Meratus have 

provided her and how it helps her orient herself at home. 
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Such work in the field informs sexuality at home, because I think it exemplifies the kind 

of negotiations of sexual presence \^4iich can further enrich writing culture. Lila Abu-Lughod has 

done extensive research with the Awlad 'Ali Bedouin. As a woman without children, she had 

many experiences similar to those of Lavie and Behar. Bedouin women recommend all sorts of 

cures for infertility. At a time when Abu-Lughod does not want children, her childlessness is 

interpreted as a problem to be solved; "If you are having trouble getting pregnant, Lila," one 

woman tells her, "you go to a woman healer who massages you, lays on hands, and ties little 

strings on your back. Fll take you. Or you got to a healer from the saintly lineages. He'll tell you 

to bring a goat to sacrifice- either red or blue" {Worlds 133-134). At the time, such information 

is, to the fieldworicer, just good collecting matenal. 

The situation changes when, again in Egypt over a decade later, Abu-Lughod is trying to 

get pregnant and having trouble. In "A Tale of Two Pregnancies," however, Abu-Lu^od looks 

over her personal history, of fieldwork among Islamic women in the deserts west and south of 

Cairo, and brings these experiences to bear (Ml her own desire for a &mily. In attempting to 

bring her struggle with infertility to the Held, Abu-Lughod is able to gain a different perspective 

on what had previously been merely an academic exercise. Suddenly, the stories of how to 

"unblock" infertility, as talked about by the Bedouin Kareema and Zaynab, of Upper Egypt, 

become personally important By articulating her interest in having children. Abu-Lughod enters 

a more complex form of interaction. The anthropologist's attainment of certain e}q)erien^ 

knowledge arises only fiom the need. Abu-Lughod describes the changes; "I felt I was crossing a 

threshold I hadn't noticed before" (347). 

One informant, Zaynab instructs her in how to get pregnant and takes her to places 

thought to help. Although a Muslim, Zaynab takes Abu-Lughod to Pharonic temples and 

Coptic monasteries (341). Abu-Lughod is instructed to step over caskets, bathe in holy water. 
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and put strips of shrouds on her breasts and genitalia (342). An Islamic healer gives her a recipe 

for medicine her husband should drink (343). Abu-Lughod finds herself comparing these 

attempts with the high-tech medical procedures and drugs she was prescribed in the States. In 

Egypt, there is no hospital any^^diere near vv^ere her informants live. Instead, there is a bag of 

tricks for this sort of thing, concoctions, and incantations. In the United States, there is in vitro 

fertilization and the doctos' complete takeover of the non-reproductive body. As the doctor 

announces, "Our goal is to make you pregnant" A rigorous regimen defined her days. Drugs 

remove her period, sonograms indicate her pregnancy, check-iq)s and nutritional supplements 

must be taken at regular intervals. 

Abu-Lughod finds herself depending upon Bedouin stories to help her through the high-

risk pregnancy as much as she depends on Western technology: "My personal experience of the 

pregnancy was shaped by the double...life I lived as an anthropologist...! looked to both places 

for help in understanding what was happening to me, just as I had sought this pregnancy in both 

places** (340). Certainly the holers of infertility differed, as did their recommendations. But, 

ultimately, Abu-Lughod finds that it is the social isolation in the States, in sharp contrast to the 

women's-only spaces created by birthing, which is the disparity vs^ich bothers her the most: 

When Kareema gave birtii, as usual the women in her c(»nmunity dropped 

everything to come help. She had her baby in the rooms she likes best for this- a 

wann room away from the rest of the house. Her cousing and her best friend, 

women she has known nearly all her life, were there to hold her. Along with 

some other women and all her children, they stayed with her for a week, busily 

cooking, doing her laundry for her, and talking. They had all been through this 

experience. Theyjoked and gossiped and told stories late into the night. They 

made her soothing teas. No men came near, and few demands were made on 
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them. It was a sort of holiday. (348) 

In contrast, in the States, Abu-Lughod has no close friends or family living nearby. The doctors 

and nurses are not intimates. The camraderie she sees in Egypt differs sharply from Abu-

Lughod's need to rely, almost completely, on her husband for support 

The descrption Abu-Lughod offers of the Bedouin birthing practices is idealized, of 

course. Eveiy woman who tells her a life-stoiy recounts stillborn babies and miscarriages (340). 

And there are numerous women — who are both called and call themselves "masculiire,"— who, 

as unmarried, are ha{^ to avoid "marital control" and pregnancy {Veiled 133). However, the 

social life of fieldwork, even if (me is not giving birth, is rarely rqplicated among professional 

women in America. Fears of a risky pregnancy being lost, despite all the technology, must be 

handled alone, as would a healtiiy newborn. The need Abu-Lughod finds unmet at home is 

broi^t into sharp relief through her experience of infertility. She finds that those thii^ she 

usually relies on in the States are found wanting: '*As an acadonic, I think of books a 

compani(His. But will thqr really give me the advice I need?" ("Tale" 348). More than how-to 

books on e?q)ecdng, or Harawayan arguments of the inherent Qrborgian state of human existence, 

Abu-Lughod finds herself seeking consolation in her field notes, "full of beliefs about 

reproduction, stories about reproduction, and, most important of all, years' worth of vivid 

memories of an everyday world rich in [wegnancies, births, and children" (347-348). 

In order to analyze what is at stake in these recent ethnographies, contending with both 

gay and reproductive sexuality, I have found an eariier female anthropologist's work particularly 

helpful. Although her work is i^ither explicitly feminist nor explicitly sex-oriented, Jearme 

Favret-Saada's 1977 woiic on witchcraft in the Bocage can offer an overarching fiamework wWch 

brings the ramifications of positing the field as an intersubjectively-constituted social reality into 

sharp relief Her work is an early as well as helpful example of how the "ironic complicity of 
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the native" and the gullibility of anthropology require further critique (16). She contends with 

elements of contextual performativity in the field in order to describe the constraint under which 

an ethnography of "deadly words" must operate. The limited number of tools and roles she 

outlines provide a helpful paradigm for the impossibility of fieldwoiic occurring outside of local 

social structures and power dynamics. For in witchcraft, words are acts, the means of releasing 

someone from a spell: "{TJhere is no neutral position with spoken words; in witchcraft, words 

wage war"(10). So mere reportage is not a stance one can take with respect to witchcraft 

"nobo(fy ever talks about witchcraft to gain knowledge, but to gain power. The same is true 

about asking questions" (11). 

I spell out Favret-Saada's work in detail because it seems to me that sexuality in 

fieldworic interactions operates very much like what Favret-Saada has concluded about 

witchcraft Moreover, a number of the informants of tiie ethnographies discussed below are 

either castigated through, or reclamatoiy of, terminology of witchery. Tsing's '̂ diamond-queen" 

is called a shaman^ Behar's "translated woman" is called a peddler-witch, and Lavie's Mzeini 

"madwomen" use words to mock male and imperial powers, "spelling" against the enemy while 

naming women's only spaces. And Abu-Lughod turns to Beduoin futility magic for help. And 

suspicion of women's interactions is inflected with witch-hunt language: "Some say that 

vs^ienever two women talk, the Devil is between them" ( VeUed 124). This recurrent element of 

feminist ethnography will become crucial to my later analysis of Hurston's and Underbill's 

woric, for it highlights the relationship between visible crises, invisible forces, and the words 

which tie them together. Favret-Saada deals with specifically how speech-acts are endowed with 

power which shs^s meanings, categories, and identities, in important ways which determine 

how ethnography can be done. Favret-Saada's focus on witchcraft, which in the West is so 

strongly associated with women is also helpful in analyzing the rhetoric deployed against 
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women in general. 

There are important reasons to connect Favret-Saada's work to post-structural analyses 

of sexuality. Her work was published in 1977, around the same time as Foucault's///5/o/y<?^ 

Sexuality Vol. I. Both writers refer to military game-theory in analyzing how words are 

deployed, and refer to Karl Von Clausewitz's nineteenth-century work. On War. Clausewitz's 

definition of war's role in governance has been summed up in a truism, that "war is politics by 

other means." Both Foucault and Favret-Saada seem to be responding to debates circulating at 

the time. In History of Sexuality, Foucault discusses reversing this insight; "Should we turn the 

expression aroimd, then, to say that politics is war by other means?" (93) Favret-Saada is less 

sanguine about Clausewitz, for although "[i]t was not always easy to decide which one was 

speaking: the discourse of war or the discourse of witchcraft," she ultimately concludes that "it 

was meaningless to think of witchcraft in terms of the categories of game theory" (12). She sees 

her analysis as backing away fiom Foucault's discursive working out of a "a totally a-topical 

theorizing subject," which, in effect, resists the power of words through a reliance on a kind of 

"a-topia, an absolute nomadism: to talk from nowhere, to become ungraspable, unapproachable, 

irrecuperable in every way" (Poirot-Delpech, qtd. in Favret-Saada, 14 n.2). 

I do not completely agree with Favret-Saada's treatment of Foucault as a-topical, de-

spatialized, for between the panopticon, the Ship of Fools, and the confessional, Foucault 

politicizes surroundings and how they force specific kinds of self-understendin]^ -certain 

"fictions"— more than anyone other than perhaps Marx. That said, Favret-Saada has a point 

that language as interactively strategic is obscured by Foucault's depersonalization of power-

knowledge, with "ruses which are not ultimately played by any particular person" ("Prison 

Talk" 38). Butler's performativity relates more closely to Favret-Saada's point that no word is 

spoken outside of the dynamics of complicity and culpability. One is presimied guilty of 
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emb<xfying a particular social role —on is a witch or not under a spell, an unwitcher or a victim of 

a spell— and not able to declare one's not assuming such a role or any role at all. Forms of 

address are articulated through discourse, but not anonymously nor always unintentionally. 

Since the discourses of both Avitchcraft and war both affix an interlocutor to not only a 

role but also a posture, a willingness or unwillingness to play that role with or against the 

speaker, both tactical and personal elements of the space made-by-words cannot be dismissed. 

No core identity accepts or resists such interpellations. Rather, words, as power, drive the 

shifts of selves across a grid of intelligibility, an arena in ^^ch roles and postures are the means 

through which power (or knowledge) are enacted. The embeddedness of one's social role 

determines ^ch tactics are presumably possible, and ^^ch are not Unlike, as in the first 

chapter, Chatwin's attempts to escape being labelled or "pinned down" aie seen as freedom 

from imposition, in the scenario Favret-Saada describes, we find a far more Butlerian form of 

agency; "The power imposed upon one is the power that animates one's emergence, and there 

a{^)ears to be no escaping this ambivalence" (Psychic 198). 

In siKh a scenario, teart-to-teart chats are out. Since good will is irrelevant in a situation 

in which words are power, they "cannot even be uttered in front of anyone who is exempted in 

advance from having to withstand its effects," be it a fieldworker aa4io treats them as so much 

culturally-relative data or a medical doctor v^iio thinks they exemplify ignorant superstition (15). 

Favret-Saada found that wdiat she heard from informants depended upcm who they thought she 

was, for one would speak "radically different discourses depending on the position he thinks his 

interlocutor holds" (16). This makes fieldwork a situation of entering into, rather than 

researching about, the dynamics of witchcraft 

Before the ethnographer has uttered a single word, he is involved in the same 

power relationship as anyone else talking about [witchcraft]. Let him open his 
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mouth, and his interlocutor immediately tries to identify his strategy, estimate 

his force, guess if he is a iriend or foe, or if he is to be bought or destroyed. As 

with any other interlocutor, speaking to an ethnographer one is addressing either 

a subject supposed to be able (a witch, an unwitcher) or unable (a victim, a 

bewitched person). (11) 

As with Sedgwick's woiic in the fust chapter, Favret-Saada's more applied analysis is important 

here for establishing what flavors of silence, speaking, and risk dog a field work experience. 

Examples abound of this kind of (fynamic. Zora Neale Hurston found out that even a 

local can &il at fieldwoilc not attending to the way her studies afar re-code her presence. If 

she asks the acadraiician's question, she will get the same unenthusiastic response which otho* 

outsiders get So, Hurston's first foray into folklore collecting, in w^ch she asked, "Pardon me, 

but do you know any folk tales or folk songs?" was a complete failure (Dust Tracks 144). In 

the phrasing of this question, Hurston revealed her presimiption of being outside of local social 

entanglements, uncaught, and unable to engage in tiie banter and ribaldry in A^ch stories are 

embedded. OiK^e she realized that her childhood knowledge of the c(Hnmunity, her insider-status, 

would be of benefit to her fieldwork, Hurston began to "play up" this aspect and get more 

fruitful results. Her act of being "caught up" even included even dispossessing the 

ethnc^rapher's role, at one point implying that her car was a result of bootleg money, rather 

than scholarship fimding. 

Hurston's experience —and it is no mere masquerade, since she was indeed highlighting 

her own background, often herself retelling stories she had heard as a child— demonstrates the 

impossibility of ethnography being so very different from fictioning. Truth-seeking by minstrell-

ish means; the ethnographer enters into a society in order to both pass and not pass, in order to 

be acceptable enought to learn something. To state more general conclusion arising from Favret-
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Saada's analysis, ethnography shares elements with the contradictions and micro-techniques of 

advocacy, affiliation, and assimilation. Silence and speech coalesce around questions of 

belonging and excluding, condoning and being condemned. Just as witchcraft involves certain 

moralized and chastised practices, in which community judgment clings to persons committing 

its acts within customs of acceptable behavior, or not, so too is sex involved in assessments of 

being able or unable. When discussing sex acts and gender roles, the identity of the ethnographer 

must come into play, and, likewise, this identity is received more than it can be dictated. The 

degree to \\1iich the informant believes the ethnograi^r to be sexually savvy or naive, 

experienced or untouched, gendered female or an odd kind of androgyne, definitely sh^ies how 

such discussions will go. With respect to the last term, Ruth Underhill and other older female 

anthropologists were, according to Nancy Parezo, "culturally androgynized," since "grey hair 

gave them access to all in the culture" (358). Mwe recently, both Lavie and Tsing have been 

androgynized by informants in the field. 

Whether "all-access" is really a result of being read as androgynous (and I suspect it is 

not), the fact remains that sexuality is not anonymously pervasive across intersubjective space. 

It is also very strategically deployed without being under control by the person to whom a 

certain sex or gender characteristic is ascribed. Speech-acts are not detenninative, and 

protestations that one is not a witch or a woman (not an androgyne or a man) do not reconcile 

the community to the person's sense of being misunderstood. Yet being shut out may indicate a 

far worse scenario; "No one talks to the alleged witch, but this very silence is in itself a whole 

discourse, the silent assertion of a fight to the death" (16). Just as no one is ever called a witch 

to their face, rarely is an ethnographer's sexual label only straightforwardly told to her. If her 

role is determined to be particularly inappropriate, she may never know it: "it is always the 

other person who decides how to interpret what you say" (17). More acceptable, but still odd, 
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sexual labels may come out as affectionate joking or embarrassing questions. How one is treated, 

spoken to, implies one's contextual identity. 

Favret-Saada's analysis of the micropolitics of witchcraft, if you will, indicate the 

oudines of the broader forms of fictioning (and being fictioned) v^ch are part and parcel of 

one's social identity. The kinds of limitations which prodiKed her experiences in the Bocage 

may helpfully direct us to the ways in which sexuality, intersubjectivity, and fictioning fail and 

succeed to define truth claims in feminist (and not so feminist) ethnograj^es. Her work is 

perhaps the sharpest critique of'Voice-travel-texf liberalism in anthropology, for it is neither 

meta-meta-ethnographic, like Gifford's woric, nor antagonistic to the discipline, like that of 

Spivak. 

First of all, as I mentioned above, no one who is exempt fixim being put under a ^11 can 

even discuss witchcraft Favret-Saada quotes one of her informants as s^ing, "you have to be 

caught to believe" (15). And tiie converse is also tnu: you have to believe in order to be caught 

If we apply this more generally to sexual identity, there is are clearly those who are (somevsiiat) 

exempt from it: childr^ for one; those considered ciazy or otherwise unable to understand 

what is haj^ning with their bodies; and those opting for ascetic religious p^tices. While 

everyone in a community is ascribed some of their sexual identity, children, etc., are presumed to 

not be able to participate in that kind of conversation, with others or with themselves. A social 

role is or^ in which consent and resistance —not ignorance and lack of umierstanding— occur in 

the code of labels, categories, and shared expectations of the risks and benefits involved in taking 

up, even subversively, a certain identity. If those who are inc^>able of self-and-other dialogue 

about such matters are those exempt from sexuality per se, then everyone else is, by definition, 

playing a role. It may be one of a novice, as with male and female virgins, who have not been 

initiated formally. Nevertheless, unlike younger or crazier members of the community, they 
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know the social significance of participating or refraining from local expectations. Gradations of 

knowing exist. These gradations do not necessarily make a neutral position of 

knowing (but not doing) possible. For a female ethnographer, in particular, this issue can be a 

problem. If she is considered {vepubescent, or opting out of sex for religious reasons, then she 

is not "caught," and as such has little access to this discourse. Cultural associations of shame and 

female sexuality must not be ignored. So, for Abu-Lughod to conduct her freldwork among 

Egyi^an Bedouin, she had to basically d^y zny sexual experience, because, being unmarried 

and childless, she would have scandalized her informants if knew she was not a virgin. 

This dynamic prevented her from asking ethnographic questions about sexuality, since "I was 

assumed to be ignorant, and I had no intention of disabusing people of this view" ( ! 17). When 

Abu-Lughod later marries and seeking to have children, she is talked to completely differently 

by informants. 

Favret-Saada also declares that constraints of fieldwoik involves the ramifications of how 

one is "^caught" Knowing one's role but not plajring it is not an option. The ethnographer must 

play a role in order to even touch upon certain topics, cannot possibly not act on one's 

purported identity. One's speech and manner are categorized and responded to, and there are 

only so many categories one can occupy. In Favret-Saada's situation, if she could be interpreted 

as "not caught" or "caught," there was still the further evaluation as to vsliether she was 

bewitched (a victim of a spell) or an "unwitcher" (one can undo the spells of witches). 

Favret-Saada found that, really, she had little choice in this matter. "Of course this position [of 

bevsritched or unwitcher] existed before me and was acceptably occupied and maintained by 

others. But now I was the one being placed there, and my name was being attached to this 

position as well as to my particular personal existence" (17). Favret-Saada calls this a process 

of adding "a name to a position," and it can be seen as a key form of transcultural 
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intersubjectivity in feminist ethnographies. If one is afraid to speak, one's silence will be 

interpreted as a kind of speech, for, "to receive messages" of one's stance "obliges one to send 

out other, signed messages." What is crucial here, for the purpose of sex and gender, is how 

Favret-Saada anticipates Butler's refusal of an in^tely plastic gender performance. It is only 

through repetitions of known roles that make possible the criticism and inquiry into why those 

roles operate as th^ do in the culture. 

If this analysis is applied to sexuality, an ethnographer cannot be merely "caught" or 

"not," sexually-experienced or viiginaL Her sexual identity must have some content, and, even if 

it is decided to award one which is anomalous, the ethnograi^er will be interpreted as acting 

through that role. Statements and silences will be interpreted as either ap^opriate or 

inappropriate to that role, and what is commonly sp(^en of, or not, and how it is spoken of, 

reflect v^iich roles may have interchange and how. So the intersiibjective space of dialogical 

ethnograi^y is i^itter a kind of Rawlsian space of anoi^mously rational beings desiring a fair 

society, nor is it a dictatorial monologue of sole patriarchs and passive subjects. Rather, certain 

roles are allowed to have certain interactions with others, while some are not supposed to 

interact at all. 

Finally, Favret-Saada lists her understanding of how partial any knowledge-claims about 

witchcraft may be. "You cannot verify any assertions," or "hear both parties" in a dispute (20). 

Simi^y hanging around the village is iK>t necessarily a fruitflil method, since "a serious crisis will 

never be taken to a local unwitcher." Leaving the local context is one practice within an overall 

social structure organized around what can and cannot be said, known, or done. Secrecy is not 

here merely preferred to public knowledge. Instead, it is absolutely necessary within the 

definition of words as "war by other means." An ethnographer cannot ask after "what must 

remain unsaid," because it must remain unsaid for the safety of all involved. It becomes 
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impossible to ask for clarification from either unwitchers or the people they help. An 

ethnographer, who is already read as holding a series of roles in a series of interactions, and 

engaged in dialogue along the axes of these roles wiiether she means to respond or not So she 

basically must rely upon the unavoidable complicity of being (and being determined to be 

belonging in one way or another) in order to do her research. Favret-Saada's description of then 

necessaiy results of this scenario, which draws together all her points, is refreshingly shocking: 

For anyone who wants to understand the meaning of this discourse, there is no 

other solution but to practice it oneself, to become one's own informant..and to 

try to make explicit what one finds unstatable in oneself. For it is difficult to see 

how the native could have any interest in the [ethnogr^er's] project of 

unveiling wlmt can go on existing (mly if it remains veiled. (22) 

Favret-Saada is saying that participant-observation is not enough. One cannot have a general, 

benign interest in cultural materials. Rather, such resources are t^^)ed only when needed, 

those in need. So one must participate not only in the general day-to-day lives of informants, 

but also in the particular strategies they use to resolve conflicts and crises. And these conflicts 

or crises often involve "an element of reality" that "at some point escapes the grasp of language 

or embolization" (22 n. 15). 

The constraints affecting fieldworic's intersubjective spaces is explicitly one in which one 

cannot "world" the hyperlocal however one wants, or even in ways mailing it in one-to-one 

correspondence with the ethnographer's home turf. Favret-Saada decides, not by feigning or by 

coming to believe witchcraft, that to become a client of a diviner, to hold and speak from that 

position, is the only way she will come to understand what remains unstatable. To do so, she 

engages in conversation in such a way that she is cleariy seeking to be unwitched, "to tell him 

you desire and ask him to interpret it." 
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I read Favret-Saada as establishing a relationship more familiarly known as a counselor-

client relationship here, in which her unwitcher is sought, not for abstract generalities about 

"witchcrafl-capital-W," but instead as a practitioner in the healing arts, and as such, a legitimate 

resource for Favret-Saada's sense of unease, insecurity, and fears. Again, the ethnographer is 

putting herself in the half-knowing role of the novice, or the one in need. But the needs must be 

genuine, so that how th^ are treated may be taken equally seriously. So, while Hurston may 

have explicitly taken up the role of apprentice and novice to experts in hoodoo in New Orleans, 

here I interpret Favret-Saada as attempting to enter into the (fynamics of unwitching as a client, 

not a future unwitcher. Entering into the specific understandings of ihe scenario is, then, an act 

of trust and acknowledgement that roles must be embodied, not merely friay-acted. Whether the 

unwitcher and the hoodoo healer may seriously treat or train these newcomers ought not be 

considered as merely a test Fieldwork^ are often tested; mocked to see if they get the joke, 

recruited to l^lp with transportation or food. This relationship, between unwitchers and 

bewitched or apprentices, refuses Anthropology's historical assumption that a neutral, critical-

distanced, yet participatory role is even possible. The very act of establishing such 

relationships constitutes intersubjective fieldworic, and as such implies criticism of fieldwork 

seeking objective, abstract, timeless truths about a people. Favret-Saada states it: "Like any 

native— or any desiring subject— the investigator is boimd on this occasion to be afflicted with 

misknowledge" because to realize objectivity is impossible is to assert that partial, mistaken, 

"facts of the matter" are constituted socially. Neither reliance on one's own senses nor 

insistence upon a non-experiental epistemology can function, ftw "to claim an external position 

for oneself is to abandon hope of ever learning this discourse" (21). 

It is from being caught, with one's social position named, and particular situations 

arising, which offer the possibility of complex fieldwork understandings. Sexuality shares these 
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aspects in the field, for it is the plethora of silences wliich accompany speech and attempts to 

speak as a local which define how knowledge exists in this context. A generic reporting on how 

"the tradition" treats wedding nights or cuckolding is most likely to be only sometimes true, and 

may, for some practices, in fact never be true. As Abu-Lughod found, in order to speak of sex, 

the ethnographer must be in some role which involves a recognizable sexual identity, one which 

puts her in contexts in which interaction around this topic is allowed. A specific context is 

required. An event like die birth of a child, in Tsing's case, or a ritual clitorectonny, with Lavie, 

or infertility, for Abu-Lughod, are the means through vsdiich it is possible to play a role, and thus 

gain knowledge. But, as their ethnographies show, gaining knowledge will not be the only, or 

even the major, role in such contexts. One is a player, a social actor, in the minidrama of an 

event, and, as such, expected to participate. 

Fr(Mn within the discourse, the ethnographer participates, as well, in the sense of lacking 

full description," [p]ersistent amnesia, dumbfoimdedness, the inability to reflect when faced by 

the seemingly unstatable— i.e. the vague perception that something in this cannot be coped with 

[can't be thought, can't be said] — this was my ordinary lot during the adventure" (22) What is 

unstatable in oneself^ is not an abstraction, just as unwitching is not generic but specific. The 

context the roles present, and the limitations of speech and symbolic forms of expression 

available curtail and create the space of releasing from spells. 

Favret-Saada's discussion of persistent amnesia and dumbfoundedness may seem to 

relate only to specific kinds of ethnography, involving witchcraft or secret societies. I read her, 

though, as attempting to point to an ongoing tension which informs any fieldwork, because it 

involves gaining not only the ability to enter into daily life in the field, but to be able to evaluate 

"the limits of my position in speech," so that, once she could say that she had "occupied at one 

time or another all the positions in this discourse, knowingly or not, willingly or not, at least 
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enables me to have a view on everything that is statable." (24) What Favret-Saada declares is 

that there is one completely mute role among the categories. It is the witch: "No one, in the 

Bocage, calls himself a witch; it is not a position from which one can speak" (25). People are 

called witches after the fact of someone being unwitched and someone else (fying soon after, as a 

seeming result. But this is an after-the-resolution designation, a way of, constructing an answer 

to the question, "Now, who is my witch?"(21 n. 13). So, according to Favret-Saada, the 

ethnographic records doctmienting that witches exist and inhabit the neighborhoods of the 

bewitched are simply wrong: "This makes it highly unlikely that there are witches who actually 

cast evil spells" (23). Rather, witches are a necessary fictional cause of crises, required for the 

cultural system to function. 

This last point is absolutely crucial. The process, of playing into or playing on 

etfanognq>hic fictions, makes the silence of the subaltern a dynamic, hyperlocal silence which is 

not permanent nor necessarily forced. The vdtch may be a fiction, but she is a necessary one, 

much in the same way that the Oriental women or third-gender berdache are required in 

Orientalism and third-gender theory. But these are roles fiom which one cannot speak. They 

are, by definition, mute. Here, at least temporarily, Spivak is correct that the subaltern cannot 

speak: "If the subaltern can speak then, thank God. the subaltern is not a subaltern any more" 

(Critic 158). However, this link between speech and subaltern role has the manifest content of 

silence-as-result-0f-0{^resi0n only on the macroeconomic level. The subaltern is only silent in 

Spivak's sense with regard to her global designation as a third world woman. And, although part 

of the same analytic field as the women's-only space in an indigenous village, it is not the same 

strategic space. The dramatic dialogues of the subaltern are hardly silent Whether it is 

performing as a mischievous informant for the feminist ethnographer, as a compliant inferior to 

the abusive husband, or as boss and care-taker to young children, each of these dynamics cannot 
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be put under erasure through an implicit base-superstructure model in which globalization's 

transnational forms of oppression are presumed to map directly onto local transcultural 

dynamics of interaction. Global-economic macrostructures of colonial power cannot be ascribed 

complete control over all sentences said, all figurations formed. 

Spivak's analysis falters in her refusal to locate an ethnographic embeddedness as the 

local arena in which one who is cast globally as a subaltern may, indeed, retain a dynamic 

identity vs^ch involves more than one kind of silence, more than one kind of speech, and more 

than one social role. To name the subaltern only as a transactional term between colonial and 

nationalist men may describe the obsessions of the two parties rather well. How ever much of 

this tug-of-war over sati oug^t to be allowed to define the entirety of the subaltern's social role 

remains problematic. Using Favret-Saada's analysis, especially in the ways in vy^ch I see her 

tiieories consonant with Butler's, allows for the kind of agency-under-wraps discussed in the 

last chajrter, in terms of Algerian women with guns under their clothes wd Northern and 

Southern Native American resistance under the feigned malachista masks of acceptance. 

Anthropology has had its own problems with mistaking abstract analysis for 

appropriately tactical speech, and it is this posture which feminist ethnographers undermine. 

Even as Spivak upholds the structuralist approach to culture Anthropology's only approach to 

indigenous peoples, feminist ethnographers are at work rewriting the edicts of the discipline 

throu^ fieldwork. I will delve into specific examples below, but beforehand, I want to at least 

mention one historical moment in which the kind of analysis of social roles — especially for 

women— faltered terribly in Boasian Anthropology. This story ought to remove from 

possibility the issue as to whether tactical fictioning, and assignments of social roles, are new 

and therefore unnecessary elements of fieldwork. Rather, it becomes clear they are "always 

already" at work, as Favret-Saada's analysis has made explicit This notorious debacle in 
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Southwest anthropology concerns the murder of Henrietta Schmerler in 1931. It is an important 

story, because it demonstrates how fieldwork can go very, very wrong. She went to do research 

among the White River Apache against the advice of Ruth Benedict She presumed the neutrality 

of her words, actions, and role. She thought she could determine the meaning of her involvement 

and not be assigned a role within a potentially conflictual arena. Benedict thought she was 

"naive and unprepared and romanticized the fieldwork situation" (Parezo 361). Schmerler 

wanted to duplicate Mead's South Seas work among the Apache, including an intensive focus on 

sex and sexuality: "This is a subject about which Apache elders do not speak easily to virtual 

strangers and they refused to cooperate" (Opler qtd. in Parezo 362). But Schmerler "had a 

tendency to barge into situations without thinking." Reichard's advice to her was to make 

friends with Apache women and avoiding contact with the men, but even before leaving 

Columbia Sdmierler "never tried to understand proper female Apache roles and behaviors, [and] 

was too impatient to leam." 

Clearly Schmerler wanted adventure more than fieldwork, with its boring rigors and 

careful dictation. She apparently thought she could simply announce her research topic and be 

given the answers. Moreover, she did not think that each Apache would make his or her own 

evaluations of her, but that she could control the way her presence was interpreted. This was 

not wfeit faai^)ened. Within a few weeks, Schmerier "feared the advances" of one Apache male 

and was apparently romantically involved with another. She was killed by a young Apache 

after she misunderstood the meaning behind his asking her to attend a ceremony with him; "The 

youdi wiio slew her interpreted her emphasis on sex in her research as a sign of her looseness 

and invited her to ride behind him on his horse, something that young people of the opposite sex 

among the Apache do not do unless they are courting." She rejected his initiating sex. His 

response was to sexually assault and kill her. Sadly, in the case of Schmerler, sexual violence and 
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murder was the means used for enforcing rules of conduct in courtship. While certainly, this 

action constitutes a crime among the White River Apache, its results arise from a failure to 

analyze specific customs and reflect on one's anomalous role in the community. 

As a naive tourist, in terms of her approach to indigenous cultures, Schmerler thought 

like Odysseus, that she could play the bourgeois individual hero and pacify the Cyclops 

Polyphemus, the one-eyed man from a tribe of hunters and herders. In Adomo and 

Horidieimer's discussion of this section of the Odyssey, they discuss some lines spoken by 

Polyphemus vs^iich seem appropriate to this context: "You must be a fool, stranger, to have 

come from a long way off (65). Adomo and Horkheimer decide that, "'In later times the 

distinction between fool and stranger was not so nice, and ignorance of local usage was deemed 

sheer stupidity, however foreign to the locality the stranger might be." Not so nice indeed. 

In this example, it becomes clear that presumptions of holding a neutral -neither caught 

nor catching, i^ither bewitched or unwitching, or sexually knowledgeable yet not sexually 

available, set up impossible contradictions which too often define the dilutes of cross-cultural 

interactions. And while stx;h dangers do, following Spivak, usually result in economic and 

cultural violence done to indigenous people, it would be unhelpful to presume sexual violence 

done to fieldworkers is not a crucial and important element which betrays the complexity at 

woric. In(teed, the sexual violence and murder of Schmerler continues, in a less anonymous and 

thus all the more explicitly as a failure of cross-cultural understanding, the histories of Western 

missionaries and explorers killed by indigenous peoples. If Anthropology is to contend with a 

past quagmired in colonialism, so too must its methodology adjust to neither demonize nor 

romanticize whole tribes. As discussed in the second chapter, internal division and individual 

problems define, not block. Anthropological analyses. Political violence and personal attacks are 

not homogeneously derived from one macro-colonial structure, just as the silence of the 
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subaltern is neither proof of essential victim or victimizer status. 

The specifics of contemporary feminist ethnographies bear out this contention, that 

relationships and their attendant awkwardness, for the fieldworker, shape the composition of an 

ethnography. Ultimately, feminist ethnographies portray a story of the creation of an 

intersubjective space, A^ch is neither equivalent to nor disengaged from an indigenous culture 

and/or women's-only space. 

More satisfactory is Behar's Translated Woman, in which she describes the link between 

sexual and textual reproduction as arising from more than mere correspondence between uterus 

and word-processor. Rather, it has to do with how one's agency is enacted through the things 

you can't change: "You don't choose to write the books you write, any more than you choose 

your mother, your father, your brother, your children, or your comrade" (xi). Indeed Translated 

Woman reads much more as something that happened to Behar, not something she was quite 

seeking. What holds Behar back, \^en she has heard all these rumors about the woman she calls 

Esperanza Hernandez, which correspond so exactly to the testimonies from the colonial 

Mexican Inquisition? History: "A growing discomfort about the close links between the 

fieldworker and the inquisitor as extractors of confessions was partly what held me back"(3). 

Nor is Esperanza unaware of the similarities. She compared her telling to a confession, 

with Behar in the role of priest (11). The dynamic is not exact, for Esperanza insists on teUing 

her story, being "asswtive and aggressive," who sought out Behar (6). At the end of her life 

story, Esperanza turns it all over to Behar. But the fieldworker is not offered the full attributes 

of a i^est, and as such, is not able to armul sins and call for redemption. Rather, Esperanza 

labels Behar as if she is a donkey meant to haul these words across the border, heavy as they be. 

She jokes: "I've made a confessioiL Now you cany my sins, because it is as if I have been 

confessing with my comadres instead of with a priest! You will carry my sins now, because 
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you cany them in your head" (164). Esperanza recodes confession to be redeemed, not through 

ecclesiastical rituals, but through the telling itself The power of words spoken is also an 

unburdening of them onto another; "Now you, comadre, who are you going to get rid of them 

with? You tell them somewhere ahead, so someone else can carry the burden." 

Given this dynamic, it is no surprise that, when Behar returns to Mexico a television to 

give Esperanza and a copy of the published book, that Esperanza is polite but insistent upon 

returning a money order, and even the book, saying "We don't want to be in your debt" and 

"We can't read it, anyway" ("First Year^ 76). While Behar is linking babies with books, 

Esperanza is linking life stories with sins, and gifts with debts. She sees little good in words in a 

book she cannot read, and thus stuck to her but not hers. The hot potato was supposed to be 

passed on, or, at least for Esperanza, it was suj^sed to mulitply on el otro lado, and not come 

back. Not that the dynamic is clear, but when Esperanza expresses thanks and pride in kind 

words, 'Tm (^ud of my comadre. Without you, I'm nothing." Instead of reciproc^ words of 

thanks, Behar insults her "in words I will forever regret," firmly telling Esperanza she cannot be 

sending money eveiytime it is requested, and that the book has not made any money, anyhow. 

Her words changed everything. Th^ have intimated, formally, an end to the 

compradrazgo, a relationship "between persons of high and low economic standing, so that as 

the better-off person in my relation with Esperanza I would be expected to offer financial or 

other assistance if she requested it" {Translated 5). In return, small gifts and "extreme courtesy" 

would be expected of Esperanza. Now, both parties knew this was no ordinary compradrazgo, 

but once the book is published and Behar is living in the States, a dissolution is identifiable 

really only in how it conforms to the end of this known dynamic. Being polite, Esperanza never 

misses a step: "Don't worry. For my part, I won't be asking you for anything more. You've 

been very generous and I'm embarassed, comadre" ("First" 76). Esperanza probably feels she's 
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been dismissed, so she acts accordingly. And the book returns to el otro lado with Behar. 

This gaffe is surprising, since one of the main issues Behar discusses concerning 

recording Esperanza's story is that she is attempting to vicariously travel, cross to el norte, and 

send a part of herself away. In the book, Behar seems to understand that "Esperanza has given 

me her story for export only....this is a story that she firmly does not want townspeople to 

know " (234,236). Yet Behar's need to show off her literary baby, the publication, supplants 

this initial insight Behar forgets the lessons Esperanza has taught her about the power of 

words. While her economic arguments in Translated Woman demonstrate knowledge of her 

duties as a comadre of high social standing, and Esperanza's understanding of her life stoiy as a 

conmiodity, these insights become lost in the post-publication (but pre-best selling) era of their 

relationship. 

This situation highlights how Behar's reliance on border crossing as a concept to 

undermine the excesses of anthropology's past gets away fn>m her. Behar wants to assert the 

permeability, between Mexico and the United States, Catholic and Mesoamerican traditions, 

between witch and woman, storytelling and confession, "histoiy and story, reality and fiction" 

{Translated 16). This productive instability is suppposed to assert the construction of Indian 

womanhood in Mexico, in particular, and the construction of the native informant in general (9). 

However, Behar's insistence on the ftee-flowing, camivalesque, and, of course, hybrid nature of 

stories and storytellers runs into the same dangers as Bhabha's hybridity (15,17). Not 

everything travels, and not everyone values circulation and distribution if it means a return of 

the expressed. If Behar were to emphasize more of the aspects of mimicry rather than hybridity, 

as I have similarly suggested for Bhabha, then the issue of how agency is articulated through the 

"master's tools" would be better worked out. As it is, she misunderstands Esperanza's 

"confession," and she presumes Esperanza wants her life story "back" in town, where it could 
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be discovered that she is a "vulnerable traitor," having shown dirty laundry to the outsider. 

Behar's own experiences validate Esperanza's fear of the effects of a return-trip of her 

stories. Her family's mistreatment of her is not kept under wraps. Her book begins with an 

oblique reference to living in Greenwich Village the summer she was "disowned" by her parents 

(25), and ends with a long, wrenching discussion of how her father tore up her letters, claiming 

she lied when she wrote of her love for him and her mother, that what she wrote was "jCaca! 

{Mierda! j Shit! "(327) After the publication of Translated Woman, the connection is more 

explicity. Her father feels betrayed, his temper put into print: "The pen, he's saying, is mighty 

mean in the hands of a wicked daughter" ("First Year" 71). He wishes he had the means to 

purchase all the copies of the book and bum them. Her mother accuses her of exposing the 

family's trapes sucios or dirty laundry. She yells as her daughter "Why don't you go find 

someone else's trapos to write about? Isn't that what you're supposed to do as an 

anthropologist?"(72) Her mother's siding with her violent father reveals long-held expectations 

that Behar was plotting evil. Her mother demands that Behar "[a]dmit you used Esperanza's 

story to get vengeance on your father. Admit, admit, admit.." (72) 

It is perhaps because she has been so maligned by her family that leaves the topic of 

witching undertheorized. Its centrality to her text is made explicit in the opening quotations in 

Ruth Behar's Translated Woman, where she quotes not only the Malleus MaleHcarum. the 

medieval inquisitor's handbook for identifying witches (v). Behar ends her book with a line 

Sandra Cisneros says to her at an Aim Arbor Day of the Dead celebration: "'Nos estamos 

haciendo muy brujitas' (We're becoming very witchy)" (342). However, for all the references, 

Behar's approach to witchcraft is remarkably vague. She interprets witch to mean, really, any 

unorthodox practice, and as such, any potentially feminist practice. This is too easy, for surely 

Day of the Dead is about as mainstream Mexican as one can get The Anglo-feminist 
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romanticization of witches is a secular one, w^le it is clear that Esperanza does not like being 

called a witch who blinded her ex-husband with a curse (2,198-199) Her one reference to 

Chemcha as an unwitcher is consistent with how Favret-Saada uses the term. Usually, however, 

in Behar's discussion, she discusses Chencha and Esperanza as witches or spiritual mediums, 

undermining the important difference between one who casts spells and one who casts out 

spells. The distance between such roles is far more important than Behar seems to understand. 

Behar does, however, encounter a female berdache named Chencha, una mujer 

hombrona, wiio is, indeed, an "unwitcher and heaiter" (206). Esperanza is one of Chencha's 

followers, this is no puristically traditional setting. Chencha's secretary calls her on an intercom, 

in an office that is "a cross between a doctor's and a car mechanic's waiting room." Upon 

meeting her, Behar is certain that Chencha shaves her face regularly, which is not in itself poof 

of biological gender finally gave up as irrelevant and simpleminded my desire to know 

whether she was 'really' a female in biological terms" (205). In sharp contrast to the third 

gender theory proposed last cluster by Herdt, Behar here refuses to impose a scaffolding of 

sexual identity onto the healer, to categwize her outside of how local villagers see her. And they 

see her as a manly woman, not essentially but professionally. Esperanza tells Behar that 

"ChenclH Ic^ all her pregnancies because of having to take on so many 'male' qualities to fi^t 

evil" (206). This is a tactical approach to gender attributes, in which Chencha must stage 

maleiKSS in order to perform healings. 

Chemcha's woric also anticipates issues discussed in the following chapter, concerning 

iconography, harems and Scheherazade as storyteller. Officially, Chencha leads followers in the 

spiritual worship of Pancho Villa, patron saint among a whole host of religious imagery of 

Chencha's altar, including Nirio Tomasito, Jesus, and the Buddha. But actually, Chencha acts as 

a medium for many persoriages associated with Villa, including one of Villa's "many wives," 
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Amaiia Diaz de Boniila. As a polyglot of families of tongues, in channeling such historical 

figures of political redemption, Chencha offers the cures and consolations, resolving with use of 

the past the troubles of the present. The language of the worship relies upon Villa's ability to 

resist and return fire to the enemy to the north. He is *^e man who dared to invade the United 

States," who ^triumphed over the powerful," and "made his enemies back down" (213). 

Clearly, in an era wliere so many families need members to work in the United States, under 

risky conditions in maquiladoras, fields, and the like, the Villa myth resonates with the troubles 

of a transcultural time, wlien one's personal i»'oblems may be confronted by he who confronts 

such threats. 

Like Hurston, Behar finds herself apprenticed to a healer, as the only route to find out 

about the medium. The ^>prencticeship, however, is a ruse. Behar is requested to get three 

di£ferent people to give her one-centavo coins. Such coins are not even manu&ctured by the 

government anymore, since devaluation has made it so that hundreds of centavos buy veiy little. 

But Behar plays along, realizing only lat^ that she was being made the butt of a joke, in a test 

which, should she pass, may yet allow increased participtation; "At the time, I only half 

understood how wickedly brilliant was Chencha's casting of me in this embarassing role. There I 

was, a gringa, an icon of Americanness, smd as such implicated in Mexico's dd^t and economic 

collapse, asking for the one peso coins that had been rendered worthless, in part, by the loan 

money that the United S^tes had pumped into Mexico faster than it could pump out oil and 

other exports" (212). After some time of Behar's loud calls, "as though the scene has beai 

rigged (has it?), three people in the room suddenly have one peso coins to give me." Chencha 

then states explicitly v^t the whole charade was designed to achieve, saying to Behar, "You're 

going to start at the bottom" (213). 

In writing of a woman whose reputation as a witch makes her an outcast, Behar finds 
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herself accused of much the same kind of ill-will and personal harm as a conjurer, her 

ethnography interpreted by her mother and father as a betrayal. The "wicked daughter" of the 

West is accused, between the lines, of performing bitchcn.^ Behar may have said to herself, in 

frustration, upon hearing her mother request she ply her trade on someone eXsei'strapos sucios, 

that there's no place like home. It is exactly this kind of dynamic which requires the kinds of 

distinctions between a witch and an unwitcher, as more than the difference between a dutiful 

daughter and and an ungrateful one. In attempting to articulate the transcultural e£fects of the 

intersubjectivity achieved with Esperanza, Behar finds herself painfully aware of how 

articulating what she and Esperanza share has affected her personal life. The link between airing 

dirty laundry and being shamed, of domestic chores and family secrets, points to Belmr's 

comparisons with Esperanza as a key insight of feminist ethnography. Abu-Lughod describes it 

as a strategy wdiich "brings out similarities in all our lives" ("Against" 157). It is "the dailiness, 

[v^^ch] in breaking coherence and introducing time, keeps us fixed on flux and contradiction" 

(158). 

As one wliose United States citizenship and academic position both arise from border-

crossing, Behar feels a sense of loss about the cost of her privilege: "How far can one go in 

shuttling back and forth across those borders without losing everything in the translation?" She 

conclude Translated Woman with a recounting of her own trials, one uiiich enacts Rabinow's 

call for a serious study of the culture of higher education. When Behar attempts to apply for 

tenure, she is recommended to attempt to use her Cuban background to strengthen her case for a 

position to be filled by a minority. The request is turned down, because, "[a]pparently I was 

not an authentic enough Latina because my four grandparents had been European Jewish 

inunigrants to Cuba. After writing a whole book undermining the gossip about Esperanza, which 

is couched in terms of the Mexican colonial inquisition, Behar finds her own situation is "not 
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unlike the linq>ieza de san^e writs of the Inquisition that sought to determine "purity of blood" 

(332). One does not need to be a peddler-witch to be treated as a witch by one's family and a 

scamming peddler of ethnicity at the very institution seeking, explicitly, minorities only. 

Everything changes when Behar receives a MacArthur "genius" award. In Mexico at the time, 

Behar is sent a telegram from the university offering her a tenure-track position; "It was difficult 

not to be cymcal''(333). After much delay and confusion, for "the veiy same academy that had 

toyed with my most intimate sense of identity," Behar tentatively accepts the position, feeling 

like they "bought me out.** And, of course, once she accepts the job, she is "immediately 

tabulated into the list of new minority hirings." The sense of "horror of being a translated 

woman," shuttled across other people's definitions in order to fulfill institutional needs, makes 

Behar want to recoil from offering Esperanza's story up for the same kind of consumption 

Within her &mily and her work, Behar must deal with how contradictions, of being "almost a 

gringa but not quite" (339). 

How words construct spaces of exclusivity, exclusion, and even demand e;q)lusion, is 

what Behar must deal with in her work with Esperanza and her work within the academy. The 

kii^ of pain {nroduced through conventions of belonging, on the one hand, and the deadly words 

of slot-filling on the other, is exactly the kind of subjectification which Rabinow describes as 

"farthest removed from the direct a^lication of force" ("Social" 260). It is at this level that 

"the identity of individuals and grouf^ is at stake," and so "the realm in which culture and 

power are most closely intertwined." Which is why, in order to pull togethe the lessons of 

feminist ethnography —lesbian and straight— a revisit to Judith Butler's work on subjection is 

most helpful. 

Intersubjectivity is, indeed a result of subjection. But whether that process can be 

adequately accounted for as "intersubjection" is another story. The term would imply a kind of 
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violence between the ethnographer and informant which, although acknowledged as a possibility 

of betrayal and misrepresentation, is only part of the fieldwork experience. For many of the 

researchers discussed here, it is confronting the domestic violence, sexual abuse, lack of control 

over sex or pregnancy, and lack of ability to provide basic food, shelter and medicine which 

shapes the interaction. It is not the potential of symbolic violence between interlocutors which 

overdetermines the nature of an intersubjectively-constructed women's-only space. Rather, it is 

the aAennath of violence done, of economic and marital, of bodily and mental, which becomes a 

mode of connecting, an interface between women from different cultures. And, since everyone's 

pain is different, it is this same link of experiences of exclusion and abuse which offer lesbians in 

the States grounds for fieldwoilc at "home." Abu-Lughod describes this situation as a method of 

reflecting on macroeconomic and global forces through specific struggles and decisions made at 

the personal, family, and community level: Social forces "are only embodied in the actions of 

individuals living in time and place, [so] ethnogr^hies of the particular capture them best" 

("Against" 156). 

If we posit actual violence in the ambience of intersubjective spaces, then necessarily the 

reactions to the violence done, tl^ shared context ^^ch is explicable but not escapable, must 

form and shape the reality created through that conversation and relationship. It is for this 

reason that Butler's attempt to reconcile elements of the unconscious with her theory of 

performativity works well to define this (fynamic. Butler's analysis of sexuality as performed 

offers an opportunity to analyze how both the ethnographer's and the informant's 

performances of sexual presence enact, simultaneously, a recognition of the unspeakable wish 

for the impossible, for a context in which one's identity is not defined by violence. 

Surely I am not advocating Butler's use of Freudian categories, but I think what she is 

atempting to discuss is how melancholy and mourning are possible, compensatory acts, and as 
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such, fonns of agency under wraps. For, in terms of both sexuality and self-definition, the 

subaltern yearns. If psychoanalysis argues that "what is exteriorized or performed can only be 

understood by reference to what is barred from performance, what cannot and will not be 

performed," then "the performance allegorizes a loss it cannot grieve...performing, as it were, the 

impossible within the possible" {Psychic 144-147). It is through this mimetic disavowal that 

insurgent minstrelsy —contra the status quo— is enacted. In Butler's discussion of heterosexual 

melancholy, this means that "the straight woman becomes the woman she 'never' loved and 

^never' grieved," so that "what is most apparently performed as gender is the sign and symptom 

of a pervasive di^vowal" of homosexual desire. 

This line of argument may seem to take us far fix)m fieldworic dynamics, but Butler's 

work is crucial here. For it in the ethnographic encounter that the constraints and impositions of 

sexual self-revelations most clearly do the cross-cultural woric of tacit advocacy, of recognition 

of difiference which can make a differeiK^e. Butler's work demonstrated that it is the limitations 

on speaking sexually which police and produce culturally-specific gender identities. What 

femim'st fieldwoik attempts to i»rticipate in is thus an intersubjective melancholia over the 

limits of women's agency, here specifically sexual agency, and its resultant anger. This will be 

not a universal, but a culturally-specific loss. It may be prohibitions homosexual desire, or it 

may involve refusals of the possibility of women having any sexual object choice at all, if it is 

removed throu^ arranged marriages. It may even involve how female desire is destroyed 

through clitorectomies. Any of these, of whatever culturally-specific limitations on women the 

fieldwoiker is able to study, will be accompanied by "the emergence [or sustaining] of collective 

institutions for grieving" which "are thus crucial to survival, to reassembling community, to 

rearticulating kinship, to reweaving sustaining relations" (148). 

While Butler is talking about Act Up and Queer Nation, whose public protests and "die-
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ins" assert "life-affirming rejoinders" against terrible losses of life and limb, her discussion 

applies well to the spaces of women discussed below, and the way in which the feminist 

ethnographer must participate in performances of mourning and melancholia. This not to 

presume that all cultures have women-only spaces defined by patriarchal codes, or that 

mourning and melancholy are the only reactions to being a second-class citizen in one's own 

home and nation. Rather, this approach allows for an open-ended theorization of the inductive 

conclusions drawn from involvement, from how the freldworker finds herself named and claimed 

by her informants. As such, it is an attempt to de-individuate the question, key to narrative 

ethnography, asked by the ethnographer when attempting to write about her informants: "Who 

was I for them?" (Ehmiont, qtd. in Tedlock 81). In Butler's analysis, "I" and "them" participate 

in a shared space, a shared set of prohibitions, and yet are not reducible to either liberal 

individuals, with complete freedom of expression, or to silent masses, passive and resigned. 

Instead, a series of roles enact the limits of culture, in the location of culture, through speaking 

the impossibility of sex through the possible performances of shared, but repressed, anger and 

anxiety. 

This formulation establishes the necessary risks of "worlding" an intersubjective context 

out of an ethnographic encounter, as well as its limitations. If it is not a matter of getting more 

chatty, heart-to-heart, but rather of sharing in the collective institutions of grieving which 

simultaneously forn the practices shaping agency in circumscribed ^ces of women, then tte 

ethnograi^er must imitate the imitative structures of gender as it is (in)articulatable in the field, 

and as such participate in the cultural forms of mimicry/mockery wliich define and refine 

identity. Butler's idea that gender and sexuality operate under constraint function in fieldwork 

to make strategic, and yet compulsive, the performance of any identity. There are no neutrals or 

neuters here, Butler argues that, "In opposition to a conception of sexuality which is said to 
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'express' a gender," gender must be "composed of precisely what remains inarticulate about 

sexuality" (Butler, Psychic 140). Taking Butler's discussion, her "logic in drag" (149) from 

cross-dressing to cross-cultural work, then, the ethnographer participates in melancholy and 

mourning through being designated a role which either exposes the constraints on women, by 

being anomalously gendered, or by sharing in the same constraints. 

To tie fieldwork more directly to Butler and Favret-Saada's discussions, it is important 

to remember that Spivak sees the post-colonial teacher as involved in "catachrestical claims" 

about self-determination, selfhood, identity, vsdiich simply means that Spivak thinks one should 

"take positions not in terms of the discovery of historical or philosophical grounds, but in terms 

of reversing, displacing, and seizing the ai^)aratus of value-coding" (207,206). This is not far 

from the position of the drag queen performing, and thus mocking, gender. Nor is recoding 

widiout risks, for when determining if one's interlocutor is "caughf' or "catching," one better 

not be wrong. The performance which misreads the situation can be deadly. As a kind of post-

C0l(uual teacher, an informant may be seen to be "reversing, displacing, and seizing," by the 

ethnographer. Moreover, the ethnographer's role may be interpreted by informants as a 

performance which reverses, displaces, or even seizes meanings. The "analytic field" of 

ethnogr^)hic encounters is full of dangerous rewards, of roles repeated and revised in the 

presence of the guest as well as by the guest To treat such risks as either merely personal or 

merely cultural is to ignore the strategies of survival, and how such strategies differ. The 

dangerous rewards of field woric cannot be analyzed separate from the negotiations women must 

live with, be they informant or ethnographer, in response to local dynamics of naming and 

claiming 
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people,  i  felt  m\ work seemed completeK irrelevant in the face of hijackings,  plane 

crashes,  and many. man\ deaths.  Relatives of those perished in the towers wore the 

stricken faces I had not seen in over a decade, when mothers of the disappeared 

gathered in the plazas of Central  and South America to protest ,  dance,  and mourn. For 

days we all  wore the shocked, helpless faces of the firemen and police who survived the 

buildings collapsing. Thcv lost  their  comrades-in-arms. They found no one. After a few 

weeks,  relatives were given urns of dust  from Ground Zero.  

Traged} changes e\  er\  thing. Ideas and interests w hich seemed arcane become 

touchstones,  as people grasp for some understanding of the axis upon w hich e\  er\  thing 

has turned. The issues I was analvzing in these chapters seemed quaint,  on the one 

hand, and ol sudden and desperate importance,  oii  the other.  Was riot  the rnixture ot  

crusader and cow bo} language u^ed bv buil t  Gcuigc Bitsl i  and Osuiiui  Bsii  t -adcii juNi 

renlavint j  tanes  of  conouest !  he  Old Fasi  m e e t s  The {) ld  W e s t  I  h e i r  i i s ; u ^ e  i s  
t v.. t t C" 

hopelessi} inadequate to the economics and polit ics dri \en b\  globaii / a t i v o n .  

Afghanistan was hijacked a long t ime ago. The Soviets fought there,  the exiled 

Saudi and other foreign extremist  Taliban, as well  as countless warlords and hired guns.  

ha\e used it  tor target practice.  As C hristopher Hitchens recently [)ul  iL •"Aighaiustaii  

ma\ be the first  country in histor\  w hich is  bombed <iui of the Stone Age." 

! i  M a r s h a l l - l i k e  p l a n s  O l  v '  S .  I i f i a f i e i i i g  d o  i o H o u  i i i e  n i i i i i a r N  i r r .  e n i e n i ,  i t  s t i i i  

b e  t o o  l l l l l e .  t o o  l a t e .  T h e  \ u ) i n e i i  o l  A f g h a n i s l a i i  w e r e  s t r i p i ) e d  o (  e \ e r \  [ • ( a s i e  l u i i n a n  



right r i \  e  \ears ago, but mattered li t t le.  Those w ho were foeused i i i lernationall)  KH)ked 

at  Hosii ia.  \1ostl \  .  though, we hi the I 'nited States were obsessed with se\  seandals and 

eelebrit} tr ials.  We toughened our usual solipsism w ith a  hard shell  oi 'Seinieldian 

i n s u l a r i t } .  I  h i s  i s  h o w  s u b a l t e r n s  a r e  m a d e ,  a n d  n o t  b o r n .  S o  I  w i n d e r  n o w  w  h e l h e r  t h e  

11 c r *»I c  in will it m  •, m-»-\ i-i ».• 
l l l V ' t V  V i V V j y i *  I I  I I I X -  » » \ ' l l l \ - l i  • >  

and nali \  e  sexual identi t ies so tnisrepresented aeross the eenturies w il l  eontinue to 

eireulate in Orientalist  shadow pla\ ,  resistant to nuanee.  

Afghanistan was a plaee Bruee Chatw in lo\  ed.  He first  tra\  eled there three t imes 

in the 196()s.  His photographs show a land of lapis and sand: ornate here,  sparse there.  

In 1980. in response to Russian occupation,  he w rote "A Lament for Afghanistan.  " in 

the essa\ .  Chatw in e\  okes the stories of people full  of banter and bit ing humor,  lost  now 

to bombings and poverty and il lness.  Perhaps,  now. in our mourning for those lost  on 

"nine-eleven." we can understand the extent of the deprivation and destruction there.  

Finally,  perhaps,  we can lament Afghanistan as well .  
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